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four poems

FOR HER WHO CARRIED MY CHILD

Moved by you deep enough
To care for what I said,

I spoke the name of love;

The word, most delicate,

Slight, piteously frayed.

Suddenly kicked its feet;

I sobbed my heaviness.

And I, in a latter day

Of winter, felt the earth

Bare to endure the sky.

I, trundled in the dark.



Fear to recall your eyes

Shaking with the birth;

You, in the heavy dark,

Sobbed out your heaviness.

I stood in the street' outside

And tried to feel the pain,

Remembering how men died

Not even knowing death.

Your window faded, haze

Gathered across the rain.

The wind, beyond my breath.

Sobbed out its heaviness.

For that one word I made,

You, not the wind, were shaken;

It was you who bowed the head

And, leveled deep as stone.

Bore the fierce love to peace.

A little while not forsaken

By earth on the earth, my son

Sobbed out his heaviness.

Yet the word I bore that night

Rolled in me like a child.

Cried out, and gave me the right

To lie on the bed with you.

Reach out, and touch your face.

To your love reconciled,

That night three years ago,

I sobbed your heaviness.



A LITTLE GIRL ON HER WAY TO SCHOOL

When the dark dawn humped off to die

The air sang, clearly the county bells

Rang in the light from trees to wells

And silkened every catbird cryf

Webbed in a gown of yellow white,

Gauzed as a robin where the tree

Blows down over the eyelids, she

Limped on beyond me in the light.

One bell before I woke, the stones

Under the balls of her soft feet

Cried out to her, the leaves in the wet
All tumbled toward her name at once.

And while my waking hung in poise

Between the air and the damp earth,

I saw her startle to the breath

Of birds beginning in her voice.

Be careftd of holes, the catbird said.

His nest hanging below her hair.

Nudging the robins windward there,

Whorling the air of glint and shade.

Fall in the hole, the pigeon swore.

His feathers beckoning her to ground,

Burling the sparrows out of sound,

Whorling the glints of shade and air.



Cling to the edge, cling to the edge,

Here, step lightly, touch my beak.

She listened, but she would not speak,

Following the white swan through the hedge.

A GESTURE BY A LADY WITH AN ASSUMED NAME

Letters she left to clutter up the desk

Burned in the general gutter when the maid

Came in to do the room and take the risk

Of slipping off the necklace round her head.

Laundry she left to clutter up the floor

Hung to rachitic skeletons of girls

Who worked the bars, or labored up the stair

To crown her blowsy ribbons on their curls.

Lovers she left to clutter up the town
Mourned in the chilly morgue and went away.

All but the husbands sneaking up and down
The stairs of that apartment house all day.

What were they looking for? the cold pretense

Of lamentation offered in a stew?

A note? a gift? a shred of evidence

To love when there was nothing else to do?



Or did they rise to weep for that unheard

—

Of love, whose misery cries, and does not care

Whether or not the madam hears a word
Or skinny children watch the trodden stair?

Whether or not, how could she love so many.
Then turn away to die as though for none?

I saw the last offer a child a penny
To creep outside and see the cops were gone.

WHERE THE PLUMP SPIDER SWAYS TO REST

The muddle of a leaf he saw.

The crook, the knotty twig and bough
Define geometry for now.
The universe without a flaw

Trembles between a rotten trunk

And streams and oceans of the grass.

The weather has been clear for days.

The hummingbird a little drunk.

The earliest dribble of a rain

Will bring his flimsy rafters down;
And every elegance upthrown.

Between the rotten and the dead

Or high above the unperceiving

And dull confusions of the living.

Float down bewildered to the mud.



Most of the artisans who know
The immanence of death, prefer

The wind to be philosopher

And tell the fragile where they go.

Or anyway they hope to hear

The murmur long before it comes.

All music in the bough that thrums
And shreds the rootlet to the air.

But after all the hell it took

To glue his spittle to a leaf.

It seems he has enough of grief

To last until the patterns break.

The alleyways and pinnacles

Of web go down to rearrange

A world less intricate and strange,

A rubble bare of roof and walls.

Meanwhile he leaves to those who care

The huddle and the dream of fear.

He wears a diamond in his ear.

And sees the dancers leap in air.

Both his amusement and his feast.

He mirrors, from a thousand flies.

The thousand summers of his eyes

His miracle makes manifest.



three poems

THE BRANCHES OF WATER OR DESIRE

Imagine that the fast life of a bird

sang in the branches of the cold,

cast-off antlers of a stag

and lit the points of bone

figuratively with fire.

Worn, those antlers were

an outer counterweight,

extravagant in air and poised

against a branching need

drumming in the red inside

the arteries or antlers of the heart.

That was the balance that allowed

the stag’s head’s limber rise,

and might have been the gift

the temporary, reed-boned bird

sang air about: abundance,

rank beyond the need. The horns

appear before the eye to be

more permanent than songs

that branch out lightly on the air

or root into the chest

as singing’s negative, the breath,

that touches at the branching veins

at depth:

but when the leaping rut

slept growing in the hollow of the hind,

the candelabra that the head

dazzled the wedding with

guttered to rubbish and was lost.



That perch for calls and bird-

song was a call itself,

and fell to grace the wilds

correctly, since an itch,

under the rootholds of the horns,

whitens wfth mushroom want
in cellars of the antlers’ nerve

just off the brain,

and wants to make its many points again.

Once cast, they are the dead and fall

duly as a sound falls in the cool

of smoking days, when air

sags with the damp and song

swirls in the hollows: this

is so the works can start again,

untrammeled by the done, downed
wonders, and be upstart news

to publicize the crocus of next spring.

The stag had something on his mind
beside his wants, and it

is more than curious, the way
the horns are worn at ease

by cranial fulcrum, since the likes of them,

the lighter songs or battle-cries of birds,

hum in the chambers of the nose

just off the brain,

so that the chambered mute, the brain,

silent in wants and plans,

vibrates in closest sympathy
with what is not its own
and plays as best it can.



Those were the works,

the prides and hat-trees of the head

that climbed out of the brain

to show its matter: earth, and how a beast

who wears a potted plant, all thorns,

is mostly desert, with a glory

unsustained. 0 it

is useless in a fight

won by the head and heels,

not nicety, not war-cries worn
in silence to be seen. The hinds,

cropping the perimeter of war,

sooner accept the runnel one

who has not fronded his desire

with public works. Call and be gone,

bird: the one who wears the horns

can bear the singer too, mindlessly singing all

the bird-brained airs of spring,

but has to cast the tuning forks

that let the eye see song,

and winter with this loss.

The bone as singing-post

is capital enough in arms
to hold the nation of your sound

in singing’s fief: the brain’s

savage receptionist, the ear,

beating a drum outside its closest door,

joins with the civil eye’s

electrical distance from the brain

in witnessing the poles of prongs and sounds

arcing across their earthworks of desire:



the sounds and tines

must be some excess of the flesh

that wants beyond efficiency

in time, but cannot find

much permanence outside it: getting or not aside,

it must branch out in works

that c^ itself, for some
imaginary reason out of mind.

PORTRAIT

The captive flourished like

a mushroom in his oubliette.

He breathed his night’s breath every day,

took food and water from the walls

and ruled his noisy rats and youth.

He made a calendar of darkness,

thought his boredom out, and carved

Heaven in his dungeon with a broken spoon.

At last he made his own
light like a deep sea fish, and when
his captors’ children came for him

they found no madman in a filthy beard
or heap of rat-picked bones:

they found a spry, pale old gentleman
who had a light around his head.

Oh he could stare as well as ever,

argue in a passionate voice

and walk on to the next

detention in their stone dismay
unaided.



LANDFALL

The curtains belly in the waking room.

Sails are round with holding, horned at top,

and net a blue bull in the wind: the day.

They drag the blunt hulls of my heels awake
and outrigged by myself through morning seas.

If I do land, let breakfast harbor me.

Waking in June, I found a first fruit

riding out the water on a broken branch.

Sleep was a windfall, and its floating seeds

steered me among the Cyclades of noise.

A coastal woman with a cricket in her hair

took soundings as the time chirped in her head:

I knew that night-time is an Island District;

curtains are my sails to shore.

Block and tackle string a butcher’s dance

and hoist the sun on home: the bull

is beached and hung to dry, and through

his bloody noon, the island of his flank

quakes in the silence and disturbs the flies.

Flesh has crawled out on the beach of morning,

salt-eyed, with the ocean wild in hair,

and landed, land-locked, beached on day,

must hitch its hand to traces and resist

the fierce domestic horses teamed to it.

Drivers and driven both, the plowing heels

bloody the furrows after plunging beasts:

the spring of day is fleshed for winter fruit.



Fallen in salt-sweat, piercing skin, the bones

essay plantation in their dirt of home

and rest their aching portion in the heat’s

blood afternoon. 0 if the sun's day-laborer

records inheritable yield, the script

is morning's alpha to omega after dark;

the figured head to scrotum of the bull.

Accountancy at sundown is the wine of night:

walking the shore, I am refreshed by it

and price the windrise and the bellowing surf

while, waiting for its freight of oil and hides,

a first sail starts the wind by snapping whips.

ALAN DUGAN



five poems

SEA CHANCES

Not in one of its furies, but with absent care

the slaty tide sucks bones of ^!?ood, spits them dry

on the sand ; plasters a shell here, there

one derelict claw; brown weed ribbons (sea hair

waving submerged)
;
pebble stuff, piled high.

Is it this thoughtful arranger, patting (now) a

small splash

on sand, whose January angers boiled in whale-

battering shipless heaves of water, tall

in the gray gull-blown wind, to climb and crash

like a wet axe, and clobber and bruise our littoral?

Log it to commonplace that the sculpture of coast,

what sleeves and shapes the blue barrier either side,

is wild winter days blown monstrous, shaken slammed
and lost;

with spelled calms, held water, carving slow and
leaving uppermost

a decor of sea bones, shell and spar, displayed beyond
high tide.



MARGINALS

To me lying near sleep, at the pale edge

of dark, sounds wrestle the gray beyond, and trains

at the outer margin slide and weave, the diesels

shudder their strings of cars and eat their noisy

miles, and lone farmlights star the black between.

To me lying near sleep the near leaves bind

my walls in hush of green gloom merged in still

and ebony and humming waves of leafed

midnight, where the small insect noises drown
in those deep currents that close in my walls.

To me lying near sleep the shuttered blinds

spill in a float of morning colors, wash
and rinse my eyes, disturb the escape of dreams
upon the white awakeness lying beside

my wakening in birdsong and drenched day.

LEILAH

From the French of Leconte de Lisle

Sound of wing-beat, murmur of running springs,

have fled

the air. The sun, a cinder, swims across the gay
grass, and with his thief’s beak the furtive bengalee
drinks the rich juice of mangoes colored as if they bled
gold. In the king’s close, where mulberries ripen red,

under bare sky, from which all color has drained away.



RICHMOND LATTIMORE

Leilah, rosy and languid in the heat of day,

shuts deep lashed eyes. Branch shade is dark about her

head.

Her jeweled forehead leans on one delightful arm.

The amber of her bare foot colors soft and warm
the pearled film of her tiny shoe. She dreams apart

and smiles upon her dreaming of Jiow lovers meet,

like some fruit grown deep colored, passionate and
sweet,

that makes the mouth’s desire a lightness in the heart.

LANDSCAPE WITH STORY

Drenched in wet silver, pale with olive, and still

with flowers upon the folded hands of day,

the garden at the bottom of the hill

sleeps in arrested expectation. Mail

dramatic on the outline of the rock,

a black knight rides his armor down the trail

in quest of histories lived long ago.

Where are our amoureuses? Are they all gone?

But in the lyric valley, dreams below,

memory burns the banners of old nights;

the chimes of stars turn pale upon the hour;

and there, as gardens dawn, and as the lights

of twelve day-candles wink out one by one,

my love walks tenderly where cherubim

choir their rosalbas in the silver sun.



NOTE ON THE L AND N

Bracketed by a diesel switcher and five

box cars before, and aft a red caboose,

with pistons pumping as if they were alive,

with eyeholes fixed* ahead, cabhandles loose,

two old pacifies went
frogmarched to fate along the iron arc

that hooked the landscape to the edge of dark.

Dull on the wheels and ironed calm by time,

the history of bright miles dies to the trip

of driving rods pushed from outside. They climb

in humped and prodded dead companionship

where the last curve is bent

and shapes them home. No more, in pride of steam,

will they thread out against the azure dream

of six o’clock on silver, past the sleep

of yards, the sleep of white grain towers, to raise

blue cities hours in future. Life is deep

dimmed in them, and their black is dull with days.

In a bewilderment

of motion they find aliens work their wheeled
stride to the scrapyard and the ironmonger’s field.

RICHMOND LATTIMOEE



two poems

THE ARTIST

There the three maidens are stahding

as the artist has left them
each with her heart within her hands

each with her heart upon her brow

One holds fruit, another a flower

the third holds only her hands
their breasts are oval as their eyes

and a breast of one is bare

They are rooted in love for their eyes

are gentle

a fish is the thigh of one

the earth is the round their bellies hold

and their hearts are upon their brow

The artist is God to leave whom He will

naked to the judgement day
a fruit or a flower a woman may be

she garners her God's full love



SOLE THE FABLED DIM RECESS

Lazrus shut his eyes when the white mice came

he knew no kingdom could be built

on such feeble strategy

The world was nong the worse

though they proved monsters

The winter held as usual until mid-April

the snow scattered with their frozen pills

the pails of sweet oil rancid where they left them

He built a kingdom on such a strategy

the distaff was want

Oh lord in domain, oh lord in disunion

what scale has smitten that bright eye of wonder
the race of moths is prolific as May
the damned have gleaned the mica from the hills

the generals ordered it

This nest of scorpions was no less bargained

the brain is no less sound than the spine’s core

A lead curtain was devised and fabled contraptions

the mice gnawed them like combs of wild honey
their tracks marked a kingdom in the dust

you are this dust

What more need be said, the scales are bright

oh what bright scales cover your blind eyes

JUDSON CREWS



two poems

SUPERSEDED LOVE LETTERS

Balanced on the grate we seized them back,

refusing that the man and woman burn.

False in feeling, faithful to the«fact,

we kept what we had earned.

Took up the singed sheets and read aloud

one quarter of our lives gone up in words,

hearing the torn unwinding of some shrouds

only ghosts had heard.

By slighter treacheries, we saved the great,

and kept our years the many men we were;

intact for fire’s perusal, or the weight

of sepulchers.

And as the tears rolled back, the cries unwound,

the dead rolled back their stones and stood upright,

our hearts were peopled out beyond their bounds

and nerved with double light.



FATHERS AND SONS

Seen like a tower walking streets of sky,

that man would back the running boy tree-high

and reign him home to hug the woman wild

till dinner withered, in the length of smiles.

Or after dark, when dreams will throw" the best

of broncho-busters, nightmares rocked to rest

within those arms, tamed by a grizzly cheek,

and piped by smells of promises and sleep.

But as we grow, our sense grows so small.

That pipe took on the whiskey breath of gall,

those bristles, rubbed wrong-tempered, cut to tears,

and in those arms w"ere all the hooves of fear.

And now, when skies have fallen and the trees

march into the past on hobbled knees,

from his proud stall the pony stamps and cries,

while hunchbacked fathers knuckle home to die.

PAUL PETRIE



THE YEWBERRY

The red yewberry in the tangled copse

Its nature, like a leper shows
Whose clapper gone is dangerous, whose steps

Like nightmare clatter through depose.

Death-flavored herb, and like him colored; hard

To handle, with a taste absurd,

A mythic berry in a true church yard

And easy pickings for a crazy bird.

Perhaps the raven’s fruit. The seed

Against its glancing leaves seems cold.

Fingers praised for their devotion bleed

Beneath their aegis, twist and mold.

False garland in the hedgerow gleams; it winds

Itself, unnatural and low

To crown a forehead stiffly; or it binds

A sanguine laurel to a mortal blow.

Dishonor comments, and the victim swells;

His wreath is vigorous, its color sound

As the tough berry whose imposture tells

The measure truly of his shrinking ground.

LEONARD WOLF



WHITE

Voices protected from the dead summon us

To gentle love and measureless desire.

I regard your cunning laughter and I have lost

My way. I think «f children in the dark;

I was never told concerning this part of love.

And concerning this strange side of the moon I am
Lost, I walk bare-souled, a naked saint;

I am two men running in the pitched dark

With no hands. And the dark has no meaning.

But I look at you and I feel your white smile.

I never was the man for hidden words
But words like voices hide from me now.
If I could break the silence of red mouths.

But that which is whiteness more than the flesh

Of children holds my language innocent;

No one in this whole world is free from snow.

JON SILKIN



RETURN OF THE LOVER

To the four waters of this blood,

Moving freely with the tides of moon,
Comes this returning not yet understood.

Which leaves these inlets graced, or wreckage strewn.

Profiled in shadow the Bird will skim the surface,

Churning the waves white, staggered by his will

And the shrill scream and flapping of his haste:

A land bird cruel with no resting place.

Let him then be a tree.

Put out a bough within his beak.

Be his own bough, own rest, his own country

On the breast of the sea, of the blue, cruel sea.

DONNA BOWEN



AUNT MABEL

It is right that she is loved : her courage shines

in all the maxims that she does not draw
from sixty years to warn our present joy.

In all her tales, her husband and three sons

quietly keep the graves she bought for them.

But when, to show affection for my son,

she gives him candy, who can bear her eyes?

begging from a tiny serious idol

forgiveness for the terrible gift of time

she once held out with beautiful, ignorant hands.

DON GEIGER



DEATH AND THE MAIDEN

That she is dead is tendble. But more terrible still

how often she died. Among us,

she gathered deaths quietly like fallen apples

and held out her skirt to catch thqm up. Who among us

marked the little tottering of the head? How her eyes

failed us over a glass of beer? After our goodnights,

to what assemblages of nightmare did she come home?

From the world we lived in, how far and failing our

voices,

across the margins of her days. She chose her world.

And a thousand details of ours impinged upon it.

She could not bear us. Each of us became a death.

When the last withdrawal came, what eoiild she do but

choose it?

What was that one vast unreality compared with this

landscape, which,

before her terrored eyes crawled with a thousand

armored creatures

bearing death.

At least madness has closed her eyes.

GERALD FITZGERALD



two poems

PORTAGE

Female lakes I’espect the love of loons

As waterfalls respect the mouth’s caress;

Why have we wandered past the watercress

Through untold Egypts filled with blowing dunes?

This is no orient. No sallow moons
Ride high on crescent cities. Savage dress

Recalls no softness, and we matter less

Than fallen empires when the wet wind croons.

This is salmon country—all the fry

Are growing up in lakes as blue as sky;

Tumbling through these pools, their life is strong.

Dipping blistered feet in quiet coves

We wonder as the muscled water moves

—

Our world is circular—^but not for long.



LAKE BEAVER

Rivers should start in rocks too* steep to climb

And spill down canyons, where the roaring sound

Of waterfalls is endless and the ground
Is green with ferns, but treacherous as time.

The strength of rivers is their basic crime:

Tamed, they make good companions, smooth and
round

They fill blue lakes where many trout abound

And sweaty men may wash away the grime

Of many days away from tenderness.

It is the fat tame beaver that we bless.

But rip his pelt away with bloody knife.

The wolverine retreats. We wear his fur

Against our panting faces, while we spur

Our horses onward to the springs of life.

MELVIN WALKER LA POLLETTE



six poems

chatter)

smoke)

crowd)

THE MUSE IN ROSE STREET

ft

I was standan at the bar, a

gless in my nieve,

Fleean wi the insolence o

Friday nicht

—

A rabble o cronies,
lauchter,

Blethers, din, the clink o

gless,

The reik, the stour, the
stink,

The blessed libertie o booze

in action . .

.

—And there she was.

The door swung open
youths) a thrang o student cal-

lants, orra buddies,

Conspiratoories o maist

deidlie hue,

Aa on the bash to celebrate

... I dae kent what.

Maybe I kent it then, I

canna mynd . . .

For there she was afore

my een

(fist

(commotion

(odds & sods

( r«m«mb«r

(ws



A lassie frae the mune,
direct—

!

And smiled at me

—

It wasna cannie!

I hadna seen her *eer (I

think) afore

—Tho heard her speak fell

aft,

Alane i the wee smaa
hours

—

And here she sat forenent

me, wi a smile

That said (or seemed til

me, mune-glamert.

That she said) : It’s me.

I’m come.

As ye kent I’d come.

Sometime, somehou, some-

whar.

To find ye bydan for me.

Nocht
That you or I can dae

Can cheynge it nou. It’s

happened.

Here I am. I’m come.

And sae it was.

The weird was on us, and is

on us nou.

(fairly often

(opposite

(bewitched

(waiting

(fate



(scared
I wasna feart, but saw de-

structioun imminent,
whole) The haill story clear as in

a map
There written i the I’eik

that hung
Across) Athort the howff, and there (tavern

to hear

r the blatteran rain and the

houl

O’ the October wind out-

bye; its end

Unfleeable, its ain catas-

trophe

Inherand in its joy, its

hevin

Mairrit on its hell—and
nocht to dae

But dree the sweet weird, (endure

willy-nill.

Ay, craturs o the gods are (creatures

we
( Juist as they say)

choice) seldom) Qyj. -w^ale but seendil in our
hands allutterlie

—For guid or ill, wha
kens?

—No me, indeed

!

Goddess, help us baith

On this fell pilgrimage.



MAREELD

wonders

)

prophecies

)

hidden

)

blaze)

Outmagicked

)

I hae kent magic, ferlies,

glamorie

(Pour poete c’est son
metier)

,

I’ve kent the freit^ and
fancies,

Spaedoms, auguries and
ominous ongauns

O’ the dernit demi-monde,

and tae

I’ve kent the nichts the

days unnatural

When aa the elemental
world

Was in a lowe o rackless

divinactioun,

Potestas and grugous
majestie

—

But ae nicht I mynd i the

island west
Outglamert aa, aa emana-

tiouns

O’ the unpacified, the un-

appeased

Divine Selanna, empress o

the seas

O’ venerie and nicht . . .

D’ye mynd we trailed our

fingers owre the side

And saw the mareeld i the

( witchcraft

(spells

(activities

(also

(all

(fearful

( phosphorescence

31



lazy, yielding)

dying)

Laughed)

waters o Carron?

A sang gaed owre the cauld

and lither swaw

—

There was juist the licht-

liest peeriest braith

O’ a 4eean wind i the sail

—

Deep nicht, and a ring o

human lichts

Far aff on the human
shore

—

She by my side and the

mareeld white

Elvish bewitched mune-
siller flake on flake

Flichterie-fleeterie fleean

in our wake . . .

We sat and trailed our fin-

gers i the ferlie,

Leuch i the nicht was there

for aye,

Invoked the mune our pa-

troness and queen,

Blessed her and leuch again

For very blythness and the

luve we had.

—It was the end o simmer
and wad never end

Yon nicht we saw the
mareeld

r the secret waters o

Carron.

(»w«H

isxxiMSimt

(moon»ily«r

(mitgio



CRANTON

hidden)

dire)

must hold)

am unwillluff to)

wound)

Doun by the water there

Whar the black ships berth

Is a dernit life beneath

—

Cauldbluid mortalities

Unmercifu and ceaseless

Thochtless as the seasons’

round

As daith ... as memorie.

Ay, and a new fell memorie
tae

That aye like miser’s gowd
I maun haud wi me

—

When the mune is up and
owre

The rainwhipt water there

I think it tragedie and
splendor

That is nocht ither

Nor a lassie’s face

I downa pit frae me.

II

A fule and his follie canna

twyne
Their pledge is till the

crack o time

—

Likelie it’s a daith I seek

Some skaith to sain or

pruve

(part

<bl«SB



unremembered)

Doun by the water there

Some lang-unniyndit unfor-

gotten stound

Was neer forgien

And can be nevermair.

Sae I maun aye retour

Faithless to renew

Some faith in godforgotten

daith

And in its loss to find

Mysel forgien by this new
And luve maist terrible

That like ilka dedicatit hert

In its fule kind

Is in its action ruthless

Wilyart as the tide.

But unlike the spindrift
spume

(The flouers o the freith

Instant in life and daith)

The fruct and flouer, the

blume
O’ luve like a leaf

Rounds in its proper sea-

son, ay,

But mair, it bauds
The centuries in a sigh

And in a nicht can plumb
The Corrievreckan o eter-

nitie.

(blow

(forgiven

(headstrong

(foam

(whirlpool



ill

Standan by the water here

Cauldbluid mortalities be-

neath,

Abune, the icecauld cruel

queen,

I ken aa luve is weirdit,

doomed
As aathing ither by its

proper bund
And we like them—^but wi
A special dispensatioun

reift

In torment frae the goddess

langsinsyne

:

—Her pledge, like follie’s

and the fule’s.

Was till the crack o time.

(fated

(everything else

(bound

(snatched



COKKILS

falls)

Doun throu the sea

Continuallie

A rain o cokkils, shells

Ra!ns doun

Frae the ceaseless on-ding

O’ the reefs abune

Continuallie.

Slawlie throu nillenia

Biggan on the ocean bed

Their ain subaqueous Him-
alaya

Wi a fine white rain o

shells

Faa’an continuallie

Wi nae devall.

Sae, in my heid as birdsang

Faas throu simmer treen

Is the thocht o my luve

Like the continual rain

O’ cokkils throu the middle

seas

Wi nae devall

—

The thocht o my true-luve

Continuallie.

(above

(faUinff

(respite

(summer trees



THE JUNGFRAU IN SEASON BRIGHT Wl ETERNAL

WHITENESS IS NATHELESS RAPED BY THE BUITS

O A CLOUD O WITNESS

sad)

walls) levelled)

Mottle)

It is finished, mat co^lum,

let us descend

Intil chaos and auld

nicht

—

Finita la musica, passata

la festa

And the lamps ex-

pire

And there’s an end
O’ candle-licht

But no 0 sleet and
fire.

The dowie road is open,

yetts are doun.

The auld waas tummelt,
anerlie larochs

Marie the landskip shairp

wi broken boasts

And hert’s nocht but a boss

poetic symbol
O’ far awa forgotten fulish

things

—

Och, gie us ilka day, 0
Lord
Our dailie stane

And let black nicht oseure

(gates

(only ruins

(hollow
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snug shelter)

howling)

our thochts

That winna thole the

day.

Said he, and intil lethai’gie

relumpsed

The sauf and cantie bield o

a bogus womb

—

But in the sweet hesperides

0 boozer’s gloom

This oblomovian non-

entitie,

Mistraist and murder, per-

secution, policie

And aa the ills attend-

ant on

Man’s rage to better lesser

men.

Can win nae audience wiout

the entry fee

O’ luve (Ho! Ho!) the for-

worn coin,

Pandarus’s monopolie

—

Yet even here the name was
heard.

It sang i the houlan lum
And fulled the room

And aa the screichan void

wi dinnlan memorie.

(endure

(worn out

(chimney

(reverberating



buried)

weeping)

Luve was awa, as peace
was itherwhar

Deep-yerdit i the hum o

seick machines,

Awa was the unnamit
name

The greitan goddess o his

pennie fame

—

But on the Jungfrau
white and far

Eternal in her snaws
there learns

Unconstant as aa luve

is true

The wanton North-

ern Star.

(elsewhere

( shines



THE GRACE O COD AND THE METH DRINKER

addled)

There ye gang, ye daft

And doitit dotterel, ye saft

Crazed outland skalrag saul (outcast

windowy) In your l)it8 and ends o win-

nockie duds (tuttera

fouled) spongy) Your fyled and fozie-

fousome clouts (stinking rags

fuU) As fou’s a fish, crackt and

Eye)

craftie-drunk

Wi bleerit reid-rimmed

Ee and slaveran crozie mou (slobbering mouth

Lurching) Dwaiblan owre the causie (street

like a ship

Storm-tost i the Bay o

Biscay-0

At-sea indeed and hauf-
seas-owre

Up-til-the-thrapple’s-pap (Adam’s apple

Or up til the cross-trees

sunk

—

(Wha kens? Wha
cares?) (dream

Hither & thither) Hidderie-hetterie stouteran (staggering

in a dozie dwaum (daze

fiery) O’ ramsh reid-biddie

—

«d wine &

Christ!

The stink

O’ jake ahint him a me-

methylated spirit

(jake as above

mist)

phitic

Rouk 0 miserie, like some
unco exotic (strange



prjckinsr)

overwhelmins)

urine) tomcat)

shine)

unshaven jaws)

vagabond)

incomprehensible )

Perfume o the Orient no

juist sae easilie tholit

By the bleak barbarians o

the West
But subtile, acrid, jaggan

the nebstrous

Wi’n owrehailan ugsome
guff, maist delicat.

Like in scent til the streel o

a randie gib . . .

0-hone-a-ree

!

His toothless gums, his lips,

bricht cramasie

A schere-bricht slash o

bluid

A scliene like the leaman

gleid 0 rubies

Throu the gray-white
stibble

O’ his blank unrazit chafts,

a hangman’s
Held, droolie wi gob, the

bricht een

Sichtless, canny, blythe,

and slee. Unkennan.
Ay,

Puir gangrel—There!

(But for the undeemous
glorie and grace

O’ a mercifu omnipotent

majestic God

(endured

(nostrils

(ghastly whiff

(crimson

(fire

(cunning



whereto)

Everlasting)

Superne, eterne and scep-

tred i the firmament
Whartil the praises o the

leal rise
r

Like incense aye about your

throne,

Ayebydan, thochtless, and

eternallie hauf-drunk

Wi nectar, athol-brose, am-
brosia—^nae jake for

you—)
God, there!

—

But for the abunesaid un-

socht grace, unprayed-

for,

Undeserved,

Gangs,

(Unregenerate)

,

Me.

( faithful

SYDNEY GOODSIR SMITH



opinion

SOME POETS OF THE SCOTTISH RENAISSANCE

READERS OF Poetry will not need to be told much about Hugh
MacDiarmid at this stage. American critics and poetry readers
have never shown that blind prejudice against Scottish which is

so common in England, where it is not even known that Mac-
Diarmid is the most creative mind now living in Britain.
Even in Scotland itself the knowledge of his true importance
is anything but widespread. The Scottish struggle for cultural
identity is not so different from Americans own struggle, after
all, which may account for the understanding the Scottish
Renaissance has met with in the States; plus the detachment
of a people with no axe to grind or uneasy conscience to sup-
press. I will therefore simply remind the reader that Hugh
MacDiarmid, born in 1892, has for over thirty years been the
central genius of a conscious attempt to turn the tide that has
threatened to drown Scottish consciousness ever since the
Reformation with its incidental suppression of Scottish culture
and the betrayal of its interests to English ones. His own
achievement, briefly stated, is: the development of the great
tradition of song from folk-song and imitation of folk-song to
art-song and the true lyric poem; the invention of the long
lyric-philosophic poem or poem sequence as in A Drunk Man
Looks at the Thistle and To Circumjack Cencrastus; the re-

introduction of an intellectual and moral content missing since
the Middle Ages; and in general, a powerful fertilizing in-

fluence on the cultural re-awakening.
It has been said that he is himself the beginning and end

of the Scottish Renaissance; it is easier for the ‘Vishful-think’’

to ignore minor poets than a violently aggressive genius of
great intellectual power. Although it is true that MacDiarmid
overshadows the other poets of the movement, as Shakespeare
does other Elizabethan playwrights, there are at least half-a-

dozen poets who at any other time would have been outstanding
in Scotland. I want to mention them and some others.

Helen Cruickshank, born 1886, although of a slightly

older generation than MacDiarmid, was one of the first to be
influenced by him. She is a real minor poet, as good as any
of a long line of Scottish women poets—it is interesting that
Scotland, as rich in good minor poetry as she is poor in good
major, has always had a high proportion of women among her
poets. Helen Cruickshank, together with Violet Jacob and
Marion Angus (who are independent of the movement here
considered), is one of three genuine women poets of this century,
writing in Scottish. She carries on an old tradition, like her
two elders, but shows an awareness of the new spirit stemming
from MacDiaimid rather than adds anything new. Her poems



are short, pointed, completely achieved, the best of them, and
have that element of surprise and naturalness combined with
recofifnition, which is the hall-mark of a true poem:

The man that mates with Poverty,
An^ clasps her tae his banes,

Will feither lean an' lively thochts,
A host o’ eident weans— (diligent

But wow,l they'll warstle to the fore
Wi' hunger-sharpit brains!

William Jeffrey, 1894-1946, wrote more in English than
in Scottish, to which he turned more as he grew older; but in
John Knox in the Galleys he becomes the first man to use a true
if uncertain literary Scottish since the 17th century. Lewis
Spence, a much older poet who outlived Jeffrey, must be given
credit for drawing attention to the fact that there is a literary
Scottish as distinct from dialects such as Burns and his
imitators used; but Spence did no more than make pastiches of
the mediaeval tongue without grasping the true significance
of it. In this poem on Knox, however, Jeffrey writes a modern
Scottish which uses not the style but the principles of the auld
makars, and so it is of great linguistic importance:

But there's a sang abounding in the herb
And raised at dawing when the caller air
Trips like a damakie that sees her luve.
I ken I'll see Auld Eeekie's rocky stair
Upliftit as was Jacob's in a cloud o' sternes,
And I sail smell bluid scailt on Holyrood's flair.

Here we have a fully articulate language, free from the
slovenly dialectal pronunciation with its peppering of apos-
trophes. Here Jeffrey advances beyond even the best style of
the “Lallans” convention.

William Soutar, 1898-1943, is perhaps the man most as-
sociated with MacDiarmid before 1939. His work suffers from
his long paralysis; he spent the last fourteen years of his life
bed-ridden; but his achievement is remarkable in the circum-
stances. He continued and refined the art-song and lyric poem
in the manner of MacDiarmid's early work, began to experiment
in orthography and style, wrote ^omic and epigrammatic verse
and the best children's verse since Stevenson, and did much
technically to deepen and expand the canon of available Scottish
diction. Soutar compares in many ways closely with Walter
de la Mare. His quality is felt in such lines as these:

Babylon blaws by in stour
Whaur yon water makes nae soun':
Darkness is your only door;
Gang doun wi' a sang, gang doun.



Born in 1904, Albert D. Mackie, like so many writes of

talent in Scotland, as elsewhere, is too busy earning a living to

give much time to poetry; but he has done some good short

poems in a style rather earlier than the Renaissance proper;

some goodish translations into Scottish; and has been a forma-
tive influence on the still urgent problem of how exactly to

write Scottish down; for while Scottish is^ still widely spoken,

it has long fallen into disuse as a literary instrument. Without
being in the same class as the best work of the poets mentioned
above, Mackie shows a true lyric sense:

Winter’s lang gane, baith snaw and thowe; (thaw
Bricht brairds anither year; (shoots

Aathing comes back—^my hert is howe!— (hollow
Aathing but you, my dear.

The diction of this verse is fresh and interesting,

Robert Garioch, born 1909, is another poet whose work
would be bulkier, if not better, but for his having to stick longer

to a school-master’s desk than he can to the writer’s, week by
week. He is an Edinburgh man, and writes after the manner
of his great fellow-townsman, Robert Fergusson. Garioch has
an admirable grip of the mediaeval tongue, which he often uses

with a comic-nostalgic effect; but he writes and champions a
literary Scottish as distinct from dialect. Garioch has done
some magnificent translations from various languages. His
original verse at its best shows wit and humor rather than
imagination, lyricism, or that spiritual insight so long wanting
from Scottish poetry; and he has a satirical gift one would like

to see more fully and nobly employed. Here he is gU3dng the

Edinburgh Festival;

The tartan trade wuld gar ye lauch; (make
nae trauchle is owre teuch,^ (trouble, tough
your surname needna end in -och,

they’ll cleik ye up the cleuch. (lead, garden
A puckle dollar bills -will aye
prieve Hiram Teufelsdrockh (prove
a scion o the clan MacKay

—

it’s maybe richt eneuch, (enough
verfluch

!

at Embro tae the ploy. (Edinburgh

This is in the form of Peeblis to the Play, one of the earliest

pieces of folk-poetry we have, in a form that comes down
from Thomas the Rhymour’s Sir Tristrem, Every letter of

Garioch’s work is the object of considerable thought.

Douglas Young, born 1913, poet, professor of classics,

Scottish nationalist, pacifist, left-wring politician etc., etc., is

a sort of modern Admirable Crichton. It is sad that his excellent



mind, polyglot erudition, and energy, are not more wholly given

to Scottish literature Having the mind of a scholar rather than
the imagination and sensibility of a poet, Young is one of the

most impoitant influences on the urgent theoretical problems
of the language as such. He has done fine translations from
Sappho, Catullus, Dante, Scottish Gaelic, German, and Paul
Valery. His own verse at its best has point, wit, and social

awareness

:

The Minister said it wad dee,

the cypress-buss I plantit.

But the buss grew til a tree,

naething dauntit.
It’s grouwan stark and hieeh (high

derk and stiaucht and sinister,

kirkyairdielike and driech. (sombre
But whaur’s the Minister?

George Campbell Hay, born 1915, has been suffering
from a severe mental illness for some years now. He has written
well in four languages* Gaelic, Scottish, English and French.
Together with Sorley MacLean, a living Gaelic poet, he probably
ranks nearer MacDiarmid than anybody here mentioned. As
his major work, like MacLean’s is in the Gaelic, I will not quote
from him here; but his fate seems to highlight the sort of life

or death issues that are at stake in the Scottish language
problem.

Sydney Goodsir Smith, born 1915, is widely regarded as
the best of the Scottish makars since Soutar and early Mac-
Diarmid. He IS one of the few who are completely dedicated to
the arduous life of poetry only, with all the hardships and
humiliations that ensue. New Zealand-born of a famous aca-
demic father, Smith wiites a more vital poetry than Soutar,
but with less naturalness of language; he writes Scottish with
a trace^ of the awkwardness of a Scot writing English, but is

a genuine lyric poet who may blossom into something greater
than that. He has that rare thing, a European consciousness,
and can draw it into his work so increasing the range of Scottish
poetry; this quality of his is one of the most important signs
of the present revival. His best work, Under the Eildon Tree,
has to be read as a whole; there is no point in quoting from
the twenty-four Latin-style elegies it consists of; the merit is
in the whole work.

Alexander Scott, born 1920, holds the only readership in
Scottish Literature at a Scottish university ( !

)

.

His somewhat
heavy temperament is rather Calvinistic for a poet, having
that^ typical mixture of intellectual excellence and emotional
sentimentality. He has done some goodish short poems, some
fine translations from the Anglo-Saxon—a language of peculiar



importance to Scottish—^but it is in his attempt to create a
poetic drama that his promise lies. Nothing markedly successful
has appeared yet, but if he succeeds in this attempt, he may well
become one of the most important poets of his time. This is from
his poem Calvinist Sang.

Pit by yir pipes and brak yir gless,
Gie owre yir gallusness; (Bowery-boyness

The-day ye need a hert and hams (brains
Dour as the diamont, cauld as1:he starns.

I hope this picture is not too couthie; there is little to
feel complacent about at the moment. There is too much
conservatism by far—m the mean, canny, play-safe sense—^not

enough imaginative daring, brave experimentation, translation,
imitation, emulation of the great; not enough spiritual con-
sciousness; too little attempt at drama and the long poem. The
lyric is ridden to death.

There has not been space to consider here the work of a
younger group of poets such as Hamish Henderson, Thurso
Berwick and Edwin Morgan—the latter a virtuoso of verse.
Their work is too scattered as yet to be clearly viewed, but it

seems to suffer from, at its worst, a folksiness as false as real
folk-song is true. Folk-song, naturally is written by the folk;
from poets we expect art; and from these three we can
certainly get it.

Publishing is almost dead here. I myself have at least
half-a-dozen books unpublished, including an anthology of trans-
lations into Scottish from the 14th Century on; over 200 poems
from twenty-odd different languages. Other writers have prob-
ably as many books piled up on them. The same canniness that
keeps the poets bound down by fear of being pretentious (that
Calvinist nightmare) prevents publishers taking risks or making
generous gestures. English publishers, and many English maga-
zines, are closed shops to the Scottish language. Even Faber &
Faber, who ought to know better, make the corny excuse that
nobody understands Scottish but the Scots—an argument that
has never prevented official Eng. Lit. from claiming every
Scottish achievement as its own, and never will. There is an
opportunity here for some go-ahead American publisher to
crack this barrier against Scottish, avail himself of some of
the best poetry being written anywhere, open a new road, do
Scottish Literature a service, and incidentally get himself some
glory—and, we hope, orders.

TOM SCOTT



WITHOUT THE REALITY OF MUSIC

In Memoriam James Joyce. A Y%sion of World LangnagCf by
Hugh MacDiarmid. William MaeLellan (Glasgow). 1 Guinea.

IT SEEMS RASH, IN A WAY, TO OFFER to perpetuate Joyce's memory
with any literary work less impressive than his own, as it seems
futile to raise monuments to commemorate men whose names
will doubtless outlast the memorials. Love, of course, is the
only real excuse for doing either. But I can^t feel that it was
any love for Joyce, man or artist, that prompted this work or
its title, and precious little there is that seems to be in it for
Joyce’s sake. Most of what there is in the ‘^Ah Joyce . . pas-
sages elaborates a sentiment that goes something like this:

**Ah Joyce, you and I, we saw the light, we two, we were going
the same way, and you were the pioneer, and now you’re gone,
and what a rough road it is in this world where there are so
few of us who aren’t half-wits and scoundrels, only we few re-
markable ones know.”

The real subject is the ‘^Vision of World Language.”
It’s very likely that I’ve entirely failed to get Mr. MacDiarmid’s
drift in this matter, but as I understand it, he envisages the
literature of the future making use not of different languages
but of all languages in the world, simultaneously used as a
single literary medium which will be able to express absolutely
an:^hing the writer wants to express, since it wrill not be
hampered by the limitations of any particular language. Finne-
gan*s Wake is of course a major forerunner. And who will
write this new literature? Difficult to answer, since to begin
with:

. how can one write or think of wruting even
Without a set of all the knowm 49 hypothetical curves—The littus, the chordel, the logarithmic spiral,
Epicycloid, hypocycloid, calculus hook, cardioid and all

—

Done in intersecting string areas?
Or lacking the trained fingers that can make
A sennit, a pudding fender, a cringle,
A Spanish Fox or a Turk’s head”

All right, then, who will read it? To whom will the new bound-
less possibilities of communication be communicated? It will be
some audience:

“Where the Paneubiotic Synthesis is grasped in its
totality,



Omnilateral aristology obligatory on everybody,
Each having five hundred ethnohistorians within reach,
A thousand philosophies, and being well acquainted
With the universal masterpieces of literature and the

fine arts.

And enjoying the perfect vitality that only comes
Through mastering the synthesis and duly welcoming
All the higher thought-currents of love.’’

Man will have risen to the full use of his brain, will advance
in the evolutionary process until ^‘genius” is as much the norm
as “normal intelligence” is now, and everybody will converse
as one bibliography to another (if they have time), with the
sort of pedantry that Mr. MacDiarmid spends what seems to be
a good third of the present work boasting that he possesses. Viz

:

So we have read Bridgman, Lancelot Hogben, Thurman
Arnold,

Jerome Frank, Alfred Korzybski, Ogden and Richards,
(etc.)

Or even as we know the Brahui language, closely allied

In grammatical structure to the far-off Dravidian tongues
(etc.)

Even as we know
The Cretan Mantinades (or Chattismata as Cypriots call

it),

The ‘poe etarides’ going on for hours . . . (etc, etc.)

And the works of literature? One of the salient features
that will divide them from the old inferior order will be their
universality; they will deal with all men, not just those of a
particular locale. It may be the blindness of my own suddenly
quite startling conservatism, but this looks to me as if it will
be a bit difficult even for writers armed with that vast array
of erudition. Individual man, as far as I can make out, will

continue to play some part in the subject-matter. But an in-

dividual man does not come from “all over,” and the fact that
he has a particular locale is one of the aspects of the human
condition that he shares with most other men. And this new
universality? Has not the subject of literature always been the
abiding mystery of the human condition and what it faces,
though the arts have tended to present, body forth, conjure
up this mystery by means of minute details, particulars, fam-
iliars, the ephemera of more-or-less local mortality. Again, a
characteristic of the new literature will be its ability to present
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reality, while in itself seeming transparent, hallucinatory. Am I

wrong in thinking that this too is characteristic of most success-

ful literature since, at least, Homer; that this is one of the

things we mean when we talk of ‘images” in art, and amounts
to a description of metaphor, of the artifact as a sign, an
evocation? Is Mr. MacDiarmid not having a bit too much fun
with his notions and using them to deceive himself? His hatred
of symbolism is virulent; but man has always found symbols
very useful, and in precisely the way that Mr. MacDiarmid
tells us he always wiiL"^

I do not want to be unfair to Mr. MacDiarmid^s subject,

but simply to indicate my feeling that he has been less than
just to it himself. His most obvious dereliction, and I should
think the one that reveals most about his failure in this work,
is a formal one. There has been some discussion as to whether
or not his later work (i.e. the poems in Lucky Poet, and now this

one) is poetry at all. The old squabbles about what divides
poetry from prose, about meter, rhythm, diction, etc., what they
are, why they are, and whether or not they’re necessary, have
been trundled out and propped up on their tired nags. I have
no wish to add another definition of poetiy to the carnage, and
my own view of the question, in this case, is not concerned with
the usual features of poetry any more than Mr. MacDiarmid is.

It is tempting, d propos so ardent an orientalist as Mr. Mac-
Diarmid, to quote Li-ki: “Music is what unifies.” It is the
music of any unity whatever that I miss in this work, and it is

the lack of that music that prevents it from being, at least to
my recognition, a poem, poetry, or any kind of artifact at all.

The subject and the means are both undigested, and a sort of
literary dyspepsia (with the irritability, inability to concentrate,
tumescence, and tendency to wind that are usually symptomatic
of that trouble) is one of the main things the work conveys
One feels that it is Mr. MacDiarmid’s arrogance, rather than
any limitation in his talent, that has played him false here; or,

even more likely, that his arrogance, aggravated by unsureness
about his subject and the means in hand, shouted down the
counsels of his gift. Because his approach to his subject indi-
cates insufficient respect for it; it seems that he could neither
be bothered to try to make a shape for what he felt about it, nor
wait and contemplate it until his imagination could perceive
in the subject the subject’s own rhythm, which could be made
to conjure up the whole form and extent of what he felt was
there. So the work is neither a prose argument nor a poem,
but begs the question both ways. Its contradictions are not ex-
tremes suspended in any order, but remain simply contradictions,
flaws in the half-formed argument and in the half-formed
artifact; and the work, as one reads it, does not seem to be
going anywhere at all.



I think Mr. MacDiarmid realized this himself: the book
IS speckled with passages that state his misgivings in the form
of criticisms that might conceivably be levelled against him, the
criticisms in each case being explained away with a certain
emphatic vagueness, and some of them, quite properly, return-
ing. It is sad that he did not listen to them with more deference,
for in most cases they were parts of what he lacked, clamoring
to be fitted in, assimilated, at least taken into account. Espe-
cially sad because this should have been %poem, a highly exciting
one, and Mr. MacDiarmid is capable of writing it. Perhaps
there was a falling-short in the ^‘spirit’^ of the maker, as well as
in the “personality.” It is difficult to see how one can really
love man’s language, if one is getting up onto that scale, while
despising so much of mankind, and doing so with no round
grandeur of indignation but with the smugness of thanking
oneself for not being as other men are. The impulse of a poem,
of any bodymg-forth, must be love in some sort, and there is

the mystery. Mr. MacDiarmid compares humanity with the
bed in which the creative act takes place and from which the
future will be born. But does not his contempt for humanity
make him assign it too inert a role, and may this not explain
somewhat why the present work is half-conceived, half-gestated,
stillborn?

Yet perhaps the best way to regard this book is as a
series of notes for a poem. For the subject is too vast to be
damaged, and Mr. MacDiarmid, must be ridden by it still,

since surely this work in its present form does nothing final.

He is a poet of great daring, skill and range, and perhaps we
may still hope for such a poem from him. When he knows that

:

Whatever tribulation may yet be in store for men
Pessimism is false.

that

:

When imagination, which is what ‘providence’ uses
In order to get men into reality, into existence,

Has helped them as far out as they are meant to go—That is where reality, properly speaking, begins.

and can write:

With, ever just beyond, the stillness of light into which
Vanish the multitudinous waves of speech,
Ever just beyond, ^
For is perfection desired ....

and:

as it was
With Thomas de Quincey when he made
A symbology of the view he commanded
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From the eminence of Everton.
Liverpool represented the earth,

With its sorrows and its graves left behind,
^Yet not out of sight nor wholly forgotten/
The moving sea typified the mind.
Here was a respite, the tumult in suspense.
Here, cried de Quincey,
Are the hopes w^iich blossom in the paths of life

Eeconciled with the peace which is in the grave;
Motions of the intellect as unwearied as the heavens,
Yet for all anxieties a halcyon calm;
Tranquillity that seems no product of inertia
But as if resulting
From mighty and equal antagonisms,
Infinite activities, infinite repose.

one feels that he could write quite a poem, if it were really
necessary.

W. S. MERWIN

THE LONG WAY TO MACDIARMID

The Metal and the Flower, by P. K. Page. McClelland and
Stewart. (Toronto). No price given.

Poets of Today, Poems and Translations, by Harry Duncan;
Samurai and Serpent Poems, by Murray Noss; Another Ani-
mal: Poems, by May Swenson. Introduction by John Hall
Wheelock. Scribner’s. $3.50.

Bird in the Mulberry: Collected Lyrics 1937-1954, by George
Abbe. Marshall Jones Co. (Francestown, N. H.) $2.50.

A Character Invented, by LeRoy Smith. Macmillan. $3.00.
Events and Signals, by F. R. Scott. The Ryerson Press. $2.50.
Leaves Without a Tree, by G. S. Fraser. The Hokuseido Press.

(Japan). No price given.
Selected Poems of Hugh MacDiarmid, edited by Oliver Brown.

William Maclellan. (Glasgow). 7/6.

ON THE EVIDENCE OF THESE VOLUMES, the sMp is sinking. One
or two may be saved. Women and children first.

P. K. Page in her new book is the most accomplished
Canadian poetess, or poet, to whom this reviewer has ever
happened to be exposed.^ If I knew Canadian poetry better
by bulk, this would be higher praise possibly. But she brings



into play none of the fumbling and stridency more or less

standard in such work as I have seen. Her poems are sensitive
and thoughtful, and attentive to their topics, and styled, and
they have a tone.

It is bound to moderate the welcome one can yet accord
them that the sensitivity, the thought, the topics, the style, and
the tone, mostly are Rilke’s; so that it is Miss Page’s disciplined
admiration for that brilliant poet to which we attend, rather
than the recognizable-as-individual moti^ps of her own heart,
brain, opinions, experience, or developed art. She is a lady (in
private life, says the jacket, Mrs. Irwin, the wife of the Ca-
nadian High Commissioner to Australia), and this circumstance
ought to transform things. But Rilke was a lady too—the most
melodious, delicate, submissive, and demanding of them all.

If Miss Page, whose gift is genuine (by this I mean that she
shows some faculty for writing verses that can be read without
dismay), were to proceed for a stretch on some abruptly dif-

ferent model—say, Patmore’s aged visions or the work of Wyatt—she might then present herself and her world more herself
and it to us. She reads, clearly, various people, Eliot, Cummings,
Auden, Thomas, but I am thinking of a counter-irritant that
might free her. One can’t even decide from this book whether
she is ambitious or not. Possibly she is; Port/rait of Marina
is based in Lowell, not Rilke, and this diversion has given us
her best, and most promising poem. At present, however, I

should recommend to the insatiable reader, instead of The Metal
and the Flower, the good, spotty, neglected stuff of the New
Zealand lyrist, Eileen Duggan.

The other woman is May Swenson, who is described on
the jacket as having come from Utah ‘‘to New York City where
she holds an active job.” One looks to the next sentence to
hear what this may be. No: “Her poems have appeared” etc.

It is hard to know whether to be pleased that she holds an active
job, or sorry, for an inactive job is surely better for a poet.
The difficulties in communication with which modern poetry
is charged have reached the jackets. The energy of her verse-
making, though, suggests that the job can hardly be too active
for her; her first selection is as long as Harry Duncan’s and
Murray Noss’s together, and franker, and more experimental,
and vervier. She splits her eighty pages into four sections.
With the first and the fourth let us dispense, and she might
have done; although the first, which consists of descriptive
poems, contains one good description, a fair pastiche of Miss
Moore (Sketch for a Landscape and Horse and Swan Feeding
these are), and the least dramatic account of a lion’s private
parts that I have seen for some time. Nor is this an exceptional
passage, and one hesitates to attribute it to the influence of her
general master, Cummings, because other young poets have
been doing the same sort of thing—^I suppose, to prove that they
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are not squeamish, for no real use is made of these passages
which import perfectly valid but obviously difficult material

A poet is to prove that he is not squeamish, as a poet (his

private attitude being nothing), by being absolutely respon-

sible for his mateiial and its psychological or spiritual employ-
ment, while technically he is absolutely independent of both;

flourishes will not do at all ; Baudelaire is our best locus hei e

for both success and failure, unless the reader can call up a

better one, and I concede that Rochestei at his level gives a

sharper black-and-white The details of pain and humiliation
fall under all this along with the various obscene areas; and the
subject is of importance, not so much because of Joyce’s cele-

brated admirable, nervous, limited, and driven explorations, as
for other reasons: first, the broad squeamishness of American
writers as Americans, and second, the supreme exception, in

the greatest poem yet written on this continent, Song of Myself
Miss Swenson shows that she is probably not squeamish

in the love-poems of her second section and in the poems about
death in her third section. There are some chat-poems, like

those James Laughlin used to write (maybe he still does),
such as The Key to Everything

;

and sometimes she lets the last

line do the work (pages 182, 145). Both these bad kinds of
poems are pleasant. But she uses both Cummings’s cursory and
organ styles {Evolution, Why We Die; Organelle, To Confirm a
Thing) and these poems are her best; besides, she wntes about
her own death as if she had it in mind It will be interesting
to see what she does next. Miss Adrienne Cecile Rich is more
accomplished, of course, so far, but I don’t know that anyone
else is. It is not the least of Miss Swenson’s signs that she is

livelier at sonal organization over a paragraph or passage than
in a phrase or line, though she can make a line (^‘Yield to the
wizard’s piercing kiss”). She probably does not revise enough
Who does?

Mr. Duncan works closer, in general, to his models,
which are various. In the first line of his first poem, for in-
stance, we find ^^bricky”, and sure enough, the whole diction
and riming and organization of the poem follow Lowell; second
poem, Auden, sixth poem Tate, Monodies (not I think Yeats,
as Mr. Wheelock suggests, but) Hart Crane and Tate, and
so on. He does the styles pretty well. But what he learns in
one poem is not in another applied, to my mind, and if thei"
is a centre of attention or activity from which the poems arc
projected I have failed to discover it. Here is a passage:

What if grubs have nursed
at wasted breasts and such?

my old maid was there first

:

her skull that had worked through
before its pith dispersed

and backbone still askew



from the sarcoma’s guile
are rigid residue.

Now as soon as I take this subject seriously, I find this writing
remarkably insensitive. One waits in vain for the modulation
that will make this sort of thing passionately affecting, as in
Baudelaire’s poem ‘^La servante . which Duncan translates
in fact and which undoubtedly inspired this passage. It is true
that this is not a representative passage ; for the reason I have
explained, no representative passage can be adduced. His most
effective work is in two short pieces, A Bugler ^

Dying and The
PictureSy which are markedly superior to everything else and
perhaps declare everything else just apprentice work:

We temper in belief.

the streaking hand was brief,

yet may its stroke sustain
vision impalpably
till presence pour again
the loss we see, the sea
back up the ruined dram.

His translations are good, particularly several from the Orpheus
sonnets.

Mr. Noss’s work seems to me very odd. Reading through
it is like being in Japan—to which his poems are uniformly
devoted, except for two about Okinawa. He has a good eye, for
people and activities as well as landscapes, and some of the
subjects are really attractive: a dinner-party where highly
imaginative names are given by the guests to each dish and there
13 by no means enough to eat, a neighbourhood fire where fire-

engines ^‘fall back before the mob’s/Demands to let cavorting
bands of devil fighters/Yell through black gold lion masks ”

The oddness I mentioned is a product first of his ear and then
of his own absence from the poems. One of the very few poems
interesting for movement is Folk Dance at Shinto Shrine. As
a rule he has no metrical system at all, and even if he had one
it could hardly survive the heavy run-over he has picked up
from Lowell (^‘upon/The sand . . . ball-/Knobbed knees .

giant lobster/Basket . . . wooden/Sp indie”—in successive
lines). Only Lowell’s powerful counter-balancing rhythm, and
his emotional and moral drive, let him get away with this; for

a young poet it is like cutting your throat before taking a
taxi. Noss besides is notably commentless. I never before read
three dozen pieces by a young man who had so little to say about
himself. This is refreshing, and a little frightening. In ^some
ways he is like a latter-day Imagist, though it’s odd again, in

this connection, that he shows openly so little influence from
either haiku or Pound’s Cathay. Death Sonnet on Okinawa and
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Hiroshima are two of his successes. Young poets always wind
up their books with a Bang. Here is Miss Sewenson: ‘^within

the pupil of the total deep the Wide/doorway to fields of
bright/Bristles of the sun to be my hide'' (“bride" she was going
to say, and remembered that she was a woman). Here is Mr.
Duncan: “that morning when you are raised again, in glory."
But here is Mr, Noss:

Among the squatting men on barges
Occasionally sompone stretches and discharges,
In the sluggish river, a measure of his impatience.

I call that good.

II

It has seemed worthwhile, up to this point, to identify
some influences, because one likes, every few years, to see what
poets are at the moment exerting influence. Stevens's perhaps
is failing, and of course Eliot's, and Frost still has almost none
(a poet the peer of Horace). But now I pass to several middle-
aged poets—^fortyish or more, that is, and the jackets of
the first two call them “younger" (that is, younger than Frost,
who is younger himself for that matter than Sophocles got to
be)— who exhibit no influences.

I always wondered who wrote those damned poems in
The New York Times every day—a sort of national disgrace,
especially now in the light of the quality of the poems that the
Times Literary Supplement has taken to printing, at a time
too when English poetry was never more feeble. Lately I met a
lady who told me with self-deprecating pride that she wrote a
great many of them, and I see now that Mr. Abbe writes the
rest. He is just the man: very gentle and “lyrical", though he
can be pretty fierce too, in Remembered Cat:

Even as I

you knew the fight, the claw, the smell of blood.
Thanks for the lesson . . .

There is a lot about childhood, prayer, singing, Nature; nothing
here will ever distress anyone except a poet. If anybody is

burning to know what is his best poem, I can report faithfully
that it appeared in this magazine and is called New York
Subway. But it is not a very good poem though.

As for Mr. LeRoy Smith, he is quite diffeient from Mi.
Abbe and even less prepossessing. His work goes in for phi-
losophy, science, history, religion, and he is thoughtful, like
Mary in Pride and Prejudice:



Life IS, perhaps, no more than pensive sleep

Beneath an apple-tree in Paradise,
And death no more than waking up, the leap
Of immortality between the sweep
Of one swift slumber and the next. The price

Of every dream is waking: hence we weep.

It would be no good pointing out to Mr. Smith the general
fatuity of this or the childish artlessness of the three Of’s.

But surely his maddening habit of repeating his vivid lines

might be abandoned in his next book:

These are the dead
(These are the dead),
IJnless defined
(Unless defined)
In terms abhorrent
(In terms abhorrent) . . .

I am sorry to break off the quotation there, because the next
line is “Oh, most abhorrent.’’ I am sorry that this stuff can
be published in book-form, v/hen most American poets have had
to wait years to publish a book, and Mr. Donald Justice and
Miss Jane Cooper are still waiting.

With the work of F. R. Scott, we return to the possible
world. One has the^ impression of a personality—ardent, po-
litical, matey, intelligent—and he uses the spoken language,
without however much individuality or control. I like the
beginning of “Poetry” (“Nothing can take its ^lace.”) and some
lines towards the end of a poem for a dead painter

:

She was a Canadian of these difficult days
When greatness is in our thoughts
And our hands are numb.

But his imagery is mechanical, his diction inexact, his many
satirical poems forceless, and he has succeeded in writing a
piece about the astonishing genius Anne Frank which is one of
the emptiest productions of the 20th-century mind. In addition,

he misspells her name twice. The least ineffective and most
nearly moving poems are Last Rites and one on the Cenci.

It would be agreeable now, as we near the end of this

dispiriting appraisal, to produce G. S. Fraser^ as a neglected
master. He was one of the New Verse poets in the ’30s, and
Leaves Without a Tree is a selection (made by him at Japanese
urging) from two previous volumes with some new poems. He
far more resembles a professional poet than anyone we have
considered. He is competent (some bathos apart) and fluid;
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I read the book at a sitting with enjoyment, in spite of the

poems’ continual self-reproaches (about his *'dry, dissecting

mind,” ‘^Nerves, exasperation, and pity!”, **too polite, I fawn
upon this tough,” “Mine was never the heroic gesture,” “There
was nothing I desired but my own pride,” “I was always an
unlucky one”, etc., etc.). His wry title, too, and modest Preface,
m which he only thinks the poems are “fairly typical” of their

time and place, dispose one strongly m his favour. The sorio\\-

ful truth is that he right. Though many passions are men-
tioned, his work is self-absorbed and passionless, except when he
is shocked out of himself, as in s. s. City of Beiiai'eSj a poem
about a disaster at sea. The unusual energy of the first of two
poems called Lament lights up a general limpness, chatty,
pleasant, sad, without conciseness. Should he have spent, or
should he spend, more effort at straight lyric? One called The
Traveller has Regrets is attractive. But although Mr. Fraser
IS so emotional, emotions make him nervous. Thus he has a
wildly bad version of the Catullan poem with which Beardsley
tnumphed, whereas the translations from Horace that follow
it are respectable. It is a tribute to his character that in a
body of work humanly so awkward there should appear so little

true self-pity. The piece To Hugh MacDm^mid is nearly alone
in that corner,

III

It is hard to understand why the poetry of Hugh Mac-
Diarmid is not more familiar and better available in this
country. It has been around long enough Several if the superb
lyrics in this new Selected Poems—The Bonnie Bronkit Bairu,
In the Hedgeback, The Watergaw—are from Sangschaiv of
1925 ; and his most important poem so far, the long, crazy thing
called A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle, appeared the follow-
ing year. Here are some^ lines from it, mysteriously given h^rc
as section II of Love, with no more indication of their source
than there is for the fine 0 Wha*s Been Here Afore Me, Lass^
(also from the Drunk Man) :

A luvin’ wumman is a licht
That shows a man his waefu’ plicht,
Bleezin’ steady on ilka bane,
Wrigglin’ sinnen an’ twinin’ vein,
Or fleerin’ quick an’ gane again,
And the niair scunnersome the sicht
The mair for love and licht he’s fain
Till clear and chitterin’ and nesh
Move a’ the miseries o his flesh . . .



There can be no question, I think, of the genuineness of the
talent and its achievement in these lines. At his middle level

also he is sometimes perfectly characteristic, dry, and good:

Lourd on my hert as winter lies

The state that Scotland’s in the day.
Spring to the North has aye come slow
But noo dour winter’s like to stay

For guid
And no for guid.

0 wae’s me on the weary days
When it is scarce grey licht at noon;
It maun be a’ the stupid folk
Diffusin’ their dullness roon and roon

Like soot,

That keeps the sunlicht oot.

Nae wonder if I think I see
A lichter shadow than the neist
I’m fam to cry “The dawn, the dawn!
1 see it brakin’ in the East,”

But ah—It’s juist mair snaw!

Then v/hy is he not read?
One reason must be the language. Fleerin* and chitterin^

ought to be clear (flaring, shivering), sinnen (sinew) might
be and perhaps the third line (blazing steadily on every bone),
but scimnersome (disgusting) and nesh (raw, tender, full of
awareness) most readers would have to look up. A good small
dictionary to use is Chambers’s Twentieth Century, Mid-century
version (1952). It is worth the trouble. Or Mr. Brown kindly
prints a glossary before each poem, his volume of selections
being in this respect, as in others, superior both to the one done
some years ago by R. Crombie Saunders and one called Speaking
for Scotland published by Contemporary Poetry at Baltimore in

1946. The language is called Lallans (from lawland, lowland)

,

a synthetic Scots drawing freely on the dialects and literature
of any period. Nearly all MacDiarmid’s vividest work is written
in it, though he is by no means helpless in normal English, and
many of the young poets have followed him. A point that
American criticism will have to allow for, when it comes to

consider MacDiarmid, is the special attractiveness of Lallans
to us, since what Scottish verse do we regularly read?—Henry-
son, Dunbar, the ballads, Burns—a marvellous body of stulf.

It IS an artificial language, of course, open to the objection
that Jonson raised against Spenser; but then Jonson was wrong.



The best way to print the poems will be with the glosses in the
margins, as in Gilfillan’s editions of Spenser and Burns; ugly,

but efficient. We want all the best things in Brown’s selection,

and some outside it, and the w^hole of A Drunk Man; and we can
do without some of the things Brown gives.

A second, more foicible reason for MacDiarmid’s failure

to take hold with us is no doubt the ramshackle impression he
conveys as a whole. There is a raffish personal legend w^hich is

neither here nor there. I am thinking of his grandiosity, his

political obsessions, fne vast quantity of junk he emits, and
his magpie-ism. He is one of those who require to be considered
as Great poet—very well—but then he writes,

Are my poems spoken in the factories and fields,

In the streets o’ the toon?
Gin they’re no, then I’m failin’ to dae

What I ocht to ’a doon . . .

and one feels (though touched) embarrassed or contemptuous,
forgetting, as he forgets, that he has also written:

Poetry’s not written for men
And lies always beyond all but all men’s ken.

Or he wants

Poetry of such an integration as cannot be effected
Until a new and conscious organization of society
Generates a new view
Of the world as a whole
As the integration of all the rich parts
Uncovered by the separate disciplines.

That is the kind of poetry that I want.

This is to wait, in what a style, and with what a pathetic hope,
for society to do your work for you—or, more likely, to render
it impossible, since I understand that Pasternak devotes his
genius, in verse, and has done for many years, exclusively to
Shakespearian translation. Or he insists upon a learned poetry

—

which the reviewer desires as much as he does—and then drops
names and clots ideas in a way that makes Ezra Pound look
like Ernst Robert Curtius. Moreover, he has not developed,
unless there is more in the unpublished 20,000-line poem (out of
an extract from which my last quotation was taken) than
seems probable. He seems to realize this: ^^Crises in my personal
life deflected me from following up the "Drunk Man* line my-
self,” he writes prefacing a 1953 reprint of that poem, ‘^and I
have only recently been able to recur to it.” To Circumjack
Cencrastu8, 1980, was a complete failure, except for certain
passages, like Lourd on my hert or this:
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My grave’s no’ bad; they’ve put intill’t

Twa o’ the Sassenachs I kill’t*

I’ll kill them again as sune as the horn
Toots on the Resurrection Morn.

The eschatological subject is a favorite of his (Crowdie-knowe
must be the best-known example) and he is best when he treats
it thus—^not in the apocalyptic way he sometimes affects, but
in the^ style of Mr. Bloom’s reflections; ‘‘That last day idea.
Knocking them all up out of their graves. Come forth, Lazarus

!

And he came fifth and lost the job. Get up! Last day! Then
every fellow mousing around for his liver and his lights and
the rest of his traps. Find damn all of himself that morning.
Pennyweight of powder in a skull.” In the other tone Mac-
Diarmid is grandiose; Mr. Brown has lost his mind in describing
him^ as a mystical poet; for whatever reason, the verbally
Christian poems are much inferior as a rule to his others, and
I don’t like A Moment in Eternity either. When he is least
dressing things up, this lovely and true poet is most himself

:

Wi’ burnt-oot hert and poxy face
I sail illumine a’ the place,
And there is ne’er a fount o’ grace
That isna in a similar case.

This beautiful stanza from the Drunk Man might be about the
Apostle to the Gentiles.

JOHN BERRYMAN

BOOK PUBLICATION

is a complex process involving
many skills, imagination, under-
standing, If you have a manu-
script—^poetry or general—^write

to us or send it directly. There is

no obligation on your part, and
you will have prompt attention
by cooperative publishers who
know their business.

THE AMERICAN PRESS

Attn. Mrs. Ezor 489 Fifth Avo.. New Yort 17. N.Y
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seven poems

NATIVE VILLAGE

A smell of dried flounder broiling

At lonely noomtime in my native village

Houses, their shingled roofs

Weighted down with stones . . .

Frugal smell of dried flounder broiling

This lonely noon-time in my native village.

On the empty white road

A snow-vendor from the mountain walks alone.
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A SMALL MOUNTAIN TOWN

The rain was falling sullenly.

A paper lantern advertising New Buckwheat Noodles
was hung out.

The mountains were close;

Two valleys met there.

EVENING LANDSCAPE, ONE DAY IN WINTER

In a small mountain town
Iced sardines were for sale.

Salt had made them heavy.

Yellow chrysanthemums were for sale.

Yellow chrysanthemums for food.

The winter day closed early,

Lonely and dark like the soot of a kettle.



BY THE MARSH

A wild duck is flying

Over the marsh in the dawn twilight.

Near the marsh
A brothel, very old and painted rust-red,

Sleeps, lighting a gate lantern like the new moon.

THE VILLAGE

A dark lamp for killing insects,

Dark as if it were out.

With a sooty chimney.

Drop by drop, the rain came.

The village was already asleep.

Quail were crying harshly

In the moat of a ruined castle.



THE COLD CLASS DOOR

A woodpecker in the zoology room of a girls’ school

Faces through the glass door

The mountain to the north.

Ah, snow has come solemnly upon the mountain.

WOODCOCKS RETURNING NORTHWARD

Snow had become scarce

On the mountains we saw from the town

Darkness came late;

It was bright at supper time.

Apricot trees had begun to bloom.

. . . A flight of woodcocks returning northward.

Woodcocks returning to the north, lonely,

Having lost part of the flock by case-shots.

Snow had become scarce

On the mountains we saw from the town.

FUYUJI TANAKA



two poems

MARRIAGE

Whenever poetry saw me
It cried out, “Marriage, marriage.”

Thinking back, I see that I was ’

Most eager to marry.

In other words.

There are various states in this world:

The state of getting soaked in the rain.

The state of being blown by the wind.

Or the state of wishing to die ; however.

In my state

I could not put marriage out of my mind.

Poetry, full of vigor.

Stuck to me wherever I went.

Crying, “Marriage, marriage.”

Finally I married. Poetry

Stopped crying words altogether.

Now something other than poetry

Scratches at my heart from time to time

Or crouches behind the bureau.

Starting to cry, “Money, money.”



TATAMI FLOOR

Various objects appeared on the floor

Where there had been nothing;

As if letters of various figures in the world

Had appeared on a blank sheet, calling

Poetry at the top of their voices.

I, having become a husband, appeared.

Calling, calling, calling, “Married life.”

A woman, become a wife, appeared;

A bureau of paulownia wood appeared;

A kettle.

And a brazier.

And a mirror-stand appeared;

Pots,

Tableware

Have appeared.

BAKU YAMANOGUCHI



THE FACE

It was a face I did not know, I could not recognize

;

It smiled at me too familiarly.
^

What a revolting fellow, frankly, I thought.

His face is the face of a red devil.

Half of it was scarred and bloodcurdlingly red.

But he was my old friend.

He said he had been hit by a trench mortar.

Nothing remained to remind me of his pale, handsome
face.

When he drank, his face became redder.

KATSUHIKO KOGUEE



MUSEUM

A stone axe among others

Quiet on the far side of the glass

The constellations rotate.

Many of us perish,

Many of us are generated.

Over and over comets narrowly avoid collision.

Many dishes are smashed,

Eskimo dogs walk on the South Pole,

Great tombs are raised, east and west.

Collections of poems are dedicated.

And quite recently

They split an atom.

And a president’s daughter sang a song . . .

Various things have even happened
Since then.

A stone axe among others

Lies quiet on the far side of the glass

SHUNTAEO TANIKAWA



FRUIT

It was decided that the black market before the

station would be torn down, and the booths were being

demolished. Only the log frameworks stood for scores

of days, exposed and shuddering in the cold wind.

The wind raged every day, claiming every date until

the end of the season.

Here and there in the tangled electric wiring

hung naked bulbs. Demolition work had started, but

the contractors and carpenters had all disappeared,

leaving only the black-marketeers. And the season

too froze suddenly, unable to move on.

Those who had been chased out gathered be-

hind the lumber, but there was nothing they could do

but pull down the pile of logs and make a fire.

A cold, dry wind blew every day. When morning
came, all at once those naked bulbs flashed on. They
came down, hanging from the cloudy sky, as if they

were fruit that had ripened and started to drip down,
drop by drop.

SANNOSUKE IWAI



DEMONS AND A POET

The poet saw a pillar towering in the sky amid the

fires of hell, or

A long beard flarifig up into the sky filled with wild

snow.

He saw the shadows of demons stretching across the

sky where clouds moved hurriedly, or

Their shadows crouching.

Only the eyes of the poet can see

Tiny demons crawling in and out of the nostrils.

Demons counting money, demons who like women.
But these are unworthy even of being sneezed at.

Demons like caricatures who take wdth tongs

The moon from a big pot,

These too are unworthy, and are

Pretentious and tiring.

I am waiting for

Demons like poppy seeds who have just leaped out of

the smelting furnace.

They themselves do not know what is what.
If we were to touch them, we would blister.

We would join them, jumping around, crying,

“Make a poem! Set a fire!”

MITSUHARU KANEKO



two poems

FIRST LOVE

When, with your hair combed up»for the first time,

You appeared under the apple tree,

I thought you were a girl of flowers,

A comb of flowers on your brow.

You gently stretched out your white hand
And gave me an apple; it was then

I felt first love.

At the fruit of autumn, that crimson fruit.

When I breathed my sigh

Indiscreetly on your hair.

My cup of love brimmed
With your feeling for me.

The path worn
Under the trees in the apple orchard . . .

How lovable you are to ask

Who first set foot there!



BY THE ANCIENT CASTLE AT KOMORO

By the ancient castle at Komoro
Clouds are white; the traveller sorrowful.

The chickweed is^not yet green,

And there is still no early grass to sit on.

Down the silver-covered hillside

Melted snow flows in the sun.

The light is warm, but as yet

No scent pervades the field;

Spring is still veiled;

The wheat is barely green-tinted . . .

Group after group of travellers

Hurry along the road across the fields.

At nightfall Mount Asama fades out;

The song is sad, on the reed of Saku.

Lodging at an inn near the bank
Lapped by the waves of the Eiver Chikuma,
The traveller drinks crude sake, which is cloudy.

And consoles himself for a while.

TOSON SHIMAZAKI



two poems

RAIN

A tender goddess came on a soutb wind,

Wet bronze, wet fountains.

Wet swallows’ breasts and golden hair;

Embraced tides, lapped sands, drank fish.

Secretly wetting temples, bath-houses, and theatres.

The tongue of this goddess.

Tangled strings of a platinum lyre.

Secretly wet my tongue.

THE SUN

I spent summer
In that source of marble,

Karmozin.

There were no larks, not a snake appeared;

But from an unsymmetrical thicket of poison plum
The sun rose and curved

And sank again in the plum thicket.

Once in a while a boy
Caught a dolphin in the brook and laughed.

JUNZABUBO NISHIWAKI



SECRET

Going to bed

A child, full of pleasure at being naked,

Rushes about in the house

Like a bird that has hopped out of its cage.

Like a prince escaped from the magic box;

Rushes about, pleased to feel the cold air on his skin,

His head, hands, hip bumping into the sliding doors,

the wall, anything.

His mother chases him, holding a small nightshirt.

Stripped, the child is thin as an elf.

Cornered, he presses against the wall as if he were
dead.

Really small, showing his back.

His mother catches him and wraps him up quickly

So as not to divulge the secret.

MOTOMARO SENGE



AT LYONS

As if to show off his speed, the gull caught in

mid-air a crumb thrown from the bridge.

So when someone threw a piece of wood instead

he struck his beak on the river’s eSge and writhed like

a torn handkerchief.

IKU TAKENAKA



POLE VAULT

He is running like a wasp,

Hanging on a long pole.

As a matter of course he floats in the sky,

Chasing the ascending horizon.

Now he has crossed the limit.

And pushed away his support.

For him there is nothing but a descent.

Oh, he falls helplessly.

Now on that runner, awkwardly fallen on the ground,

Once more
The horizon comes down.

Beating hard on his shoulders.

SHIKO MUBANO



NOSTALGIA

My nostalgia is like a butterfly ! . . . The butter-

fly crosses several hedges and sees the sea at a corner

of the afternoon street . . . From the wall I hear the

sound of the sea ... I close my book. I lean against

the wall. Two o’clock strikes in the next room. “Sea,

sea far away!” I put down on paper— “Sea, sea far

away, in the letters we use there is a mother in you;

and. Mother, in the language of the French there is a

sea in you.”

TATSUJI MIYOSHI



GOOD-BY BEFORE DAWN

We must do our woi'k.

We must talk it over in order to do it.

But when we talk together

The police break it up, beat us, strike eyes, noses.

That is why we have changed our upstairs room.

Considering the alleys and the secret passage.

Here six young men are asleep.

Downstairs sleep a couple and their baby.

I don’t know the names of the six young men,

But I know they are my comrades.

I don’t know the names of the couple downstairs.

But I know they have rented us this upstairs room.

Dawn will come before long.

We will move to another place.

Carrying portfolios.

We will work out detailed arrangements,

Will carry out our work step by step.

Tomorrow night we will sleep on different rented

bedding.

Dawn will come before long.

Cramped four-and-a-half mat room.

Swaddling bands hanging from the electric cord.

Naked electric light covered with soot.

Celluloid toys,

Rented bedding.



Fleas,

I say Good-by to all of you

So that the flower will open,

Our flower.

The flower of the couple downstairs.

The flower of the baby downstairs.

So that all the flowers will open, all at once.

SHIGEHAKU NAKANO



three poems

POEM

In the mirror the reverse image of the girl’s

back was slender as a paraffin match. The brunette

head at the end of the smooth back was the phosphorus

tip.

The girl dropped a powder puff on the sheet.

The wrinkles of the sheet became, for me, a map of

the Mediterranean ... in April.

The girl, absent-minded, was telling about her

native town with her body. A sloping road to the port.

Wine. An accordion. She even let fall a shower on her

polished skin.

The puff was thrown out of the window. The
puff thrown out the window went down trailing a scent

of spring in the Mediterranean. Like a flower.



THE COUNTRY

The girl smelled of vines

On a night with a new moon.
A wasp, embroidered, lay with outspread wings
On her breast.

The girl was a piece of Hungarian handicraft.

We met once and
Parted once

Like two trains that pass each other.

The dawn came
And, though clouds were still in their nightgowns.

Tulips to be shipped to market
Assembled like a group of high school girls

And our scandal

Was loaded on a bicycle

To be spread in the country of the morning
By the whistles of young men.



AFTERNOON

For a long time our train lay on its belly along

the platform. This reminded us of a reptile in some

prehistoric age. It was early afternoon, hot and too

dazzling to the eyes of the weary traveller.

The locomotive was detached from the train to

be switched to another track. The locomotive moved
back and forth in the quiet yards with something that

looked like a whirlpool, black and turbulent, sur-

rounding it.

When suddenly a wild voice was heard to call

a halt, a worker, already pale, was being dragged out.

He, quickly put on a stretcher, disappeared from sight.

The passengers, who had become languid, raised

their heads only for a moment; by the time the train

passed the station where a castle could be seen, nobody
tried to remember what had happened.

AZUMA KONDO



two poems

FESTIVAL

I enjoy

Strangely

The after-taste of a festival

In the midst of a festival

With a crowd
I rarely forget myself

But stare around

Just looking

But, the festival over,

The people gone,

I find myself wandering around

Where this cheerful prodigality has been

And am surprised

Every time.

I also enjoy

Strangely

Preparing for a festival



A HORSE AND THE LANDSCAPE

The horse bent forward;

Then the great head

And the hind legs, drawn up,

Appeared in the air.

It kicked up the landscape.

The landscape flew away reluctantly;

When will it return?

Soon after

The horse dropped its long neck

And fumbled

With its thick tongue.

But the landscape has not returned.

FUYUHIKO KITAGAWA



two poems

THE FAMILY

Out of my brother’s yellow trousers, my black trousers

Comes headless money
With the smell of the black heart of the night rubbed in.

With this money we eat rice, buy stamps, pay for

laundry.

We don’t know what future we have to live for.

Our father became bone and mud when young;

Our mother keeps the kitchen first, and puts

Manuscripts and magazines in order, or

Reads a paper, or drinks tea, or . .

.

Ma!
My right eye was stabbed with a knife, and I am half-

blind ;

Brother is nearsighted, his eyes stick out and from the

waist down he is awfully thin.

Money that comes from our pants

Is our own turbid blood we trample on.

Ma does not suspect

We suffer from diarrhoea and dizziness.

When we brothers, already crippled, change into our

summer clothes.

We do not seem to her eyes more than ghosts.

. . . Ma

!

. . . Give us some food

!



I WILL SUFFER FROM WHAT MY FATHER SUFFERED FROM

A carriage ran in the crevices of the skull

On the face of the horse were deep sockets rammed
open

The horse lifts hig feet in the darkness

In the carriage is the corpse of a woman
In her stomach the big eyes of a baby are open

Small hands and feet are firmly clenched

Every morning a carriage with black streamers runs

from my bed

Every morning a cemetery organ sounds from my meal

She brings forth a baby whose father she has forgotten

Her pale face pours silver coins into her veins

Our life pours chloroform on our rice

Whatever torment we suffer at the end of a month,
there is not even a rat bringing us a penny

To whom we can go to borrow what has already been
spent

On bathing in the bath-house, and on food.

We have nothing to look forward to in our room
Where the ceiling threatens to fall.

In an advertisement in the spread-out paper,

“Beware of imitations, which are becoming quite

common.”
I close the paper and push it aside

I lie like a skeleton in the dusty room
Crunch—crunch—crunch—crunch
The footsteps of the creditor are approaching again

KYOJIRO HAGIWARA



BIRTH

One day when spring rain fell heavily

My mother bore me.

My father was scraping snow on tall mountain.

Snakes were delighted and coiled in wide circles.

The river, with hammered spine, lay stretched out.

My mother, her chest thrown out, bending her body
like a bow.

Walked dauntlessly.

A typhoon stroked her protruding stomach.

My father chopped down a dreadful trunk of a spruce

with a stone axe.

Deer were frightened and ran away to the shore;

A whale was spouting.

My mother’s blood seethed and dyed the channel red.

Icebergs floated toward the volcano erupting on an
island.

SHINKICHI TAKAHASHI



two poems

A DISTANT VIEW OF THE SCHOOL

Ten years and more I have walked since I finished

school.

Turning my head back, I see the school far off in

memory.
Shining small like a medallion.

There, schoolhouses range their tiled roofs.

Poplars sway, whitened in the wind.

The teacher is saying something

To the young faces, all alike, listening.

At one window someone is looking aside.

Looking this way absently, as I was then.

Can’t he see me where I am? I wonder.

For from here he is so distinctly seen.
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A RHINOCEROS AND A LION

A rhinoceros was running;

A lion was clinging to his back,

Biting.

Blood spouted up and, twisting his neck in agony.
The rhinoceros was looking at the sky.

The sky was blue and quiet.

The daytime moon floated in it.

It was a picture.

An accidental moment in a far country of jungles.

So the landscape was silent.

The two animals remained as they were.

Only in the stillness

The lion was, moment by moment, trying to kill;

The rhinoceros was, eternally, about to die.

KAORU MARUYAMA



two poems

THE MOON

A softly lighted window in the air . . .

The nimble driver of time

Is scrubbing the moon.

Travellers, farmers, navigators.

Light lamps in your heads!

And you prisoners and thieves without sunlight

Hurry and light beautiful torches.

The moon, the ghost of nature.

Writes characters of light and shade.

Casting the hidden melancholy of her single eye on the

ground.

On this serene, clear night

Of loneliness and light

The softly lighted window in the air is open.



OUR MAIDSERVANT

Already she

Has a strange smell of hills and fields;

With her eyes gleaming,

Hinting that she has within her the light-bearing secret

Of the night,

She walks slowly and slowly in the depths of the

house

;

The friend, somehow lovable, of goblins and foxes.

After eating a melon

She crouches in a nook and
Dreams, her hair hanging down.

A silence

Somehow youthful and sorrowful.

Behind her is a strangely thriving

Thicket of the history of an obscure village.

She, keeping still.

Mud somewhere inside her.

Has already become an owl in the evening when the

half-moon is over the tree-tops.

SONOSUKE SATO



WINTER HAS COME

Winter has come.

The white yatsude flowers have disappeared,

The gingko trees-^are like brooms.

Winter, piercing as a gimlet, has come.

Winter, disliked by men.

Winter, betrayed by plants, left behind by insects, has

come.

Winter,

Come to me, come to me,

I am the strength of winter, winter is my prey.

Sink into it, thrust through it.

Make a fire, bury it with snow.

Winter has come like a blade.

KOTAEO TAKAMUBA



WINTER CRASS

Waving sad fins

A woman bathing is truly like a fish.

Her skin swims out smoothly

And has a quiet and erotic odor.

So by the hot drainage from the bathroom
Are green grasses that spring oddly in winter,

And project their shadows on the lonely sky.

SAISEI MURO



BLUE FOX

The blue fox lifted a paw,

Gently raised a light-grey fuzzy paw,

The sadness of '^living thing

Oozing uncertainly between the sheathed claws of the

paw.

The blue fox opened his eyes to white slits

And looked at the moon at dawn.

TAKUJI OTE



SPAIN—III

Essentially, this country is dry as cork is dry,

since Valencia is another name for raisins, and since

there is a circular desert in the center of the city.

For this reason cork trees thrive on the humid
southwest shore, cellars in Valencia have been damp
since the Middle Ages, and the bull-ring is clammy with

the blood of anti-Christians. In a word, everything

is wet.

After all, as the people in Seville are uncivil,

and ‘Maja vestida’ is ‘Maja desnuda,’ things are too

consistent and, in fact, are inconsistent.

Yes, that’s right. As Sherry is Jerez, as Malaga
is Malaga, so Franco is Flamenco and the Falange he

leads is a head that has experienced ups and downs,

barters butter, and is a ruffian who twists open the

door of Europe from which he is shut out. There is

no solution but to twist the meaning, is there?

And ultimately this Catholic country is seen to

be true nature, a holy embodiment.

FUYUE ANZAI



SOLDIERS

Brother! What'^re you thinking?

Your hand is playing on the rifle.

If you’re through with cleaning, look in the muzzle.
You’ll hear in the sky stuck in it like a marble
The paulownia leaves fluttering like roosters.

There, discharge all your thoughts to your home
Along the light in the barrel, kinked like a drill.

I’ll drink the canteen water, lukewarm already.

And remember from its metallic smell

Running water and the teeth of a woman.

TAKU OGA



two poems

THE WATER SURFACE

At evening the falling flowers of the willow

Make a twilight, and through it

The water surface appears,

Eeflecting the eyes of the daughter of the house.

While I felt myself caressed in your heart.

Your face singularly pale,

Suddenly one of the ripples changed its color

And showed the eyes of an imaginary ogre.

When I, frightened, stared at it,

It turned silvery like a tiny minnow.
Changed into a harmonica, into an oar.

And back into the eyes of the girl.

The willow flowers are falling on

A dragon-fly-hunter by the gutter of the eaves.

And my mind, tired, alone.

Is softly caressed at the surface of the water.



OKARU AND KAMPEI

Okaru is weeping

Like a velvet hollyhock trembling in the long twilight,

Like the touch o^soft flannel.

Like daylight fading from buttercup grass,

And like a ball of dandelion fuzz floating buoyantly.

However much she cries, she does not run out of tears,

Kampei is dead, Kampei is dead.

The young and handsome Kampei has committed
Harakiri.

Okaru weeps, thinking of the smell of a young man.
“It was,” she remembers, “stifling like onions stored

in the malting-room

;

He felt so soft, like the outdoor light of May,
The man’s breath burning like black tea.

When I was embraced, the daytime salt flats glistened

blue.

And the nerve of a white parsley blossom sharpened,
became pale and dry.

I remember the trembling of his inner thighs, and my
lips that I let him kiss.

On the day we parted his white hand smelled strongly
of gunpowder;

I had been thoughtfully cutting vegetables until I got
on the palanquin.”

But Kampei has killed himself.



Okaru is given over to her own pleasure,

Enticed by so many sensuous memories,

Like an orphan in a hothouse.

(Outside the windows of the puppet show red oranges

shone in the setting autumn sun, and the whistle of a

river steamer was heard from the foot of the city,

hidden in a yellow haze.)

Okaru is weeping
With a beautiful gesture, as if utterly overwhelmed

by emotion.

Carried away by the impetuous melody of Shamisen,

In time with an impassioned passage of the Gidayu,

Weeping and weeping as if she will not stop until she

drowns,

Okaru is weeping.

(Color, odor, and music.

Who cares about Kampei?)

HAKUSHU KITAHABA



six poems

TORTOISE

A forest;

Marsh;
Blue sky:

There is a heaviness on the hand
Where a tortoise of pure gold sleeps quietly.

It overcomes the pain of Nature’s loneliness

And sinks searehingly into my mind;
The tortoise sinks into the sky’s blue depths.

SONG WITHOUT A NAME

Like a naked woman sun-tanned on a South Sea island,

A strange boat rusted brick-red came in beyond the
wharf that is covered with summer grasses.

A fluffy cloud rose white

And the smoke of a sailor’s tobacco looked lonely.

I, fluttering like a quail,

Flew over the tall wild roses.

Ah, cloud, boat, where did she raise anchor on this
voyage?

Disturbed by a strange passion,

I hunted in the graveyard of silence

For the mummy of a lovebird quietly rusting.
Blown by the wind through these thickets.



LITTORAL ZONE

I have strayed into the littoral zone with its faint light

Where horses and camels roam.

There is no market for trade;

I cannot sell my blankets anywhere.

No store;

Lonely tents stand side by side on the sands.

How can I pass through such a time?

Spells have been cast

On everything, like fearful weapons of the natives.

The landscape has become vague and dark;

Queer sandstorms are whirling round and round.

Nowhere is there a hanging signboard;

There are no prospects for trading.

I would rather get dead drunk
And lie full length on my back on the white sand

And go looking for loves of aimless passion

With girls of dark complexion.

DEATH OF A FROG

A frog was killed:

Children stood in a circle and raised their hands,

Together raised

Their innocent bloody hands.

The moon appeared.

On the hill stands a man,
A face is hidden under his hat.



THE WHITE MOON

Holding my cheek, swollen

With the pain of toothache,

I was digging under a jujube tree.

Muddying my slender fingers

In attempting to sow some kind of seed,

I dug in the cold ground.

Ah, I remember it.

In the evening of a chilly day
At the bottom of a newly-dug hole

A movement ... an earthworm wriggling.

Then from behind a low house
The moon slid up, stroking

The white ear of a woman.
The moon slid up.

A DISH OF SKYLARKS

Love offering for the evening I hold on high:
Burning the waxen sorrow of the candle,
I, full of affection, will open the green windows.
Oh, looking up at the sky I see

May is flowing into the distance.

Holding on high with both hands a dish of skylarks
I, full of affection, will proceed on your left.

SAKUTARO HAGIWARA



two poems

ON THE BRIDGE

I stand on the bridge,

Looking into the mirror of the sky, -wiped and -wet

In soapsud blue of the da-wn.

Feeling a rascal breeze sneak through my head
And kidnap half-shaped thoughts back into the

innocent obscurity.

Without sorro-w, -without delight.

Without intimate daily-life-reality,

I stand alone in a small town far

From my home, which hangs
Upside down on the other side of the globe . . .

I, who just happen to be I,

Who just happen to be here.

Am nothing but a position like this moment
Which is, in itself, timeless time.

Water moves, but never moves.

What is a moment is an illusion.

Let it be asked

What I have done hitherto.

Let it be remembered
That I am always as I have been; and

Let the river run softly as do the old sayings . .

.

Should I leave then such tedious paradox

To come and go with the dead,



When the light is stabbing the truth,

Nails, stretched, in the flank of the last darkness?

Making a fool of mannerisms

Of traffic signals, red and green.

Birds, innumerable but invisible, are

Animated in the aged woods, chattering and calling.



lAPAN THAT SANK UNDER THE SEA

When night falls,

Japan that sank under the sea

(Possibly it may have sunk, for next morning
I found myself between the blinS clouds

And the old inhuman water.)

Comes up afloat in the heavens.

Like a lantern hanging.

Yes, that is an antique paper-lantern,

A candle-light muffled with an amber-colored Japanese

paper.

There, the surrounding darkness is deep.

Especially deep because of the vague candle-light.

But, where are the crowds of people

so familiar to me?
What swells up the darkness

Is the thick glossy foliage.

What fortune is told by this sight?

I don’t see Tokyo anywhere ; don’t see anything

modern.

Only the lantern remains,

Only the antique silence

Keeps in form the melancholy of the long history.

From far down below some noise is heard,

A noise like that of waves ... or is that . .?

It is too early to reveal itself.

SATOEU SATO



commenr

A NOTE ON THESE POEMS

IN FEUDAL AND AGRICULTURAL JAPAN the sun indicated time and

the changing of the seasons was the only calendar. Men worked
with the sun and, at nightfall, lighted paper lanterns, which
created soft shadows. The Japanese loved the beauty of such

soft shades . shades of sentiment. And the association be-

tween things, or objects, and sentiment was made stable by

the unchanging quality of the Japanese way of life, by the

rigidity of the social system, and by the eternal recurrence of

the seasons.
Traditional Japanese philosophers thought of man as an

integral part of nature. Men and natural objects existed in the

same universe; both were important, but more important was
the simple fact of their existence. This fact was in itself the

justification for their being, and Japanese philosophers did not

feel compelled to prove the validity of man's existence, or

that of objects in nature. They accepted it. With the rapid

progress of industrialization man’s knowledge about “things,”

or natural objects, became increasingly concrete and specific.

With this knowledge came power. Man learned to manipulate
objects, gained control over nature through the machines he
had invented and learned to use. Now the philosophers claimed
that by using nature for his own ends man had taken on the

responsibility for somehow justifying human existence. Simple
acceptance was no longer enough. Man would have to take on
the burden of proving his human aims valid, if he were to alter

the universe to suit those aims.
The Japanese replaced candlelight with kerosene lamps,

then with electric bulbs. They transplanted science from the
west to gain industrial prosperity for Japan ; with science came
scientific thinking and the rationalism of the west. And con-
fusion followed, with the question of in what way scientific

thinking can amplify human life.

The problem of modern Japanese poets has been to recon-
cile the static beauty of traditional Japan with the dynamic
qualities of modern society, which is their society—^the society
they must live in. Solving this problem is not so simple as
putting an electric bulb in a paper lantern.

The esthetic dilemma of modern poetry, the fact that art
and beauty are not necessarily identical, seems more agonizing
for the modern poet in Japan than for other poets, for the gap
between his tradition and the society in which he must live is,

literally, a gap between two cultures . . . between two historical
eras.

^
The traditional Japanese language and literary forms

was intended to convey subtle psychological shadings. It
was a language of shades; in it the point was blurred, details
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SATORU SATO
CONSTANCE URDANC

were suggested rather than explicitly stated. But the past
hundred years have brought many changes in Japan; even the
language has changed. The new techniques of scientific descrip-
tion and logical statement are so drastically different from the
old ways that often contemporary written Japanese reads like

a translation from some western language, while documents
written only a few generations ago sound as archaic as if they
were centuries old. In the Japanese idiom: current writing
smells of butter (a western food), while earlier writing smells
musty. What happened to the language corresponds to what
happened to the Japanese mind, and the mind 'smelling of butter
stands at one end of the scale, the musty mind at the other end.

Between these two extremes are ranged Japan’s modern
poets, some closer to the ancient tradition, others more “western”
in tone. There are a few twentieth century poets who have
succeeded in combining the two esthetics, and such a combination
will probably continue to be a goal for the poets of Japan.

SATORU SATO
CONSTANCE URDANG

THE ISLAND AND THE WORLD

Japanese Literature: An Introduction for Western Readers, by
Donald Keene. Grove Press. Cloth, ?2.50; Paper, $1.00.

An Anthology of Japanese Literature from the Earliest Era to

the Mid-Nineteenth Century, ed. by Donald Keene. Grove
Press. $6.50.

The Japanese Discovery of Europe: Honda Toshiaki and other
Discoverers 1720-1798, by Donald Keene. Grove Press. $4.50.

ONE OP THE BYPRODUCTS OP WORLD WAR II was the training of
“Japanese language officers,” to fill a specific need. Through
this process, men who were primarily interested in some aca-
demic discipline, such as history or economics, were given the
Japanese language as a tool that enabled them to explore the
particular Japanese example of their chosen field of interest.

These men thus formed a parallel to the learned world of modern
Japan: a group trained in one of the branches of knowledge
common to our specialized times, a group that also reads
Japanese.

Donald Keene’s Japanese Literature : An Introduction for
Western Readers is one result. Earlier western books on this

subject had a tendency to repeat the traditional opinions of
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Japanese literary historians; they had something of the aspect

of a catalogue, for it seemed necessary to give the unknowing
reader a list of writings, with names and dates and synopses.

The approach here is quite different. Mr. Keene assumes that

his reader is interested in literature generally, that he knows
the forms that writing takes, and is familiar with what Euro-
peans and Americans have done. The task, then, is to present

the work of Japanese writers, within the framework of world
literature.

His treatment is partly topical, partly chronological. This
must inevitably he so, for Japan has two literatures. The old

one accepted Chinese influence, then attained full control of

itself, so that it could modify or even reject the borrowings, and
develop its own Japanese-grounded character. The new litera-

ture, stimulated by Europe, has probably still not reached the
same degree of assurance. Mr. Keene devotes Chapter V (pp. 88-

110) to the new literature, and also finds it possible to work it

into his earlier chapters on poetry, the theatre and fiction.

The Introduction opens with an analysis of Japanese liter-

ary values, and of the effect that the language has had on
these values. Japanese verbs and adjectives are inflected by
piling up suffixes. Frequently, the result is not the statement
of a fact, but a suggestion that some attribute probably exists
or does not exist. The syntax is loose and sinuous. In older
prose especially, sentences are “sometimes literally interminable,
in which case they are left incomplete, at the end of the
twentieth or fortieth subtle turn of phrase” (p. 3).

This kind of structure, examining in turn the bypaths of
the author’s thought, is especially congenial to such a writer
as Lady Murasaki, the author of The Tale of Genju Writing
about the patterned court life of which she was a part, using
a language in which nuances were the normal elements of nar-
ration, Lady Murasaki quite reasonably produced a novel that
Mr. Keene finds akin to the work of Marcel Proust (pp. 75-6).
This comparison is not at all the stock analogy, the statement
that X is the Japanese Y, Chikamatsu the Japanese Shake-
speare, simply because each is the leading writer for his own
country’s stage.

Mr. Keene also turns his attention to the inherent ambi-
guity of the Japanese language (pp. 3ff.). With a limited range
of syllables, Japanese has, besides actual homonyms, very many
words in which a portion of the whole evokes other equally
common words of different meaning. The example given here is
shiranami, “white waves,” or a boat’s wake, which inevitably
suggests shiranu, “unknown,” and namida, “tears.” To an ex-
tent that William Empson might well have explored when he
was teaching them English, the Japanese have consciously in-
corporated into their poetry the uncomic pun, the series of over-
tones, the intended ambiguity. Often there is a Joycean multi-
plication of levels of meaning, but it occurs within the ordinary
language. It does not need the inventions of Finnegans Wake.



Mr. Keene's Introduction gives a literate and rounded dis-

cussion of Japan's achievements in poetry, plays and novels.

The Anthology which he has compiled and edited is a companion
piece. The principles of selection and of translation follow
naturally from the concepts of the Introduction. Since it is

literature that is being considered, the English versions must be
well written themselves. To this end, Mr. Keene has used
existing translations only when they meet that requirement.
Thus, Arthur Waley is represented, but in many other cases
the older translations have been discarded in favor of new
renderings by the editor, or by one of the few others who also
are now turning Japanese into good English.

Criticism of anthologies is traditionally centered on the
selections that the editor has made, and especially on those he
has not made. It seems more than usually fruitless to adopt
that attitude toward this compilation. It is the first work of
such a scope in a western language; in consequence, the reader
or reviewer can hardly say the choice is hackneyed. And yet,
the works included are to a considerable degree those which are
likely to be read in the literature courses in Japanese schools.
The selection, thus, agrees rather well with customary Japanese
critical opinion.

The arrangement in the Anthology is chronological, with
a division according to political periods. The editor apologizes
for yielding to this convenient framework, and observes in his
preface that ‘‘it is obvious that a change of regime did not in-
stantly produce a new literature." Granted; but the political
epochs in Japanese history did differ so markedly in character
that the literature came to reflect these differences. A civilian
court aristocracy dominated the Heian period, and the writings
of the court ladies epitomize the extreme refinement of that
society. The Kamakura military government was in power when
the great war novels were written. The irrepressibility of the
townspeople in the Tokugawa shogunate is perfectly mirrored
in the hearty writings of the time.

Mr. Keene's approach, in both the Introduction and the
Anthology^ is to consider literature as a phenomenon to be found
everywhere in the civilized world. This attitude inevitably plays
down the exotic aspects of Japanese writing and emphasizes the
universality. I do not quarrel with this; I prefer it to Lafcadio
Hearn's commitment to a pastiche-world. Still, difficulties in-

evitably arise. The literature must be readable in translation,
and the insistence on readability forces a compromise with some
of the features of Japanese literature that are elucidated in the
Introduction. Footnotes must be as few as possible. Conse-
quently, there must be as little as possible that needs footnoting.
The result is that the pedantic is sometimes avoided by elimi-
nating the unfamiliar

^
and substituting an expression that

awakens a somewhat similar response in the western reader.
The most obvious example is a trivial one: the treatment of
dates, which are regularly given in the western calendar. It is
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surely less distracting to the reader to speak of 1177 than to

write of ‘‘the third year of the Angen period/’ or to translate

Angen as “Peaceful Beginning/’ and annotate it with a note

about the custom of using reign-titles; but the use of a western

date necessarily induces a comparison with Europe at the same
time, and this is irrelevant. From a more general viewpoint,

to sacrifice explanations for readability tends to produce ver-

sions that have been in some measure denatured.

This simplification is, after all, desirable, and is the

editor’s deliberate intention. The complex pun is lost in a
smooth translatioiS, but it can only be communicated m long
footnotes, filled with the Chinese characters that are dear to

the specialist, but repel others. Translations are for their own
times and readers. We need only recall the English versions of

the Odyssey as proof. The Anthology gives readers of English
a really skillful presentation of the many facets of older
Japanese literature, in a form that is attractive, and in render-
ings that are a successful bridge between the original texts and
the habits and categories of our own minds.

The third book by this prolific author, translator and
editor deals with a quite different subject: the process by which
a few Japanese minds, long before Commodore Perry’s arrival,

began to learn about the western world and
^
began to try to

produce a transformation of Japan. The book is partly a trans-
lation of writings by one of the people who aspired to bring
innovations, Honda Toshiaki, and partly an essay on the general
intellectual climate of the times. There is a discussion of “Dutch
learning,” that is, European scientific knowledge, which entered
Japan in tantalizingly small quantities through books brought
in by the Dutch, the only Europeans who were allowed any
contact with Japan during the seclusion period. These particular
Dutchmen were interested in almost nothing but their own
account books. Still, they did make available a few works that
showed the intellectual revolution that Europe had been ex-
periencing since the late sixteenth century. Very few Japanese
were affected by this “Dutch learning,” but cumulatively, they
prepared their country for its own reshaping in the nineteenth
century.

The Japanese Discovery of Europe also deals with the
extension of knowledge that resulted from sporadic contacts
with Russia’s easternmost frontiers, and from the inchoate at-
tempts of the Russian Empire to train some of its subjects in
the Japanese language as a prelude to the establishment of re-
lations with the still secluded Japanese. In this book, Mr. Keene
exhibits another facet, that of the scholarly historian, and his
book adds to our knowledge of an important formative period
in Japan. Happily, like the other scholars in this field, C. R.
Boxer and G. B. Sansom, he does not find that being turgid is
a professional duty.

CHARLES MACSHERRY



A GIFT TO BOTH LANGUAGES

The Pillow-Book of Sei Shonagon, translated by Arthur Waley.
Grove Press. $2.

The No Plays of Japan, by Arthur Waley. Grove Press. $4.

ORIENTAL SCHOLARS SEEM TO AGREE that Arthur Waley’s trans-
lations from the Chinese and Japanese show a consistent ex-
cellence of scholarship and fidelity of spirit^ What complaints
we hear from this quarter are moderate ones, about a certain
freedom in treating stylistic and verbal elements which Waley
feels, in translation, would work against the total effect. A
characteristic phrase of Mr. Waley^s with regard to a Japanese
word-play which he will pass over is that it ^‘contains a number
of double meanings which it would be tedious to unravel.” The
non-orientalist is content with this, because what he is given
is of an energy and a literacy seldom approached in English
translations, even from the cousin tongues. Some of the best
books of this century in English are, in an important sense,

hy Arthur Waley, the two under review among them.
The Pillow-Book of Sei Shonagon is an intimate diary

—

kept under the pillow, the title means—of a witty, desirable and,
I suspect, a pretty unsufferable young court lady of 10th cen-
tury Japan, living in a society, Waley tells us, “in which the
stock of knowledge, the experience, the prejudices of all in-

dividuals were so similar that the grosser forms of communica-
tion seemed no longer necessary. A phrase, a clouded hint, an
allusion half-expressed, a gesture imperceptible to common eyes,

moved this courtly herd with a facility as magic as those silent

messages that in the prairie ripple from beast to beast.”
Sei Shonagon was an attendant to the young empress and

a contemporary of Lady Murasaki, author of the Tale of Genji,
Or to be exact, she was eleven or twelve years Murasaki^s senior,

so that the latter could confide to her diary: “[Sei Shonagon]
was once a person of great taste and refinement; but now she
can no longer restrain herself from indulging, even under the
most inappropriate circumstances, in any outburst that the
fancy of the moment suggests. She will soon have forfeited all

claim to be regarded as a serious character, and what will be-
come of her when she is too old for her present duties I really
cannot imagine.” Lady Murasaki is prematurely solicitous here,
for Shonagon was only thirty-one or thirty-two at the time.
But the passage is significant because it reinforces our impres-
sions of the author of the Pillow-Book, written ten years before:
her egotism and acerbity must have made many enemies who
looked forward to the passing of her youth and beauty.

The most remarkable quality of the Pillow-Book (a
sophisticated reviewer is not supposed to say of an ancient book
that it is modem) is the intimacy of its observations:
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It is important that a lover should know how to

make his departure. To begin with, he ought not to

be too ready to get up, but should require a little

coaxing: 'Come, it is past daybreak. You don't

want to be found here . . and so on. One likes

him, too, to behave in such a way that one is sure

he is unhappy at going and would stay longer if he
possibly could. He should not pull on his trousers

the moment he is up, but should first of all come
close to one^s ear and in a whisper finish off what-
ever was left half-said in the course of the night . .

.

Really, if a man finds the door open, the best
thing he can do is to walk in. If he solemnly an-
nounces himself he can hardly expect encourage-
ment

A Recitant [of the Scriptures] ought to be good-
looking. It is only if it is a pleasure to keep one's
eyes on him all the time that there is any chance of
religious feeling being aroused. Otherwise one
begins to look at something else and soon one's at-

tention wanders from what he is reading ; in which
case ugliness becomes an actual cause of sin

The passages of natural description, although often very beauti-
ful, are not without parallel in the Japanese poets:

I love to cross a river in very bright moon-light
and see the trampled water fly up in chips of
crystal under the oxen's feet.

The characterizations of men are often incisive; Lady Shonagon
seems to have known no other women except the empress.

Mr. Waley has not only translated what he felt to be the
most interesting parts of this book but has also edited it with
evident tact, supplying informative transitions and a historical
background, so that the English reader finds nothing stranger
in the volume than the portrait of a clever, perverse young
woman who is enjoying a privileged seat at a splendid show.

The No plays of Japan have been of interest to at least
two major 20th century English poets, Yeats and Pound, and
at first were known chiefly through a study by Pound and
Penollosa that appeared in 1916. Nowhere can Mr. Waley's
literary skill be more clearly seen than in a comparison of the
translations of those plays that appear both in his book and
Ezra Pound's. Pound was dependent on Penollosa's less thor-
ough scholarship, and was impelled (either by artistic motives



or by Fenollosa^s translations) to cut the plays drastically.

But simply as poetry, it seems to me, Waley’s translations are
powerful competition for Pound, whose flair for the colloquial

(which distinguishes his Chinese-and Provencal-inspired poems
similarly) is offset by the superior clarity of motive and action
which Waley^s scholarship gives him.

As in the Pillow-Book, Waley provides The No Plays of
Japan with a brilliant historical orientation. No, the classical

Japanese theater, evolved like Greek and Medieval drama at
least partially from religious festivals. In the late 14th and
early 15th centuries it flowered and became conventionalized
in the works of a father and son, Kwanami and Seami, who
were patronized by the shogun. Seami is responsible, as author
or adaptor, for a large number of plays in the present No
repertory which Waley sets at about 250.*^ In this regard he
may be compared to the great 17th century puppet playwright
Chikamatsu, who occupies a like position in the modern Kabuki
repertory.

The ease with which we can read these plays is manifestly
deceptive. If we were to see them performed, even in Mr. Waley’s
lucid English poetry, the music, the dancing, the gestures (which
we would not know for music or dancing or ‘acting^ would pro-
vide cultural hurdles not easy to surmount. The familiarity of
some of the dramatic situations is striking: Seami^s Kagekiyo
is Lear; a play called The Hoka Priests is very like Electra;
Benkei on the Bridge suggests Robin Hood and Friar Tuck. But
the treatment—ritualistic, anachronistic, involving fundamental
uncertainties of identity—is not familiar or at least not in
drama.

Mr. Waley tells us that the plays are written in a variety
of verse textures, of which the most prosaic has a stiffness
which he fears can not be represented in English. The language
is “the Court or upper-class colloquial of the 14th century, a
language not wholly dead today, as it is still the medium of
correspondence.” He speaks once of the plays as ‘poems’, and it

is probably on this basis that we find them so immediate and
moving. The Zen quality of yugen which Seami insists on in
relationship to No, is defined somewhat the way a Romantic or
a Symbolist poet might define poetry: “what lies beneath the
surface.”

There is always the possibility, with translated literature,

that it has gained in translation. Poe to the 19th cen-^ry
Frenchman was clearly something that he is not to uS: a first-

rate poet. And this was true even when the Frenchman read
Poe in English. If Mr. Waley’s magic has done something like

this to us, let us hope we get a generation like Rimbaud’s out

Seami is also the author of several prose treatises on the art of No which
provide much of our information on its origins. These works came to light

in 1908, two years later than Pound dates Fenollosa’s essay, and must account
for some of the points on which Waley corrects Fenollosa.
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of it. Meanwhile, I incline to think that these are great plays

and a first-rate diary, translated by our most literate inter-

preter of the orient.

It should be noted that these two books are not new. The
Pillow-Book of Sei Shonagon appeared in 1928 and The No
Plays of Japan in 1921, although its present introduction is re-

cent. Both books bear the imprimatur of the English houses

from which the Grove Press (which publishes an impressive list

of Japanese tfaEslations and criticism) apparently acquired

them.

WILLIAM MEREDITH

AN ANTHOLOGY OF THE LYRIC

One Hundred Poems from the Japanese, by Kenneth Rexroth.
New Directions. $3.50.

THIS VOLUME, PRINTED IN ITALY, is a handsome production.
Slightly more than one hundred poems are given in the original,
with their translations, and the names of the poets reproduced
in their true calligraphy. Each of the Japanese poems is printed
in five lines, containing seventeen syllables in all. Mr. Rexroth
has provided an informative introduction on the history of the
Japanese lyric, as well as biographical notes on all the poets
represented, and a generously annotated bibliography.

This reviewer does not read Japanese and he has had to
depend solely on the translations which Mr. Rexroth claims to
be quite literal Rightfully in his introduction, the translator
calls attention to the similarities between these brief Japanese
lyrics and the poems in the Greek Anthology. Such extreme
breviiy is rare m our Western tradition. Only two poets come
to mind who experimented with such poetic conciseness: Emily
Dickinson, in her shortest lyrics, and Stephane Mallarme, in
the quatrains he composed for various occasions and events,
true pieces de circonstance,

A critic whose mind is trained to read one kind of poem
is usually insensitive to another kind. But I believe that even
the most limited critic, on careful reading of these translations
by Kenneth Rexroth, would agree that the world of these
poems is not inconceivably remote from the contemporary
imagination. The Japanese poem is not heavier than its theme.
Here is one, written by Lady Kasa, in the 8th century.
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I dreamed I held
A sword against my flesh.

What does it mean?
It means I shall see you soon.

Private memories abound in these poems, but the poets of Japan
know that their public presentation should be conducted in some
kind of style. If iche style is totally simple, the prevailing tone
is elegiac and brooding. The translations -wi^ntain an easy
colloquial style, and sometimes a mixture of this with the
archaic.

We, used to reading highly-wrought poems with calculated
violence behind them and a full use of energetic diction, may
be surprised at Japanese simplicity. Yet, nature for art is the
whole world observed and heard. No exuberance, no excess
of information mar these lines. The Japanese poet refuses to
overdecorate. By comparison, our poets in the Western tradition
are of a restless volatile nature. A true poetic presence domi-
nates throughout all this miscellaneous bric-a-brac. These are
thin poems but not false ones.

In the evening
The rice leaves in the garden
Rustle in the autumn wind
That blows through my reed hut.

That is a complete poem by Minamoto No Tsunenobu, who lived
m the 11th century. He speaks only of the rustling rice leaves
but he may well refer also, by implication, to the rustle of silk
skirts in the court where he no longer lives.

From such examples, there emerges a very simple but
basic lesson on poetry. It might be expressed this way: a bad
poem is a way of talking about something, but a good poem is

a new way of seeing it. The critic in reading this book has to
come very close to the poems and to a realization that under-
standing art is one thing, and making it is another.

As I read and reread these poems, I found myself thinking
of some of the brilliant definitions that Mr. I.A. Richards gives
of aesthetic experiences in his book. Principles of Ldterary Criti-
cism. This, in particular, when he writes of poetry : ‘^The world
of poetry has in no sense any different reality from the rest of
the world and it has no special laws and no otherworldy peculi-
arities.” And a bit farther on, in the same passage, '^Every
poem however is a strictly limited piece of experience.”

Such simple and profound statements about poetry seem
to apply admirably to the art set forth in this newly assembled
anthology. And such an esthetic belief would seem to be very
different from the optimism of a Lamartine, for example, and
the romantic belief in the immortality of poetry. The poet is
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not eternity, but a moment in eternity, and he sings of matters
of the moment because he cannot belie his nature which is that
of singer and assembler of images. For most of us, these
Japanese poems might well be anonymous. And that is a good
thing. We read the poems for themselves without attaching
them to a poet and to a known or notorious personality. One of
the predominant themes in the collection is solitude.^ It is not
the solitude spe^ically of the poet, but that experience of a
man who has practiced the art of expressing his feelings. In
Western poetry we are constantly aware of the suffering of the
poet as poet, of his incapacity of realizing the highest goals of
his artistic enterprises. Poets and their critics are equally
struck by the deficiencies of art and the vanity of a certain
kind of modernism. I refer to the poets locked in their ivory
tower as well as to those who have left it and uttered their
definitive farewell.

There is nothing of this attitude and preoccupation in the
Japanese poems. The profession of poet never seems to interfere
with the pure daily human experience, transposed into words of
such deftness and economy that we are left with the impression
of not knowing exactly how to read them, or how to transcend
our habits of reading another kind of poetry.

But whatever the genre and the special climate, Kenneth
Rexroth’s own skillful combination of delicacy and strength is
everywhere evident in this book.

WALLACE FOWLIE

erratum

THE TITLE OF the new book of verse by Samuel French Morse is
The Scattered Causes, This title was misprinted in the Notes
on Contributors in the March 1956 issue.
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notes on contributors

THE POETS PRESENTED THIS MONTH are listed below in the order
in which they appear in this issue. These brief statements on
each of them were written by Satoru Sato and Constance
Urdang.

Fuyuji Tanaka (1894- ) has revived the spirit of the tradi-
tional 17- syllable Haiku, (Hokku) although he does not use the
traditional form. His first book, Aoi-yomichi (A Blue Road in
the Night) appeared in 1930. Snow-vendors like the one in
^‘Native Village’^ are seldom seen today. In pre-industrial
Japan, snow was preserved in storerooms on the mountains and
sold in summer for iced drinks. The images in “A Small
Mountain Town’’ would be clear to any Japanese reader. Buck-
wheat grows in barren places, and is usually raised on mountain
slopes; ^New Buckwheat Noodles’ are made from buckwheat
harvested in late autumn when chilly rains, intermittent but
obstinate, visit Japan.

Baku Yamanokuchi (1903- ) published his first collection

of humorous and satirical verse in 1935. He was born in Oki-
nawa, and went to Tokyo in 1922. After World War II he be-
came well known. The poem ^^Tatami Floor” calls up the
image of a Japanese interior, the floor covered with Tatami
matting on which the people sit.

KatsuHiko Kog^re (1930- ) and Shuntaro Tanikawa (1931-

) are not identified with the same literary group but seem
to be doing pretty much the same kind of work. Michio Kan-
bayashi (1914- ) and Sankichi Toge (1917-1953) are also
prominent among these post-war poets, although it just happens
that the editors of Poetry have had to limit themselves to the
first two poets as more workable in translation. Probably the
most obvious characteristic these poets share is a certain
journalistic quality. Recurrent subject-matter is the war’s de-
struction and the atom bomb.

Sannosuke Iwai (1916- ). A post-war poet who has rejected
lyricism and gone instead to the prose poem.
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Mitsuharu Kaneko (1895- ) travelled in Europe and to China
after publishing his first volume of poems in 1918. His wife
and his brother, Taku Oga, are also writers. Taneko's work
has grown increasingly satirical on the topics of mobs, snobs,

and social evils. Most of his post-war poems are indirect social

commentary in terms of imaginary demons.

Toson Shimazaki (1872-1943), called the father of modern
Japanese poetry^ embodied m his romantic lyrics the spirit of a
Japan newly opened to the West. By combining traditional

Japanese lyricism with Western romanticism he created a
new poetic genre. “First Love,’’ from his earliest book
of poems, Wakana-shu (Seedling; 1897) was unique in its

presentation of a personal and youthful emotion. Traditionally
in Japan youth had been equated with immaturity, and the de-

tachment of age was valued. “By the Ancient Castle at Komoro”
IS a standby in high school textbooks. It made the castle at
Komoro famous. After the publication of Rakubai-shu (Fallen
Plums; 1900), in which this poem appeared, Shimazaki became
a successful novelist of the naturalistic school.

The romantic movement found a center in the magazine Hesper,
published by Tekkan Yosano (1873-1935).

Junzaburo Nishiwaki (1894- ) calls himself a “Sur-
naturalist.” He wrote his first poems in English, and they were
published in London in 1926. He is more Western than Japanese
in outlook. His Japanese poems read like translations from an-
other language, and neither the music nor the beauty of lan-
guage are important in his work. He has translated T. S. Eliot
into Japanese, and some of his poetry seems to show some in-
fluence of Eliot.

Motomaro Senge (1897-1948) was a representative of the
Shirakaba (White Birch) school. This group, formed to combat
the flatness of naturalism, was influenced by Tolstoy and con-
sisted for the most pai't of writers from the nobility.

Iku Takenaka (1904- ) writes verse characterized by wit,
elegance, and sensuousness. Born in the seaport of Kobe, he
formed the Seaport Poets’ Club and issued a magazine in the
’twenties. His best known poems, these among them, were
written in France before 1930.

Shiro Murano (1901- ), intellectual and critic, introduced
Neue-Sachlichkeit from Germany after the publication of his
first book in 1926. “Pole Vault” is taken from the book
Gymnastics, published in 1939.
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Tatsuji Miyoshi (1900- ) made his literary debut in 1930
with Sokuryo-sen (The Surveying Ship), a collection of lyrics.

In 1933 he founded a magazine, Shiki (Four Seasons), and for
the next ten years was probably Japan’s greatest poet. This was
the period during which writers who were not content with
purely lyrical expression were suppressed and silenced by the
militarists.

Shigeharu Nakano (1902- ) is a leading Marxist poet and
critic. Nakano’s success can be attributed to the integration of
his lyrical gift with orthodox Marxist ideology.

Azuma Kondo (1904- ) has shifted with the times from
romantic cosmopolitanism to Marxism,

Fuyuhiko Kitagawa (1900- ) is the leader of the “Neo-
Eealists,” a group that is trying to combine social realism with
surrealism. He began as a dadaist in 1923, and has published
12 volumes of poems, 3 volumes of short stories, 5 books of
criticism, and translations of Max Jacob and Dante. Between
1926 and 1930, when Japanese militarism was building up, he
was vigorous in anti-militarist expression. After 1931 and the
Manchurian Incident such expression was forbidden. It was
not until after World War II that Kitagawa resumed as an
important poet and theorist.

Kyojiro Hagiwara (1889-1942), an anarchist who adopted
dadaism, was a poet whose talent always asserted itself beyond
any mere ideology.

Shinkichi Takahashi (1901- ) found his way from dadaism
to Buddhism.

Kaoru Maruyama (1899- ), was an important member of
the Shiki (Four Seasons) group.

Sonosuke Sato (1890-1942), close at first to the Shirakaba
(White Birch) school, found his own voice with the publication,
in 1922, of his third book of poems.
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Kotaro Takamura (1883- ) is a well known literary figure,

best known in his role of “the ethical man.” His father was a
famous sculptor, and he himself studied sculpture in Tokyo,

the United States, and Europe. For a while he was associated

with a group of hedonist poets, but broke with them m 1941,

when “Journey” was published. During World War II he wrote
very popular jingoistic poems. After the war he retired to the

country.

Saisei Muro (1889- ), a close friend of Sakutaro Hagiwara,
collaborated with him in the editing of the magazine Kanjo
(Emotion) in 1915. His earliest poems were the traditional

17-syllable Haiku (Hokku). “Winter Grass” shows a sensuous,
lyrical quality found in most of his work.

Takuji Ote (1887-1932), with Sakutaro Hagiwara and Saisei

Muro, is one of the “3 big crows” under Hakushu Kitahara.

Fuyue Anzai (1898- ), one of the intellectual poets who
emerged after the great earthquake in Tokyo in 1923. His prose
poem “Spain” reflects his interest in geography, which to him
represents accumulated history; his critical attitude toward
civilization; and his humor, here expressed in paradoxes and
puns.

Taku Oga (1898- ). His “Soldiers,” published in 1926, caused
a sensation because of the freshness of its objective visualiza-
tions. He later became a writer of fiction and today is the
director of a cosmetics company.

Hakushu Kitahara (1885-1942) is tremendously popular in
Japan. He wrote everything from nursery jingles to the tra-
ditional 31-syllable Tanka (Waka) and modern free verse. “The
Water Surface” is from Omoide (Recollections; 1911), a book of
impressions of childhood and adolescence, Tokyo-keibutsu-si
(Tokyo Scenes; 1913) included “Okaru and Kampei.” This hero
and heroine are figures in the traditional Kabuki plays. In the
poem they appear in the puppet version of Kabuki, accompanied
by the music of the Shamisen, an instrument like a banjo. The
scene is acted in pantomime while the situation is explained and
the action is described by a chorus of Gidayu-tellers.
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At the beginning of the 20th century a literary movement had
begun in Japan to substitute the spoken language for the
formal, archaic diction of classical literature, Sakutaro Hagiwara
(1888-1942) was one of the most successful poets in the new
idiom. His language was not colloquial or slangy, but reflected
something of the same spirit expressed by the flexibility of free
verse. '‘Tortoise’^ is from his earliest book, TsuM-ni-hoeru
(Howling at the Moon; 1917). More than a simple description
of objects in nature, it expresses the workings of the poet’s
mind in terms of natural objects. ‘‘Death of a Frog” is almost
surrealist in tone, and “Littoral Zone” shows the more casual
attitudes of his later work.

Among the prose contributors, Charles MacSherry appears in
Poetry for the first time. He teaches in the department of
history at Smith.

William Meredith has won three of Poetry^s awards, most re-
cently the Oscar Blumenthal Prize in 1963. His most recent
book is Ships and Other Figures,

Wallace Fowlie’s anthology Midcentury French Poets has been
issued by the Grove Press as a paperback in the Evergreen
series.

*

Constance Urdang is a young poet working with Paul Engle at
the University of Iowa. She has appeared in Furioso and Epoch,
and she has a group of poems in the current Perspective.

Satom Sato was born in Tokyo in 1923. He was in the United
States, at the Writers’ Workshop at Iowa, from 1953 to 1955.
His own two poems in this issue, which the editors of Poetry
insisted on including, were written directly in English during
his stay in this country.
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three poems

THE WOMAN ON THE ROCK

Long now with the great ships passing to the north

and south

—

And none heeding me on this lonesome rock—I’ll call

no more

!

Too often they’ve gone with a jest on their mouths or

a curse

—

As if I lured them—a wrecked woman with no stitch

to her back.

White birds, white birds, be my sail and my oars

!

Bear my tears like eyes in your beaks over cities and
townlands.

Spread my tears as a seeing lake and a mirror

talking

—

That none may pass but I shall see, and he shall hear,

my story.
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For the hills of my love were a graveyard.

Oh, there was to be a birth and I was big with it,

And went full to my time and laid out the covers and

quilts

—

But when it:gras over all I saw was the small headstone

without a name.

White birds, white birds, be my tongue and my voices.

Tell them who’d ship and tranship me over the four

windy corners

They will not succeed
;
tell them who daily pass me by

They’ll hear my lost cries in the spray of the gathering

waters.

Tell him who fathered the dead to give up his practised

ways
In those songs that win him the handclap of kings and

commoners alike;

Tell him the freedom he has for this is the prostitute’s

freedom,

And bid him return to his proper cause that is not

freedom

But my bed and his centre, wherever on land or ocean

it may speed.

And until he returns and our cause is won and
victorious

Let more cradles than mine be empty, white birds,

white birds!

Let the high hills of love be deserted and no woman
breed.
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COULD I BELIEVE

Could I believe that Death shall die

—

As Donne believed—I’d hit the sky;

Could I believe Desire would come
When I desired—I’d speed the sun;

Could I believe the world and love are young
When I feel young—I’d buy a fiddle and a drum.

But Death’s car roars round corners, roars flat out.

And every night his target for the night is set;

Then, often dwindles my desire

Unmeshed with any but its own ashy fire;

And when I’d kitten play, or like kid goat bound
bold,

A jaundiced world looks on, bald as a vulture,

bald and old.

But this I know: that Death shall die

When once I score a hit on him, a real bullseye!

And last night, not in dreams. Desire had come
When I desired—so here’s my fiddle and drum

—

Come Dance, come Sing! Come hither, come hither,

come
I’ll play for all to whom the world and love are

young.



THE GIFTS OF THE ORACLE

“Choose from my store of Themes one Theme
And use it well, and then come back once more!”

Said the Orgcle. Passage led through passage and
corridor

To rooms shelved high with themes and variations.

Sombrely, I chose a Theme to suit some present
day conjurations.

And after many midnights presented my poem to

the world.

It was a sweltering summer morning, but my song

proclaimed the cold.

As the Oracle had instructed, and the world didn’t

want it.

The world basked and steamed, to the approaching

Ice Age indifferent.

Came winter, and for me a dry season, so back
I went to the store.

Reprovingly she shook her head who again opened
the door

—

One of the Oracle’s serving women, with green
and tumbling hair

—

But she conceded I had another try, though I

mustn’t scramble or push!
A lucky dip, she said! I’d find the Themes far

fewer than before.

“Why, manalive, we’ve never seen the like of

the rush.
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Nor so many outlandish poets bouncing in and out

all day!

But choose, my dearie, quickly, lest my mistress

should be angry.”

The rooms were darkling in the pale winter light.

And some shelves were empty now of any theme,

minor or great.

But in one room on every shelf I saw what I took

to be an epic

—

The place was packed with Odysseys, half frantic

Calling for their Homers—but epical of countries

other than ours

From whence the heroic ages had departed, as

flood water from weirs

—

And how should I become the poet of an Asian or

an African tongue?

The serving woman grew impatient. “Short or

long”

She said “They’re all that’s left. You must choose

or get along.”

A lucky dip, then? I dipped, and at once the spell

was broken.

Under the frosty streetlamps I looked at what I’d

taken

—

It was just another roll of parchment neatly tied

with string

The same as before; but whatever change or

changes it might ring.
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Here was the Oracle’s final gift, instruction for

the future,

Theme for my lofty word on man and nature!

Fumbling, my frozen fingers untied the knot and
spread the paper flat

—

But all the writing that was there, however I

puzzled it out,

Was “Sing Summer Ever Leafy,” and I might
have laughed in the cold

till I cried

—

But was there a summer beyond all summers? A
summer that never died?

EWART MILNE



life of the virgin

THE BIRTH

I was born they say on a yellow Galilee hiU
But those who saw made it a room in Florence

With a frieze of Greek cupids on the wall,

And patrician ladies proud to make an appearance
Handling the hot water. In regard to time
I am also vague. It depends on what you mean
By being born : is it coming out of the womb
Or coming alive in the eyes and heart of man?
I came alive after a long womb-death
And there my wimpled mother propped on an

elbow

As if for centuries she had been giving birth

And sure that meaningful life would one day
follow.

We chatted of cold Greek eyes and Roman hands
While elegant ladies wound the swaddling bands.



THE MARRIAGE

I knew too little and learned too soon. When his

stick

Slipped gn the altar stair I turned to keep

An old man steady; our hands closed, and the

quick

Lock of our eyes seemed union sure and deep,

I kept his hand for the going, for though I knew
A girl must learn to walk her way apart

In marriage, that difficult time of being two,

I still had childish union on my heart.

As the priest spoke I caught the eye of a bird

Curious under the arch, and the blue grace

Of a young man who under the smile was sad.

Look, father! my hand pressed. But the blood

In his was husband warning of priest and place.

And I was wife before the vows were said.

ANNUNCIATION: THE FIRST ANGEL

I found my heart in my eyes. I knew the face

Passed somewhere before but never the wings
Flecked by grits of sun and blue with space
Gleeing the epic sail through the nine rings.

The fowl parading the loggia where I read
One minute before were disputants of my peace.



But now with the bashful turning of my head

I cornered the shy beauty of ducks and geese.

To live by the eyes is to love. I hved and saw
The reason eyes were made, and not in sound

Was God’s word, but a formed and visible flow

Of gold meaning over a blue ground.

I found my heart in my eyes, and he was gone.

I see him still. The love goes on and on.

THE NATIVITY

How much of him was mine I never knew.

I tried to think the nose tipped like my mother’s

And the hair would darken as mine the more it grew

;

But eyes are all, the child’s eyes were the Father’s.

Only his hunger was mine, and against the teat

I held it hidden, until two shepherds knocked.

Their shallow eyes shy by want of wit.

Their stupid hearts heavy with what they lacked.

I turned his hunger outward. As it fed.

The shepherds coming alive with want that was food,

I understood what was mine, and hung my head

Ashamed that I had been wanting in motherhood.

Later the stammering kings went down in awe
Before my fed sons, asleep on the straw.
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THE SUPPER

Short-handed in the kitchen, they asked my hand,

I somewhat known for yeastless bread.

And my son host. When the little loaves were panned

Out of the fire, I rested, leaning my head

On the sure frame to watch the uncertain street

And teaching myself how not to cry his name.

It was easier than I thought, for in the heat

I nodded and was sleeping when he came.

I tried to catch him overhead, but the hum
Of many voices buzzed around a word
I could not hear. The silence was my son.

I took what I had not seen and had not heard.

Mixing it with a little bread and wine,

And after the kitchen was clean I went home.

THE DEATH

Dying is hideous. This you must know
If you would make an image of his dying

—

Pain on the eyes caked as dirty snow.

The tumorous feet rancid with blood drying.

But nightmare throws the rider into waking
Unless the heart knots to horror in hope
The heart makes end of all by its own breaking.

I sawed my edge of agony over the rope.



(I, child of the sun, when my mother told

Of heaven, took in my eyes the quiet turning

Of accurate spearheads into formless gold

And wondered the use of heaven besides burning.)

Waking out of my blood, stun into stun,

I saw my colt cropping the blades of sun.

THE LAST ANGEL

That death was youth again. The other aging

Was only bones’, huddled as winter sticks.

And when the angel kneeled, the sky raging

Blue in the wing, they stuttered in tiny clicks.

I scolded them to behave themselves and hear,

I straining toward his eyes for our old-time game.

My heart stopped, for although the love was there.

Beating the different blue it was not the same.

But quill a kind of bone grown old and altered.

He had rehearsed the fledgling supplely membered

:

We played it out, and if at the close he faltered

I gave the proxy cue so he remembered
To leave the love. I gave him the bones banded
To show he had done the errand, as commanded.
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THE ASSUMPTION

It meant loving all I had missed for love

—

The white-tail buck under the furred branch,

Cadiz swallows in gambler masts at move
Newlandward, lutes undreamed, and the touch

Of children to be born, even the hand
Clamped on the mouth to dumb the tiny mention.

Through new stars and diamond under the land

I moved by love, and that was my ascension.

Piloting sure until the eventual zone’s

Familiar grate, and there the foolish waver:
How could freedom love the starver bones
Long inmated, after the blue savor?

Giving flight my love, I took bone-prison

To love without love. And I was risen.



four poems

LINES FOR A DANGEROUS DAY

Piecemeal, the ruck of fall

Went by us—^halves of trees,

The bodies of the birds

—

And less of the field stood still

Than passed us in the air.

And all that passed made All

An Armageddon of light.

0 straight from the grass he came
To marvel at his loss:

The tall, the standing king.

He came, and came to kill.

Hawthorn, shag, and thing.

Caught in the midst of flight.

Gave over, and our eyes

Became what they were not,

And nothing was the same.

Up from his crest of hooks

A daybreak rose and stayed,

A miracle of ire,

A sacrament of wrath

—

0 all those innocents

Withered and died the death.

He was there, and was thrice there.

And for our piteous sakes

We turned from reed to rod,
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Daring this man’s despair

—

The ungovernable day of acts

—

To have the Fall be done.

Then, with petal and stone

Around him like a pyre

He strode upon his shards.

We faced him, and we fell.

THE CRISIS

Daring annihilation at the heart,

I come to brightness, to the staves of fire.

Cast where the known world rises like a shore.

0 father, here at the burning of my name,

1 pray you: suffer the towering light.

Stay motionless, and do not cross my flame.

Between calamities on sea and earth

I cry my answer to your cloud of ice:

I have a face upon my chest; it sleeps.

Then wakes to fall through fathoms of my ghost;

I have a shade within my brow that leaps

From time past time, beyond your frozen coast.

0 the forked oaktree planted at my birth

Is split upon the turning point of love.

1 wait to be consumed, wholly alone.

My hands behind me, eyes on either blaze:

The heart’s immediate fire against the bone.

The mind’s impossible flare toward paradise.



EPITAPH

I sing one for the Giantess:

Her ladyship is dead.

May God confound her till she humps
And hangs her cloudy head
(Though what man said that to her face,

He were a man indeed).

Old age, like hooks beneath the skin.

Has pulled her sinews off;

And while my bellybone can hold,

I shall take drink enough
To flood the memory of that bitch

Who called her hunger love.

She made me child and father, beast,

Mother, and Holy God,

All but a shape of love. I kept

Great bitterness in my head
While she grew up, grew down, grew fur.

Or froze upon a bed.

The slattern of the innocents

Has dropped to her reward.

May it be dampness, darkness, dirt.

Silence—all she abhorred,

All the retreats poor wretches sought

When skies fell at her word.

Today, my studs, there is no more
Lady and breast-fired kin.

The smear of birth has dried away
From netherlip and chin.

We owned each other’s worst. Praise be.

Mine is no longer mine.
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THE CORONATION

From the principality of loss,

0 light and air,

See, the sweet body has returned

—

King of the worlds

—

To plant, and plume, and spire,

And the flourish of darkness.

And the flood, and the clamoring mind:

0 see, from core to fire.

The dense glory, and the quick-lime of the bone.

The luminous skeleton

Draws breath.

Draws daylight, the mark of kind,

Inner and outer meeting in its mouth.

By day, the day of arms.

The fingers rising across the brow,

The brow gathering to its headlands.

Chaos enclosed again.

And the storm gone:

0 beautiful king of flaws,

0 shape and stream.

Welcome, welcome to the throne.

DAVID WAGONER
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ERINNA AND THE WATERS

Erinna, serene in sunlight, lay on the rock.

The young sea touched her, the gay, the nimble

betrayer.

On Earth unrivalled in song, this low flute-player

Could entice, make music and pictures, menace, and
mock.

Her eyes were full of the vision her book revealed,

Her head of that secret music. Content was she

To trust for protection against the charming sea

Unforgettable words on the vellum her hand had
sealed.

All myths sprang bright in the foam and sparkled

with salt.

The forbidden waters flashed to her, beautiful.

In a wave she could see Europa riding her bull.

In the next the god of temptation denied the assault.

Chaste, she unrobed. Her clasp she rose to untwist.

The waters danced, exulting because of her choice.

Old Nereus smiled, and with ceremonious voice

He recalled a nymph and her stripling before they

kissed.

And now the waters were left her, innocent

As lambs in darkness dropped in the Winter snow.

Her fingers touched the water like mistletoe.

She caressed the nativity prudence could not prevent.
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Prone on the sea the sun, like a great tree felled,

Announced with music of shells a mysterious day
Restoring Mars to the girl born out of the spray,

Unawakened yet by the conch amorini held.

She peered, and the water copied her finger’s thread

On tinted cowries, lit the incarnate pearl.

A rainbow dived through the spray, and the marvelling

girl

Heard cherubs flying, where petals on air were shed.

And Thetis moved from her shell, and the spiral dark
Kept, unseen, the sound of approaching feet.

Naked her lover stood, and she saw them meet
Where dolphins sported, spun through a perfect arc.

She returned from the rich, voluptuous sea to the cave.

And, gathering her raiment, laid on a ledge near a
crock.

She watched in reflection the clouds move over the

rock.

And she touched the shadowed water, cold as the grave.

Yet there was her book, her treasure. Quick as a spring

It shone, marrying myth to darkness. Carrying it now.

Climbing the difficult path to the cliff’s green brow.

She sighed to recapture the music no sea could sing.

VERNON WATKINS



THE WOMEN

Women, waiting for their husbands,

Sit among dahlias all the afternoons.

While quiet processional seasons

Drift and subside at their doors like dunes.

And echoes of ocean curl from the flowered wall.

The room is a murmuring shell of nothing at all.

As the fire dies under the dahlias, shifting embers

Flake from the silence, thundering when they fall.

And wives who are faithful waken bathed in slumber

;

The loud tide breaks and turns to bring them breath.

At five o’clock it flows about their death.

And then the dahlias, whirling

Suddenly to Catherine wheels of surf.

Spin on their stems until the shallows sing.

And flowerpools gleam like lamps on the lifeless tables.

Flung phosphorescence of dahlias tells

The women time. They wait to be.

Prepared for the moment of inevitable

Good evening when, back from the deep, from the

mystery,

The tritons return and the women whirl in their sea.

ANNE HITCHCOCK



OLD CHAPEL: A POEM IN FAVOR OF THE WORLD

All worlds but the World miss these leaves’ moving
In color between meditation and the sky.

The World rings bells, 0 yes, and the soul responds

As the deep pool, shaken by the tower’s image.

Straightens to recollect itself in the sky

And feels, under deepening movement, the earth

unmoving.

The World is there to remind us into seeing

(The sky in the pool no more than the pool in the sky) :

This tower, these trees—landscapes of greens and blue

!

The landscapes of the soul sleep in forgetting

Until the bells of the world bring our remembering.

Yes, but how clear our memory of that remembering

!

And brighter reflections in words! Watch them.

Stranger

!

See in my eyes the pools, the unmoving clouds

Of the worlds I fashion from your recognition

—

But then turn away to the World and its leaves turning.

DAVID RIDGLEY CLARK



two poems

UNEARTH THE MAN

If he walks in ebb tides

Undulating upon sands

It is always easy

To unearth the man;
A clam, dug in the sucking

Hands of fisherman

His footfalls can be shoveled

Into market bushels

To be sold wholesale;

If he dances in film

Just call his name.

He will come running;

If he lives in coalmines

It is more difficult,

His heels are diamonds.

Hard fisted pebbles;

If he is a masseur of lathes.

Watch out; watch out;

It is only worse

When he sows his toes.

His barefeet rooting.

His pores budding;

If he ploughs his torso

Unearthing him is impossible.
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WITH MUTED PASSIONS

“The Western Alliance is essentially that of far more
finished civilizations with muted passions . .

,**

Hanson Baldwin, The N. Y. Times

In a hybernating rose, sex

Undressed unashamed as

Wet-lipped loins of lovers

Atop hills of kissed sleep

When the fleshed heat

Sweat its whitest dreams
Washed by spit of bees.

The thundermouths yawned,
Yapped at bent ankles

Of hills and bored trinkles

Of lightning that fell

Where no one looked.

Who cared? An IBM or atom
Was noisier than storm.

Honeymooners heard it hew
And sculpt the sky.

It dyed their picturewindow

Into stainedglass. They fled

Into New Haven tombs

Out of dirty dirt towns
Into cities of cement sounds.



Here birdsong was static

A statistic that outsang

A cricket’s larynx. The air

Conditioners were snowy
With somnolence; and oilburners

Had afterglows of love

Acts; without the mess.

STAN STEINER



three poems

THE RETREAT

Come, there are ways, soul. Come to the high

Tower and the studio and watch the sky

Infinite air

Fits like a crown on the head. Yes, it is day,

Soul, and since you care, then you will stay

And fly, here

Where earth is a cord on the ankle and where, on

wings,

Time is ranked like feathers. Something will sing

Irregular song,

Something will sound of life, green, and from some
Other world will come crying crowds that have been

dumb.
And not long

You’ll stay, body that breathes, pulse that glitters

On the wrist like a gem. Not all space twitters

Soothingly, thus.

Nor always may supple vacuums take shape, or look

Neatly and spontaneously, as in this nook.

Homogeneous.

Go, there are ways, body. Leave here the low

Vessel of humanities for the blue brow
Of emptiness.



Then diurnity’s full face (earnest as friends)

Will follow you, with a short gaze, to what ends

Who shall confess?

Who shall confess?

PRISMATIC PSYCHE

To Freud

This dream is yours! Time melts. And all the pages

Blur to a water making simple all dim sight

Starring the fabric of each fugitive night

Spent after reading: those sleeping ages

When the hero, pictured white, gluts all his rages

With doing, and does only what is right!

—

Such are the icons that populate the light

Marking the soul’s gold deliquescent stages.

Yet nothing, finally, but that greatest Sun,

Who is the waxing father, shall rear the dead

Illustrious deeds that weigh on us like ice

;

No, nor the Noon, who is his dazzling pun.

Can fire us but in poetry, which is read

(When wide awake) by blue forgetful eyes.



BAROQUE EPIGRAM

Ant upon ant write the text in

The ground and the grass only of waiting

And of the gap of gold sing silently and
Illustrate ennui with their antennae

And they cross out noon as in the tit-tat-toe

Time plays with itself and it is soon

That the absence of sound and of no-sound

speaks

And love in its veiled pure minute grows old

That sunlight wearily lies down on naked
Buttock and pap and that grass blades

Prepare elaborately to celebrate neglect

And whimsies of shade spell out the label

flesh

Assumes for itself wrapped tightly in a niche

Having only the one voice unique among kinds

Unpeeling itself to show what an artist’s intent

Soft hand requires a lifetime to find

And what is vocally named in a brief

Polysyllable ; “induplicable”

So from estrangement comes at arm’s length

(Nappy among naps) on a new bathsheet



Its song near weeds’ weave unassailably yet

Assailably moist till the checks and stripes

Pressed still flatter shout out a triumph

As on their local tricolor’s great fete

And with the aid of earth (abetted by eternity

And the muscular planets) buoy up a loller

Supine on less than a breath of what moves
Concealing its own hot length in the atom

Its weight and rhythmic outline stretched in

Mysterious hesitance and cosmic bottleneck

To throw in my eyes suddenly like soothing acid

Its clothed phrase and unclothed symphony

Washing them instantly of their waiting with pink

Ablutions and drying them with cursive hairs’ wit

Till flush at the center as of bottomless space

A blue-sky of shadow lifts out of pink

But a few inches off! absenting itself only

To return at once in an enormous wink
By shifting its accent and slowly unclosing

Pale wings of an armpit’s bruised butterfly

PAEKEE TYLEE
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AFTER READING KEATS’ LETTERS

Athens, 1953

Poor Keats had died again in my mind that day

and it was only right, then, to be climbing

up Hymettus to the famed hives of honey

processioned by the smoked-out stunted cypresses.

On another peak drunk Greeks echoed a chant,

like the shards of voices broken upon mountains.

I mounted, through white and orange-white

and true-red oleander, and at the terraced height

found a fountain where soap stains faded

and the evening air escaped fresh from her blue bath

and there, like a clue, up the stone walls

hung honeysuckle. And the bees in a garden of thyme.

Only, however, at a promontory beyond
before an abandoned Byzantine chapel

where a lizard slunk under the door

and a master cricket leapt upon the facing,

lost in the presence of a life he had left

for lost, only there did I stop, stare out

over the ancient site. Acropolis and all,

jewelled into the sea through electricity,

rise to Salamis, Parnassus in the haze,

discover the western star

rededicating the immensity of the sky,

and I drank, with silent ouzel, health to a dead poet.

cm CORMAM



FRONTISPIECE

In this book I see your face and in your face

your eyes holding the world and all else besides

as a cat’s pupils rayed and wide

to what is before them and what more alive

ticks in the shadows flickers in the waves

Your hair in a slow stream curves

from your listening brow
to your ear shaped like a sea-thing found

in that water-haunted house where murmurs
your chaste-fierce name The vow

that corners your mouth
compelled you to that deep between words and acts

where they cross as sand with salt

There spills the layered light

your sockets lips and nostrils drank

before they sank

On stages of the sea the years tall

tableaus build The lighthouse you commanded
the room the oak and mutable Orlando
reoccur as the sea’s pages to land’s mind The wall

the steep and empty slate

your cane indented until you laid it as a mark
above where the tide would darken
is written in weed and shell how you were sane
when walking you wrapped your face
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in the green scarf

the gray

and then the black

The waves carve your hearse and tomb
and toll your voyage out again again

MAY SWENSON
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three poems

DESIRING OTHER SELVES

She could not love my shaggy, satyr self.

My tusks, the knobs of horn above my eyes.

I lived desiring other selves, unspelled,

But carried staves for her, drove toads away.

Scrubbed pails and stairs, lit peat fires, baked rum
pies.

And washed the silks that warmed her hairless thighs.

At last she smiled, she kissed my bulging horns.

And, yes, my resurrection broke. I rolled

My hairy self away, turned prince, all soul

!

But then she frowned. She stammered, “I can’t love

A prince. I love a satyr in the sacred wood.”
So chance spun choice, and beauty spun her shroud.

I stumble through a yellow fog of days.

0 wizard, spying from your hide-bound sky.

Please note: my reaching, hypertrophic heart

Joins in your sullen laughter as it dies.
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WAITING

I saw red acres dumb beneath a stream

Of swollen suns. An itching plow had sprung

The ring dream of a stroking, bearded green,

Waiting for a rain of wheat.

Poppy winds blew exile scent across

Cool rhubarb leaves, risk-wide and saying yes

In that sunned, bee-haunted, hairy garden plot.

Waiting for its rose, its test.

The drum-taut farm-house, thick with meteor pasts.

Old laughter, listened to the settling dust

And wrapped the rusty faucet’s manic beat.

Waiting for the sound of feet.

Hanging on the wall, a red guitar

Studied its blackened, unplucked strings

For promises of hands, ears, ribboned noon.

And phoenix wedding song.

The table’s earthen pitcher, shaped in fire.

Strained in its hollow purity of line.

Desiring like the cornflower to seduce.

Waiting for red wine.

I, too, waited. Whirlwinds stole my cups

And dolls and buzzed into eternity.

A shuffling of the past suggested selves.

And who was I to be?

Then, at the flaming window, we all heard

Your green, awaking voice, your crystal word.



A FLIRTING HAT

I stared at art’s silk violet

In wild Roberta’s flirting hat,

A worldly, risking, spun bouquet

Of nun-capped blossoms, real to me.

So real they breathed her fantasy.

I turned away to banks of wet.

Leaf-circled, river violets.

Set soberly, without design.

Among mint mosses and grape vines

Unbound by art or fantasy.

I said, “Roberta, which is real.

Which art, which you? How do you feel?”

She laughed, she whirled her parasol

As though all skies were hers to wheel.

She said, “I promise, dear, to be
Whatever striped reality

Best takes your eyes.” Ah, then I wept.
And the world’s thorn fields turned violet.

STEPHEN STEPANCHEV
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three poems

THE CROSS

The sound of cavalry

Comes ebbing on the wind.

Wind is my torturer:

Impatient to abet

Driving rain and sleet;

Patient to join with snow
In timbering my cross.

I’m leeched with snails of wet
Which will freeze when the snows
Start from the mountain tops

Down every glen and coomb.

The horsemen and their drums
Are silenced by the wind:

Who goes there? No one goes

As from my Calvary,

Ice-ridden, I descend.



ON PRESCIENCE

Smitten with too much foresight, I resigned

All but the scrupulous silence of the mind.

Myself a ghost I now move among ghosts

And (prophets rarely trouble with detail)

Hear no more topical gibes or cocktail boasts

But Hector swagger and Thersites rail.

TO A RECENT BELIEVER

What if, through uplands, tongues of Pentecost

Burst each successive lock on fields and ditches?

Fafnir still holds in escrow those new riches

;

Your nether valleys shiver in his frost.

FRANCIS GOLFFING
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GRANDMOTHER

Calls now for husband

But he no more drops

The hames or a bent coupling pin

To answer the voice of her cane

Thumping across the porch floor

To fetch him;

Calls now for her dinner

But can not remember
How just now her porridge steamed

While the old growl inside her

Sucked spoon, then gnawed the bowl,

Or so it seemed.

She rocks upon the sills

Of all past anger, powerless

While the weed patch of her brain

Blossoms again with memories of a small

Livery stable near the depot

And how in rain

He drove the small bay

Gelding out at midnight to cart

Those trollop nuns to St. Martin’s,

And how near daylight she lashed him into straw

With a buggy whip, let blood later.

With her jealous tongue.
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Stares now beyond

These old Sunday lawns of memory
Into the autumn fields which lay

Wrinkled and shrunk like bee-stung plums

And sees her own decaying face

In the senile clay.

So turns to business.

And while hills doze in this sun
Like simpletons she thumps for tea,

And with the cunning of the very old

Shows all her sly, antique buttons

She has bequeathed to me.

JAMES B. HALL



two poems

CHILDHOOD

Childhood is when the mouth tastes earth.

When the body is the body’s sign;

When there is no studied end to time;

When hands join and make a cradle.

The child races through the snow in circles

and hears on the swing the sound of air

;

The world’s grave mummery is everywhere
And the sun like a falcon swerves toward his wrist.

There are drummers drumming and red sails

Making April conquests in the bay;

The flesh is still a flurried sound of clay

;

Kites go as high as God and there are birds.

Though children are not passionate

They feel the thigh against the sheet;

When there is thunder they will weep

;

Stairs go down to halls and rooms are darknesses.

A child is verb and hieroglyphic of his day

And sits and broods like a thinking flame

;

That is called the playing of the game

;

A child tends to glory like a pirate in a church.
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And suffering fills him up with light

That holds its lumen for another time;

And one day as he plays he’ll see a sign

And lift his arms and cry aloud like Man.

THE RESURRECTION OF ANIMALS

I had a dream and heard animals

called wanderers who had no use

except as food or play, but

went to pieces in the flourish

of animal sleep, caught
by the knives and fires

so long hungry in their blood.

Whoever said that had no eye for glory.

But must have been a butcher or,

a lonely man, who had found life

full of killing and full of expectation.

Who has not animal has no good thing
in their blood, but manhood gone wild



with manhood or lady gone wild with mirror.

Not tricked with the lovely passion of a mind
men fear the animal who sees the animal

he’s hid so well. It crosses the bridges

of his wilderness and corners him
in the wood where
the fox calls brother and the eagle

reels without caution near his eyes.

There will be animals in heaven

bright as we, though as they were
since they did not think of God.

But he will be fetched for them
and they will change to what they were
and face the hunter in their master’s eyes.

NED O’GORMAN
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three poems

BACHELOR

A mystic in the morning, half asleep,

He is given a vision of the unity

That informs a small apartment, barefooted.

He takes the long view of toes in the bath-tub

And shaves a man whose destiny is mild.

He perceives hidden resemblances
;
particularly

He is struck by how breakfast equipment imitates her.

The object of his less than mystic dream.

Sunlight, orange-juice, newsprint, kitchenware:

Is it love’s trick of doubling? Everywhere
Like those little dogs in Goya, objects show
A gift for mimicry. His coffee is morose.

A clock goes off next-door where probably

Someone has parodied his dream ; and here

The solemn little mongrels of the day
Stare out at him, trying to look like her.

They leer and flirt. Let saints and painters deal

With the mystery of likeness. As for him
It scares him wide awake and dead alone.

A man of action dials the telephone.



PASTORAL

The girl lies down on the hill

In the grass in the sun in June.

Love calls for the breaking of will.

The young man knows that soon

His will to be free must break.

And his ego, dear as a wife;

His hand is a brown mistake

Lacing him into life.

As blank as a flower, her face

Is full of the meadow’s musk
And the shadow of grass, like lace,

On the hill where she wills the dusk.
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A BOTANICAL TROPE

Elliptical regrets figure the nights

Of the driver coming always to the turn

Where the child was killed ; they show a stiff design

As repetitious as the dogwood’s veined

Descent, in winter, from the twig to root.

At night, for all the world as if it mattered,

The bankrupt tries to fix the initial debt

That seeded him a thicket of discredit.

His thoughts concenter there monotonously

By routes familiar to the dogwood’s blood.

Borrowing flowers from the rough black bole.

And all night long the embezzler reviews

A diagram of greed that pulled him under.

How could he hope to see, involved like that,

The bud-tipped schemes the dogwood made last fall

To pay back all its foliage in the spring?

Unwittingly all tossing men describe

The family of their guilt in Jesse trees.

That is the winter time. The sap goes down
In grave, unhoping penance to the ground.

The ruined nights of men are no less praise

Than slopes of dogwood on a winter day.

Suggesting spring to no one but the blind

Or sentimental.

Soughing together in divine remorse.

WILLIAM MEKEDITH



opinion

UNCARETirS “LA TERRA PROMESSA’’:

A COMMENTARY AND SOME EXAMPLES

GIUSEPPE UNGARETTi^S La Terra Promessa (The Promised Land),
published in “final” form two years ago, represents the com-
pleted portions of a project that has been with the poet, recur-
ringly, insistently, for almost two decades. In the season of his
life, in the autumn of his life that followed Sentimento del
Tempo (1933), Ungaretti^s meditations on mutability and the
word mingled with Virgilian evocations:

Perennial beauty (but bound inexorably to perish-
ing, to images, to earthly vicissitudes, to history, and thus
but illusively perennial, as Palinurus will say) assumed
in my mind the aspect of Aeneas. Aeneas is beauty, youth,
ingenuousness ever in search of a promised Land, where,
in the contemplated, fleeting beauty, his own beauty
smiles and enchants. But it is not the myth of Narcissus:
it IS the animating union of the life of memory, of fantasy
and of speculation, of the life of the mind; and it is, too,

the fecund union of the carnal life in the long succession
of generations.

Dido came to represent the experience of one who,
in late autumn, is about to pass beyond it; the hour in
which living is about to become deserted; the hour of one
from whom the horrible, tremendous, final tremor of
youth is about to depart. Dido is the experience of nature
as against the moral experience (Palinurus).

,,, La Terra Promessa, in any case, was, and is

still, to begin at the point at which, Aeneas having
touched the promised Land, the figurations of his former
experience awaken to attest to him, in memory, how his

present experience, and all that may follow, will end,
until, the ages consummated, it is given to men to know
the true promised Land.

The initial drafts were written and re-written at intervals

during the composition of II Dolor

e

(1937-1946) and, more in-

tensively, in the years since then. The incompleteness of La
Terra Promessa marks the struggle of an essentially l3rric poet

with a conception requiring dramatic form, if only as oratorio.

Its perfections mark the slow distilling of his last lyric testa-

ment by one who, more than any Italian poet since Leopardi,
has held fast to the dignity of the word, its specific gravity,

musical and emotional. And if the published volume be slender,

few poems since UApres-Midi d*un Faune are so densely rich as
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the ^^Canzone,” the ‘‘Choruses of Dido,” and the “Recitative of

Palinurus,” the three poems that form the core of the work.
Respectively lyric, dramatic, and narrative, more inti-

mately seen, the three poems emerge as a formal summation of

Ungaretti’s life-work, and a precise fusion of capacity and in-

tensity in the several parts and persons of the poem. The
choruses of Dido are the culmination of Ungaretti’s inscription-

style, but here the brief periods, staccato strophes of outcry,

revery, lament, are orchestrated in a total ensemble of wide
rhythmic and emotional range. After the disordered, distraught
dynamis of Dido, the ordered unfolding of Palinurus’s recitative,

only nominally narrative, for how slowly does the sestina wind,
and wind back upon itself. The navigator, he who would reason,
chart, and order the fury of the quest for La Terra Promessa,
finds, in stone, and in the movement of the sestina, his final

stasis. (“The rock of Palinurus, almost facing Elea, after
Paestum, is that rock become gigantic, in which the desperate
fidelity of Palinurus has found its form for ages.”)

As prelude “that justifies the incompleted poem,” stands
the “Canzone descriptive of the poet’s state of soul.” Like the
Dido choruses, it is a descant on and descent into the experience
of autumn, yet not as in Dido, the “physical experience of that
drama,” but an intellectual voyage: “First ... a slow disre-
membering in a lucid intoxication. Then . . . the crossing-over,
sensual experience exhausted, of the threshold of another ex-
perience . . . the knowing of being out of non-being, being out
of the null, pascalian knowing of being out of the null. Horrid
consciousness. Its odyssey has always as its point of departure
the past, always returns to conclude itself in the past, always
re-parts from the same mental dawn, and in that same mental
dawn always concludes.”

This canzone and the sestina of Palinurus witness the
incarnation by Ungaretti of Petrarch’s formal heritage, the
homage of a poet so individual as Ungaretti to a tradition the
best of which he has never betrayed. If that tradition is linked
more closely to Petrarch than to Dante, embodying less of a
frontal attack on reality than a musical, sometimes too elusive,
transcendence or evasion of it, only the blind could contest the
integrity of Ungaretti’s ever-consistent vision, and only the
deaf not hear the living passion that informs his music.

Though the volume as published is not complete, with
the choruses of Aeneas, still in manuscript, its most painful
lacuna, it does include several poems that stand outside the
frame of the initial project. One of these, a brief occasional
poem, I have omitted in the following translation as not equal
m merit to, and disturbing the sequence of, the rest of the
volume. The translation is otherwise complete.

The quotations from Ungaretti in the above note are from
his comments accompanying the published text of La Terra
Promessa,

ALLEN MANDELBAUM
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CANZUJNJU

descriptive of the poefs state of soul

Naked, the arms with secrets satiated,

Swimming, have the depth of Lethe unfurled.
Unfolded softly slow the vehement graces
And wearinesses whence light was the world.

Nothing is more still than this strange street

Where leaf is never born nor falls nor winters,
Where no thing ever gladdens, ever grieves,
Where waking never, never slumber alters.

All then emerged, within transparencies.
In the hour credulous, when stillness

Weary, from unearthed arborescences
The measure of all ends unfolding, echoes
Attenuating in its irises.

Love trembled at the airy shore, surprised.
Making rose the dark, and in that rose,
Of sleep an arch more taut than any life.

Prey of the impalpable tendril of walls.

Of minutes the eternal heirs, the primal
Image ever does exclude us more,
But it crack, in flashes, frost, reconquer.

More fleeting then more true, the obsessive aim.
Beautiful, the more she touches calm
In nakedness and shudders then afresh

—

Become idea pure—^as seed of anger,
Adverse to nothingness, in the brief flesh.

Divines the shores, resuscitates the palm;
Reveals, if she but sigh, a daedal finger.

Though she dispose the instants with cruel blade,
Annihilate, sequester with vague blade,
Desolate the spirits with deaf blade,
I will not turn my fixed eye from her, never.
Though, horrible at the abyss of plunder.
No other form but fame be recognized.

And if, forever in the fire of fortune.
Instants returned from anguish to desire,
I cross the fleeing walls of Ithaca,
Last metamorphosis unto aurora,
I know, henceforth I know the thread of the human
Web seems to unravel in that hour.

Nothing seemed more new than did this street
Where space is never lessened for the light
Or for the shadow, or for other time.
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CHORUSES DESCRIPTIVE OP THE
STATES OP SOUL OP DIDO

I

The shade dissolving,

In remoteness of the years,

When torments were not lacerating.

The ago you hear, the youthful
Breast erect with longing
And your eye alarmed unveiling
The unwary fire of April
Prom an odorous cheek.

Derision, spectre wily,
That renders time inert
And marks at length its fury:

The heart corroded, quit!

But can, mute strifes assuaged.
Night efface itself from age?

II

The evening is drawn out
Por a pendent fire

And in the grass a tremor slow by slow
Rejoins, it seems, the infinite to fate.

Lunar then and unawares was Echo
Born, at one with the shudder of the waters.

I knew not which lived more,
The murmuring until the drunken shore
Or one attentive there, silent and tender.

VI

Of all his ruses mystery is shorn,
A long life’s customary crown.
And, altered in himself, concedes
The gall of our remorses, drop by drop.



VII

In the darkness, mute
You walk in fields bereft of any grain:
Haughty, at your side awaiting no one.

VIII

From my face to yours your secret moves;
Mine repeat your features dear;
Our eyes hold nothing more
And, desperate, our love ephemeral
Shudders eternally in veils of indecision.

IX

I am drawn no more by errant landscapes
If the sea, nor of the dawn the lacerating
Pallor over these or those leaves;
I do not even set against the stone,

That ancient night I bear upon my eyes.

What use the images
For me, forgotten?

X
Do you not hear the plane-tree^s
Leaf do you not hear it sudden grating
Falling by the river on the flints?

I shall make beautiful my fall, this evening.
To dry leaves will be joined
A rose-like gleaming.

XI

And respite-less

Because their space allowed
Our intimate fires the flight of a cloud.
Brooding each in turn
Our souls ingenuous
Will wake as twins, already fleeting.



XIII

Descended from his spear enchanting,
If his love had need arise

Again, impassive would
He number his innumerable goads,
In the hours, the minutes overflowing.

XIV

To suffer his brightness
Your glances sullen and bewildered
At his covetous intrepid
Eyes that would not pause for you.
No more, henceforth, no more.

To suffer the strange, the mad
Arrogance you always adore,
At your wrongs with supplication vain
Your eyes henceforward dry, opaque
Would challenge fate;
Yet they would find not any grace
Not even to distil one only ray
Nor one sole tear
Your eyes opaque and dry,

—opaque, and without rays.

XVI

Shadows would not well from greenness
As in the time you were rose ambush
And the night returned outspread
With sighs to melt into the meadow,
And at the first uncertain gilding,
Your unraveling, furtive in sleep-waking.

XVII

You would draw from evening
An interminable wing.

With its plumes most fleeting
In streaks distracted casting shade.
Perhaps you would, and without end,
Revive the sand.



XVIII

Wrath left the fields adverse to stalks of corn;
The city, but soon after,

Lost, too, its rubble heaps.

I see but ashen herons wandering
Between the swamps and thickets
Howling terrorized beside the nests
And excrements of the voracious children
If but a rook appear.

Through the stench extends
The fame that is still yours,
And of yourself no other sign you show
If not the paralytic
Forms of vileness if.

At your unpleasing cries, I gaze on you.

XIX

You have laid pride among the horrors.
Among the desolated errors.

GIUSEPPE UNGARETTI
translated by

ALLEN MANDELBAUM
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conrad aiken^s new volume: two views

A PASTEL KEYBOARD

FOR THE MEMBERS OF MY GENERATION the poems of Coiirad Aiken
had at one time a special appeal. They came in—at least as far
as many of us were concerned—just as prohibition was going
out. There was something about them that was intoxicating,
decadent, and forbidden. Senhn was pure alcohol, and reading
it at our late-evening undergraduate gatherings, we needed
nothing stronger:

It is morning. I stand by the mirror
And tie my tie once more.
While waves far off in a pale rose twilight
Crash on a coral shore.
I stand by a mirror and comb my hair:
How small and white my face!

—

The green earth tilts through a sphere of air
And bathes in a flame of space.

The lines had qualities to delight those who were discovering
modern poetry—a vague emotionality, a sense of things distant
and undefined, and a conspicuous concern with oneself. Reading
them today with more mature vision, we wonder how they held
our attention for very long. We approach Aiken’s latest volume,*
which brings together his work of the past five years, in the
hope that it will be of more enduring interest.

A Letter from Li Po begins impressively:

Fanfare of northwest wind, a bluejay wind
announces autumn, and the Equinox
rolls back blue bays to a far afternoon.
Somewhere beyond the Gorge Li Po is gone. . .

The poet identifies himself with Li Po and with ^‘the tears that
fell beneath the winecup moon/for children lost, lost lovers,
and lost friends.” Like the Chinese bard, he is beyond time:

For we must hear and bear
the news from everywhere: the hourly news,
infinitesimal or vast, from everywhere.

The world is unknown and unknowable, an unfathomable
mystery

:

M Letter from Li Po and Other Poems, by Conrad Aiken. Oxford University
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of simple day! We do not know, can never know,
the alphabet to find ns entrance there.

But with Li Po the poet has ‘‘eaten of the word,” and composes
“a letter long as time and brief as love.” This is the letter with
which the poem is concerned. The writer, seeking identity in

dream, finds it in language, in the “self becoming word, the
word/becoming world.” Li Po immortalized the spring; the
world becomes an enduring text:

The peachtree in the poem is still here.
The song is in the peachtree and the ear.

The poem in conclusion brings the entire Chinese reference back
to the writer, to his own time and place, his ancestry and
background—the Quaker Graveyard and the Meeting House.
Love is the creative force through which all things survive:

The poets and the prophecies are ours:
and these are with us as we turn, in turn,
the leaves of love that fill the Book of Change.

The other poems in the book are, in one way or another,
variations on this theme. All are marked by a quality of rever-
ence which has rarely appeared in Aiken's work; it is this
quality which gives them the semblance of major statements.

One expects the older poet, after a lifetime of passionate
concern with the problems of communication, to come to terms,
in some sense, with language itself. This T. S. Eliot and Wallace
Stevens, each in his own way, did; and there are in Aiken's
pages echoes of them both. What one looks for and does not
find is their complexity and intensity: the reverent Aiken, like
Aiken the psychologist or the musician, seems finally to offer
up only superficial complexities which have but momentary
interest.

These poems are a patchwork of obvious rhetorical de-
vices. As soon as a statement is made, it is contradicted, then
the contradiction is contradicted. The line, “a letter long as
time and brief as love,” is immediately followed by, “And yet
not love, not only love.” After a page or two, one find oneself
supplying the subsequent line before it arrives:

We are once more defrauded by the mind.

The next leap is easy:

Defrauded? No. It is the alchemy by which we grow.

Section VI ends: “what brings you here? why here?” Section
VII opens: “Why here. Nor can we say why here.” There is a
constant obtrusive and gratuitous play on words, strained shifts
of meaning, paradoxes endlessly reworked. The effect of these
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devices is somewhat like that of a cylinder never revolving

entirely but always returning upon itself, a ball in a pinball

machine propelled with slight initial force slowly down the board
until, as expected, it drops unceremoniously into the bottom slot.

Aiken’s “symphonic” method, which in A Letter from Li

Po again comes to the fore, partially buttressed by his later

“psychological” one, now seems peculiarly dated and unre-

warding. Keviewing his own book, The Charnel Rose, in Poetry
for June 1919 at the request of Harriet Monroe, Aiken spoke
of it in detail:

Here I flatly give myself away as being in reality

in quest of a sort of absolute poetry, a poetry in
which the intention is not so much to arouse an
emotion merely, or to persuade of a reality, as to

employ such emotion or sense of reality (tan-
gentially struck) with the same cool detachment
with which a composer employs notes or chords.
Not content to present emotions or things or sensa-
tions for their own sakes—as is the case with most
poetry—^this method takes only the most delicately
evocative aspects of them, makes of them a key-
board, and plays upon them a music of which the
chief characteristic is its elusiveness, its fleeting-
ness, and its richness in the shimmering overtones
of hint and suggestion. Such a poetry, in other
words, will not so much present an idea as use its

resonance.

The true Impressionist in poetry— or perhaps simply the
true poet—conceives of the sensibility as a keyboard on which
emotions, like the exterior world of colors to the painter, play
themselves out. Aiken, the Post-Impressionist, reverses the pro-
cess, and sees the poet as creating such a keyboard of emo-
tions, whose very nature is their elusiveness. He is the conscious
creator of tones and moods, and for this reason seems less like
“the legendary bard” that Mr. Blackmur would have him be than
a latter-day, watered-down Whitman. Whitman’s effects were
similiarly conscious and frequently tangential. But lacking
Whitman’s messianic fervor, Aiken appears to be working the
organ-stops on some huge, unwieldy instrument. Absolute poetry
must communicate absolutely, and if it does not, we are left
only with a sense of what has been attempted.

Much has been said about the music of Conrad Aiken’s
poems. It is a “soft blue wave” associated with the mood of the
twenties; syllables rise and fall, phrases recur, sounds come
and go. No modern poet has been more interested in music

—

hov/ often the word itself occurs in his pages !—and yet much of
the melody of his verse is the mere statement of melody. He
has always been a writer of tone poems whose tone is stated
rather than implied, and one wonders at times if he knows
what tone he is indeed communicating. In his Collected Poems he
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tells us in a note, for example, that the tone of Senlin is “acid,
humorous, ironic,” whereas the reader, with the best will in
the world, finds no acidity, little humor, and but slight irony.
Wit is, by its very nature, a tonal quality, and there is almost
none of it in the poems of Conrad Aiken.

Like the “color symphonies” of John Gould Fletcher and
the “polyphonies” of Amy Lowell, A Letter from Li Po contains
many references to color:

What was his time? Say that it was a change,
but constant as a changing thing may be,
from chicory’s moon-dark blue down the taut scale
to chicory’s tenderest pink, in a pink field
such as imagination dreams of thought.

The scale is one of pastel shades; the characteristic color is
always pale grey. Aiken has never had a painter’s eye, and
the greater part of the sensuous material in this poem is pro-
vided by the lines of Li Po which he quotes. As an observer, he
moves from generality to generality. Aiken’s lines are pale
paper streamers floating in mid-air: entangled in one another
and drifting downward, they make an impressive display for
there is always an abundance of them, but they are essentially
colorless. Like anything that simply drifts, with only vague
meaning and definition and with no forceful guiding rhythm,
they are, in the end, boring.

One inay be asking too much ; and it is likely that Conrad
Aiken

^

is still the best reviewer of his own work. He is a
rhetorician—how often the word “rhetoric” also may be found
in his poems!—and his method in this latest book, although
not very different from what it was thirty years ago, is inter-
esting if one admires method in itself. A Letter from Li Po and
Other Poems presents him at his best and at his worst: the
title poem is as good as any he has written, the final poem.
Another Lyctdas, comes close to being his poorest. Somewhere
in between is The Logos i7i Fifth Avenue'.

And now
take off the tarnished sock and go to bed
as if again we both were somehow dead
but as a prayer a remembered fraud of prayer
remember what you said.

What did I say?
Save it for another day.

What did I say?
Something of language, and of love, remember?
And something of September.

The reader is aware of a period style that has come to an end,
and of words that say more than they mean.

WILLUM JAY SMITH
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A WORD IN PRAISE

“T/ie winds of doctrine blow both ways
at once**

LIKE THE USES OF ADVERSITY, the rewards of virtuosity may be

beyond all measure strange. The case of Conrad Aiken is evi-

dence enough that skill can be its own reward; surely no other

contemporary poet of equal stature has suffered such politely

cavalier treatment, and none has been so respectfully ignored.

Not that the critics have always been deferential, but more often

than not their disapproval seems to have been based on a priori

assumptions about Aiken’s theory or practice, rather than upon
a direct response to the work itself. He has all too often been
judged in the light of doctrines that do not really apply to him-
Aiken’s romanticism, for example, has seldom been considered
on its own merits, as it reveals itself in the context of his work

;

and because it runs counter to the prevailing romanticism of the
age, it has almost automatically become suspect. It would be
more honest for the critic to say simply that he likes or dislikes

Aiken. There is certainly no question of his integrity as an
artist. That he has recently received the National Book Award
and the Bollingen Prize is not necessarily a sure proof of his

merits, either, but it does suggest that the cliches by which he
has been judged ought to be re-examined.

The sheer bulk of Aiken’s work must be partly respon-
sible for the facile generalizations that have passed for criticism
of it. The Collected Poems alone run to nearly 900 pages. In
addition to the five novels and the three volumes of stories,

there is an early book of essays and the autobiographical nara-
tive, Ushant. It is conceivable that if Aiken had written less he
might by now have achieved the eminence largely reserved in
our time for those writers whose ^‘works’’ fit conveniently be-
tween the covers of a single volume. In the way that one as-
sumption leads to another, some critics assume that a small
output is a sign of rigorous self-criticism and selectivity, and
apply their assumption indiscriminately. Here, too, it would
seem fairer and wiser to judge a man on his own merits. To
begin with, it would be better to note that Aiken has always
been a severe judge of his own work; then it would be even
more valuable to consider his virtues rather than to reiterate
his limitations. There is evidence that the limitations noted by
so many of his critics have been gleaned at second hand (even
to the point of compounding some errors of fact) rather than
freshly discovered as the result of a fresh reading.

As for Aiken’s virtuosity, it should be obvious to anyone
who has read John Deth, The Coming Forth by Day of Osiris
Jones, Blues for Ruby Matrix, and even a handful of the shorter
poems, in addition to the Preludes upon which his present repu-
tation as a significant poet rests. Technically these work$ are
real show-pieces. They attain not only a variety of inflection but
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also a finely controlled juxtaposition of the traditional rhetoric

of romantic poetry and the prosaic speech of ordinary conversa-

tion that gives point to both. As for subject-matter, Aiken’s

preoccupation with the life of the mind at the point where the

conscious and the unconscious meet has enriched rather than
weakened his form. This is not to say that he has skirted suc-

cessfully the dangers of repeating himself, but there is no poet
who is not guilty at times of sounding like a poor imitation of

himself. The bad echo is a shock in a writer of stature, since

the reader comes to expect of him a sustained performance. Just
the same, it is worth remembering that Pierre follows Moby
Dick and precedes Billy Budd.

Aiken’s interest in the long poem in an age devoted
largely to small-scale effects often overcharged with verbal
extravagance and the self-conscious investigation of the anti-

poetic, has set him apart from the majority of his con-
temporaries. The last thing to say of Aiken is that he lacks a
real subject. But he characteristically develops his subject in
terms of theme. His work is discursively meditative rather than
dramatic : it is built on conversation, question and answer, theme
and variation, fable, and fantasy, against “a shabby backdrop
of bright stars,” or

The picture world, that falls apart, and leaves
a snowflake on the hand, a star of ice,

a hillside, a dead leaf
the picture world

the lost and broken child’s book, whence we treasure
one picture, torn and soiled, the faded colours
precious because dimmed, clear because faded,
the picture world, which is ourselves, speaking
of yesterday, and yesterday, and yesterday,
the huge world promised in the bud of May,
the leaf, the stone, the rain, the cloud,
the face most loved, the hand most clung to

—

This is not only undisguised romanticism but romantic love,

which has from the first been one of the dominant themes of
Aiken’s work.

Finally, it should be noted that his surface is always
clear. The links of association are usually not difficult, although
their cumulative effect is properly substantial. In The Constant
Symbol, Robert Frost observes that ‘^Some knotted riddles tell

what may be worth our trouble. But hard or easy seems . . .

of slight use as a test either way.” With Aiken ‘‘hard or easy”
IS, of course, no more the only question (nor even an altogether
relevant one) than the surface clarity or the sometimes over-
wrought density of total effect.

With a good poet, the later work ought to be the fruition
of what has preceded it. So it is with A Letter from Li Po and
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Other Poems. At least two of the seven poems included in the
book possess and are possessed by the certitude that in poetry
at least is its own justification. The title poem resolves in a
kind of ultimate meditation certain themes Aiken has dealt with
before. Here, for example, is an early version of the theme of
the unpredictable transmogrifying power of art, from The House
of Dust:

. . . The poet—^what was his name—? Tokkei—Tokkei

—

The poet walked alone in a cold late rain,
And thought his grief was like the crying of sea-birds;
For his lover was dead, he never would love again.
Rain in the dreams of the mind—^rain forever

—

Rain in the sky of the heart—rain in the willows

—

But then he saw this face, this face like flame,
This quiet lady, this portrait by Hiroshige;
And took it home with him; and with it came
What unexpected changes, subtle as weather!
The dark room, cold as rain,
Grew faintly fragrant, stirred with a stir of April,
Warmed its corners with light again . . .

Here is what the theme has grown to be in A Letter from Li Po :

Somewhere beyond the Gorge Li Po is gone,
looking for friendship or an old lover’s sleeve
or writing letters to his children, lost,
and to his children’s children, and to us.
What was his light? of lamp or moon or sun?
Say that it changed, for better or for worse,
sifted by leaves, sifted by snow; on mulberry silk
a slant of witch-light; on the pure text
a slant of genius; emptying mind and heart
for winecups and more winecups and more words.

But of the heart beneath the winecup moon
the tears that fell beneath the winecup moon
for children lost, lost lovers, and lost friends,
what can we say but that it never ends?
Even for us it never ends, only begins.
Yet to spell down the poem on her page,
margining her phrases, parsing forth
the sevenfold prism of meaning, up the scale
from chicory pink to blue, is to assume
Li Po himself: as he before assumed
the poets and the sages who were his.
Like him, we too have eaten of the word:
with him are somewhere lost beyond the Gorge:
and write, in rain, a letter to lost children,
a letter long as time and brief as love.
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The complementary theme—the lost love—^has been made
inextricable from the dominant theme; the poem is love. The
Letter is not only more moving and more subtle than The House
of Dust, but it is also more precise. The poem explores its themes
at considerable length, but the lines never run too loosely or
easily off into improvisation. What has been loosely held through
twelve sections of varying lengths comes into final focus only
at the end. But the long, fluid discourse never becomes clouded,
although it is stated in many ways. Always the argument is

simple

:

In every part we play, we play ourselves;
even the secret doubt to which we come
beneath the changing shapes of self and thing,
yes, even this, at last, if we should call

and dare to name it, we would find
the only voice that answers is our own.
We are once more defrauded by the mind.
Defrauded? No. It is the alchemy by which we grow.
It is the self becoming word, the word
becoming world.

The other poem that sets this book apart from a good
deal of the skillful and somehow unsatisfying work we are ac-
customed to is Another Lycidas, an elegy for a man who learned
that

what he sees he has himself become
and, with him, us: and further still

what, out of yeoman courage, country skill,

the ploughshare patience, the seafarer’s will,

has come, as for the sailor homeward bound,
a change of course.

Of the five remaining poems there is also much to say: some-
thing of the astonishing visual imagery that sustains The Walk
in the^ Garden; something of the real limitations of Aiken’s
work in The Logos in Fifth Avenue and The Return, for ex-
ample. But the limitations are not the substance of the book.
The substance is in the title-poem and Another Lyctdas, where
“the poem was in the love,/the praise was in the word.”

SAMUEL FRENCH MORSE
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FIVE POINTS OF THE COMPASS

Cycle for Mother Cabrini, by John Logan. Grove Press, $3.50;

(paper-back, $1.00).
Exiles and Marriages^ by Donald Hall. Viking. $3.00.

The Kitchen Dance, by Robert Hutchinson. Alan Swallow. $2.00.

The Deaths at Paragon, Indiana, by John Woods. Indiana
University Press. $2,75.

Prefabrications, by Josephine Miles. Indiana University Press.

$2.75.

THESE FIVE VOLUMES IN HAND, four of them first collections,

have little in common with one another, and I shall not pretend
that they have, though it is always a temptation in an omnibus
review to facilitate comparison by inventing for the occasion a
schematic unity that will at least serve to demonstrate the super-
iority of the critical intelligence to the wayward enterprise of
the subject poets, whose vaunted intuition should have prepared
them for being manipulated as counters in somebody else^s

ingenious game of hypotheses and values. As for the diversity
itself, one might adduce it as evidence of the atomization of the
world of modern poetry, its failure to achieve a consistent
pattern, signified by so much lonely running in search of a
language and a theme; or, conversely, as evidence of the in-

dependence of spirit and wholesome variety characteristic of a
flourishing literary economy. The one general remark I feel

inclined to make is almost embarrassingly simple : each of these
poets, in at least some of his work, has given me the kind of
pleasure that I associate with the reading of good poetry. In-
variably the poets who are easiest to discuss are those whose
intentions are most readily defined—and that is why I begin
by talking about John Logan and Donald Hall.

As the title of his book indicates, Logan is a Catholic
poet. He says of his poems: . . They are concerned with the
Saints as heroes of the will and lovers, as incredibles. They
treat myth, rememberings of childhood and anticipations of
death as acts of spirit—good, bad or trimming. They reintroduce
the superstitions of ghosts and the lonely fallacy of the lack of
a natural place for man. These poems try to disprove material-
ism by coming into existence; and that is the extent of their
apostolate.”

For the most part, this is clear enough and quite ad-
mirable in its forthrightness, though the phrase about the
‘'lonely fallacy” seems to miss connection, and it is to be noted
that what the poet denies with reference to his apostolate is not
its existence but its extent. The poems in the book that spe-
cifically belong to the Cycle for Mother Cabrini are the ones I
resist most, and principally because the religious motivation

—

not because it is religious, for in another poet it might be
political—^is too bristling for my taste. Sanctity itself can be
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an impurity in a poem if it is not burnt up, even to the last

stick of faith, in the fire of the action. In Logan's cycle the

choice of symbol—“this saint/Who built high schools”—is a
consciously daring one. He tries to untrack himself from “a
sweet and lurid/Piety” by twists of wit and irony, a familiar

contemporary strategy. Mother Cabrini, the subject of a film

biography, is apostophized as “queen/Of a Holy wood unseen”;
the poet buys her picture and “a cheap ring,/A piece of junk”
from the nuns; he aspires to come “To your girls' kmgdom/To
the middy world of your tomb.” At the same time the poem is

whipped towards climaxes of exaltation—e.g. “Her mask stares,

she/Stirs—ah/Her bones move me !'*—a conclusion that seems to

me as over-wrought as it is over-italicized.

Nevertheless, Logan can write with force and admirable
control. His book contains only nine poems outside the cycle,

but they are ambitious poems that reveal the seriousness of his
art and the dialectical suppleness of his intelligence. In par-
ticular, A Dialogue with La Mettrie impresses me as being not
only an unqualifiedly good poem but an important one, which
I should not hesitate to include in an anthology of the best
work of our time. It is always easier in a review, to document
one's strictures than one's praise, for the flaws are generally
evident in the details of a poem, while the virtue resides in the
totality of the form; but I can quote a passage that should at
least suggest the motion and the ease with which Logan conducts
his argument on the nature of man:

And Harvey noted this

In toads. (The great physician,
I could add, once
Professionally cut a toad
A burnt witch had kept
For her familiar.
And found it puffed with milk.)

A piece of pigeon's heart,
Lord Boyle has shown, beats
As the whole one did.

It is these same motions
Twist along the eel,

In spiders or in the tiny
Hands sliced from moles.

And last, Bacon of Verulam
Has in his Book of Spears
The case of a traitor caught
And opened alive: his heart
In a pan of boiling water
Leaped several times
To a perpendicular
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Height of two feet.

Let us then conclude
Boldly! Man is a machine.
And there is no other thing
Underneath, Except I believe

Ambiguity, with its hope
Or its ancient agony ....

This short and spare line of Logan’s, with its two or three

functional stresses, is so opaquely particularized that it can
achieve an effect of quite extraordinary massiveness, well de-

signed for coping, as he boldly does, with the big theme. In his

best poems, which include Prologue and Questions for St.

Augustine and A Short Life of the Hermit, his voice carries with
an unmistakable authority, and though I could hope for a
greater variety of rhythms and a more flexible syntax, my final

inclination is to salute a poet equipped ‘^To fill the brain with
blood/And start the delicate moral/ Hum in the anxious matter.”

For a first book, or indeed for almost any book of poems,
Donald Hall’s Exiles and Marriages has been published with
considerable eclat. It was honored before publication as the
1955 Lament Poetry Selection of the Academy of American Poets
—aimed at furthering ^‘the discovery and encouragement of
new poetic genius”—,

has received unusually prompt and
flattering attention in the press, and has even been
nominated (unofficially, of course) by Time for the Pulitzer
Prize. So far as I have been able to observe, the other poets
that I am reviewing here have received the laggard and fairly
perfunctory kind of notice that is the usual fate of the American
poet. Why this discrepancy? It might be said that Donald Hall
is cleverer than the others, having already gotten on record
his jibes at the poet Finesse,

Who writes his verse in order to amaze,
To win the Pulitzer, or Timers sweet praise;
Who will endure a moment, and then pass,
As hopeless as an olive in his glass.

May I inquire, however, why that martini olive is described as
"‘hopeless”? None in my extensive acquaintance has ever seemed
so to me.

Perhaps this poet has the good fortune, in his persons,
to be blest with the common American touch, whatever that
may be, which makes it possible to single him out from his
contemporaries. I wonder who else among them, if “exiled”
to Oxford, would publicly hanker for a good old New England
Thanksgiving dinner.

Where turkey roasted whole,
Potatoes, turnips, peas,
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Onions and Brussels sprouts,
And globes of Holland cheese,

Where pumpkin, apple, mince.
And seven kinds of pie,

Plum pudding, cake, and nuts
Astound and satisfy.

If it is profundity one seeks, one can, if one will, chew
on such sentences as,

There’s no security except the grave;
There’s much belief in what does not exist,

or on these, in a more lyric vein:

The young are never robbed of innocence
But given gold of love and memory.
We live in wealth whose bounds exceed our sense,
And when we die are full of memory.

If we admire Auden, we can find much to remind us of
him, and if we love Yeats, we can perhaps enjoy the sportive
query.

When that sweet action is at last unloosed.
How can you tell seducer from seduced?

The jacket tells us that these poems “are subtle and often
provocatively strange, but always written with precision and
complete clarity. They are personal but not private—they com-
municate.” Often what they seem to be communicating beyond
all else is their desire to communicate. We expect a poet now
and then to announce his art and his hope for immortality, but
if the stance becomes too familiar it begins to affect us like a
piece of outmoded statuary around the house. The modern poet,
we are Wd, is too introverted and costive, but one of the troubles
with this collection of a young man of twenty-seven is that
there is just too much of it, over sixty poems, some of which
seem to have leaped straight into print from his scrapbooks.

I do not mean to imply that Donald Hall is a poet with-
out talent or accomplishment. Though his poems are unre-
markable for sensibility or texture, he can write a clean line in
conventional stress, and he can build a structure, command an
action. The energy of his will is such that at times it seems to
be usurping the role of imagination, but at least it can be said
that none of the poems falters through psychic fatigue or
inertia. Granted that the genre is no longer a novelty, he has
made brilliant use on occasion of current pseudo-m^hic ma-
terials, as in Matter of Fact, Cops and Robbers, and The Body
Politic:
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I never thought until I pulled the trigger
But that I did the difficult and good.
I thought republics stood for something bigger,
For the mind of man, as Plato said they stood.

Hairs Newdigate Prize Poem, Exile, is one of his best. Other
poems that I like aie The Strangers, At Delphi, The Sleeping
Giant, Jamaica (a promising departure in its linguistic density),
Wedding Party, and Syllables of a Small Fig Tree, which charms
me because it is so unassuming:

I am dead, to be sure,
for thwarting Christ's pleasure,
Jesus Christ called Saviour.

1 was a small fig tree.

Unjust it seems to me
that I should withered be.

If justice sits with God,
Christ is cruel Herod
and I by magic dead.

If there is no justice
where great Jehovah is,

I will the devil kiss.

I wish there were more of that air of intimacy in Hall's
work. (Not sentimentality, which is an enemy of intimacy and
which bubbles in several of his ''personal” poems.) In one of his
letters Yeats referred to intimacy as "the mark of fine litera-
ture.” To It he opposed generalization. "And generalization,”
he wrote, "creates rhetoric, wins immediate popularity, organizes
the mass, gives political success, Kipling's poetry, Macaulay's
essays and so on ... . Generalization meets one in music-hall
songs with their mechanical rhythm, or in thoughts taken from
the newspapers.” The text seems to me pertinent.

^

Robert Hutchinson stands at the opposite pole from the
"public” poet. He is not to be found gossiping on the terrace
or declaiming from a balcony. Quietly, reflectively, as in
Chamber Music, he recalls:

Young, in my kitchen years
I would hunch by the stove's noise
By mother cook and dog
And listen to the stove's voice
Excite my multiple name.

Many of his poems are evocations of childhood, the world in
which he seems most at home, and of which he writes with af-
fecting pathos and nostalgia One of my favorites in The Kitchen
Dance (so aptly titled!) is A Drifting, which begins:
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I had a sister once, an island sister

Younger than I, and silent, slow in school.

In the midst of our games she would stand with
foundling eyes,

Hands finding a hem, lips clenched in a smile.

He can make a small-scale image luminous with the memorable
glow of recollection, as when he tells us that ‘‘out of the street,

childhood/Came thumbing its bell, pedaling downhill with no
hands.’^ Much less sharply realized are his poems of adult ex-
perience, where even the form tends to disintegrate. They give
the impression of a hurt withdrawal, accompanied by a lapse
of energy. Hutchinson probably does not need to be told that
his future as a poet rests on his ability to come out of the
kitchen and get his hooks into the immediate world. The one
metaphysical poem in the collection, Leibmz, suggests that he
has intellectual powers and a gift for synthesis that he does not
usually put to the test. “Leibniz awoke one night to hear/
Monadic cries*^ ....

As far as he could see were eyes,

Hands, legs—and slept no more, though the lock
was not torn

And the street was yet as straight as it had been
Before he wakened to the cries

Of infinites begging to get in
Where only we were born.

Alan Swallow, may I add, is to be commended for his service to
literature in issuing The New Poetry Series from his Denver
eyrie. I wish, however, in full awareness of the difficulties, that
he would do something about improving the format of his books.

The first thing one notes about John Woods is the passion
of his curiosity about people and, from a small-town locus, the
unwavering attention of his eye as he struggles to construct a
cosmos out of quotidian encounters, incidents, observations. The
details are loving in their precision, but sinister in their im-
plications. Fruit rots in a cellar; “the apples wear a beard of
gnats,/Show brown eyes and wormpocked cheeks”; an abandoned
quarry mumbles, “deaf as stone”; weeds stand up between the
toes of a man who is sick and senile ; Kriner’s pier is falling into
the lake; a worm-eaten log “lies festering and leaking sun”; a
house collapses; milk sours; spiders, wasps, and centipedes
breed and terrorize; and on the level of human action we are
given equivalent images of decay, morbid lust, voyeurism, sexual
starvation. Where the streets end, the wilderness begins. And
there is death in the streets: the title-poem, The Deaths at
Paragon, Indiana, revolves around the killing of five in an
automobile accident. Reading this book, largely composed of
narrative poems, one inevitably recalls Winesburg, Ohio and
Spoon River Anthology.
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Woods' sensory aliveness is apparent almost everywhere

in his work. A typical passage, studded with particulars, from
The Visits of My Aunty reads:

Then my aunt's car would startle dogs
To ragged challenges as she blew her horn
Down Grant Street. Puffing out onto the yard
With a moustache and blue-wet dress,

She hugged me breathless. Her car door
Slammed down birds from the carved maple.
The keepsakes would jump when she sat:

The plaster horse and carnival cane,

The one ashtray kept for her flourishes.

Our latest uncle tugged the creases
In his pants and face, and tapped his watch.

Isolated images are vividly concentrated: ‘‘The ganged birds
exploding from the oak"; “I pinched her/Where she wrinkled
when she sat,/Ruler thin, and all wild bone"; “A fist of birds
assaults the yellow maples"; “The pulse/Nibbled like a chub but
got/Away." The natural world excites him, and his imagination
in response is sinewed with physicality. Where he goes wrong in
a poem it is often with an error of taste (“The pubic grass is

snarled with moles") or with a proliferation of materials ex-
crescent to the form, as in The Totem Marty which has a fine
beginning and ending, but a weak middle. Some of the writing
strikes me as a being clobbered and feverish, crying now and
then for simple rest or meditative ease. These poems are so
strongly rooted in place that one of the emotions they generate
IS a touch of claustrophobia. Now that John Woods has created
Paragon, I trust that he has no intention of becoming mayor
of it. What's the news from Betelgeuse? Irrelevantly (but on
second thought, not wholly so) I wonder whether he has thought
of turning his special gifts towards drama.

Prefabrications is Josephine Miles' fourth collection.
Several of her earlier poems I recall with considerable admira-
tion. The present volume seems to me somewhat transitional in
style and technique, but very confident in its enunciation of a
theme.

But there is the sea I said, off the far corner
Through that vacant land;
And there the pile of prefabricating panels
And the cement blocks swiftly
Rose in the sand.

So darkened the sunlit alley.
Ovid, Arthur, oh Orion I said, run
Take Rags with you, send me back
News of the sea.

So they did, vanishing away off and shouting.
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A conceivable interpretation of her title is that she is counter-

ing the jerry-built constructions of the modern world, those that
shut out sun and sea, with the pre-logical fabrications of the
poetic imagination, Man, at war with nature, including human
nature, has become a prisoner in time. Only by an act of the
imagination or, equivalently, by an act of love can he re-establish

contact with his primal sourcse and regain the power to set
himself free. Miss Miles* approach is oblique, metaphorical

—

she is not one for direct assault—^but over and over again we
hear the light-voiced cue:

The pale new light he sits to read by blooms
Through the axed air west
Past winter gardens
To an Asian coast

Figures move together on the open
Course, out of the beleaguered heart,
Out of the universal siege. . . .

Now with the new airfield at Pylon’s Corners,
I tremble to think what next will enter my mind.
Some semblance of an eternal Siberian winter
Blowing over the steppes of imagination
To blast an Indian story. . . .

But all through the mansion
Of retired men
Murmured the louder and louder insurrection
Of the louder and the louder rain. . . .

The people of her fancy are sensitive, disturbed, but not doom-
ridden; their hearts are nimble; the sea and the rain and the
wind have news for them. For illustration, the emphasis in the
sequence of monologues entitled Ten Dreamers in a Motel is not
that her speakers have been caught for the night in their
flimsy cabins (prefabricated, no doubt), but that they are
dreamers, by whom the motel is transformed:

It was the tent and citadel of the many stars
It was the rampart of the loud highway
And we slept there, waking
Into the thunder and silence of the unfolding
Durable journey.

Miss Miles is working towards a relaxed line. Sometimes
I feel it is too relaxed, lacking in rhythmic tension, flying off
into space, and every now and then I find the diction careless

—

e.g. ^^execrable escapes,” ‘‘renewal of leafage and reassertion,**
‘‘The aggressions of the still room never/Let be the animus till

it defends them,” I am not always happy with her introduction
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of the vernacular into an incongruous setting. At times the

writing thins out towards a wispy abstraction that eludes grasp

:

Beyond, the plains of the universe compass hope
So thin so fast
A television cannot trace what spins
Political or polar in the shape
Of one quick trip.

But I do not want to end on a negative note. Many of these
poems—among others, The Day the Winds, Find, Ram, Educa-
tion, Text, Ten Dreamers in a Motel—are both subtle and strong,

and they have their wisdom, veiled though it be. Prefabrications
IS not so much a book to read as to read again.

STANLEY KUNITZ

THE POETRY OF WELDON KEES

Poems 1947-1934, by Weldon Kees. Adrian Wilson. $3.50.

WHAT BEST ILLUMINES A MAN’S WAY, the outer Or the inner sun,
and on which road shall he move, if either direction promises
only a kind of sanity? If a reader of poetry has asked these
questions when some favorite and relentless passage has become
so imbedded in his mind as to seem a stain on the face of reality,
he will appreciate in Kees’ work the completion of the vicious
circle. Those distortions of the consciousness that a poet at
best can only suggest are brought in this book into full-bodied
and steady perception, and on that plane where the final horror
is to accept the preternatural as a commonplace, Kees remarks
of his Furies:

A monster strung with guts,
A coward covered with hair.
Matted and down to his knees.

Possessors and possessed,
They keep the bedside wake
As a doctor or a wife
Might wait the darkness through

—

Protectors of your life.



Confronted with the surviving equilibrium, chaste and
preserving, that marks the severest insight of these astringent
poems, one can only wonder what losses shaped that stance.
For the recognizable hard qualities of his technique—^the glint
of irony that cuts the shadows, the close-linked prosody that
protects him like mail, even the arrogant nostalgia for some
simpler life with which he mocks the uninhabitable regions of his
experience—these, too, are not enough to explain his constant
success as the victim of his sombre vision. As though a worthy
despair must be constantly alert, these poems^ colorful and
concise, are filled with lively knowledges of all sorts, and are
never without a sense, albeit painful, of the gold and dross of
other ages. Few books as deprived of any conceit have set forth
as many place- and personal-names in the communication of
a pervasive loneliness.

Here is the highway in and out of Cincinnati,
An inch or so of line along the river. Driving west
One Sunday in a smoky dawn, burnt orange along the

landscapers rim,
The radio gave forth five solid and remembered hours
Of gospel singers and New Orleans jazz.

With terse, well-phrased commercials for a funeral
home.

They faded out—Cleves, Covington, North Bend
Made way for Evansville and Patti Page. The roads end
At motels. The one that night had an Utrillo in a velvet

frame.

Again *

Visconti, mad with pain. Each day,
Two hundred drops of laudanum. Hagen, who writhes
With every step. The Count, a shrunken penis
And a monocle, dreaming of horses in the sun,
Covered with flies. —Last night I woke in sweat
To see my hands, white, curled upon the sheet
Like withered leaves. I thought of days
So many years ago, hauling driftwood up from the

shore.
Waking at noon, the harbor birds following
Boats from the mainland. And then no thoughts at all.

Morphine at five. A cold dawn breaking. Rain.

Within the thorough competence of Kees^ style, two
methods of work are discernible. A few poems, of which The
Hourglass is the most ambitious, are nearly encyclopedic in pre-
senting information. ‘‘Real, True, Empty, Mathematical, Con-
tinuous,/Solar, Galilean, Reversible, Sidereal, Absolute,/Nou-
menal, Phenomenal’^—^the poem’s explorations of Time are not
as forbidding as this may sound. Obvious control assembles, too.
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the many oddments drawn together in The Umbrella^ This sort

of thing is evidently to Kees’ taste; and not nngratifying ;
but

his various experiments in the form of ‘^rounds” are_ not often

satisfying—probably because the key-phrases are re-introduced

too closely in the shorter examples for any overtones to arise.

Farrago, however, is less repetitive and an enigmatic success,

and it may explain in part this miniature aspect of Kees' style

which enlarges to the recurring sweeps of mood and detail of

his longest poems.

I sit in a bar

On Tenth Street, writing down these lies

In the worst winter of my life. A damp snow
Falls against the pane. When everything dies

The days all end alike, the sound
Of breaking goes on faintly all around,
Outside and inside.

Always one feels the vicious circle, and at its center an
ambivalent intelligence whose happiest moments rise to a bitter

jocularity and an undeceived sympathy. Kees’ fantastic best in

the former vein may be Weather for Pilgrims, An old car burns
on Golden Gate Bridge.

Upholstery smoked and glowed
As we warmed our thankful hands
At the end of Thanksgiving Day,
Knowing that hands are wise,
And praised the firm cement,
While turkeys flew down like flies

To roost and roast in the flames.

But the full sensibility that shatters any easy joy in
existence becomes, paradoxically, the saving grace of these
poems, for Kees’ understanding touches figures most peripheral
to his starvation and finds them fully as lost. Writing in several
poems about a man named Robinson, who only in his sleep is

*^a keen-eyed sniper on the barricades,’^ Kees presents with
understanding his alter ego equally pathetic incomprehension
of any purpose his life fulfills In the one poem where they
meet, no spoken communication is as effective as the dilated
terrifying eyes of the man—and one thinks of Robinson again
in an unrelated poem that ends:

“I want to get away somewhere and re-read Proust,”
Said an editor of Newsweek to a man on Look.
Dachaus with telephones, Siberias with bonuses.
One reads, as winter settles on the town.
The evening paper, in an Irving Place cafe.



Kees' other familiar is the Cat, timeless, resourceful, self-

centered, who ‘'sleeps like an old campaigner/During this season
of long rains/' In Colloquy he pauses to pick his brains one
might, when about to feed him.

“Where
Are we now? Do we know anything?"
—Now, on another night, his look endures.
“Give me the dish," he said.

I had his answer, wise as yours.

Among the other poems that a review should mention are
three brilliant set-pieces. All of them monologues, The Testimony
of James Apthorp searchs for the motivation of a meaningless
murder. Dog is spoken by a house-pet lost in the streets, and
A Distance from the Sea ends with a man's growing belief in
the religion he and others had perpetrated by rigging a raft
beneath the walked-on water. “And now the water seems remote,
unreal, and perhaps it is."

FREDERICK BOCK

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

The New Apologists for Poetry
By MURRAY KRIEGER. “A very thoughtful, pains-
taking and scrupulous study of one of the central concerns
of contemporary critical theory."—Newton Arvin. “The
most searching in scholarship and the most profound in
critical analysis of the existing books in this field."—Allen Tate, $4.00

The Second Man and Other Poems
by LOUIS 0. COXE. $2.75

An American Takes a Walk
And Other Poems by REED WHITTEMORE, $2.75

At your hoohstore, or from

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS, Minneapolis 14
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news HQres

REPORT ON KENNETH PATCHEN

Our readers will remember that Kenneth Patchen under-
went surgery in 1951 for a spinal difficulty, after a campaign
to raise the necessary funds had been undertaken by a com-
mittee headed by T. S. Eliot, W. H. Auden, Thornton Wilder,
and Archibald MacLeish. We now report that a second operation
was performed on May 28th, and that Kenneth Patchen will be
confined for some months at the Palo Alto Hospital in Palo Alto,
California.

LECTURES AND CONFERENCES

T. S. Eliot delivered the third annual Gideon Seymour
Memorial Lecture at the University of Minnesota on April 30,
on the subject ‘‘The Frontier of Criticism^^ He spoke before an
audience of 13,700, the largest crowd ever assembled in America
for a literary occasion. The lecture had been scheduled originally
for Northrop Auditorium but early in the course of preparations
had to be moved to Williams Arena. According to the report of
the Minnesota Daily, forwarded to us by William Van 0^Connor,
Mr. Eliot began by saying that “he was somewhat dubious at
the prospect of addressing ‘so many people at one time, all
facing in my direction.' " Apparently Mr. Eliot's insistence was
on the point that “explaining" poetry is not the same thing as
understanding it. We could hope that the complete text will
soon be available in the countless places where it is somewhat
urgently needed. Mr. Eliot gave a private reading of his poems
at the St. James Parish House during a short stay in Chicago
the following week, and he gave the local press an interview on
the subject of education. * The Library of Congress, under
the auspices of the Gertrude Clarke Whittall Poetry and Litera-
tore Fund, presented on March 12 “An Evening with Richard
Eberhart" in the Coolidge Auditorium in Washington. Richard
Eberhart also gave a reading recently, from his poems and his
verse-play Devils and A.ngels at the San Francisco Poetry
Center. * Richard Wilbur gave a reading and commentary
on April 19 as the tenth annual Modern Poetry Lecturer atWayne University. * * * Peter Viereck gave the 1956 Elliston

uf University of Cincinnati March 16 to April
it-

*
. ,

Alfred Kreymborg gave a reading of the poems of
Lli biegel at the Terrain Gallery in New York on April 21
under the auspices of the Society for Aesthetic Eealism. MrKreymborg read and discussed Hot Afternoons Have Been in
Montana, the volume of Eli Siegel soon to be published by
Definition Press. At a later “Poetic Miscellany” of this Society
on May 19, Nancy Starrels read Eli Siegel's essay “The Im-



mediate Need for Poetry.” * ^ * Melvin Walker LaFollette ‘will

serve as Director and will lecture on poetry in the new Summer
School of Creative Writing at the University of British Co-
lumbia, Vancouver 8, Canada. James B. Hall, known in these
pages as a poet, will lecture on fiction. The first session will

run from July 3 to August 17.

AWARDS AND APPOINTMENTS

Elizabeth Bishop has been awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
her Poems (North & South, A Cold Spring), published last

year. * ^ Randall Jarrell is to be the Poetry Consultant at the
Library of Congress for a period of two years, starting Sep-
tember. * ^ * Carl Sandburg has been awarded the Albert Ein-
stein award in humanities by the Albert Einstein Medical Col-
lege. * ^ Robert Frost was presented with the University
Medal by New York University at a reading by Mr. Frost on
March 23 in the Washington Square College of Arts and Science.
'' * ^ Louis 0. Coxe has been given the Sewanee Review Fellow-
ship in Poetry for 1956; and Ruth Stone, the Kenyon Review
Fellowship in Poetry. ^ Guggenheim Fellowships for this
year have been awarded Barbara Gibbs and Ned 0’Gk>rman in
poetry and to David Wagoner in fiction. * ^ The Poetry Society
of America awarded the Edna St. Vincent Millay Memorial
Award of $200 to Donald Hall for his Exiles and Marriages,
and the Ridgely Torrence Memorial Award of $100 to Adrienne
Cecile Rich for her book The Diamond Cutters. Each of the
citations is ‘^for an outstanding book published in 1955.” * *

The Friends of American Writers this spring made their annual
award of $100 to Poetry for the continuation of its service to
the art of poetry. ^ ^ The Friends of Literature at their 25th
Annual Shakespeare Birthday Dinner presented the 1956 Robert
F. Ferguson Memorial Award of $100 to Poetry for ^‘the en-
cour^ement of young poets.” On the same occasion the Friends
of Literature gave the Grace Thayer Bradley award for poetry
to Adrienne Cecile Rich for The Diamond Cutters. They pre-
sented their 1956 fiction award to Julia Siebel, for her novel
The Narrow Covering, which is being published by Harcourt
Brace. Julia Siebel served on the staff of Poetry for several
years, up to 1950, as an editorial assistant. ^ ^ James S.

Holmes, a young American writer and translator living in
Amsterdam, has been awarded the Martinus Nijhoff prize for
his translations of modern Dutch poetry into English. A number
of Mr. Holmes’ translations were collected in an Anthology of
Modern Dutch Poetry which he published in Botteghe Oscure
XV; others were included in a series of thirteen talks on Modem
Dutch poetry which Mr. Holmes broadcast for the English lan-
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guage program of Radio Nederland last summer. The prize is

presented annually by the Dutch foundation Prince Bernhard
Fund in honor of the Dutch poet Nijhoff, who died a little over
three years ago. Ruth Finer Mintz has been awarded an
unconditional grant of $1000 by the Charles Brown Fellowship
Committee in recognition of her writing and translation and
for the purpose of giving her a year of uninterrupted work in

Israel. Mrs. Mintz has some recent Israeli translations in the
(current) International Issue of Inferno. She will be among the
principle contribtuors to a special Israeli number of Poetry.
* * * The Virginia Quarterly Review has recently announced
the winner of the Emily Clark Balch prizes in creative American
writing. In poetry, first prize went to Carlos Baker for a
sequence of six sonnets, On Getting Back to Airplane Spotting
After Ten Years; and second prizes to Randall Jarrell for his
poem Nestus Gurley

^

and to Bernice Kavinoky for a group of
three short poems. ^ ^

‘ The winners of the first Annual Poetry
Contest sponsored by the Division of General Education at New
York University are: William J. Redding, first prize; Raphael
Rudnick, second prize; David Lougee, third prize. * The
Rockefeller Foundation has granted $11,500 to the San Fran-
cisco Poetry Center, of which Mrs. Ruth Witt-Diamant has been
director for the past three years. The grant provides for a poet
in residence each year at San Francisco State College and for
the continuation of the program of readings in which a large
number of American poets already have participated. * * * The
judges for the Lament Poetry Selections for the coming year
are Louise Bogan, John Holmes, Rolfe Humphries, May Sarton,
and Richard Wilbur. ^ ^ For those few readers who might
not have heard already of the election of W. H. Auden as Pro-
fessor of Poetry at Oxford, we report the fact as one of the
more bracing events of the season.

RECENT MAGAZINES

Folder, now in its fourth number, is one of the most
elegant magazines to come our way in the past year. It is, as
its name suggests, not bound but gathered into a folder in the
manner of certain French editions de grande luxe. The current
number carries Mallarme's Un coup de des jamais n'aholira le
hasard and also an English translation by Daisy Aldan. Other
contributors include Richard Eberhart, James Broughton, Frank
O’Hara, and Peter Hanke. The editors are Daisy Aldan and
Richard Miller; and the associate editors William Fense Weaver
(in Rome )and Eugene Walter (in Paris). It is published by
the Tiber Press at 1459 Third Avenue, New York 28. * * *

Listen, a poetry quarterly edited by George Hartley, at 253 Hull



Road, Hessk, East Yorkshire, also has a striking appearance
and some interesting content. Number 4 contains verse by
Charles Madge, Elizabeth Jennings, Charles Tomlinson, Donald
Davie, John Holloway, Kingsley Amis, Philip Larkin, and Ian
Fletcher, among others. * * * Nimbus is another recent magazine
from England with some freshness to offer. It is edited by
Tristram Hull and David Wright and published by John Traf-
ford at Halcyon Press, 15 New Row, St. Martin’s Lane, London,
W.C.2. A recent ‘^double number” has 14 poems with drawings
by Stevie Smith, some translations of Corbiere by Walter Mc-
Elroy, two poems of Richard Wilbur, John Heath-Stubbs on
Robert Graves’ (^eek Myths, and George Barker on Spender
and Graham. * ^ We are happy to see the first number of a
new poetry journal Poetry London-New York, edited by Tambi-
muttu, who was editor of Poetry London for almost its entire
career. The first number contains poems by Walter de la Mare,
W. H. Auden, Stephen Spender, Louise Bogan, Robert Graves,
E. E. Cummings, and many others. The magazine will appear
every two months. Its offices are at S38 East 87th Street, New
York City. The Pound Newsletter will complete its

schedule of ten issues at just about the time this notice appears
and will cease publication, having accomplished “its organization
of the material for the study of Ezra Pound.”

PERFORMANCES

Ruth Herschberger’s new verse play Martin Luther was
performed at the 1020 Art Center in Chicago on the evenings
of April 6 and 7, and at Ida Noyes Theater at the University of
Chicago on the evening of May 6. The company was directed by
Roland Rude. * * * Lionel Abel’s new play Absalom opened at
the Harlequin Theater in New York on May 7, under the
auspices of the Artists’ Theater. The director is Herbert Machiz.
* * * The Poets’ Theater at Cambridge presented The Com-
promise, or Queen of Cariboo, a new comedy by John Ashbery
“in the style of the silent screen, inspired by Rin Tin Tin.”
The performances ran from April 4 through April 21.

RECENT VISITORS TO POETRY

Roy Campbell; Umashankar Joshi, the Indian poet, editor
of the Gujarati cultural journal Sanskriti; the Argentine poet
Maria Villarino; Professor Arno Esch of the English Seminar,
University of Erlangen; Fernanda Pivano, the Italian critic

and translator of contemporary American writing; Irma I.

Rantavaara, reader in Aesthetics and World Literature, Uni-
versity of Helsinki; Emmanuel Torres, the Filipino poet now at
the Writers’ Workshop at Iowa.
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ERRATUM

In the April issue our notes on contributors should have
said that the subject of the biography by John Berryman is

Stephen Crane.

WELDON KEES

We record here the dark news of the disappearance of

Weldon Kees. His car was found last summer on the approach
to the Golden Gate Bridge. He had told friends that he was
going to kill himself. He was in very bad fortunes in every pos-

sible way and in desperate need of psychological help. The cer-

tainty, for many months now, among his oldest and most inti-

mate friends, is that he is dead. A letter from Kenneth Rexroth
dated January 10, 1956, contains this paragraph:

‘^Of what Patchen calls the generation born in one war
and destroyed in a second I would say that Weldon Kees
was one of the best. At first glance his poetry seemed to
owe much of its subject to the early Auden, but on closer
inspection Kees’ world really was like that. He really saw
horror spreading on the walls and the towns in ruins and
bones breaking through the pavement. Others have called
themselves Apocalyptics, Kees lived in a permanent and
hopeless apocalypse. This of course is what our 20th cen-
tury world really is, all the time, but we all let on it
isn’t so, at least usually. It is impossible to live fully con-
scious in the contemporary world. We all accept one sort
of decerebration or other. Religion, Politics, Art, Shock
Therapy, or Lobotomy. Kees insisted on facing it all the
time, so it killed him, as it has killed so many others and
niaimed and gnawed us all. In an age of treason to man-
kind on all hands, he held fast.”

Only by way of sharing in Kenneth Rexroth’s tribute and in the
sorrow of Weldon Kees’ life and death do we suggest that for
others of us this sorrow will be anything but diminished by a
belief in the image of man, or by a belief in the illuminations
sometimes vouchsafed by art, or by ‘‘The notion of some
infinitely gentle/infinitely suffering thing.”



coniributors

Frederick Bock, assistant editor of Poetry, last appeared here
with a poem, In Memory of PFC R,N,, in the July 1955 issue.

He has published poems in the Partisan Review, Accent, Perspec-
tive, The Quarterly Review of Literature, and the Yale Review,

* David Ridgely Clark appears for the first time in this issue.

His work has been published in Folio and in the Summer 1955
number of the Kenyon Review. ^ * Cid Corman is the editor
of Origin. His most recent volume of poems, The Precisions,
was reviewed in the October 1955 issue of Poetry. * * * Francis
Golffing leaves in August to spend a year in Germany. We
last published some of his work in our October 1955 issue. * * *

James B. Hall has published verse, short stories, and criticism
in Furioso, Perspective, Accent, and other magazines, and in
several anthologies such as the 0. Henry Awards Prize Stories,
New Directions, and Martha Foley^s annual Best American
Short Stories. * Anne Hitchcock was born in Cambridge,
England, and attended the University of Michigan, where her
poetry won three Hopwood awards. This is her first appearance
in any magazine except for her publications at Michigan. * * *

Stanley Kunitz is the author of two volumes of verse. Intellectual
Things and Passport to the War, and he is currently at work
on a new volume of poems and a novel as well. We presented
some of his most recent work in our February 1956 issue. * *

Roy Marz was awarded our Oscar Blumenthal Prize in 1952.
He has also appeared in the Partisan Review, Sewanee Review,
Bofteghe Oscure, and other places * William Meredith con-
tributed a long review to our Japanese issue of last month. His
most recent book of verse is Ships and Other Figures. ^ *

Ewart Milne, the Irish poet, has been living and publishing in
England. Eight of his books were included in Lawrence Lipton’s
retrospective review of his work in the September 1955 issue
of Poetry * * * Samuel French Morse’s latest volume of poetry
is The Scattered Causes. His study of Wallace Stevens will be
published next year. * * *= Ned O’Gorman was born in 1929.
This is his third appearance in Poetry. He has also published in

the Beloit Poetry Journal, the New Republic, and Commonweal.
* * * William Jay Smith is the author of Poems and Celebration
at Dark. Last year he published a translation of Valery Lar-
baud, Poems of a Multimillionaire (Grove), and a book for
children. Laughing Time (Atlantic; Little, Brown). A group of
his translations of Laforgue is in the current Western Review.
* * * Stan Steiner was born in Brooklyn in 1925. He ^^quit
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working for money two years ago to work at writing^^, although

‘^not commercial writing . . .—^that IVe done too much of/^ This

is his first appearance in Poetry, * * * Stephen Stepanchev has

been published in Poetry since February 1937. His first collec-

tion of poems will be issued by the Noonday Press. He teaches

at Queens College. -*'*=*' May Swenson was awarded a Rocke-

feller Writing Fellowship in 1955. A selection of her poems,
Another Animal, was in the 1954 Scribner volume Poets of

Today. She is at work on a second volume of poems and on a
book of prose, Fables of Things. * ^ ^ Parker Tyler is the author

of The Metaphor in the Jungle, The Granite Butterfly, and
(with Pavel Tchelitchew) Yesterday*s Children, Among his

books of prose are The Hollywood Hallucination and Magic and
Myth of the Movies, both of course on the films. ^ ^ ^ David
Wagoner has published a book of verse, Dry Sun, Dry Wind,
and two novels, The Man in the Middle and Money Money
Money. He has been published in Poetry many times and in other
periodicals such as the Kenyon, Botteghe Oscure, and the latest

issue of New World Writing. ^ ^ The Welsh poet Vernon
Watkins has been published widely in England and America.
His most recent publication in Poetry was in our Dylan Thomas
number, November 1955 His most recent collection of poems in

America was The Death Bell (New Directions, 1954).

Since 1926

Bread Loaf
the first founded and still the first

WRITERS’ CONFERENCE
August 15-29

Director. John Ciardi

Special Lecturers' Robert Frost, Louis

Lyons, Winfred van Atta

Fiction. William Sloane, Merle Miller,

Rachel Mackenzie

Non-Fiction- Fletcher Pratt, Bruce Lan-
caster, Catherine Drinker Bowen

Poetry: Leonie Adams

For information write.

BREAD LOAF WRITERS’ CONFERENCE
Middlebury College, Middlebury 44, Vermont
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books received

Time Is the Moment^ by Mable Giere Aldrich. Exposition Press.

$2.50.

Drifting Boats, by Sidney and Marian Arnold. The Candlelight
Press, London. 8/6.

Poesy Petite, by Mary Louise Barnes. The William-Frederick
Poets. $2.00.

Le Petit Livre de Mes Amis de Brest, by Jeanne Bluteau. Pierre
Seghers. 120 fr.

The Reflective Rib and Other Poems, by Virginia Brasier.
Printed by author. $1.75.

Visage Aveugle, by Jean Breton. Pierre Seghers. 120 fr.

The Final Accolade, by Virginia Chapin. Fine Arts Edition
Press. $2.00.

Snow Crystal Universe, by Alexander Clarke. Vantage Press,
$2.50.

Demon in Love, by Horatio Colony. Hampshire Press. No price
listed.

Red Wind of Wyoming, by Peggy Simson Curry. Alan Swallow.
$2,50.

Portraits, by Wayne Davenport. Exposition Press. $2.60.

This Tilting Dwst, by Leah Bodine Drake. The Golden Quill
Press. $2.00.

True Places, by Burnham Eaton. The Golden Quill Press. $2.50.
The Small Hour, by Evelyn Eaton. The Golden Quill Press.

$2.50.
This, My Bequest and Other Poems, by Willis Eberman. The

Golden Quill Press. $2.50.

Mid-Century French Poets, edited by Wallace Fowlie. Grove
Press. Evergreen Edition. $1.45.

Druid Poems from the Irish Woods, by Burton Frye. The Fine
Editions Press. $2.00.

Four Seats Are Empty, by Milton J. Goell. Comet Press. $2.00.

A Sweet Duet, by Frieda Goldberg. Vantage Press. $2.00.

Green Armor on Green Ground, by Rolfe Humphries. Charles
Scribner^s Sons. $2.75.

The Kitchen Dance, by Robert Hutchinson. Alan Swallow. $2.00.

Random Rhymes, by Crusselle B. Jackson. Dorrance & Co.
$2.50.

A Folk Song Chaphook, edited by Marion Kingston. The Beloit
Poetry Journal. Cloth $2.50; paper $1.75.

The Staying Hand, by Greta Buedingen Knight. Dorrance &
Co. $2.00.

The Pauses of the Eye, by Ernest Kroll. E. P. Dutton. $3.00.

Greek Lyrics, trans. by Richmond Lattimore. University of
Chicago Press. Cloth $2.25; paper $1.25.
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Cycle for Mother Cahrini, by John Logan. Grove Press. Cloth-

bound $3.60; paper $1.00.

American Twelfth Night and Other Poems, by Sister M. Made-
leva. Macmillan Co. $2.00.

The Scattered Cateses, by Samuel French Morse. Alan Swallew
Press. $2.50.

The Final Answer and Other Poems, by Grantland Rice. A. S.

Barnes & Co. $2.75.

War Saga, by Marguerite T. Rosebery. Pageant Press, Inc.

$2.50.
Oriental Lyrics, by Flavia Rosser. Vantage Press. $2.50.

Laughtng Time, by William Jay Smith. Little Brown & Co.

$2.50.

Little Dixie, by Albert Edward Trombly. University of Missouri
Press. $2.00.

The Complete Poetical Works of Amy Lowell, intro, by Louis
Untermeyer. Houghton Mifflin. $6.00.

Belmont Park and Other Poems, by Alda Madison Wade.
Christopher Publishing House. $2.50.

Uncommon Sense, by Russell T. Wing. T. S. Denison & Co.

$4.50.
Paroles pour VAutre, by Colette Wurtz. Pierre Seghers. 120 fr.

BOOK PUBLICATION

is a complex process involving
many skills, imagination, under-
standing. If you have a manu-
script—poetry or general—^write

to us or send it directly. There is

no obligation on your part, and
you will have prompt attention
by cooperative publishers who
know their business.

THE AMERICAN PRESS

Attn. Mrs. Ezor 489 Fifth Ave., New York 17. N.Y
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TWELVE POETS ON POETRY MAGAZINE

^‘1 don^t believe many people in the U.S.A. realise how im-

portant Poetry looks to people abroad: I mean, to English-

speaking poetry lovers and lovers of poetry who read English.

There is nothing quite like it anywhere else: Poetry has had
imitators, but has so far survived them all. It is an American
Institution. To poetry-readers abroad it is still the magazine
to which we look first, to make us aware of whatever new
poetic talent appears in the U.S.A. . .

T. S. ELIOT

'^Poetry has never been a publication merely. It has been
from its beginnings a creative instrument in the development of

the poetry of our time—and not in the United States alone. If it

should stop publication more would stop than a magazine.^’

ARCHIBALD MacLEISH

*"Poetry must be unique among all magazines which
have supported poets, in being representative over a great many
years of the best, and simply the best, poems being written. All

other magazines fall down sooner or later over supporting the

‘conventional against the ‘advanced^ or some clique against all

other poets. . . .

“As a poet I am grateful to Poetry for showing me the

best work of my contemporaries and for publishing what I con-

sider my own best poems. To support Poetry is the wisest and
best way of supporting poetry.^^

STEPHEN SPENDER

“. . . Even the richest country on earth cannot afford to

impoverish a periodical aptly called ‘poetry^ . .

E. E. CUMMINGS

^'Poetry is a kind of hearth which all of us are bound to

defend. It gives us in return for our support chiefly itself but
in addition it gives, what every hearth gives, a familiar fellow-

ship. We should be poor indeed to allow poverty to annihilate it.^^

WALLACE STEVENS

“My father, the Irish song-writer Alfred Perceval Graves,
author of Father 0*Flynn, was a charter subscriber to your
magazine ; and that is how I first became aware of the modernist
movement in poetry. Then in the early twenties, when I was
trying to raise a family on the products of serious writing and a
small wound-pension, the grocer’s bill got settled more than
once by a timely cheque from your predecessors. . .

ROBERT GRAVES



“Without Poetry the poem like the wild pigeon would have

remained among us no more than an official memory.”

WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS

. . Abnegation et integrite sont les vertus foncieres

qui legitiment son eclecticisme. Elle remplit, avec ferveur, une
fonction qui lui est propre et ou il semble bien qu’elle soit

irremplagable. . .

ST. JOHN PERSE

“Poetry is one of the most powerful aids to spiritual life.

Poetry is the great heritage of the English-speaking peoples.

And to let poetry die, or to take from it a mouthpiece, such as

your magazine, would be a sign of spiritual defeat.”

EDITH SITWELL

'^Poetry is now forty-three years old. But its vitality is

as great, and its usefulness is greater than it has ever been. . , .

If Poetry disappeared I should be tempted to mark the end of
an epoch, but I should not assume that a new epoch was about
to begin.”

ALLEN TATE

“Harriet Monroe gave me, in 1921, my first acceptance,
and in 1931 my first prize, and was a sympathetic and helpful
friend. But my memory of Poetry goes back to the year of its

founding, when I was still in high-school. It took some time
for me to find a copy of the magazine, for the mechanics of
subscription were then somewhat beyond me. I finally tracked
it down in the Periodical Room of the Boston Public Library. I

learned a great deal, throughout the years, from a close scrutiny
of its pages. One of its reiterated lessons—^that poetry is an art—had been passed over by my other mentors.”

LOUISE BOGAN
“The character of a magazine devoted exclusively to

poetry acquires the strength of a tradition not by dictating a
point of view but by waiting upon the divine accident of poetry
itself, from whatever quarter it may come. Its function is to
distribute, independent of political motives, the finest examples
of the art which it serves. It has been fortunate for the English-
speaking world that a great age of poetry has for almost a half-
century been accompanied by the continuance of such a maga-
zine. Poetry has a tradition unrivalled by any other similar
journal of our time, and was the first mouthpiece of poems
which have turned the course of our literature. . .

.”

VERNON WATKINS
AND TWO INVITATIONS ON THE NEXT PAGE



TO GIVE POETRY OR TO HAVE IT

Please send a free copy of the Japanese issue of Poetry to the
following persons, with my compliments and with a gift-

subscription to Poetry at $5 for 12 issues:

1. NAME
ADDRESS

2. NAME
ADDRESS

Remittance enclosed: $ Please bill me
I wish to subscribe for myself and receive a free copy of

the Japanese issue

I wish to renew my subscription

MY NAME
MY ADDRESS

OR TO SHARE IN ITS FUTURE
I wish to help support Poetry by joining the not-for-profit as-

sociation responsible for its continuance. Thus I request mem-
bership for one year in the Modern Poetry Association in the

classification checked

:

Subscribing Member $7.50 Supporting Member $50

Associate Member $10 Patron $100

Sustaining Member $25 Benefactor $500

Remittance enclosed: $

NAME
ADDRESS

Note: All Members will receive Poetry every month dur-

ing their term of membership. All contributions to Poetry

y

which is recognized as a cultural and educational project

of national importance, are deductible for income tax
purposes. Memhershi'p for this year does not constitute a
pledge that any contribution will he renewed annually.

POETRY • 60 W. WALTON • CHICAGO
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FOUNDED 1912 BY HARRIET MONROE

three valentines to the wide world

The child disturbs our view. Tow-head bent, she

stands on one leg and folds up the other. She is

listening

to the sound of her fingernail on a scab on her knee.

If I were her mother I would think right now of the

chastening

that ridiculous arrangement of bones and bumps must
go through,

and that big ear too, till they learn what to do and hear.

People don’t perch like something seen in a zoo

or in tropical sections of Florida. They’ll have to buy
her

a cheap violin if she wants to make scraping noises.

She is eight years old. What in the world could she

wear
that would cover her hinges and disproportions? Her

face is

pointed and blank, the brows as white as the hair.



“Mother, is love God’s hobby?” At eight you don’t even

look up from your scab when you ask it. A kid’s squeak,

is that a fit instrument for such a question?

Eight times the seasons turned and cold snow tricked

the earth to death, and still she hasn’t noticed.

Her friend has a mean Dad, a milkman always kicks

at the dog, but by some childish hocus-pocus

she blinks them away. She counts ten and sucks in

her cheeks

and the globe moves under the green thumb of an
Amateur,

the morning yelp, the crying at recess are gone.

In the freeness of time He gardens, and to His leisure

old stems entrust new leaves all winter long.

Hating is hard work, and the uncaring thought is hard

;

but loving is easy, love is that lovely play

that makes us and keeps us. No one answers you. Such
absurd

charity of the imagination has shamed us, Emily.

I remember now. Legs shoved you up, you couldn’t tell

where the next tooth would fall out or grow in, or what
your own nose would look like next year. Anything was

possible.

Then it slowed down, and you had to keep what you got.

When this child’s body stretches to the grace of her

notion,

and she’s tamed and curled, may she be free enough to

bring

mind and heart to that serious recreation

where anything is still possible,—or almost anything.

zos



II

I have never enjoyed those roadside overlooks from

which
you can see the mountains of two states. The view

keeps generating

a kind of pure, meaningless exaltation

that I can’t find a use for. It drifts away from things.

And it seems to me also that the truckdriver’s waste

of the world

is sobering. When he rolls round it on a callous of

macadam,
think how all those limping puppydogs, girls

thumbing rides under the hot sun, or under the white

moon

how all those couples kissing at the side of the road,

bad hills, cat eyes, and horses asleep on their feet

must run together into a statement so abstract

that it’s tiresome. Nothing in particular holds still

in it.

Perhaps he does learn that the planet can still support

life,

though with some difficulty. Or even that there is

injustice,

since he rolls round and round and may be able to feel

the slight but measurable wobble of the earth on its

axis.



But what I find most useful is the poem. To find some
spot

on the surface and then bear down until the skin can't

stand

the tension and breaks under it, breaks under that half-

demented

“pressure of speech” the psychiatrists saw in Pound

is a discreetness of consumption that I value. Only the

poem
is strong enough to make the initial rupture,

at least for me. Its view is simultaneous

discovery and reminiscence. It starts with the creature

and stays there, assuming creation is worth the time

it takes, from the first day down to the last line on the

last page.

And I’ve never seen anything like it for making you
think

that to spend your life on such old premises is a

privilege.



Ill

“Your yen two wol slee me sodenly;
I may the beautee of hem not sustene.”

Merciles Beaute

When, in the middle of my life, the earth stalks me
with sticks and stones, I fear its merciless beauty.

This morning a bird woke me with a four-note outcry,

and cried out eighteen times. With the shades down,

sleepy

as I was, I recognized his agony.

It resembles ours. With one more heave, the day
sends us a generous orb and lets us see

all sights lost when we lie down finally.

And if, in the middle of her life, some beauty falls on
a girl, who turns under its swarm to astonished woman,
then, into that miraculous buzzing, stung

in the lips and eyes without mercy, strangers may run.

An untended power—I pity her and them.

It is late, late ; haste ! says the falling moon,
as blinded they stand and smart till the fever’s done

and blindly she moves, wearing her furious weapon.

Beauty is merciless and intemperate.

Who, turning this way and that, by day, by night,

still stands in the heart-felt storm of its benefit,

will plead in vain for mercy, or cry, “Put out

the lovely eyes of the world, whose rise and set

move us to death !” And never will temper it,

but against that rage slowly may learn to pit

love and art, which are compassionate.

MONA VAN DUYN



four poems

BONE

Too sheerly bone and bountiful, those ankles,

too clearly beautiful

like blossoms firmly rooted in explosion,

so that the chain about them dearly rankles,

darkens the muscle-white

and turns the light an agent of corrosion.

I hear no higher sound than all that straggle

of cables and lead ropes

across the air in all their baleful ramble,

no keener torture than the groaning struggle

against those winds and weights

rattling into the night with some low rumble

like thunder muted far within the hearer

and, fierce upon the eyes,

the lightning lidded out by the beholder,

in fear that what shall break must here be sheerer

than all we have and are,

and show us so much narrower and colder.

I dream the very ripple of that tendon

a quality of wing,

that ligament's investiture of glitter

a phosphor flourishing beyond mere random
fable and fairytale,

to leap a prison less play-time than bitter,



realer than castles come down legendary

whose cellars creak with that

machinery beginning its slow grinding.

The other needs soaring quite secondary,

I claim the tissue flame

and name the body’s fires love and finding.

Too shimmering with life, that aspiration,

your ankles too like sand

across the beaches of that coastal kingdom,
so that their weights cry like an inspiration

fished from the sea to sing

the murder and the blindness at the bottom.

And yet, by far my deepest blooded picture

constant and breathing-pure

is that of bone which has been honed to flying

out of one’s passion and the light’s own rapture,

and ankles in the sun
released of every faltering and dying.



BLOOD

Snow is, today, the mind’s remainder

of whiteness since your body felled me first,

flake upon flake and rain-dear, the reminder

of flurries that we suffer

knifelike enough to sever

the thread of daylight that we walk from heaven.

And here I am, hot swarthy heathen

turned out beneath a downpour of cold saints,

with only all my memoiy a haven
for what there was of tender

weather, and how like tinder

we caught, bone-dry, profounder than the fire.

Now we lie water-logged : no furor

rocks in our tissue like the sapling-storm

crackling in spring with singing, and no fairer

force than the sun can mellow

a limb to sprig and mallow.

No deeper wind than life informs the cradle

the earth is breath and that we curdle

within the blood who rot the dreadful winter,

just as the demon with his foulest crude oil

douses the world still wetter,

casting upon the water

his own slick from the center of the cancer



consuming him. No swan shall censure

such illness, for no swan can rouse a feather

or raise a song in grief, and we must censor

the ache it is that mute
they die, and that the mate

sits out that rot of plumes in snowy languor.

Sailing, the fragile swans, no longer,

we have forgotten what it is to glide,

nor at the lakeside do we lately linger

silver with spider ladders

reading the willow’s letters

etched in a weeping hand and streaming succour.

These days we deeply moulder, sicker,

like swans, than we have ever been before,

set thick in stain the thing we sought and seeker,

lacking the grace to dream a
lake-of-spring-lilies drama

in which the flowing would be clean as prose

supple and delicate with praise.

Here it is ice instructs us in our loving,

cutting the hard snow-diamonds as a prize

awarded by the tutor

to lovers who shall totter

bleeding but water, sunken in such reign.



BREATH

Nothing if not your breathing fastens

all my lost bones and baggage so long sprawling

in seachests through the seaports of the world

to land and loving,

and nothing if not passion hastens

an end to roving

surface and netless with raw hands for trawling.

Lest poison, ultimately futile,

prove pale or tame beside what one desires,

tinging the veins but stopping at the heart,

try love, I say,

and feel the gift as brightly fatal

as that array

of limbs and hair and all their fairest fires.

Or should a shot from some chill pistol

penetrate merely to the very marrow,

green rot set in but where one lives untouched,

try life, I say,

before we cool to coal or crystal,

and sing the way
the keenest air can pare the keenest arrow.

Be scrupulous with diet : order

the slenderest wild fruits, and sip clear water

for balancing the body in the sun.

The cold buffet



comes much inferior to ardor,

but pain today

affords far dearer fare, explains the waiter.

One shall want all the bitter marvels

of ancient fruit heaped on his plate, but minus

the sweeteners that compromise the sting

;

want cups of clay

from Mecca, and Egyptian marbles

brought on a tray

to share antiquity with such proud menus.

Except that caravans from Luxor
bear but our breath

;
Arabia is blowing

into the sea, and we are stripped to salt.

Try love, I say,

where water is the desert liquor,

and lemons may
approach, in all their miracle, our growing.

Nothing if not your purest version

of breathing casts the world a ball and mortal,

all sails of every schooner on the sea.

And love like pity

for poverty shall brand the vision

of this white city

across each starboard eye and harbor’s portal.



THE BRAHMS

Leaflight to lamplight, blind with so much sight,

turn pages for me, modest with delight:

Scarlatti through the morning, Brahms by night.

Light me the pages fired by your hands
brighter than all the lamplight understands

and quite beyond what melody demands.

Higher than candelabra, deep as psalms.

I’ll play the long and darkest songs of Brahms

;

what more is evening than what night becalms?

Starlight and moonlight quiet at your throat,

we’ll weave the strands of music like a coat

brilliant and warm about us, note for note.

These are the gifts I mustered in this room,

not sonatinas nor some rigadoon,

but Brahms tonight, Schumann this afternoon.

These are the sounds I mastered for your ear,

profoundest phrase and chording coming clear

above the lovely Brahms which you could hear.

This is the self I spoke from sheaves you turned,

seated beside me where the lamplight yearned

richer and truer toward the wealth you burned.

Twilight to midnight, turn me pages long:

how late it is, but, bone for bone, prolong

the whiteness of your body in the song.
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four poems

THE HEART ON THE SAND

This mound the sea-side lifts of growing red,

This tender burning, at noon still undrowned,

This tedious courage, spent but not yet dead.

Fears nothing much (except the man there downed)

For, screeched over by daughters, this boiled owl’s

Itching feet will peck themselves like doves

:

Even his sex, teased by their mothering trowels.

Accepts the walled-in Eden of their loves.

And as he grows (a sleeve of sand) unsolved.

It seems the heart that swallowed up the man
Lay huge on the sea-level that Adam delved

And crowned the flat horizon that Eve span.



WINTER: THE STATUE OF POMONA

Ferns are white fur now, and stub her feet

—

She wears frost for willingness

And soot-rimmed eyes for grace of trying.

Starlings anoint her, oak-twigs throw

Uneasy chamfers on her breasts

As if the sun would vitiate the crux

Of her co-radiant posture—and not fruits.

Snowballs line her basket.

Yet she knows our coming—knows,

Though dry bowls of fountains foil

Her indefatigable path, we love

By dint of some outlasting nerve. . .

And we who smile at positive mere iron

—

We know her fixed indifference to cold

Makes our living touch the curve

Of waters bearing up an Ark. O superfluity

Of summer’s loss ! Even in doubt

Of that blithe sandal and black cheek.

We pluck the winter like a proffered rose

;

Regardlessness is the summit of all passion.
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THE VISION OF DORINDA

a midnight marching-song

The birch in the lane, the cloud in its height,

And all roads around us are braided with white.

Mill-stream and maelstrom are plaited at halt

—

But springtime slumbers in snow, half-kindled,

Though Dorinda still wears her hair pinned tight.

This morning, when dreams became second sight.

Snow-laden willows were boding how bright

The mallows are beaded when ponds run to malt

—

And now the moon, as by red leaves flindered.

Has strewn our way with curls of pink light.

She wakes with a start, she feels the frost bite,

But mouth-harps and jews-harps sweeten her fright

Until her heart breaks that ice shows no fault

—

Oh come, all you fellers, round out the shindig.

Bell her like frogs on this frigging cold night.

Her hair on her shoulders will pour its full might.

She’ll blaze like a pond amid winter’s blight

—

And over the snow-drifts our shouts will exalt

Those swamp-rose eddies and swirls in her window
For showing her drowned of some midsummer plight.



RAINFALL ON “THE PURITANS”

Oh, these stones that I cannot give voice to

—Even with rain on them to say in pity

I think their obeisance innocently wrong
Demeans some cold comfort: the proudest.

Though unlessened, is humbled and turns away.

Of no use, either, the converse—that despair

Hides in their blind premise a nameless core

Never to be known by our sharpest feelings

—

When easily I could pass my arms through granite

So softly washes away all sulking. But these

Remain at the edge of town—ever they shadow
Their faces: a brakeman, statuesque, intense.

Leaps forward, streaming lanterns show his care

Doubled in duty—yet his dark-sluiced patience

Still seems the least grievously rained on . . .

Nor will it be as a train’s cry, nor as if

Racketed from torn sleep a few hard-pinched

Dozens of cars: arms plunged in to the shoulders,

I wait—my wonder sunken where pilgrim silence

Baldly wears through another day in the stocks.

FREDERICK BOCK



THE GRAVEYARD AT GENOA

Sculptors have stuffed these walls with splendor.

The cold imaginings of stone

Have dressed the dead more marvellously than life.

Clusters of proud tableaux are robed in awe:

Lace foamed of gloom, and granite silk

Nourishing a sadness in each fold,

And skirts of grandeur where grey violets lie

untouched,

Or crumble downward past the huge proclaiming

hands.

While recessed high in sorrow
Fountains and urns uphold lost grace.

Water weeps dimly down curetted walls.

And like some tunneled path of caves

With overhang of haunted rock,

The statued walk winds round and round
With names and dates, and women dropped in grief

As if to launder loss upon a common stone.

Winged for the ages, angels shriek

With glorious affrighted eyes that rear at space;

As marble babes, thin-tinged with dust.

Shine parched as eaglets in abandoned nests.

And prayer books, clamped at a tremendous page,

Thunder the world’s end in benevolence.



What trees there are here seem to sleep,

Their branches holding sky in place

;

The spidery gardener, hunched above his dead.

Puts dark back in,

Then vanishes in shade beyond the silenced sun.

Leaving the birds that suddenly

Go glittering up
Far past the centuries’ disconsolate glow.

Moonlight and dawn move down the years

Flowering in odd abandon
Upon a grass sustained by woe.

Where photographs like visas for another sphere

Show those who crossed the borderline of time;

And candles that have mourned for kings

Turn every grave into a noble couch.

Beyond the childless steps that grip the hill

—

The mausoleums in their punished finery stand.

Exiles of pomp among the scurrying leaves

Which sound the passing of some homeward man

;

And high above, the clouds like luminous nuns look

down
As ants tick off the passing of the light

Here where the silent future has begun.

MARCIA MASTERS



three poems

SOME AMERICANS IN PARIS

Here, in the right cafe, convened by fate.

These true expatriates accumulate.

With oaths in ordinary wine, they swear

They would be writing if they were not there.

Artists and students, fierce in love and art.

Hate tourist-countrymen with all their heart;

Across the street in existential places,

Caf6 de Flore and Deux Magots, fat faces

From San Francisco, Canton, Butte, and Lynn,

Pay higher prices and are drinking gin.

Here’s Spanish Moss, the southern novelist.

Whose accent is as boneless as his wrist;

Who hasn’t smelled magnolia since eighteen,

But mentions it in every magazine;

Whose novel’s hero was a mongoloid

Mulatto dwarf, of arms and legs devoid.

Dixie can make him cry, or so he says.

And shares this honor with the Marseillaise.

Once dedication filled his working hours.

But now old age, at thirty, robs his powers.



Next to him lounges bearded Ezra Ounce,

“A fraction of a Pound,” his foes pronounce.

Three years ago, a groping Ph.D.,

He heard that Europe nourished poetry.

By methods of research, he quickly found

That Paris had the climate most renowned.

It’s true he hasn’t written yet, alas.

Except his “Gay Paree,” which will not pass

—

A monthly column for the folks at home.

As adjectival as a Kodachrome.

Then Junior Miss, a Junior and a broad.

Two-fifths ingenuous, three-fifths a fraud.

Who tried in vain, for three long months of shaving.

To raise a beard and set all Paris raving.

Her arm surrounds the narrow, would-be bard.

And now and then she kisses him quite hard;

Yet Rumor, evil-mouth’d, has spread the news
That all this public loving is a ruse.

That Ezra Ounce and Junior Miss abide

In separate rooms at night, not side by side.

Elliott Sandalwood, whose ripe disdain

Blossoms against the ceiling, not to wane,

Is leader of the New Expatriates:

“Rich, Lewd, Untalented,” their epithets.

They hope to scavenge, in the right cafes.

Left-over genius from the palmy days.

In conversations over tea, he praises

Paul Bowles and Mrs. Ward in chosen phrases.

And keeps a drawer of scented woods for smelling,

And one of silks whose texture is compelling.



Beside him, and beside himself with drink,

Slumps withered Eld, who only moves to blink.

Survivor of the parties of that day

When Scott, Ernest and Dos were making hay.

He sits befogged among these odds and ends

Who build themselves on novels by his friends.

In nineteen-twenty-five he was the man
Who drank with writers, good or bad, by plan.

And called them by their nicknames in his prime.

And meant to write, but never found the time.

By grace of Guggenheim imported here

To write an ageless novel in a year.

The teacher Bald sat in a little while

But left to write, with someone else’s style.

Industrious, he follows all the fashions;

Eight years ago he trimmed his sordid passions

And wrote a Trollope novel for the boom.
Then turned around and pillaged Melville’s tomb,

And now begins on twentieth century names
By stealing from the later Henry James.

So sat the clever group. So sags each day.

And only closing time takes them away,
Down St. Germain to sleep on unmade beds
Where drunken sleep will rest their restless heads.

Across the street, their crude forefathers sit.

Beneath their scorn, oblivious of it.

And watch the bearded corduroys that pass
As Paris scenery beyond the glass.

An ass whose two long heads are set apart
Will not suspect it functions with one heart.



THE MORNING PORCHES

Even the morning is formal. A coughing dog

scatters the birds, whose quick hysteria

Becomes a lady’s fan against the fog.

I sit upon a changing porch, and think

ideas about the insubstantial wood.

That I may make real porches out of ink.

This is a crazy morning. There are times

when it seems highly serious to catch

The indeterminate between two rhymes.

Yet such a catch is fond, for in the act

analogy becomes the thing itself.

Porches are made of wood. This is a fact.

So look again, and deeper. I have heard

that though the animal is singular.

Two billion particles make up a bird.



AMOS

No one would listen. He,

Laden with prophecy,

Spoke and the crowd ignored

Commandments from the Lord

;

He spoke to tell

The imminent wreck of Israel.

Priest Amaziah heard

His ineffective word.

“Now leave sedition, and
Return to your own land.

As pig to sty.

And there eat bread and prophesy.”

He answered him, but went
Home in diminishment,

Bewildered how he could

Do as God said he should;

“No priest am I,

Yet I am told to prophesy.”

In solitude he wrote

So that all men took note.

Withdrawal to the cave

Perfected what God gave.

By drudgery

He made the bread of prophecy.

DONALD HALL



QUOMODO SOLA SEDET ClVITAS

The broken-down bazaar at Antioch:

Manufactured ohjets d’art, copied from some
Ionian original; a little lust

And hard cash buys

A rouged, dexterous dancing boy;

Or up about

His priestly business, the old Egyptian eunuch
At cut throat rate hawks shrunken crocodiles

—Good for fertility gods or a playtoy:

Trinkets and trash

And the Lord knows what! Here Ignatius

Might wander and wonder at his soul’s indecency

For dreaming of a New Jerusalem

Amid this human scrap-heap. But the gulls, circling

This winter, seek

No conventional warmth, knowing
Love is only

Blown snow falling slowly forever in

The river of this city. Nothing exists

But what burns in the head. Gather her beauty

Into the mind; turn

It round indifferently, as one



Contemplates a green jade cameo:

For whether the sun be hot, or actually

A white mosaic frozen in splintered pieces

To the ice and snow,

The gulls are wise and seek their death

In it. My city

Too is barbarous. If it really does exist.

—Scraps and a bone for Eros, with no more breath

Than what lingers on a mirror when you blow.

The moon, they say.

Is virginal; a bird’s cold eye

Can’t turn it green tonight. Still, before

Ghiberti found power to hammer out of bronze

Those gentle figures on ‘The Gates of Paradise’,

Where a populace.

Blood-thirsty, prosperous, could gaze

And come to fear

How all of us have died, and sinned, and loved

Many times before— Dante found such bone
And scraps in some medieval alley. The woman

Is a green moon
Burning amid such thought.

PAUL CAEROLL



two poems

LIKE TWO OLD THEOLOGIANS

After the passage of the seven years

We met, like two old theologians

;

You came equipped to rout an Aristotle

And found a hermit fit to be a quintain.

After the passage of the seven years

!

I should have gladly been the Isaac to

Your Abraham, and let the love restore

My near destruction. Now that we review

Our former barriers, how slight they are

!

To be involved in you and you in me.

As threads of light are woven in a prism.

Is all the metaphysical that we

Had need of : sense of love is in the rhythm.

The syntax is the cadence of our hearing:

All that is holy dwells in the essential;

We must take words like wool at summer shearing.

Plato’s cave is behind the optic nerve.

Shadows of shadows on a ghostly wheel

;

Until the gesture has restored the real

And knowing lovers get what they deserve.



NEVER COUNSEL A LOVELY LADY

Never counsel a lovely lady gravely

With blunt allusions to her dying bones

:

Hearers will laugh you out of countenance.

Her thirteen prayers upward tell her daily

Whom to remember, while the worm proceeds

About its old routine. Her beauty shines,

Dissolves and springs to life again in eyes

Expecting her : they will remember her

When bones are sifted and will clothe in flesh

The shadow of a recollection
; they

Will scent her glory, trace her head, and echo

Her gay amusement with our dull despair

That suns will cool : anomaly of time.

We are the fools, unreasonable children

Who will not go to bed. This lovely lady

Goes every day to funerals of cells,

Singing, knowing she will survive in us.

In thirteen prayers going upward daily.

ALLEN KANFER



SPIRIT SONS, SPIRIT LOVERS

Miriam, centering herself in a blue flower, was very

close

To the deity dark joy you saw in everything but

yourself

As a boy, biking, walking and grieving fragile-honed

over

The hills mined beneath. With epicurean pain you felt a
Greedy fluttering with sun and leaves, blackened hands

wet
On the rich hump of the beast in the scarred ground,

mouths
Moving in deep easy colors, spreading carelessly with

heat

And rain. Like your father gross in his bed, red with

fire.

Soaked with beer, broad-rumped, hills purpled slowly

and
Shifted fat-shadowed in sleep. Mother in the waxen

fret of

The mottled mock-plant dragged at his hazard warm
dirt that

Breeds long, closes fast, and the father died clumsily

more
Earth than before. He was great pawed, big blooded,

common.
Odd ; leaning against a weakened beam, deep down, an

aimless



God. Coal turned his sweat black. He chewed his

sandwich of

Thick meat, trapped by his pale children. Above in

his soft

Fields only you knew him well out of it, inside the

narrow
Angled mines beneath your hate, down pit.

VIRGINIA FISHER



THE VIOLENCE

we struck straight up the bluff by dark and tilted

forward on our ankles pumping hard seeing the flash

of moon sometimes through branches but mostly

filtered

all sight out except direct footfalls and crashed

through where the branches hung too low unspeaking
usually even when we rested breathing deliberately

and then pumped on and pumped and finally breaking

on a bright meadow heard the laborious panic of cattle

rattle of deer and felt a wave of the field’s

heat roll upon us looked at the light-edged lake

back far below and at the round moon held

on a cloud crest and crossed in grass calves aching

to the heights swilling cool air and went again

now on a gorge lip growing brush now turning

down again legs flung before too fast and when

it seemed level up again over forgotten fences

across road ruts then through a ravine with water

and table rocks and into woods all black

and crisscrossed with fallen trees webbed with dark

whips crackling scratching and snapping wickedly

our sweating faces while our ankles turned



under us and we tumbled down unseen gullies

strewn with logs knowing we were lost we leaned

into the wood snare angrily snaking blindly

until an hour later when we broke upon
the path strung down steep along a creek canyon
leading to a field shoulder high in hay and the road

twisting home under trees with a breeze soft on
our necks our thighs throbbing and our minds stilled

in sweat and violence and at long last satisfied

JUDSON JEROME



four poems

GREEN SONG

The year is round around me now:
groundhog, mouse, and mole climb out,

blind and numb beside their burrow.

Worm and hornet, frog and hompout,
surface from their sleeping mud.
Soft as pusss^willows sprout,

barncats stretch and kittens bud.

This tidal circle spins me now
and greens my heart at April flood

:

the chickadee, the winter sparrow,

blow North to Canada to breed;

a wet snail climbs the new-turned furrow.

A rash of robins land to feed

;

pigweed, pokeweed, ragwort, mallow,

spring from summer’s drifted seed.

The dog-tooth steeps deep yellow

in deep shade. Dandelions sun

the lawn, last week’s ponds are shallow.

The knotted grass snake is undone,

and warmer blood expands to know
the vernal course brown conies run.

The year is round around me now

:

as I walk, turn, behind the harrow,

my feet take root against tomorrow.
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CHART 1203

Penobscot Bay and Approaches

Whoever works a storm to windward, sails

in rain, or navigates in island fog,

must reckon from the slow-swung lead, from squalls

on cheek ; must bear by compass, chart, and log.

Parallels are ruled from compass rose

to known red nun : but still the landfall leg

risks set of tide, lost buoys, and breakers’ noise

on shore where no shore was. Whoever plots

his homing on these Eastward islands knows

how Sou’west smoke obscures the sunny charts,

how gulls cry on a numberless black spar.

Where North is West of North, not true, he pilots

best who feels the shore for standpipe, spire,

tower, or stack, who owns local knowledge of shoal

or ledge, whose salt nose smells the spruce shore.

Where echoes drift, where the blind groundswell

clangs an iron bell, his fish-hook hand
keeps steady on the helm. He weathers rainsquall,

linestorm, fear, who bears away from the sound
of sirens wooing him to the cape’s safe lee.

He knows the ghostship bow, the sudden headland

immanent in fog; but where rocks wander, he
steers down the channel that his courage
dredges. He knows the chart is not the sea.



SHAG

Under the slow heron,

flip tern, and swung gull,

six black shags run on

the water, each duck skull

filled with weathervane

thought. Toward East wind
they take off on the run,

splashing until the shag mind

tells spent feet to retract.

Then the seventh shag,

straggling, begins to react.

His head bobs. The fog

closing in, he raises

himself on gargoyle wings,

drops again, then rises

and runs as he bangs

the sea on all fours.

Slowly, then faster, he skims

the dark fir shores.

Momentarily, he seems

to join the first flight.

But he shoots away,

shag-like, this thought flat

black. All shags fly
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low. Ornithologists know
more: the perhaps why
and improbable how
of shag flight. They

call them cormorants,

or latinize the North name.

I row slow in the dense

weather. This is Maine;

and I slap the split port oar

of my leaking skiff,

drifting among the fir

islands, the seabirds, as if

on vacation from knowledge:

six black shags, shagging

;

August fog, me, a Maine ledge,

and the seventh shag, lagging.

THE SEINERS

On the summer’s end edge

of dark, the coast we seine

lies calm as after love.

The long wreck, the ledge,

float like rockweed in

the floodtide moon. The cove
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is full. The milky way
drifts overhead, oars drip

light, the bow wave burns,

and herring fire the sea.

At the porpoise chase, they flip

and churn. The school turns,

and I pull a port oar

to follow, swinging the thin

pole deep, sounding to feel

their strike toward shore,

ready now to set twine

where they hang and wheel.

Girl, before we close

them off, look down once

at the swimming light

we have to love or lose.

September phosphoresence

fills the sea. The night

is round, and we row on
the surface of our dreams.

An ebbtide catch is chance,

but here! there! look down:
under us the cold light streams

ashore, and the seas dance.

Before we drift asleep,

see, love, how stars run deep.

PHILIP BOOTH



SOLILOQUY IN THE CEMETERY OF PERE LACHAISE

Old ghosts have my blood

New ghosts tear it in accord

And was my best that smiling one

Who lent me board and bed?

Who fed the horse on carrot tops

Who put the mare in poor Tom’s bunk
Who stood the cabinets of the dead,

The famous beside the good,

Side by side like tenements

In the criss-cross wood?

Dark has shown that the least light moves
On the surface of the thing

And birds have played with the unicorn

When Jesus hung in the blue glass pane
Or was it a cry in the red bush

That broke the liquid ring?

Over the stiles of many bones

I stumbled and bruised a shin.

No worse than a widow eating tears

Or an old man stealing flowers

From one dead soul for another one.

A brawl of ghosts in the tombs

Where the shut-eyed angels stand

Assisting with their wings, you’d think.

Dead bodies in their wounds
To wake from rotting houses and rank chains

And by the diamond teeth of files

To saw the marble through like sand

And arise from long captivity

To the breath of dazzling God.
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Then who will take these hanged bones down?
And must I wrestle with

What fought the heart to a standstill late and long

Since I was crossed with water in the wood?
Angels who stand in air by wings
Swallow-tailed or rainbow-foiled

Peacock-eyed or moth-dappled

Angels who stand in air, come down

Let that light come up, that dark

In the middle of a wood
Of sentry shapes, sedan chairs,

Pollies of gothic stone.

Let widow’s tears mix with the sand

And weeds they pull from off a name
And lime, sand and water build a frame
By love and myth and toil that ties

To intercross a paradise.

11

That lion of the scalloped curls.

Guardian of the early dead.

Precedes the angel, lounging there

Upon the stone tomb bed.

Heroic though he be

It was imagination wed
The yoked flesh and bird

And tenderly did cross

Wings with curious host

Who in us lives and feeds

The myth of our estate much lost.



Ghosts that stand me in bad stead

Brawling in the wood
I have seen angels hold

Cups of some most carved degree

To catch there at the side

The poor wine of the wound.
Owl-eyed with charity they hung
Treading on air in a wind.

What rough heart but the wildest one

That ever gently sang

Eked this out and painted it

And put the skull at the tree’s root

And let a lizard laugh therein

(Scurrying tongue of the thing)

And ribbed the blood in trinity

Down the round, bony dome.

But if that spirit then assert

The scarecrow on the tree

Or puts his effigy in wax
Under glass and molds his agony

—

Lips wide in sculptured breath torn wild

And blood in ribs and pleats of dark design

Beneath the loin cloth, on the side

—

Then let him call those angels round.

Cupbearers to the wound.

Call for that notion, bless its wit

(Did not the Greeks first think of it?

Who gave the great horseback his wings

And to another fins for hooves

And a fish-skinned tail,)

Call on these in a wood
For resurrection from the void.



If ghosts will heed the angels in a cloud

With the noise of waters beating wings

Until the wings let down?

For crosses get chimeras

In the quandary wood.

Apocalsrptic beast upon a tower

Triumphal clawing at the air,

The winds of doctrine blow
Dead airs up and down
The long light of avenues

Sunk and slant with centuries

Knee-knelt, foot-stumbled, worn
That kept a god within

And how is the mystery fled?

Passion without the faith

That the light spilt or the death. . .

.

IV

It is still in the missaled wood.

Recumbent in their vines

Lie the formal effigies

To which kind figures lean

That will not rise again.

Owl faces sculptured, disks and dials,

A gilded dome, a cobwebbed stone,

Widows in their garb of weeds



With priest-like tears by unkempt urn
Leaf-burners, nuns, the solitary

Who nudge the moss from toppling stone

Or leave the flower at house unknown
With rusty door or door unhinged or gone.

Blown in cape and mobled black

Like fragments from a broken light

They veer unfledged, bare-shouldered, backed

Up and down impulsive dark
In the dark that nothing knows
Bound to the humors of the wheel.

While the scarecrow on the tree. . . .

That breath torn wild. Those crackling thorns.

Pathetic myth. Borne agony
As everlasting as the damned
Howling in porches of the memory.

Until the rough heart comprehends

Caught in the thicket of the flesh

Ghosts must howl and wheel must whirl

Nor trumpets lift their mouths they say.

Eye of the wound in the hand
And in the side with purple lid.

Death’s poll and spots on the bent head. . .

.

V

Then creatures of the swallow-tailed

Moth-dappled, peacock-eyed

Long wings held back in docile train

Break rank, brave order, and come down.



Else get a horse with dragon bird.

That saint’s head tucked beneath an arm
Put a beast’s head where there’s none.

Played gods who hang by their hands and smile,

Perseus with his sword,

Heroes in whose hollow eyes

All light and shadow’s mixture lies,

Get us back our elder gods

Lest when every god is dead

None but the demons reign.

Sortileges hydra-headed.

Abstrusities so fine

They are opaque as central gold

That cannot be that beaten thin,

Compound your mysteries in the wood
Until we join from fibres, membranes
Of all broken things, bundles of

Curiosities, inscrutables, invisibles.

All multitudes summed up to one

What beats a passage through the wood.

Come beasts, come ghosts, come angels, dance

In the medley wood.

Dance until a battle’s done

And the bird has fished at dawn.

Essences that ruled

In the spectacle of things

Take no sides but gather round

Till the spectacle is known
Down to those horned deities



And those so wrought from lion, bird

That if they are not spirits, they

Partake of much transparency

Down to those long-stemmed gold horns

Blowing out to fields near where
The tranced dance in green orchards

To nimbus shores where the gay blest stand

Tier on tier where they sing

Above the long night of the dead.

Down to all things in the wood
All rough heart’s allegory

In its thorn and bryony

All vision’s fury that gets done

Only when a roof is spanned

And voices stifled sing again

Of light that runs a race mile round.

JEAN GARRIGUE



five contemporary german poets

CULTIVATE YOUR CARDEN

while the teleprinters click

you arrange the poppies in a vase

while pompeii disappears in a sea of lava

you praise my tobacco-crop

while chancellors sell the country down the river

you carefully pour our tea

while the city is being blasted to rubble

you fish trout out of the creek

while the universe ends with a bang
you choose to clean honey out of your hives

nothing is greater than man

:

i.e.

nebulae, cultural crises, world wars
are all ephemeral, irrelevant

time’s straws

mere childishness

what matters is that you shape with care

the clay on your humming potter’s wheel (selah)

when the black plague then seeps in

it comes too late

a couple of centuries go by and the girls

will then enjoy the bright-colored bowl



what matters is that you cast over your shoulders

the right garment (selah)

if the ship is then wrecked

its bow splinters too late

a few civilizations go by and your lover

will then gaze at your profile with delight

what matters is that you graft the right slip

onto the right tree (selah)

if the executioners then knock on the door

they come too late

a few ice-ages pass and the youngsters

will then savor your delicious apricots

demons? mostly, mere amateurs

catastrophes? small talk for historians

all outlived by earthen bowls, some profiles

and your apricots, candide.

HANS MAGNUS ENZENSBEBGER
translated by

EDOUAED EODITI



THE ELECT AND THE DAMNED

Unknown are the heroes

And unknown the saints

Who stride over glaciers

Of lost hopes, always silent.

Tranquil and serene.

For us, the pain of sentiment.

An open wound till we die

;

For us, the dizziness as we gaze

Into the abyss, while a rock of guilt

That we denied breaks loose from our heart.

Over our life, like a horrible threat.

It hangs, then soundlessly sweeps us away.

ALEXANDER KOVAL
translated by

EDOUARD RODITI
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ORANGES THREE. LEMONS TWO

Oranges three, lemons two

:

hidden equation, soon hidden no more,

formulae resident in the blue,

algebra of fruits that are ripe.

Light in the waspy yellow noon
silently swirls about all creatures.

Dried flowers in moments late and soon

rest in the selfsame drying wind.

Oranges three, lemons two.

While the silence comes on wingbeats

from the elm-crowns sweeping through,

gay with sailors, a happy craft.

And the heaven, blue as slate,

is an eye which no more shuts

over hearts : an accurate

^miracle swaying under leaves.

Oranges three, lemons two:

mathematical ecstasy,

noon-dispatch from zones of blue

!

Tongue keeps silence next to tongue. But
ancient meaning coos like a pigeon.

KAEL KEOLOW
translated, by

HERMAN SALINGER



CAIN

He it was plowed the rows

:

Oats in the wind were swinging

—

But where the silver spring goes,

His brother sat, singing.

He brought cool melons away
Out of the sun’s hot brand

—

The bowl of delicate clay

Was from his brother’s hand.

He swung the sickle and scythe.

Gasped from one field to the other

—

With an angel, white and lithe.

In the grove rested his brother.

Whatever his sour toil brought

He offered proudly to HIM

—

But the bright flame was caught

On his brother’s altar rim.

Flowers no hard hand plants

His brother wore for his own.

Prayed and sang and danced a dance

—

Then he lifted the stone.

WOLFGANG CORDAN
translated by

HERMAN SALINGER
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ALL IS DUST

All is dust. There are but stages.

Iron and rock and the soft ripe earth

your spade can lift and the firm, stone-built

house and the hut of yielding clay,

the fine-ground corn, the pottery plate

offering bread for your hunger;

dust is the tooth that crushes it. Faeces are dust;

dust your life and your flesh, commingled
only with water, much water, and
baked to a turn by the sun, by the heat

of this glowing star, held down together

a little while under the binding tension

between ferment and decay,

between thirst and its quenching.

Dust, dusting up in the light and asparkle

like pollen of blossoms in the early year

or the silvery pollen of butterfly-wings;

weary, blinded dust in the twilight of attics and cellars

;

crumbling dust inside six oaken boards,

six feet under the light.

These are but stages.

Yet it pleases the dust at times

to rise against dust. Then hate arises

betwixt flesh and flesh. Palaces hurl,

hurtle themselves against huts. And iron

digs in the quiet of stone.



The green corn dies under the boot-tread

of warring armies. Plates and bowls break,

teeth break and spines . . . All of the

gentle and lusting tension ’twixt things

springs with a sudden jerk from its hinges,

twists into knots, into a bursting

kernel of atoms and, whirling, drives

all that is bound into loose, mad confusion.

And in the end, there is dust : the same dust

that one time was and that ever must be.

In a few days, in the weeks and the years,

a century’s metamorphoses are finished.

Iron dies quicker and turns now
back into earth. Mortar dies quicker.

Flesh burns up in hours or seconds.

Ashes and rust and mildewed decay,

—

ah, what impatience!

RUDOLF HAGELSTANGE
translated by

HERMAN SALINGER



opinion

GERMAN LYRIC POETRY SINCE 1945

THE YEAR 1945 MARKS A BREAK in the development of the German
lyric, amounting to nothing less than a revolution. The great
dates of intellectual history practically never coincide with the
turning points of political history. Thus, after the fall of the
Third Reich, the silent disappearance of a certain type of
idealogical, propagandistic, tendentious poetic writing was less

an intellectual event than a political consequence. Of all the
poets who had been influenced by National Socialism, without
being completely identified with it, only one single man re-

mained worthy of preservation and transmission: the Austrian,
Josef Weinheber, who had died the year the war ended. A whole
host of other authors of the older and middle generations, who,
under Hitler, had been partly tolerated, partly promoted or
forced into questionable positions for purposes of cultural propa-
ganda, were able to maintain themselves and their reputations
through the crisis of 1945. These were the ‘‘Conservatives’^ : those
authors who were essentially indebted to pre-expressionistic
traditions, who had been able to depend, even during the 1930’s,

on a broad conservative layer of the reading public. These com-
prise, for example, poets with religious viewpoints like Schroder,
Bergengruen, and Gertrud von le Fort, or an heir of Goethean
Humanitat like Carossa, likewise the best representatives of a
regionally defined nature-and-peasant poetry like Britting and
Billinger.

The accomplishments of the great revolution in language,
which had taken place in Germany between 1900 and 1925, had
in part been lost, in part remained alive underground. To be
sure, the world of Stefan George’s ideas had been unable to hold
its own in the cataracts of the time. The bold initiative of a
Bert Brecht was without a legitimate successor. Another poet,
no less daring an individualist and innovator, had gathered
unto his name all the aura of the expressionistic era : the author
of the Duino Elegies, His popularity had constantly increased
even during the Hitler years, and in the world abroad he was
considered the greatest German poet of the century. The classic
exponents of expressionism, at its peak: Trakl, Heym, Benn and
Else Lasker-Schiiler, as soon came to be seen, were not for-
gotten. A flourishing renaissance awaited them.

The publications of the first three years after the col-
lapse are, of course, largely under the heading of documentary
pronouncements, philosophical and political, changes of opinion.
All the despair, outraged feelings, political rebellion, and reli-

gious ardor which the Reign of Terror had excited in the con-
sciousness of feeling human beings, had to be expressed. Lyric-
ism and resistance now seemed two ways of sayng one and the
same thing. At the focus of interest stood first of all, the spokes-
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men of an all-embracing anti-Pascism, whether, as with Albrecht
Hanshofer, it expressed itself in political language, or, as with
Bergengruen and Reinhold Schneider, in a religious idiom, or, as
in Rudolf Hagelstange’s Venezia/rdsches Credo (1945) in a
humanitarian-idealistic key, surprisingly strongly indebted to

the shade of Schiller. The most impressive document of this time
is the anthology De Profundis (1946), edited by G. Groll,

which also became well known outside of Germany. This antho-
logy contains the first serious attempts to cope with motifs
from the sphere of experience of war, captivity, and the con-
centration camp.

Not until 1948-49, after the chaff had publicly been
separated from the wheat by the currency reform and the end
of the Allied licensing policy did the true ratio of forces become
entirely clear. There appeared new collections by the masters
of the older generation such as Benn, Lehmann, and Britting,

and a few previously unknown authors stepped into the fore-
ground. Now it became clear that the poetry of contemporary
events, as it had been audible in De Profundis was by no
means the only voice of the new lyricism, indeed perhaps not
even the dominant voice. The development of poetic diction,

far from being a mere reflection of socio-political events, has its

own historicity, which seems to have the force—^in relation to

the historical consciousness of most contemporaries—of dia-
lectical resistance. What appears epoch-making and accent-
bearing is the very thing that turns against the epoch, negates
it, and is negated by it. One thinks it a legitimate self-contradic-
tion, when an age, full of the tumult of history, and heaping
catastrophe upon catastrophe, till the imagination of contempor-
aries does not suffice to measure their own destiny—^when such
an age, at least in Germany, has brought forth a new blossom-
ing of nature-poetry which goes deeper than ever before into
the world of the Panic and the elemental. Where open historical
forces have gripped the citizen down to the roots of his physical
and spiritual existence, it becomes the duty of poetic diction to
assert a natural reaction against the destructive historical pro-
cesses and to remind mankind of the timeless forces of
existence. Thus out of forests, swamps, and idyllic villages a
new type of hermetic lyric arises which conceives of itself as a
provocative agent of the Zeitgeist.

On the opposite side of the field, one finds a group of authors
whose imagination is chiefly occupied with mankind's historical
situation. They proceed from the time-conditioned or “pheno-
typical” aspects of our existence, but even they, in the depths
of their consciousness, are interested in the conquest of their
perplexity; they are seeking a supra-temporal jjoint of balance
against the time essence. These are the metaphysical poets of the
present, and to this extent they live and they think in resistance
against the epoch. The most radical denial in this sense is found
in the works of the older classical expressionist, Gottfried Benn,
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who may be considered the protagonist par excellence of this

group, in his grim cynicism toward the historical self-awareness
of the age and toward everything it considers ideologically

relevant. In his orthodox metaphysics of art he finds the only
valid and lasting existence within the meaningless spiral of

history.
Aside from forces of lyrical traditionalism

^
and con-

servatism—^time-proven forces which are still productive—, it is

these two groups (the nature-lyricists and the metaphysical
poets) which dominate the field of the German lyric at the
present time and react upon each other in dialectical tension.
Corresponding to the thematic difference between them, there
is a difference in form: idylls and elegies, rhjnned stanzas and
unrh3mied hexameters both contradict and complement each
other. Just as the pastoral poetry of the sixteenth, seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries rose up in conflict with the heroic and
ceremonious grand style of the baroque as its indispensible ac-
companiment and, at the same time, as its countervoice, so today
the bucolic landscape poet becomes the necessary balance and
countervoice to the poet of the age and of historical conscious-
ness. Attempts at mediation and synthesis from both sides are
not only possible but even necessary; after all, the life of the
language at any given moment of history is actually indivisible,

just lik^e the sta& of consciousness which language expresses.
Thus the elegiac poet can hit upon a quiet, song-like stanza and
find perfect satisfaction in it, and the impassioned landscape
poet can, at times, perform significantly as the inaugurator of
his own elegiac style.

The new nature poem has its origin in a peculiar lin-

guistic estrangement, which, within the expressionistic school
of writing itself, took a direction against certain overdeveloped
traits of the expressionistic style: against rhetoric, routine
and the *‘human-all-too-human’^ thematic material of that school.

Innovations in style and motif always start on a negative basis,

that is: on an eloquent silencing of what, up to that time, had
attracted the main emphasis. This holds true for the esoteric
poet Oskar Loerke (1884-1941) to whom the leader of the school
of nature poetry refers so emphatically that even his opponents
must recognize him as the discoverer of possibilities until now
undiscovered within the language. Reacflng Loerke, we find
ourselves transported to new beginnings. The language turns
dry, ungracious, capricious, formed as though with frozen
fingers, running to the idiosyncratic and riddlesome. The mys-
teries of the earth and of human existence appear before the
poetic eye in a new and massive impenetrability. The soul of man
hearkens into the cosmos with humble attentiveness and the
world-soul answers through ever-present mythical figures:

Doch wann bin ich? Der Morgen wahrt,
Ein Rauschen ruft, ein Meer ist nah.

—

Ans Meer mit ihrer Wasche fahrt
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Nausikaa.

But when am I? The morning grows,
A roaring calls, the seatides draw.

—

Down to the sea with her linen goes
Nausicaa.

Loerke took upon himself the destiny of the ‘*inner emi-
gration^^ with a passionate rigidity and loyalty, negating the
social, political and ideological environment of his final years,
in a pitiless solitude which consumed his life-forces before his
time. It fell to his friend and admirer, Wilhelm Lehmann (born
1882) to develop from the esoteric accomplishments of Loerke
a melodic style which could have a wider effect and create a
following. Lehmann gathered together the manifold tendencies of
his master and concentrated them upon a specific theme: that of
the nature lyric. Not until we reach Lehmann do we find
seasonal and landscape motifs becoming really moving forces;
he is the first one to begin the conquest of a new botanical-
zoological vocabulary, which rather seeks than avoids the un-
usual and the scurrilous. He is the grim opponent of the fluctu-
ating metropolitan-historical life of the time and the discoverer
of the Panic hour of noon, which threatens mankind with loss
of self and can be enjoyed or endured as a feeling of nihilistic

indifference. But he, like Loerke, believes in an immanent
world-soul, revealing itself in the omnipresence of mythical
event. The meaning of existence lies in the timeless now of
archetypal entities; three different legendary worlds wind
through his lyricism: the Greek, the German and the French.
As an example, two stanzas from his Daphne,

(1) Die Quitte schwillt. Wie heiss die Liifte,

Sie kiihlt dies Hand, die sie umspannt.
So tasteten Apollons Finger,
Von Daphnes junger Brust entbrannt.

(4) Kein Ekel scheucht die Schmetterlinge
Vom Liebesspiel, kein Todgestank,
Und immer wieder greift Isolde,
Greift Tristan nach dem Zaubertrank.

(1) Now swells the quince. Though hot the breeze.
It cools the hand whose grasp caressed.
So groped Apollo’s fingers once,
Afire with Daphne’s budding breast.

(4) No fear disgusts the butterflies
With love’s dear game, not death’s sweet stink;
And still Isolde reaches out
With Tristan toward the magic drink.
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The parallel with the mythical invocations of modern meta-
physical poetry is revealing. Eliot finds, in the mythological
reference and in the literary quotation, the lifting of time as an
immovable dimension (“If all time is eternally present/All time
is unredeemable”) ;

Lehmann finds in the timeless myth the
soul of nature, in fact one might say—^thinking along with
Heidegger— : existence has its home in the saga of the peoples.

Two lyrics formulas, seemingly diametrically opposed, are made
to refer to one another like reciprocal reflections and to fit

together in the critic^s perspective to form one unified pattern.
Idyllic poets and Wasteland poets are partners under the aegis
of one omnipresent poetic problem. What is this problem? The
mastering of the riddle “time” in the age of Einstein, Proust
and Joyce.

Not before the seventh decade of his life, with the volumes
Der griine Gott (1946), Noch nicht genng (1950), Antwort
des Schweigens (1951) did Lehmann find the public recognition
he deserves. He is considered today as the real founder of a new
lyrical idiom to which numerous authors of the middle and
younger generation conform. Of those bom around 1900, Eliza-
beth Langgasser (1899-1950) and Peter Huchel stand out by
virtue of si^ificant performance, Huchel as a masterful
pastoral and idyllic of fascinating exactness and evocative power
of imagination, Langgasser as mouthpiece of dramatic inner
tensions in which are manifested certain of the spiritual des-
tinies of the epoch. In her Tierkreisgedichten (1935) she had
taken a mythically reflected experience of nature and trans-
formed it with savag^e force (and often forcing) into language;
whereas in her later volume Der Laubmann und die Rose,
which came out after the war, she expresses a remarkably
gnostic image of the world. Subjected on the one hand to an
absolute spell of nature, on the other hand to a no less absolute
intellectual spell, capable of maenadic orgy and of mystical
rapture, simultaneously all sexuality and all intellect, her soul
is always ready to throw itself with catastrophic completeness
into the arms of grace. Here the paganism of Lehmann appears
paradoxically combined with an ardent catholicity. As talents
of a peculiar stamp we must also mention Oda Schafer (born
1900) and Horst Lange (born 1904), both from the east of
Germany and bound to the still virginal poetry of her landscapes.

Of the lyricists of the real war generation, Gunter Eich
(born 1907) and Karl Krolow (born 1915) have distinctly
original patterns. Eich has also made a name for himself as a
translator of classical Chinese poetry and has amalgamated in-
fluences from that source with the stuff of modern experience.
In his volumes Abgelegene Gehbfte (1948) and Untergrund-
bahn (1949) he shows as a master of the compressed and
pregnant quatrain; he has indeed contributed his part, like all
nature poets, to the renewal and modernization of the quatrain
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form. His language is simpler, more colloquial than Lehmann’s
and seductive in the dissolving sweetness of its melancholy. He
is more human, too, than the Lehmann of Der grime Gott and
more conciliating toward contemporary man’s destiny. Shortly
after 1945 Eich became very well known as the poet of war
captivity. Richer than Eich in forms and motifs, more daring
and more inventive, is the Hanoverian Krolow, of all the Leh-
mann disciples probably the most important. Starting with the
simplest outlines of the idyllic-bucolic tradition, he extended
the limits of his poetic expression in the course of years through
his fine sense of verbal invention and his fantastic and imagi-
native metaphors as did no other author of his generation. He
has freely exposed himself to the influence of Eluard and of
Lorca and has incorporated and naturalized surrealist usage
within the sphere of the nature lyric; finally, he has attacked
the pre-eminence of the short alternating rhymed stanza, pene-
trating with rhymeless hexameters and a self-invented long-
lined sestet deep into the domain of elegiac-^metaphysical poetry.
In the formal and the thematic sense, he is the most talented
mediator between the camp of the nature poets and the meta-
physical camp. Incapable of accepting for himself the immanent
ssmbolism of natural existence, haunted by aggressive anxieties
and encounters with threatened annihilation, he has experienced
and described with unusual penetration the dissolution of the
personality and its conquest by the demonic night-side of nature

:

a terror from which man does not recover among men, since
it repeats itself historically. As an elegiac poet, Krolow bears
witness to the darkening of the sky of occidental ideas. “Meta-
physics,” he says, “is a hanging lamp suspended in the gathering
dusk: forty watts or sixty watts, a bulb that explodes easily
when one has been drinking.” And he sets up a kind of nihilist
metaphysic in opposition: mankind without any supernatural
answer, godless, without foundation beneath, without horizon
beyond, dweller in a merely “hypothetical home,” insecure and
dizzy between an absolute Nothing and an absolute Now. A
ruinous incarnation against a background of night and death:

Kartenschlagende Matrosen
Sind in ihrem Fleisch allein.

Tabak rieselt durch die losen
Augenlider in sie ein.

Sailors with their decks of cards
Are alone inside their skin.

Tobacco trickles through their loose
Eyelids, trickles deep within.

His most important published works are Gedichte (1948),
Heimsuchung (1948), Auf Erden (1949) and Die Zeichen der
Welt (1952).
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Among numerous poets of the most recent generation who
have, so to speak, enrolled in the school of Wilhelm Lehmann is

the Upper Silesian Heinz Piontek (born 1925), author of the
collection Die Furt (1952) and Die Rauchfahne (1963). He
has been influenced by Eich and Krolow and, taking the land-
scape-poem as his point of departure, has gone into new terrain
with portraits and genre pictures against a background of
modern society. He has an extraordinary feeling for vocabulary
overtones; his formal skill often amounts to virtuosity. He too,

like Krolow, has made use of surrealist stylistic elements and has
written elegiac “Protocols’^ in unrhymed hexameters, in which
he convincingly expresses the attitudes of the generation just
coming of age after World War II. Along with Piontek, Walter
Hollerer (born 1922) is of interest to the serious critic. In the
best poems of his volume Der andere Gast (1952) he is ef-

fective, masculine, economical, with short-breathed and power-
fully stressed accents. His antique metres place him in the group
of his fellow-Bavarian Georg Britting (born 1891) whose
masterfully controlled and cultivated poetry would be con-
sidered the more conservative South German counterpart of the
verse-art of Lehmann, the poet from Holstein.

The most important antagonist of the nature lyric is the
Berlin physician and poet GottJried Benn (born 1886). After
years of silence, imposed by both National Socialist and Allied
regulations in succession, he reappeared before the German
public around 1949; his first post-war volume had to be pub-
lished in Switzerland. A whole series of verse-collections and
prose works won him a large following: Statische Gedichte,
Trunkene Flut, Ausdruckswelt, Der Ptolemder, Die
Stimme hinter dem Vorhang and others. As one of the most
unrestrained pioneers of early expressionism, who already two
years before World War I. had, with Morgue^ asserted his
artistic will in the face of unprecedented scandals, Benn was to
experience an equally unexampled restoration after World War
II. He now proclaimed—and not without some violence—“Phase
II” of expressionism, managing, by means of a revoluntionary
diction which nobody would have expected to develop out of a
“style of old age,” not only to convince the critics but even to
inspire the younger generation with enthusiasm. His critical
“cultural pessimism,” his mundane melancholy, his mordant
cynicism toward the total sell-out of European traditions and
ideologies: all this fell upon highly receptive ground. He fairly
drowned out the school of the nature lyric, seeming to submerge
its provincialism, for Benn was modern world, spirit of the city,
syncopated rhythm, splendid Chaos, language in fascinating riot.

It was he, too, who seemed to reestablish the German lyric's

lost contact with the most advanced performance of other
Western peoples.
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Benn has objectified his thematic material in two differ-

ent poetic forms ;
on the one hand, there is the unrhymed recita-

tive of free verse: a drastic parlando spiced with cynical barbs
through which he attempts to capture characteristic aspects of
the contemporary “phenotype^^ (‘^crises of expression and at-

tacks of eroticism:/that is the man of today . . .”) On the other
hand, there is the artfully fashioned stanza with alternating
rhsrmes and gentle iambic cadences in which the solitary l3rrical

carries on its melancholy soliloquies. Here he attempts to
manifest in his own poetry what he postulates as a theoretician
of cultural philosophy; namely, the firmly built, “self-contained”
structure, the absolute work of art which, like a scarab, is to
outlast the flight of the ages:

Ein Wort, ein Satz— : aus Chiffren steigen
erkanntes Leben, jaher Sinn,
die Sonne steht, die Spharen schweigen
und alles ballt sich zu ihm hin.

Ein Wort—, ein Glanz, ein Flug, ein Feuer,
ein Flammenwurf und Sternenstrich—

,

und wieder Dunkel, ungeheuer,
in leeren Raum um Welt und Ich

A word, a phrase: from figures rushing:
life recognized and sudden sense;
the sun stands still, the spheres are hushing
and toward life all’s compressed and dense.

A word, a gleam, a fire, a flight,

flame-jet and darting star in sky,
then monstrous dark resumes the night,
in empty space: the World and 1.

Benn’s artistic practice presupposes the concept of nothingness,
the “empty space” about the world and the ego; his poem is the
answer to the “form-demanding power of nothingness.” He does
not believe in the ultimate sense of history, which for him is

a chaos of bloody nonsense, and he no longer believes in any
idea of truth: “Style is superior to Truth.” But he does believe
in the creative word which travels like flame-jet and falling
star through the night-sky of this historic hour. He is a later
brother of Mallarme and Valery: the consistent metaphysician
of art in a situation where the Christian-Platonic metaphysics
of the west seem to have made their final abdication. As prob-
ably the only fully authenticated German poet, he is taking part
in a large-scale argument about the meaning of the dialetic
of beauty and truth, an argument which the present age is
carrying on, even across national borders. He stands closer to
the Frenchman Paul Valery than to the Englishman T. S.
Eliot and is actually today, now that Valery is gone, the only
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qualified opponent to stand against Eliotts statement: “The
poetry does not matter.’’ In the perspective of his (Bonn’s)
nihilistic aestheticism, the only thing that really does matter is

indeed the poetry.
Benn has influenced many authors of the younger and

the youngest generation. For the beginner today, his name pos-
sesses a surpassing authority similar to that of Rilke twenty
years ago. Whole groups of verse-writing dilettants^ are hypno-
tized by the power of suggestion emanating from his language.
Among those who, on a terrain dominated by Benn and condi-
tioned by other currents of the time as well, have struck out in

an original direction, three names deserve mention: Karl
Schwedhelm (born 1915), Albert Arnold Scholl (born 1926) and
George Forestier (born 1921). The Alsatian, Forestier, who,
after an adventurous and heroic life, was reported missing in

the autumn of 1951 while serving with the French Foreign
Legion in the battle for Indo-China, has become very popular
through his personal history and the naive balladistic quality
of his poems.

Many authors of the middle generation have traveled
quite other paths from Benn’s in order to present the individual’s
encounter with the historical situation. These are the so-called
Zeitdichter, the imaginative eye-witnesses of a chaotic historical
period, whose moral and religious awareness is challenged by the
social and human catastrophes of the present into assuming an
attitude of resistance. Thus Rudolf Hagelstange (born 1912)
has, in his Ballade vom verschiitteten Leben {Ballad of the
buried Life—1952), attempted with varying success to master
the phenomenon “time” as a sensational “factual report”
and simultaneously as a primitive animal experience, through
the use of an epic-lyric fantasy.—Also Marie Luise Kaschnitz
(born 1901), in her volumes Totentanz (1946), Zukunfts-
musik (1950) and others, has expressed the social and psy-
chological misery of the post-war period elegiacally and rhe-
torically, occassionally with overtones of journalistic argument-
ation, but in her cycle Ewige Stadt (1952) she succeeded in
compressing her elegiac style metaphorically and in developing
it to beautiful maturity.

Benn’s concept of a metaphysics of art is not the only
possible antithesis to the formula of the nature lyric. There
exists, within the field of tension of presently effective forces,
another variant of metaphysical poetry, in which the art-object
no longer appears as the absolute objective correlative of re-
sistance against the passage of historical time, but as a mean-
ingful content, a “truth” of timeless or supra-temporal rank,
which can be manifested in but is not created by art. Where
human existence is seen in contemporary costume as a fleeting
phenomenon sub specie aeternitatis, at that point the distance
between the immortal personality and its incarnation in a new
spontaneity becomes a new theme; at the same time, the specific
historical embodiment of the world of experience can emerge
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all the more strikingly. If it is allowable for the present writer

to cite his own lyrical efforts in this connection,—^those that
appear in the collections Hier in der Zeit (1949) and Lahy-
rtnthische Jahre (1952)—,

let it be said that in them the

attempt has been made to develop an elegiac style which, to a
certain extent, objectifies the metaphysical intellectualism of

the older generation, yet aims at mastering a “baroque” tension

between crassly realistic, often reportistic elements and highly
emotional, ascensional motifs. A few lyricists of the youngest
generation seem to be moving along the same line, e.g., the
Rhinelander Helmuth de Haas (born 1928) and the Viennese
Ingeborg Bachmann (born 1926), authoress of the collection

Die gestundete Zeit (1953). She has succeeded in working out
an exclusively elegiac language which contemplates the ex-
perience “time” in anxious manoeuvres across a no longer
Christian horizon. Her verse has a cerebral hardness and meta-
phorical weakness but is distinguished by a sure rhythmic
mastery. Her theme is the inner situation of post-war youth,
feeling the burden and threat of a limited and “revocable”
existence: a kind of mtellectualized counterpart to Piontek.

Among the most interesting talents of the younger gen-
eration we must finally mention the Austrian poet, now living

in Paris, Paul Celan (born 1920), who presents himself in his
Mohn und Geddchtnis (1952) as an outsider in every sense.
He is a consistent partisan of surrealistic techniques and of a
dream-logic that rebels against reality. Devoted to a romantic-
conservative diction which strictly avoids all modernisms, he
has nevertheless, in his Todesfuge (Fugue of Death), written
one of the best and most shattering period-pieces that we
possess.

The present writer has endeavored to choose those of the
numerous authors worthy of discussion who, to the best of his
knowledge and judgment, have furthered our development with-
in the period treated and have enriched German lyric poetry by
the addition of new tones. Along with publications which do
have this stress, there are some by authors who had already
found their unchallenged place in the critical system and in
contemporary literary history before 1946. The best of these

—

from Britting to Carossa, from Bergengruen to Peter Gan,
from Schroder to von der Vring—command an artistry fre-
quently superior to the efforts of the younger poets. They are
the preservers of reliable traditions and, to this extent, provide
the durable background against which the poetic experiment
is first able to gain any clear/profile.

HANS EGON HOLTHUSBN
translated by HERMAN SALINGER
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THE FLUNG WORLD

As If: Poems New and Selected, by John Ciardi. Eutgers Uni-
versity Press. $3.50.

The Second Man and Other Poems, by Louis 0. Coxe. University
of Minnesota Press. $2.76.

The Pauses of the Eye, by Ernest Kroll. E. P. Dutton & Go.
$3.00.

Something of the Sea: Poems 1942-32, by Alan Boss. Houghton
Mifflin Co. $3.00,

Poems, by Robert Conquest. Macmillan & Co. $2.00.

JOHN ciARDi's As If, his fifth volume of poems, “new and se-

lected,” gives the reader his best opportunity to date to esyeri-
ence the fertility and vigor of this poePs imagination. Prominent
in the reader^s experience is the wide gamut of thought and
feeling realized in the images : the historical image as in
Mystic River, the realistic as in Naples, the scientific-meta-
physical as in The Size of a Universe, the ironic-religious as in
The Lamb, the image become conceit as in My Fathers Watch,
There is a complementary variety of poetic forms: terza rima,
alliterative verse, modified ballad measures, and many other
conventional and invented forms of line, stanza and poem.

The one theme which stands out above others which could
be cited in Mr. Ciardi’s variously paced poetry is a concern with
time, a concern which shows itself in the birthday poems, the
elegies, the family poems (called Tribal Poems), and those
poems in which the poet meditates on the history and meaning
of man {To Judith li, A Box Comes Home, Days, On Looking
to the East, and others). Several of these poems which explore
history and childhood are, at bottom, the signs of the poet’s
encounter with the hard old fact of death. The transiency of
human life and all human things is a theme as old as poetry,
but Mr. Ciardi’s version is so modern as to be almost fashionable.
He faces time, death and change under the contemporary
shadow of man’s existential nothingness. (See especially Days
and March Morning.) Yet the sweat of the engagement is real
and is his own. His reward is self-discovery or at least a degree
of self-definition. As Mr. Ciardi says in explaining the title of
the book: “Poetry is AS IP’s reality. When one has imagined
(Tived as if’) all his possibilities he may begin to guess who he
is and what world this is.”

The thirteen poems in the first two groups, To Judith
and War Poems, are held to a strict metrical norm; the rest of
the poems in the book are, in general, much more free. In fact
among these latter poems there are several in which the line
tends, phonically, to disappear and the sentence to take over.
Mr. Ciardi has a sensitive feeling for this rhetorical rhythm
but even so he has probably lost something by sacrificing the
interplay between line and sentence which he maintains so
skillfully in the first dozen poems.
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It may be that the movement has thus been simplified

to phrase and sentence rhythm in order more freely to accommo-
date the writer’s greatest talent—^his ability to create im^es
which stir the mind in wide deep whirlpools of associations.

Perhaps much more has sometimes been offered up to this same
talent. There is an amorphous quality in some of the poems
which points to a defect in structure. Here the images seem
merely to proliferate instead of being ordered, economically
and precisely, to a dramatic or lyric intensity.

On the other hand, there are the poems which show the
highest constructive skill. There are the deftly organized ambi-
guities of feeling in Three Views of a Mother and the harsh,
chanting ironies of Chorus; there is the restrained, lyrical
portrait-painting in Fragments from Italy and there is the
existential drama of Landscapes of My Name, a poem which
illustrates Mr. Ciardi’s image-power at its best. The poem
begins

:

Like trumpets on a dry mountain, I blow
The high hot note of my name away
Brassy and far on the still Sierras.
John! John! The mountains cry and diminish.

Another succession of images (a falling stone, squid, upthrust
sea bottoms, fossils, eagle’s nest) is used to convey the negative
result of the experiment, the sense of alienation and “cosmic”
loneliness. The poem ends with this dramatic reversal:

Something farther than I could hear blew back my
breath.

The mountain and the mountain beyond the mountain.
I see them waver through the seas of time.
An army of my presences
Rang on the shore and the waters divided before me
And a voice woke crying

John! John!
From the muddy throat of the gulf.

Several of Louis 0. Coxe’s poems in The Second Man and
Other Poems take shape against a subjective awareness of the
seasons and their changes. Frost, ice and snow predominate,
however, and the book as a whole may be said to be keyed to
the seasons of autumn and winter. The poems reflect personal
losses and sorrows, personal struggles with woes and doubts
as well as more general anxieties concerning the whole state of
man in our mid-century. Yet the book ends with a springtime
of faith and hope which is more than a season.

Of the five poets considered here Mr. Coxe is the most
formally, most consistently lyrical in the movement of his
verses. Yet his richly textured personal style does not, decidedly,
suggest “lyric simplicity” where everything is singing clear; if
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anything, it often veers close to the merely private. Mr. Coxe is

best in those poems where a strongly accented continuity of

thought and feeling is in command. An instance is the series

of four poems which make up Elegy for a Child. The power of

these poems is registered in their restraint; they reveal so much
of grief because they conceal so much, and the paradox creates

the grand tones of terror and pity. Here is the last stanza of

the first poem in the group:

Death had a lust for flesh
Against all love a man and wife could fire

And locked him in the zero of its wish
As night fell and the stars strode cold and higher.

Another impressive series of four poems, though not as
moving as the Elegy

^

is The Second Man. Apparently these
poems are of great importance to the poet since they stand last

in the book and give their title to the whole volume. The first two
poems recount the poet^s disillusionment with his world which
has once more killed its humanly incarnated god and retreated
to a cave of moving picture values; the third recounts his with-
drawal from the world ( “withdrawal^’ in the sense of a religious
retreat) ; and the fourth, his return to it as “we” with new
confidence and new words. Although “we” have changed, the
world has not. It will judge us to be liars.

Yet think not so. There is a health among us.
Have you not noticed how the air grows clear
Of smoke and dust? Even now within your house
The god stands smiling, halfway down the stair.

The Pauses of the Eye is an apt and honest title for
Ernest KrolPs second volume of verse. Nearly all of these poems,
most of them brief, consist of accurately, swiftly executed pic-
tures of concrete phenomena—a bird, an insect, a historical
figure in statue or book, a place, a happening in the weather

—

with the addition of a commentary more or less aphoristic. Mr.
KrolPs poems are the crisply phrased notations of a spectator,
a poet-observer who is like a scientist in keeping his distance
from his reported objects. He is an interested and not unsym-
pathetic observer but he never gets deeply, personally implicated
in what he sees. His poems do not reveal him, though they do
reveal his interests: a patriotic interest in American figures
of the past (writers, painters, soldiers) ; a scientifically dis-
ciplined interest in animals, especially birds; an interest in
natural and human scenery. Somewhere in the background of
these poems the reader may glimpse the apparitions of Henry
David Thoreau and Emily Dickinson.

On first reading, Mr. Kroll’s verses give the impression of
being more formally structured than they actually are, for the
reason that he brings the techniques of conventional structure,
rime in particular, to bear at strategic points. (Almost all the
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poems end with a riming word, for instance.) Actually his

verses ramble along through no recognizable stanzaic units, in

lines of uneven length and of different rhythmic patterns, and
with only occasional rimes. Mr. Kroll composes by ear, im-
provising as he goes along, and he does an excellent job of it.

Something of the Sea: Poems 1942-52 by the young
British poet, Alan Ross, is his first book of poems to be pul>
lished in America. His most obvious gift is one for vivid, im-
pressionistic imagery. He is like a tourist passing through life

who conscientiously, and effectively, ticks off the sensory
qualities of things, detail by detail. When he wishes to go beyond
the sensuous surface of his experience, however, his chief re-

source seems to be flat expository statement. Several of his
poems, like Portoferraio and most of the war poems, are little

more than inventories of striking, detailed impressions. On the
other hand, there are a few like A Letter from Sea and The
Golden Apples which are little more than prose discourse. More
frequently Mr. Ross encloses a richly figured texture in a prose
framework. Some of these have a kind of innocent charm but
most of them produce the effect of an immature art, of poetry
not fully realized.

Mr. Ross has learned the elements of his poetic language.
The present volume indicates that he now needs to go beyond
word and phrase to assimilate into his poetic utterance the
larger and more complex S3mtactic units. He needs to master a
language of images which can not only see, hear and touch but
which can also think and feel. Perhaps his model should be Zoo,
the most successful poem in the volume. The whole of this fine
poem should, in justice, be quoted, but perhaps the first and
last stanzas will suggest what we may in the future expect of

this poet:

The smell assaults you first, from places
Where nightly the padded steps rehearse
Africa’s movements in its restless sleep.

Here all our captive faults are nursed
Brooding in their sultry paces.

Watching, we turn our backs and move away,
Suddenly ashamed and moved by some glint
Of pity in their shooting eyes, as if to-day
They showed some symptom or some hint
Of our predicament to-mprrow, or the next day.

Poems is the first volume of another English poet, Robert
Conquest, who has, however, won a considerable reputation in
England through the publication of his poems in periodicals.
Mr. Conquest does not exhibit such a pyrotechnic profusion of
images, such heat of imagination as Mr. Ross but he demon-
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strates greater control over his field of perception even though
the field itself may be less extensive than Mr. Boss’s potentially.
In making his verses Mr. Conquest adheres to formal principles,
but within the limits of his traditional discipline he is able to
assume different tones of voice which range from song to (more
frequently) conversation. Whatever the tone he adopts, he is
all mastery and naturalness.

In contrast to the easy style stands the uneasy poet,
that is, the protagonist of the poems. Despite the simplicity of
the style, this volume is likely to impress the reader as ‘‘literary”
poetry because over half of the poems are concerned either with
poets (Hart Crane, Catullus, Lamartine, Arion) or with poetry.
In the poems that fall into the latter category the poet begins,
characteristically, with an outdoor setting which leads him to
reflect upon some problem of the poetic art. Often the problem
is general and fundamental as in Antheor, Episteynology of
P^tryy Humanities, Sunset under Vitoska and In the Rhodope,
The central issue is suggested by the question the poet asks in
Ant/ieor, as he lies on a cliff and contemplates a “little bay
below : What can a poem do with a landscape?” What is the
relation, that is, between word and scene, between mind and
nature, between view and viewer? In sum, how does experience
become poetry? Basically this is the question which exercises thepoets imagination in these poems. No aesthetic or poetic isevolved or even aimed at. The rhetorical question which abounds

m a poet as self-conscious and knowing as he, Mr Conquest
the challenge of theSr

polS kfcid" n, ylf

rru 4. T-
^ ^^St believe

Thfl J
wiring who can handle

T?!
world and his own heart. To him I sayThe little I can. I offer him the debris

Of five years’ undirected storm in self and Europe,my love. Let him take it for what it’s worthn this poem scarcely made and already forgotten.
(Poem in 1944)

stataf^f again assumes the modest

teachfr,! n.T wilderness of modem Europe and
when h?

than he. He is more specific

certaiirLfo,?^!*®*®
P?®t new opportunities to rise fromcertain scientific and technological developments,

Perhaps from the strange new telepathic data.
Or when the first craft, fairly soon.
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Its rockets flaring, eases down
To total strangeness under Deimos’ glitter.

{A Problem)

The ^*new telepathic data” referred to here are the subject of
another poem, The Psychokinetic Experiments of Professor
Rhine, and in The Landing in Deucalion. Mr. Conquest imagines
the new world which will open up for the poet when the first

rocket-ship reaches Mars

—

Not just new detail or a changed equation
But freshly flaming into all the senses
And from the full field of the whole gestalt.

Mr, Conquest’s poetry thus reflects its own image upon
itself, but its very self-awareness underscores a question con-
cerning the present state of poetry which is raised not only by
the other four poets who have been under scrutiny here but by
all the poets of the ^^ounger” generation (the generation which
is fortyish, more or less). In view of the low esteem in which
poetry is held today, it is strange to consider that there probably
never was a time when there were so many poets who were
writing so well as there are now. Yet one looks in vain for the
Yeats or Eliot among them.

Has the day of the giant passed in poetry as it has, ap-
parently, in science and technology? Are talents in poetry being
disseminated, levelled down and collectivized as in other spe-
cialized activities? The art of poetry in our day has been more
completely analyzed than ever before, and as a result the
aspiring poet has such a textbook available to him as none of
his predecessors ever enjoyed. This fact may be responsible for
the high general level of performance in the art. Has it also had
the effect of inhibiting and dwarfing the potential genius?

Mr. Ciardi, whose book As If stands out above the other
four books presented here, is a poet who emphasizes the enigma.
His alert poetic sense for things and words, his originality, his
technical virtuosity are not to be questioned. As If contains
several memorable poems but the reader may wonder why the
book as a whole does not produce a more substantial singleness
of effect.

The solution to this mysterious Case of the Missing Giant
may lie in what Mr, Conquest is searching for, though ap-
parently he has small hope of finding it—that inner wholeness
and largeness which give the great poet his subtle air of
authority. It is something extra-literary which has nothing to
do with poetry in theory (at least in our present theory), yet
has ever^hing to do with its practice. The reader does not de-
mand of the poet a ‘^philosophy of life,” signed, sealed and de-
livered, but maybe he does demand the effect which such a
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philosophy will have on the poet^s work. What is expected is

not the unity of a system but the unity of a vision which reveals
the agony of its angularities and inconsistencies as it meets the
friction of the poet’s everyday experience.

But this may be to indulge in mere verbalisms. The fact is

that phrases like ^^a vision of life” embarrass both poets and
critics^ not merely for the reason that contemporary literary
canons were formed in reaction against romanticism with its

large claims to prophetic revelation but for the deeper reasons
which made the reaction possible and even necessary. These
reasons may not be apparent but they are compelling. Perhaps
democracy has been so successful that no one, not even a poet,
can any longer decently assert intuitive certitudes which would
seem to place him above his fellows. The only ones who adopt the
tone of personal authority today do so frankly as actors per>
forming conventional rituals—^the politician, the advertiser and
the publicity man. Even the scientist has run into such formi-
dable ambiguities in the atom (ambiguities both moral and
scientific) that his former status as seer is being I'eopardized.

The present atmosphere of hard-boiled democratic humility
makes any genuine personal vision seem almost impossible or at
least unduly presumptuous and slightly ridiculous. It is to the
credit of our poets that at least they do not pretend to an au-
thority which is not really theirs.

ERNEST SANDEEN

FOUR POETS

The Nets, by Brewster Ghiselin. E. P. Dutton & Co. $2.75.
TJ'pon This Rock, by James Kirkup. Oxford University Press. 6s.

The Book, by Harvey Shapiro. The Cummington Press. No price
listed.

The Traveler, by Don Stanford. The Cummington Press. No
price listed.

MR. GHISELIN ’s POETRY is, for the most part, descriptive and
personal, employing loose forms and much concerned with con-
crete detail, casual tone, and oblique reference by way of
modernity. At its best, in his first book Against the Circle, it

was a poetry capable of the accuracy and restraint of Rattler,
Alert:



Slowly he sways that head that cannot hear

kis length is on the tympanum of earth
And by his tendril tongue's tasting the air

He sips, perhaps, a secret of his race

Or feels for the known vibrations, heat, or trace

Of smoother satin than the hillwind's thrust
Through grass : the aspirate of my half-held breath . . .

But in The Nets, though there is much description, a plethora
of concrete detail, there is little direct apprehension: the objects

are not so much presented and examined as evoked and dis-

missed. They remain indistinct, isolated, inoperative, strangely
withdrawn from the physical world:

The big flamingo, the roc, the angel,
We strip away like tile from a bombed wall:
The tessarae pass with a whistling as of sparrows,
And violence smells like the crowding cry of a city.

But still we stare at the beauty of winged brickwork.
And a question with a soft mouth
Goes crying somewhere hidden among roofless alleys.

Mr. Ghiselin is still concerned with the traditional themes of
death, change, love, with individual order in a world of chaos
and destruction. But he imposes on these themes certain familiar
devices to suggest a subject matter more difficult and strange,
emotions more complex, than he has presented in these poems.
There is the isolated gesture or action, as in the passage quoted
and in Shadow and elsewhere. The effect is one of inconsequence
and unrelation, often aggravated by a fragmentary syntax or
by a series of undeveloped similes. There are the shifts of tone,
the abrupt turning from one thing to another, the insistence of
parenthetical phrase, the derangement of syntax—all at their
extreme in Faceplate at Crescent Bay. The effect is one of
violence and distraction. There is the portentous tone, almost
always managed by the device of a sudden question : “What call,

what footfall, perhaps of stolen Persephone,/Rings in the dark-
ness that we cannot heed?” and “But up what corridors thrums
the flood's growl?” It hints at dark implications and claims a
deep significance— unspecified and unearned. There is the very
common device of substituting heady language for sensuous
detail. Much in all this, of course, is by now merely conventional

;

but it is also pretentious. It has had the unfortunate result of
encouraging the poet to abandon the kind of thing he might have
done^ successfully. Poems arising out of personal situation and
specific place, such as Return to Cactus Point and Tuscan Noon-
day, might have benefited from a simpler handling and a more
direct approach. Mr. Ghiselin has a genuine lyrical gift, and I
am inclined to regard his failure to develop it to its fullest ex-
tent as largely the result of miscalculation.
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Mr. Kirkup’s verse may be better known in England than
in America. Certainly, he has been most assiduous in placing
it before the public, for he has published since 1948 a book of
verse almost every year. Upon This Rock is a “dramatic chroni-
cle of Peterborough Cathedral,” which was presented in cele-

bration of the thirteen hundredth anniversary of that church.
The chronicle consists of nineteen scenes, interspersed with
pageantry and choral singing, based on historical events from
the founding of the church to the present. The attempt to en-
compass so much history in dramatic form, even in the episodic
form of this chronicle, would seem to involve numerous problems
of selection and construction. But Mr. Kirkup overcomes such
problems, as he does all the difficulties of his material, merely
by not recognizing them. He has the good fortune, like his Wul-
fere in Scene 4, to have a doubt resolved almost before he enter-
tains it. When Wulfere objects to St. Chad's comparison of faith
with sunlight that “sunlight is without weight/Or substance,”
St. Chad answers that his faith is weak and assures him that he

shall learn many wonders.
See!

He takes off his vestment, and hangs it on the sunbeam^

It hangs from the finger of our Lord.

WULFERE kneels to him*

The scruple never amounts to more than the readiest answer can
satisfy. Mr. Kirkup remarks in the preface that his chronicle
“is to be regarded as an artistic whole” and “a work of imagina-
tion as well as an historical reconstruction.” Even a better poet
might well have failed to make of such material an artistic
whole, but Mr. Kirkup has failed to make anything at all of it.

The situations and the language in which they are presented are
singularly dull.

The two pamphlets issued by The Cummington Press
present poems by very dis-similar talents. Three of the poems
in Mr. Shapiro's The Book are new; the other two, Death of a
Grandmother and Enters Light, were published in his first book
The Eye. The poems deal in one way or another with man’s
continual conflict with a religious tradition. So we have, in
The Rough Proof, the Abraham and Isaac story; in The Mar-
riage, ritual and violence; in the title poem, “the dark book”
which is the law and the “destructive globe.” There is in these
poems a vigor completely lacking in Mr. Kirkup's chronicle.
And yet, they betray at times such an utter insensitivity to lan-
guage, such banality and clumsiness, that one is left with the
impression mainly of profound ineptitude. Mr. Shapiro has no
sense of the ludicrous; or so it seems, when one runs across



such lines as ‘‘Rage at the syntax they are swaddled by”; “He
saw the leeching sea lap, like darkness/Up her summer^s gown”;
“Retailed in Yiddish song/And heartache all day long”; and
“She still found pain enough/To polish off the final hours with a
shriek.” None of these five poems is successful, but the first

stanza of The Rough Proof in its reticence and control and a
few lines of The Marriage are evidence that the poet is capable
of better work than he has so far produced.

Over half the poems in Mr. Stanford's The Traveler were
published in his New England Earth in 1941. The theme of these
short “allegorical lyrics” is a commonplace : man's recognition of
his mortality in the change and decay of the natural world.
But man as the traveler is also the stranger, the intruder; he
cannot habituate himself to his condition, for the very fact of
change continually renews and specifies his awareness of it:

No more through summer's haze I see,

In sunlight like a flash of spume.
The resolute and angry bee
Emerging from a flood of bloom.

The poems are remarkable for their great formality and brevity
and their metrical precision; the language is rich but aloof;
comment, when it occurs, is abrupt and explicit. The poet chooses
images especially of insects, fish, and birds—a rigorous selection
of the most fugitive and sensuous detail—^to represent nature in
its pure mobility and transience. So the style defines the theme

:

for the realization of an instance of change transforms the
commonplace into the qualifications of a fresh perception

:

With movement perfect and controlled
Through silence like the hush of sleep
The goldfinch cleaves the immobile deep.
Pale azure in a loop of gold.

Life changes yet remains the same.
The goldfinch flashes and is gone,
But through the emptiness is drawn
The oriole's thin dividing flame.

The poems may be construed as symbolic acts, as instances of
implication and definition—^man as traveler and intruder. The
danger of the special techniques Mr. Stanford employs is that
the poems can easily lapse into the merely routine and sometimes
do. But in the best of these poems, in The Sea Gull, The Bee, The
Meadowlark, Summer Scene, The Intruder, and The Grand Mesa,
there is that live realization of the theme, which is the theme.

CATHERINE DAVIS
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THE CL0UD-C0MPELI.8NG QUEEN

Pope’s Dwnciad, a Study of Its Meaning, by Aubrey Williams.
Louisiana State University Press. $3.00.

THE DUNCES HAVE BEEN SCRAMBLING to obliterate The Dunciad
with invective and footnotes for two hundred years, and their

enthusiasm has proved infectious. As recently as 1941, Mr. Gil-

bert Highet, professor at Columbia University and member of
the Selection Committee of the Book-of-the-Month Club, was
complaining of the ‘^tone of furious indiscriminate hatred, the
half-crazed misanthropy of the whole poem.” It has remained for
Mr. Aubrey Williams to call the class to order and outline a
few of the painful truths that should have been obvious from
the beginning, notably that the poem isn’t a gratification of
ophidian whims but an episode in a permanent war with sub-
sidized stupidity. In a succession of tranquil chapters he demon-
strates with elaborate clarity that, contrary to received views,
the poem possesses an action (the transfer of the Empire of
Dulness from Troy to Latium, the money-spinners’ ^City’ of
London to the Court) ; that the Scriblerus footnotes impart just
that humane dimension which the first three books in particular
are supposed to lack; that the theatrical images make contact
with the tradition of a cosmic Stage and Plasnvright; that the
concern with linguistic amplitude is continuous with the dual
traditions of Rhetor and Logos; and that the Mighty Mother of
Dulness, of whom Mr. Highet typically remarked that “no one
knows who she is meant to be,” is a scrupulously detailed in-
version of the Miltonic Father who uttered the all-creating
Word.

It never quite becomes clear, unhappily, that these aren’t
so many random ingenuities but facets of an enkindling m«ral
vision within which the poem articulates itself, a vision at once
profound and historically exact. Mr. Williams’ work was pre-
sided over by the goddess of Scholarship, who constantly whispers
in one’s ear that all past events are equivalently Subjects of
Study, that what happened, in happening simply removed itself
to a shelf to await, like Cheops, an archaeologist’s leisure, that
what was once thought belongs now to the history of notions,
the incandescent as mummified as the still-born. Truth is a
pallid wench whom no one gets to salute but a scholar, on whose
desk the past lies in sorting-trays, no longer radiating mislead-
ing heat; and nobody is worth refuting but a mistaken scholar.
If this insidious mentor had prevailed on Mr. Williams his book
would never have gotten written; but she has managed to im-
part a petrifying caution. Thus we are told on p. 10 that “the
age was a time of great and profound changes which many
could only view, though perhaps mistakenly, with deep pes-
simism;” and this Boeotian oracle is expanded into the assurance



that ''the cultural vision offered in the Dunciad of an England
on the verge of a cultural breakdown is certainly a historical

exaggeration. . .

Doubtless many persons were unduly alarmed. . . .

There have been bad writers in every age. . . . But . , ,

we must still approach the Dunciad with some sense of

the urgency with which the Augustans viewed what
they considered to be a historical crisis. The question
of whether or not England actually stood on the brink
of a cultural disaster is not so important for our pur-
poses as the fact that Pope and many of his con-
temporaries thought that it did.

Midway through this passage we are duly reminded of "the
good which was obtained only by a sacrifice of the old ways
of thinking and doing,” and doubtless congratulate ourselves
that we are after all heirs of the ages.

If such a perspective serves to get rid of the Pope who was
interested in no disasters but the ones he could prepare for his
enemies, it replaces him by nothing more cogent than a man
imprisoned in the delusions of his time. We are to enhance our
respect for the Dunciad by approaching it with "some sense of
the urgency” with which the Augustans held a mistaken opinion;
in the same way we might rehabilitate the poem on the loss of
the Titanic which commences

0, what an awful night it was,
The night the boat went down I

by approaching it with some sense of the urgency with which its

writer viewed his theme. It will be objected that Pope writes
rather better than that: the alarm was a false one, but lo, the
precision of the Augustan fire-drill! This may be what Profes-
sor James Sutherland has in mind when he concludes the In-
troduction to his great variorum edition of the Dunciad by re-
calling our attention to "its purely aesthetic values.”

Aesthetic values so conceived are twiddlings in the void.
It makes no difference that Pope is considered a good writer and
the dunce a bad one: what meaning can be ascribed to "good”
in describing a work conceded to be hopelessly dead?

On the brink of such a concession, naturally, Mr. Wil-
liams draws back; four pages after the cautious paragraph
just cited, he brings his survey of the poem^s context to a
resonant close:

Such a dislodgment of values, the substitution of the
bad for the good, is not a matter of mere historical
curiosity; it is a universal and enduring human concern.



Here the sound of one’s own voice saying “yea” is likely to
obliterate some tenuous ancillary logic. Though the substitution
of the bad for the good is an enduring human concern, a poem
embedded in the particulars and positing the presuppositions
of a long-vanished age isn’t shown to justify the labour of
mastering those particulars and resuscitating those presupposi-
tions by the mere assurance that its excitable author thought
his age stood on the brink of a cultural disaster. It is true that
the poem abounds in passages which demand no such labour,
only the ability to read poetry:

0 thou! of Bus’ness the directing soul!
To this our head like byass to the bowl.
Which, as more pond’rous, made its aim more true,
Obliquely wadling to the mark in view:
0 ! ever gracious to perplex’d mankind,
Still spread a healing mist before the mind;
And lest we err by Wit’s wild dancing light.

Secure us kindly in our native night. . . .

This at least isn’t dead, and Dr. Leavis, whose performance on
Pope is, if not final, as yet critically unsurpassed, has demon-
strated the quality of intelligence that, especially in the fourth
book, informs such detachable passages. The chapter in Revalua-
tion is extraordinarily pregnant, and Mr. Wiliams would have
been wise to make more use of so powerful an ally than a single
nine-word quotation. A few Leavisian remarks adroitly disposed,
and he would have been tracing the operations of a live poem
instead of triangulating a monument.

On Dr. Leavis’s showing, of course, the poem tends to
come apart into brilliant bits, that display the Metaphysical
tradition’s scope and flexibility. This is what can be done, and
probably all that can be done, with the most subtle and respon-
sive reading skill unenlightened by the sort of special know-
ledge Mr. Williams provides. But the knowledge Mr, Williams
provides doesn’t of itself make the less animated parts of the
poem better; it simply explains how they came to get written.
Whoever wants to do more for Pope than this, whoever wants
to establish the Dunciad^s place as a living classic, intact, must
start from the premise that Pope was not simply “of his age”
but right, totally right, about what was in his time being done to
the intelligence, and about the consequences for generations to
come, quorum pars sumus. Not only was he not preoccupied
with personal grudges, he was not even concerned with making
the Augustan Age’s last stand, pistols blazing, against the wave
of the future, but with announcing, in genuine prophetic horror,
the abandonment of a congeries of traditions as old as Demos-
thenes, notably the tradition that writing exists to register and



focus the enlightened will: to teach, to move, and to delight. It

will not do, in the face of so strident a concern, to invoke ‘‘the

good which was obtained only by a sacrifice of the old ways
of thinking and doing,” For it is self-evident from Mr. Williams’
book itself that Pope estimated accurately the magnitude of
this act of obliteration: and the proof is, that Mr. Williams,
in 1956, must devote so many careful words to providing even
a beginners’ sketch of what the traditions were. The com-
mentator on these matters comes along not after time’s modi-
fications but after a landslide.

But when a scholar inspects the detritus of a landslide
which has engulfed intellectual empires, he is merely con-
cerned to note that a certain quantity of earth has shifted. Mr.
Williams transcribes (p, 10) Pope’s note about Walpole’s buying
of journalists (“. . . no less than fifty-thousand, seventy-seven
pounds, eighteen shillings, were paid to Authors and Printers
of News-Papers” in a 10-year period), but in a tone implying
that for all a student of Pope need care, political pressure on
our reading-matter died with Walpole’s auditable bribery. If a
fatuous disregard of anything real permeates, from The Times
to News of the World, a periodical press which today provides
the citizen’s core curriculum in civic intelligence, that fact
doesn’t inhibit the commentator from writing in the very next
sentence that “the vision offered in the Dunciad of an England
on the verge of a cultural breakdown is certainly a historical
exaggeration.” Again, we find him nibbling all round the lines,

Say from what cause, in vain decry’d and curst,
Still Dunce the second reigns like Dunce the first,

even citing without ironjr what must be the champion under-
statement even of a Popeian editor, “Pope is probably glancing
at George II,” without stating plainly that whereas previous
monarchs had been inadequate to the traditional conception of
monarchy, the Georges simply surrendered it, leaving a vacuum
for Walpole: who,

. . . nobly conscious, Princes are but things
Born for First Ministers, as Slaves for Kings,
Tyrant supreme; shall three Estates command.
And make One Mighty Dunciad of the Land!

Mr. Williams is neither dull nor obtuse; he is merely the
victim of the best traditions of Popeian scholarship. He has pos-
sibly caught his tone from the editor of the indispensable
Twickenham Edition, who notes condescendingly that Pope
‘^lived in an age which still tended to regard everything that
appeared in print as literature. . . . Today ... it would seem
to us almost irrelevant to complain about the literary quality
of newspaper articles or pantomime librettos.” Precisely; today,



the unlearned feed on these, and the learned are persuaded that
they don^t matter—except when hired to turn out college antho-
logies which advance the literary claims of James Thurber,
E. B. White, and the editors of Fortune.* Official literature,

concurrently, sticks to bird-life and plant-pots, and anything real
when it makes claims to inclusion, finds itself assailed by the
hundred-bottomed anonymity of the Times Lit. Sup., hinting a
fault and hesitating dislike. Writing in the England of Powell
and Pressburger, Korda and Pascal, Emlyn Williams and James
Bridie, The Red Shoes and dons who doubt whether Yeats had
any dramatic ability, the Twickenham editor regarded the deca-
dence of the drama as a dead issue. ^^For one Cato Pope saw a
dozen Nonjurors and as many pantomimes and operas which
appeared to be driving the regular drama from the stage. . .

Our ancestors endured parlous times ; today, of course, the ratio
has altered. The state of the drama no longer gives cause for
anxiety. After lifers fitful fever it sleeps well. ^‘What was
happening in the theatre seemed, to some observers at least,

to be happening in every branch of literature. ^Art after Art
goes out, and all is Night.’ Pope was exaggerating magnificently,
and he must have known it; but the danger threatened, and it

would be more than a mere threat if our Popes did not remain
eternally vigilant”—abetted, one supposes, by the custodians of
their reputations who circulate such nonsense, as well as by
the quivering visible portions of a thousand academic ostriches.
It would be instructive to have a list of the subsequent Popes
whose vigilance has allowed us to treat with such complacence
what is after all a mere threat, along with a precis of what their
commentators have said about them.

The Twickenham Dunciad, a monumental feat of editing,
is replete with silly remarks (the note on Bentley, for instance,
compounds its ingenuous evasion of his edition of Milton by
stating that for Pope “to ridicule verbal critics like Bentley
and Theobald was to ridicule that sort of scholarship in which
he himself had conspicuously failed”). Much of its tone has
rubbed off on Mr. Williams, but Mr. Williams’ book contains no
silly remarks, merely a sense of responsibility too readily satis-
fied. It is one of the few indispensable supplements to the text
of Pope.

HUGH KENNER

“Eliot, Auden, and Behrman have shown [20th century man] the exhaustion
of the old isolated self of the past, and Mary Petty etches the lesson on our
minds.*' —Literature for Our Time, an Anthology for College Freshmen, ed.
Brown, Waite & Atkinson, English Dept., Syracuse University, N. Y., 1947,
page 696



news notes

ANNOUNCEMENT

Margaret Danner, assistant editor of Poetry

^

has resigned
to devote full time to her own poetry. Miss Danner has served
Poetry officially since the beginning of 1953 and unofficially for
a good while before then, and perhaps in a greater variety of
functions than anyone has done in the history of the magazine.

PUBLICATIONS

We have been meaning to say a word of admiration for
Stand, which is edited and published by Jon Silkin, at 63 St,

George’s Drive, Victoria, London S.W. 1. Number 11 has poetry
by C. Day Lewis, Michael Hamburger, Alan Brownjohn, Iain
Fletcher, Gene Baro, and Anthony Bailey. There is criticism by
Philip Hobsaum, Jon Silkin, and Bernard Bergonzi. The cover
drawing, which is by Susan Benson, is a mule. * * * Northern
Broadsheet, edited by Dorothy Una Ratcliffe, features poems in
three dialects which ‘‘are in instant use in Yorkshire,” and
other poems in what we think of (with increasing difficulty) as
standard English. Among the poets are Sir Herbert Read, P. A.
Carter, F. Austin Hyde, Owen Wade, James Kirkup, and Miss
Ratcliffe herself. The masthead is the work of a North Country
artist, Fred Lawson. The editor’s address is 42 Ann Street,
Edinburgh 4. * * * Eve Merriam has written a “pamphlet in
poetry” consisting of ballads, songs, lyrics, and dramatic poems
and entitled Montgomery, Alabama, Money, Mississippi and
Other Places. It is published by Cameron Associates, 100 W.
23rd Street, New York 11, in both a hardcover edition and a
paper format that sells for 25 cents. We are told that almost
17,000 copies of both editions were sold within three weeks of
publication, and that a new edition of 5000 paperback copies has
been printed. * •*' * An autobiographical epic poem by Harry
Roskolenko will be published in Paris by Editions Euros. The
same house is doing a second edition of Mr. Roskolenko’s Paris
Poems, which it published in 1950.

VERSE THEATRE

James Schevill’s new verse play about the trial of Roger
Williams, commissioned by the National Council of Churches
for performance in churches, had its premiere in Providence,
R. I., on April 19 and 20 in the Central Congregational Church.
The play is called The Bloody Tenet. * W. S. Merwin will be
playwright in residence at the Poets’ Theatre, Cambridge, for
1956-57. This is the second appointment made under the terms
of a Rockefeller Grant; the first was jointly awarded to V. R.
Lang and Frank O’Hara, Edward Thommen has been appointed
Resident Director. He has been with the group for three years.



books received

Sinistro & Celebration, by A.E.T. Privately printed. $2.00.

Conversation With a Lamb, by Frances Alexander. Steck Com-
pany. No price listed.

Some Trees, by John Ashbery. Yale University Press. $2.00.

The Meandering Absolute, by Eiise Asher. Morris Gallery. $3.00.

Seven Poems, by John J. Bahre. The Caxton Press. No price
listed.

Poesy Petite, by Mary Louise Barnes. The William-Frederick
Poets 122. $2.00.

Poems 1935

f

by Kenneth Lawrence Beaudoin. Privately pub-
lished. No price listed.

The Folksong Chapbook, Published by the Beloit Poetry Journal.
No price listed.

Delta Return, by Charles Bell. Indiana University Press. $2.75.

A Change of Sky and Other Poems, by Helen Bevington. Hough-
ton Mifflin Co. $3.50.

Homespun Verse, by George Geza Benedict. Privately printed.
No price listed.

Borestone Mountain Poetry Awards, 1953. Stanford University
Press. No price listed.

Selected Poetry of Robert Browning. Rinehart & Co. $1.65.

The Twelve, by Allan Carpenter. Farcroft. $2.00.

Hypnos Waking, by Rene Char (tr. Jackson Mathews). Random
House, Inc. $5.00.

Life in Rhyme, by Lillian B. Cheuvront. Vantage Press Inc.

$3.00.

What is God, by Stanwood Cobb. Avalon Press. $2.00.

Let Us Compare Mythologies, by Leonard Cohen. McGill Poetry
Series. (Montreal.) $2.00.

Three Plains, by Jack Gore Collins. Dery Press. $1.00.

Here Are Mine: Poems, by Leopoldo A. de la Cruz. Privately
printed. No price listed.

Des Rues: Poems et Chansons, by Lydia Denard. Editions De-
bresse (France). No price listed.

Fifteen Modern American Poets, ed. by G. P. Elliott. Rinehart
& Co. $1.65.

The Psalms, by Guy Emerson. Harpers. $2.00.

Visage Nuage, by Pierre Emmanuel. Editions du Seuil. No price
listed.
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contributors

Mona Van Duyn last appeared in Poetry in January 1954 with
two poems The Gentle Snorer and Death hy Aesthetics. She is

one of the editors of Perspective. ^ ‘ * Herbert Morris was born
in New York in 1928. He was first published in Poetry in Sep-
tember 1949 and has been published in practically all the liter-

ary journals since that time. Two of his poems are in the
spring 1956 issue of the Kenyon.

•
5' * * Frederick Bock’s most

recent publications are poems in the spring 1956 Partisan and
the Summer 1956 Yale Review, and a review of Weldon Kees
in last month’s Poetry. * “ ^ Marcia Masters (Mrs. William A.
Schmid) was last published in Poetry September 1955. She has
also been published in the Saturday Revieiv, Voices, VanegaUon,
Recurrence, the Lyric, Contemporary Poetry, and in two volumes
of the Borestone Mountain Awards. She edited the recent mid-
west edition of Voices. ^ Donald Hall is the author of Exiles
and Marriages, the 1955 Lamont Poetry Selection of the Aca-
demy of American Poets. His last appearance here was with
four poems in August 1955. He is currently editing an anthology
of poets under forty with Robert Pack and Louis Simpson.
***** Paul Carroll’s first and most recent appearance in Poetry
was in March 1956, Un Voyage d Cythere. He is editing and
writing an introduction for the letters of St. Jerome which will
be published by Regnery in the fall. ^ AUen Kanfer’s first
publication in Poetry was in January 1955, the poem Jacob.
He lives in Forest Hills, New York. * * * Virginia Fisher was
born in Minneapolis and graduated from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, This is her first appearance in Poetry. * * *

This is Judson Jerome’s second appearance in Poetry. He has
also been published in the Nation, the New Orleans Poetry
Journal, Epos, the Antioch Review, and other places. He was
co-editor of the Bantam paperback anthology Campus Writing
Today. * * * Philip Booth was awarded our Bess Hokin prize
last year for his poem Letter from a Distant Land in the October
1955 issue. He has been published in Hudson, the New Yorker,
and the Paris Review.

Edouard Roditi has published verse and criticism in several
languages in magazines on both sides of the Atlantic. His Poems
1928-1948 is published by New Directions. * *' * Herman Salinger
compiled and edited An Index to the Poems of Rainer Maria
Rilke, translated Heine’s Germany: A Winter*s Tale and pub-
lished a collection of his own translations, Twentieth Century
German Verse. He is head of the department of Germanic



languages at Duke. ^ ^ Hans Magnus Enzensberger was born
November 11, 1929 in th.e Bavarian Alps, and grew up in Nurem-
berg. He sums up his early life, as ^^school, Hitler^s annual party
conventions, war, bombings, evacuation, army.” After the war
he worked as a barman and interpreter, attended various uni-
versities and travelled. He is now editing literary and dramatic
broadcasts at Stuttgart. ^ ^ Alexander Koval was born in
Berlin in 1922 and now lives there in one of the Western Sectors.
Since 1945 he has edited Das Lot and has translated much con-
temporary American poetry and fiction. His first volume of
poems is scheduled for this year. ^ * Karl Krolow is described
in Hans Egon Holthusen’s article in this issue. ^ ^ Wolfgang
Cordan was bom in Berlin in 1909. He is well known not only
as a poet, but as a translator, anthologist, critic, novelist, ex-
plorer, and writer of travel books. For the past two years he
has lived in Mexico and has made several expeditions into the
jungle. His poem Cam is taken from Emte am Mittag, published
by Heliopolis-Verlag, 1951. ' ^ Rudolf Hagelstange was born
in 1912 in the Harz Mountains. The excerpt All Is Dust is from
his Ballad of the Buried Life, an epic of about 1800 lines, which
is being translated by Herman Salinger. The occasion for the
epic is the true story of the entombment of six German soldiers
from early 1945 to 1951, in an underground supply depot cut
off from the outside world by an explosion. ^ ^ * Hans Egon
Holthusen, the critic and poet, is one of the most distinguished
figures in the postwar German literary world. Our September
1953 issue featured three of his poems, and two essays on him
by Herman Salinger and Richard Stern.

Ernest Sandeen’s first book of poems. Antennas of
Silence, published by Contemporary Poetry (Baltimore), will
be reviewed in a forthcoming issue. His last publication in
Poetry was a group of four poems in February 1955. He has
also published in the New Yorker, American Prefaces, the Yale
Review and the Scribner volume. Fifty Years of the American
Novel. * * * Catherine Davis is now working as a librarian at
Johns Hopkins. She has published verse in Poetry, Measure, and
the New Yorker. ^ ^ Hugh Kenner’s new book Dublin*s Joyce
has just been published by the Indiana University Press and will
be published in England by Chatto and Windus. The book insists
on Joyce’s subject, Dublin, as the illumination of his style and
method: ^^the unique case of a metropolis that had never under-
gone a Romantic Movement” and thus was ^^both a time-capsule
and a modern city.” Last month he was made chairman of the
English department of Santa Barbara College, University of
Cafifornia.
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TWELVE POETS ON POETRY MAGAZINE

don^t believe many people in the U.S.A. realise how im-
portant Poetry looks to people abroad: I mean, to English-
speaking poetry lovers and lovers of poetry who read English.
There is nothing quite like it anywhere else: Poetry has had
imitators, but has so far survived them all. It is an American
Institution. To poet^-readers abroad it is still the magazine
to which we look first, to make us aware of whatever new
poetic talent appears in the U.S.A. . . P

T. S. ELIOT

Poetry has never been a publication merely. It has been
from its beginnings a creative instrument in the development of
the poetry of our time—and not in the United States alone. If

it should stop publication more would stop than a magazine.”

ARCHIBALD MacLEISH

‘^Poetry must be unique among all magazines which
have supported poets, in being representative over a great many
years of the best, and simply the best, poems being written. All
other magazines fall dovni sooner or later over supporting the
‘conventional against the ‘advanced’ or some clique against all

other poets. . . .

“As a poet I am grateful to Poetry for showing me the
best work of my contemporaries and for publishing what I con-
sider my own best poems. To support Poetry is the wisest and
best way of supporting poetry.”

STEPHEN SPENDER

“. . . Even the richest country on earth cannot afford to

impoverish a periodical aptly called ‘poetry’ . .
.”

E. E. CUMMINGS

‘^Poetry is a kind of hearth which all of us are bound to
defend. It gives us in return for our support chiefly itself but
in addition it gives, what every hearth gives, a familiar fellow-
ship, We should be poor indeed to allow poverty to annihilate it.”

WALLACE STEVENS

“My father, the Irish song-writer Alfred Perceval Graves,
author of Father O*Flynn, was a charter subscriber to your
magazine; and that is how I first became aware of the modernist
movement in poetry. Then in the early twenties, when I was
trying to raise a family on the products of serious writing and a
small wound-pension, the grocer’s bill got settled more than
once by a timely cheque from your predecessors. . .

ROBERT GRAVES
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cycle of six lyrics

I

THE DOVE OF THE SEAS

0 Doves, dismember me

!

Here as I hang high

At my bone broken tree

Down from the bright fury

Descend with a wild cry.

0 Doves, dismember me

!

Spirit of those cold seas

That first were, and shall be

Last of the universe,

Alight, alight and be

Cold comforter to me.

0 Love, remember us

!



It

THE ROSE AND THE ROD

I saw the rose and the rod

Walk hand in hand on water

The bread of the creator.

Bulrushed our cradles rode

Wherever those two had trod

Generation burned on water.

0 the rod, the rod is red

1 hold in my hot hand
And cold at the bedside

A ghost rose up and cried:

I rose from the grave’s end

To prove no one has died.

Ill

HEROES AND WORMS

The dragons of the breast

Devour and drag down
Those seraphim of the mind
Trumpeting to attest

That Destiny is our own.

But what is not is best.

I, cowboy with a spear,

Transfix my own heart

To kill the worm down there

Tearing St. George apart

—

But 0 the worm turns

Into my heart of hearts.
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SWANSONG OF THE HYENA

Where are those words that once

Alighted like swans upon
The silent deserts of sense

And gave us oases?

They have all turned into stone

Like Memnon’s effigies.

The rat and the hyena

Nest in my innermost

And sacred tabernacle.

I and my soul have seen

A vision of that foul ghost

And heard its mad cackle.

V

O PEARL AND BREASTED WORLD

0 Pearl and breasted World
At whose bright spring I slake

This bitterness of Ego,

And, a snivelling child,

Hush for its mother’s sake.

Await my imago

:

Let the natural causes

That unite us to

Our pearl and breasted mother
Exercise their forces

Till we are made to do

Justice by one another.



VI

NARCISSUS AND THE STAR

I will not look within

Where at the hot pit hisses

That diet of worms and a daimon
Adoring his mirror twin

More than any Narcissus

The issue of his semen.

But as the first and last

Dead suns rise and set

Over and hereafter

The sweet star and the past,

Glory without regret

All things ever after.

GEORGE BARKER



three poems

AN UPPER, LEFT CENTRAL, INCISOR

This tooth, which came early to replace the childhood

one,

Had suffered much—loosened by boxing, cracked by a
bull’s feet,

Sideswiped by bomb-casing in Lamb’s Conduit Street

—

It was my familiar. But now, quite gently, it has gone.

Inelegant, perhaps, being crazed like aged Roman
pottery.

Still, it was often tough enough to deal with any steak.

And I, eternally an optimist, had hoped it would not

break

At the unforeseeable drawing of gastronomic lottery.

Oh, tooth, companion for thirty-five odd and curious

years.

My extra hand, clipper of ends of thread and bits of

string,

I shudder as I feel your neighbors shake; I share their

fears

Of the bright mechanics that the future now must
bring.

Suffering alone, I tongue your obvious, though healing,

gap.

Lamenting, as perpetually, unwanted changes in a

private map.



TROUT FLfES

Ten years of age and intent upon a tea-brown burn

Across a moor in Lanarkshire, brass reel and green-

heart

Rod, my first, I tried them out and came to learn

These magic names, from which I now can never part.

The insignificant ones were best, so ran the story

Of the old man who slowly taught me how to cast

:

Dark Snipe, perhaps. Cow Dung, or favorite Green-

well’s Glory,

Would attract the sleek trout that moved so fast

To attack and suck the right and only fly.

Gaudy Partridge & Orange could be used, he said.

By those who fished on lochs, his fish would shy

From bright Butcher, Cardinal, or Teal & Red.

Now, on a clear day, a Wickham’s Fancy might

Deceive a hungry trout, or even a Red Spinner,

But Coch-y-Bondu, or March Brown, in failing light.

Were more certain to bring home the dinner.

Watching the dull fly settle gently on the water

I would await the tug and make my strike.

While these names became the steadfast mortar

Between my memories, names that I like

And tongue familiarly. Black Midge and August Dun,

Blue Upright;, Cinnamon Sedge, Coachman and

Pheasant Tail,

Red Ant, Red Hackle, Furnace Palmer, and Yellow

Sally, in the sun.

Ghost, Green Midge, Half Stone and, sometimes. Never

Fail.
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LAUCHARNE churchyard in 1954

Three thousand miles and nearly half a year

Away from a drab November afternoon, hysterics

Of friends forgotten, and also the plain derricks

Hoisting the grey coffin, I myself stand here

Savoring the early spring and Carmarthen mist.

Looking at humped soil and at the celandine

That grows on turned earth, flourishing between

Knotgrass and coltsfoot which the digger missed

While breaking clods. By the old stone wall

The primroses are showing, and on mud-flats

The heron calls, the sea comes in, and rats

Gnaw at the gifts the estuary brings them all.

This morning I walked with the gold-polled son

In search of imaginary cows, while bluebells

And violets distracted us, but all their smells

Were redolent of hospital. Suddenly I was one

Who thought of the death of him, my friend.

In a far country where he was a stranger, while

I knew it now as home. The child’s bright smile

Reflected the father’s face, the path would wend

Across his landscape, and the lonely crying birds

Yammered his background. Now, in this untidy

Churchyard, looking at sodden soil, I recall the mighty
Swell of that voice, the roll and thunder of words



In public places, but, more particularly, the bars

And friendly houses where we would meet and joke

About our situation, we, the perennially broke.

With, always, limericks and gossip about the stars

Of our own worlds, those whom success had loved.

Now, past the thin iron gates, past the wall-rue

And hart’s-tongue, success, my friend, has taken you
To that country which another poet had already proved

A source for fabulous tales. Damp now, I shiver,

Take a last look at the awkward hump of earth.

Recalling that your funeral gave rise to mirth,

And turn away, knowing certainly that I will never

Again stand thus. Time and fame will neatly trim

This rubbish heap, and this grave itself become
A symbol of the poet in his long-sought home.

And I, forgetting this, carry my memories of him.

My jester, drinking companion, and old friend.

Sharer of careless youth and slapdash middle-age.

Records preserve his voice, his words are on the page

To prove that this drear mistiness is not the end.

EUTHVEN TODD



BAWDRY EMBRACED

Great farmy whores, breasts bouncy more
Like buttocks, and with buttocks like

Two white sows jammed in a sty door.

Are no dunghills for bawdry’s cock.

Nor tigery tarts, with rubber backs.

Switches for tits and neon blood.

Hurdling the beds, their silk in shrieks,

Can ever come at bawdrihood.

All iced-wedding-cakey dolls.

Molten in May’s bubbly vat.

Gulped before their sugar cools

Sicken Bawdry’s ostrich gut.

And the foxy slut who still

Scrubs at carrion with her brush,

Demuring down the marriage-aisle.

Can make bloody Bawdry blush.

Not in down-trousered slovenliness.

Nor vomitorial gluttony,

Bawdry’s needle nakedness

Has this diamond in its eye

:

Time was Tailfever struck this town.

There was not one cramped street

But stroked itself to trembling curves

When he glanced at it.



Tailfever was a bawdreur good,

Raging delicate beast,

He trod this town a calendar

To find his bawdriste.

Tom-catting over walls and tiles.

His bared weapon blazed

As if a firedrake through the dark
Dragged him by the waist.

The lily virgin at her prayer

Who heard the roof shake

And ran to draw the blind, fell

Deflowered at his look.

Till bright a day, and dark a day.

His palate picked out

Of promiscuity’s butchery

Sweety Undercut.

Born bawdriste, in all England
Never came better.

Heaven itself blazed in her bush.

Tailfever got her.

From what dog’s dish or crocodile’s rotten

Larder she had come
He questioned none: “It is enough

That she is and I am.”



They caught each other by the body

And fell in a heap:

A cockerel there struck up a tread

Like a cabman’s whip.

And so they knit, knotted and wrought,

Braiding their ends in;

So fed their radiance to themselves

They could not be seen.

And thereupon—a miracle!

Each became a lens

So focussing creation’s heat

The other burst in flames.

Bawdry! Bawdry! Steadfastly

Thy great protagonists

Died face to face, with bellies full.

In the solar waste

Where there is neither skirt nor coat.

And every ogling eye

Is a cold star to measure
Their solitude by.

TED HUGHES



two poems

CHARM

Echoes of Orpheus’ magic lyre still linger

in the wreath of the animal ear like the singing sea

in acoustic spires of shell: one sees how the cobra

obeying the flute flows from his flattened coil

upward and flowers upon a vertical stem,

and one hears—what an Irish idea!—^that the snail

has an ear

for music, that kismet is come for the mollusk for

whom
the coloratura blackbird’s bell-song peals

!

Whether a fact or a fiction one pictures the action:

the thrush’s sudden serenading glissando

sounding some latent attrait in the listening snail

who glides from his grapeleaf tent on a ruffled foot

in rhythmic ripplings, and stops, procured,

the flattered Muse of this music-for-an-occasion

whose bravura, cadenza, and trills are all for him

as the opulent iridescences of the web
are all for the fly ; moveless and mesmerized

he waits beside his white Ionic wheel

in an anesthesia of dreams, trapped in his now
enchanted need to know the end of the song.



FOR PETER WHO CRIED BECAUSE
HE COULD NOT CATCH THE MOTH

Peter, this epode of tears that follows chagrin

is classic form for the human state you are in

as distinctly stung by the insect’s instinctive evasion

you display the normal (for your age) response to

frustration.

The moth does not cry for the moon, but struck by the

light

pursues it headlong in fascinated flight

and lacking the requisite mental reactions for tears

beats his breast and profitlessly perseveres.

The power to choose is more choice than the prize, and
you

chasing the moth in his path want what you do,

while he, determined creature, willy nilly

circles the globe of a barren electric-lily.

Child, this fly-by-night is a shy, wild thing

with an easily-crumpled paper-thin gold-tissue wing
not fit for caressing. (Can you coldly understand
at three that a moth in the air is worth two in the

hand?)

An Aladdin’s lamp (and you have one) will when you
will

bring him enchanted to stand on an azure sill

with his ruffled and sulphur silks before and behind
lit up full-view by the Argus-eyed moon of your mind.



f-hree poems

ELEGY

Beyond the river heavy morning rose

In mist that soaked the pines and weighted air:

Distant and dampened, hunting sounds of crows
And a freighted diesel baffled at the ear.

He died at the slack. Nature loosened hold

An instant and his hurt brain slipped outside

In a surge of blood that, flooding in, unrolled

A breaker bearing him on to farther tide.

The fog drew off. A heron fished the stream.

The train ran sounding on its westering course.

And where his body lay the mourners came.

Death having gentled life laid under curse.

The lines outside his loves ran still unharmed

:

No news, no passion over the speed of light

Knocked at the doors of distance with alarm.

Unarmed, in sin and mindless, he went out.

Out to forgiveness he could never give

—

Alone, his own soul’s master, leaving few
To mourn, yet who is left who will not grieve

Seeing that body still, the mind made new?

Who knows what spheres of love those hands impelled.

What worlds he mastered, farthest from his thought?

He was a man, weak, punishing and wild.

And God shall hold him dear, so dearly bought.
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THE MYTHMAKERS

The winter window gathers all outside

—

A wideness reaching to the winter sea.

Failing in rows, the sapless oaks would slide

Within a room. Salt cries from each tree

‘Death of the heart’ and whitens where it dried.

The rocks show blackest farthest in the lee.

This weather beckons with a thousand glances

—

A dazzle of snow and sea that shatters glass,

And death shows loveliest of mortal chances

Sacred outside the window glazed in ice

;

In soft unsounding fall, the avalanches

Poured from the boughs seem promise to possess.

Not of this sea born, never on any shell

Of this shore naked, never rosy dame
Flesh, Aphrodite rippling on the swell

And on her mollusc melting, hither came

:

Desire of minds, wrapt in a soother spell

Than bears a goddess here, fed forth such flame.

We trap our fire in rock. Why should we lure

A goddess to a net, love out to die?

Fix us a polestar, glittered cynosure

Of ice beyond all heat, that we may lie

With essence naked, with the zero pure.

The goddess death, our petrifact of sky.



END OF THE ROAD

The color of October afternoon

Gave the light pause and lingered. Autumn sighed

A last and western breath. The sidelong moon
Dim in the aster sky seemed great with tide

Growing to spring in evening, and our ride

Across the river, climbing with the trees.

Had stroked to silence all but the brute stride

Of engine firing to its own decrees

Yet underfoot, locked in, and self-consumed like a

disease.

We had come through in stealth along a road

That weather wrinkled. Time had stood apart

To watch the trees take back what men had owed
And lapsed in death and debt. A land too hard.

Too grudging, broke them, ending with the heart.

And we went there, smooth on our springs and tires.

Past graveyards seeming laid there from the start

And holes of houses fallen, whose desires

Would darken had they stood, ringed with rugosa

briers.

And autumn paused where the road had met an end

In a house grown like a grave and standing still.

I killed the rage of engine with a hand
And we set foot on earth. Time had our will,

Autumn our heart. An air flowed down the hill

And loosened leaves that flittered in the light:

The house grew darker as the gathering chill

Whitened the moon and touched the pines with night.

Biding a time, a fall with all its winter weight.
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We moved. The windows gathered in our shade

But gave back nothing. We were there alone

In an emptying air, called by a world inside,

Treading unbalanced on the threshold stone

And low behind us an impending moon
That spent its light upon each wasted pane

:

The year, the day and light, all we might own
Of mortal seasons, failed in that dying lane.

And we turned back, our headlights sifting

the night like rain.

LOUIS 0. COXE



two poems

EL DORADO

Gleaming city.

City risen before the mind.

Sheer thought: Crystallized.

Not of heaven, but of earth.

White towers glittering in the desert,

City of pure mineral.

A skull stares across the sand.

City of silence.

No sound, nor shadow.

Only the hands

Of the tower clock

Mark the fixed hour.

It is noon now forever.

The hands have moved together

Pointing straight upward.

The sun stands overhead.

The circle is perfected.

Inevitable city.

Where, at a point within.

Heard ticking

At the secret center.

The Object,

The ice-blue element

Glowing in its cage

;

The mechanism, finely set;

Waiting our human footstep.
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SEA AND SKY

It was Sunday,

Of late summer,
And the aging race of Adam
Wandered from altar to oceanside.

And in that world of space and time,

Lay dreaming.

Tracing designs.

Spreading the lotion over its limbs.

But there was something in the wind
that raised the water,

And made us see

The reaching waves.

The fascination

of their movement.

Under the blue and waiting sky.

The paradise without face or sign.

They came appointed up the sand

To take us, that last day

;

And the city we had built,

While time remained.

WILLIAM BURPOED



THE CAR BARN UNDER COOCAN’S BLUFF

Among the lacelike leaves

in the lemony April morning,

abandoned the corroding engines

were slowly sinking into the ground.

I saw a heap of rusty chains

and red sheet-iron returning to the ore.

Deep in the black car-barn appeared

overalls with a yellow lamp,

that mechanic pounded on a spike

clink clink again again

and the noises in small bubbles forth

floating burst in the silent sunshine.

Startlingly a rusty door

on a rusty hinge moved down an inch

and a blinding flash in the barn’s black heart

revealed a crouching welder with a hood.

PAUL GOODMAN



two poems

TAPESTRY FIGURES

When starlight breaks like a surf down the dark sky.

The sea brims at his eyelids, and on his tongue

Is the first taste of death. All night he will lie

Under the live-oak, aware of the young
Girl who lies beside him, seeming to sleep.

The sound of her breathing more plaintive than a cry.

For though his sword glitters between them, he knows
If he speaks her name that she will answer gladly.

If he extends his hand, her hand will close

About it, bring it to her breast. How sadly

Lies he then, unmanned in his gleaming armor.

While silently the starlight ebbs and flows.

Deceived and grievous this ecstatic vigil

Which brings him to earth as one already dead.

The passionate seas flow over him, and fill

His eyes with salt, his bright sword is corroded.

Such ecstacy as this is not of love

:

The flesh denied, lewd triumph of the will.

He knows this also, waking, hearing the leaves

Pour down through the dark and the distant sea

Declaim. The sound of her faint breathing grieves

Him like a wound ; guilt scars him brutally.

Dead in his armor he conceives her death.

Though even this night’s anguish she forgives.



NOBODY HERE BUT US

Imagining at Wellfleet

Venus herself, enshelled.

Mother-naked floating

Over Massachusetts Bay
(Why? To redeem the Age?)
And stepping lightly across

The beach like a lush maenad,
Or Isadora being Greek,

To offer us Such Love

—

One must face the real, the water-winged
Not winged-over-water creatures.

Emphatically not here

Venus A. Botticelli,

And maybe she was never.

Not here or anywhere.

But we are real, adepts

Of love in a summer season.

Mocking the talk of love

(Yet each with his hot dream)
Laymen who’d rock a goddess

Gently, sun-goggled oglers

Burning, burning, on the burning sand.

And Venus? Oh no, not here.

She was another country

And besides

—



Turn earthward!
Visions of perfect love

Start from the look toward heaven,

The look through the glare, hot

And unguarded—^the look at the sun.

That god who pities us not.

WILLIAM ABRAHAMS



four poems

A CREEK TRIREME

We spent many nights in building

a Greek trireme

according to plans we had spread out on the table.

We measured the length of the oars with the decimeter

the three rows of benches

tallied the planks of the deck together

considered and reconsidered what color to make the

ropes

that sleep might in the mind be colorful.

Sleep came when he was least expected,

we saw him sleeping fearlessly

in our bed like an archaic stone.

At rare intervals we were interrupted by half hours

and whole

the door that creaked for the cup of coffee

brought by a girl-friend,

and the gross headlines of the newspapers.

Across the walls hung our exhausted sensibility

:

pencil sketches, watercolors, fresco, oil,

depicting the hours of a rustic shoe like that one

which remained for us the most living in still-life

paintings.

Events so human in the heart of the twentieth century.



TRACEDIA MINIMA

How to dispose of a residual hand
when the late comer steps out heavily

amid the cluster of lights that go out

and the red inscriptions of the exits light up?
The cleaners will come to heap up
the ticket-stubs

hurriedly, in order to make the last train

for the suburbs;

it is enough only to consider

that nothing is somewhat more
and somewhat less empty than emptiness

for you to dispose of a hand
which has done nothing

but to make announcements
though it might have killed the hero

or exercised its fingers on a neck

or smashed an electric switch

or counted silver coins

or moulded waxen likenesses and masks
or even opened a pit

if all its movements were not without purpose

like the printed proclamation of a past year

with which the wind plays, half hidden in the mud.

THE WELL

Beside the bed, a wooden door,

before the wooden door, the flagstones

a basin, a piece of'marble of an old capital

and a well.

Nothing else was found.



The rusty door creaked in my dream.

I hear the water wakening
with talk and horseshoes and footsteps.

Pails bang on the well-wall

and plop plop the voice deep in the closed space
and plop plop the shining black larynx gulping

in which faces fall and moons tumble.

My dream became one with the dawn of thirst,

my life became one with the life of water.

TIME OF JUDGEMENT

At eight in the evening, properly humble, I went
with movement harmonious and restrained,

poured into the prototype of fear,

with a landscape of devotion on my eyelids,

all as was shown me with much circumspection

by the last mirror

:

the kissing of birds on the belt-buckle,

whatever of the chest might be revealed

and arranged with disbelief,

a slight fragrance of narcissus

on my earlobes; I went
at eight in the evening

with a small sheaf of papers watered in sin

to the dreadful encounter with judgement

but found that the god had gone
on one of his honeymoons.
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three poems

JAYS IN THE WOOD

Seneschals of the soft, still-smoky morning,

Robber barons. Til Eulenspiegels

Merry in scamping mirrors where their ego ogles

Divine knavery and pinions of eagles

—

Boggling in the glinting, leaf-linted, hocus-focusing

Refractions ;
after nuts and berries

Like a game. In bold blame,

In vainglorious taxidermy, they proclaim

All the possibilities of optimism;

Shaming the lagging ragtag of sleepy sparrows.

Cities still abed, and milkmaids

Who abide sweet seconds longer at the cow’s warm side.

Cockerels of warnings and honors, they are loud

Against collusion, are endowed
Against secrecies and conniving crowds.

Unbowed, they prick at intrigue’s mended eye.

No prink confounds them. Roused
From windrows like a holiday, unfazed.

Cocksure in chevrons and raised crest.

They cry the finish of all fakery.

Their Bremen bray is a coup de grace

Disposing of the lie. The trick is theirs.

Before these county commissioners.

Blue lawyers, even the fairy tale defers:

There are incontrovertible opinions in the trees.



A WINTER'S TALE

There is snow. Beneath its preoccupation,

Conundrums of daisies, whole lunacies

Of golden dandelions evolve. The sun

Is a mere excuse; the sky, a wish—heartsease

And nightshade whereupon the tale is hung.

And once upon a time there was a wood.

Manifest with track and birdsong.

Where crickets cried and owls hallooed.

And cardinals and civets waited out a spell

Of thorns. One hundred years to the day.

In a blizzard of imprecations, the fatal syllable

Was said that sealed a warm and graceful time away.

Who was not invited to an impudence of weddings.

Or had chinoiseries of names no one could guess?

Who concealed thumbpricks of spite in emerald rings

And apples? Those who know, are geese

Upon an icy stream, or frogs too deep in wells

To tell, or trees in listening spinneys

Waiting for their season of release. The evils

Of unconscionable reproach still freeze

The yielding and the innocent into

An alien seizure, an agonized repose.

There are no words, of all we know.
That may yet restore the strawberries

And the larks to an undevious request.

In a rhyme of snow, in a sharp command of wind.

Do leaves bestir themselves like princesses.

Are witches banished from the land?



THE *POODLE

With jeweled bark and marcelled bite, lamb limb,

Crimped shank, he is precursor of decays.

A topiaried guardian of whim.
He is a foible like the sugared rose.

A lineage has ended in a toy.

Both pride and valor have been pedicured.

In towns of dalliance, in hoi polloi

Of ateliers and drawingrooms, toward

What menace does the poodle whine? What tail-

End revel wags the dog of auguries?

So bit by bite, and bone by bone the fall

Of mastery is noted; and with these

Few signs a tomb is made : a flower, a crown
A poodle couchant on a field of green.

MARVIN SOLOMON



four poems

GRIEF

Grief comes trotting as a horse,

very gay, and nuzzles at my face

until it’s wet, and I reach up
to touch his queer papery face.

A standing horse is a monument
without a grave, a standing sleep

of bones and steaming nostril’s cave.

I have him now, standing, for keeps.

He’s a poor cartless mass of hurt,

a horse in the mind named sleep,

erect in a city where spires spit birds

and grief holds, never bursts.

THE HUNT

Awake, I bid your body goodbye,

dress hurriedly and emerge
in the general sun. The dogs

pretend a hunger for the quarry

they cannot eat, and I mount
thinking of the night and your silk

stockings over the delicate legs

they cover, my intemperate vein

flashing love and anger, but

—

the dogs have smelled the fox

and stretch undulating haunches

and we go off in a furious rush.

3IS



TOE NEW OVERCOAT

A frightening name, winter,

a novel with its cover on the cold,

crystal or snow
to no beholder, the book always closed.

But how nice in my coat !

—

a novel around the shoulders of home,

with wool for heat:

it's like sleeping in a tree, or stone.

THE ACErNG ATHLETE

You’re through—now walking up and down,

you think of speed and dig your heels,

testing this soil and that for a start,

but it’s no go . . . Practicing for leaps,

you start forward but exhaust the push
and end up with a damaging rush,

arms hanging, hands twitching at your sides,

chin bobbing on your chest: no pride

that once sustained you as you leapt

the next hurdle, hair up then down,

the wind in your ears, the crowd beside

itself, shouting. Come on ! Come on

!

and you smashed the tape with your chest

and sank into the arms of many lovers.

NEIL WEISS



three poems

ATTITUDES

Irish Catholic

After the long wake, when many were drunk,

Pat struggled out to the tracks, seething

Blinded, was struck by a train.

Died too. The funeral was for the mother and son.

The Catholic music soared to the high stones.

Hundreds swayed to the long, compulsive ritual.

As the mourners followed the caskets out

Wave followed wave of misery, of pure release.

New England Protestant

When Aunt Emily died, her husband would not look at

her.

Uncle Peter, inarticulate in his cold intelligence,

Conceded few flowers, arranged the simplest service.

Only the intimate members of the family came.

Then the small procession went to the family grave.

No word was spoken but the parson’s solemn few.

Silence, order, a prim dryness, not a tear.

We left the old man standing alone there.



ONLY IN THE DREAM

Only in the dream that is like sleep

When time has taken the measure of live things

By stark origination

Is mankind redeemed.

Only in the melancholy of the music
Of the midnight within the blood

Comes the fulfillment

After faring years.

Only in the balance of dark tenderness

When everything is seen in its purity

Do we penetrate

The myth of mankind.

Only in the mastery of love

Is anything known of the world,

Death put aside

With pure intent.

Only in the long wastes of loss

Comes the mystical touch on the brow
That triumph grow,

Insatiable, again.
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THRUSH SONG AT DAWN

Bird song is flute song and a glory

Of the morning when the sun unascending

Holds his other glory of mentality

And the dawn has not the mental mockery
But the birds from sweet subconscious wells

Pierce through all barriers to sense,

They send and giving sing divinity,

So sweetly charged with subterranean meaning
They are like angels in the morning

Come from ancient time, a fast enchantment,

To bless our mortal songless weakness

And trail a vocal glory all the day.

I would not be a bird, but I would hear

Deep in some lost purity, beneath the mind.

There in the sweet, dark coil of time.

As in a mother, the thrush as savior.

And a sovereign mediator; or any other

Lung-red singing : Richness propounds confusion.

That pleasure that will never cease to be

Where we are played upon without a fault

By magic tones we love but do not have to know.

RICHARD EBERHAET



COLETTE

I

Vestal of the verb, her style she held.

Like a thirsty knife, at the live throat of men.

And sometimes slashed, but when they bled and yelled.

Put them to bed and nursed them well again.

At eighty, lack of love was all she hated.

Bought violets with their earth-dripping root.

Subtle and simple, she was violated

By innocence, as a young girl by a brute.

Curled up like a tamed animal, she said

To him : Take ! I wish I could give you more.

Then more than body gave to his embrace.

When death came, she said : Take ! And when the dread

Looking-glass saw the loved face it bore.

The mirror wept, but not the dying face.

II

An arrow of rubies bleeding at her throat.

And indignation sparkling in her hair.

To a young man, in angry love, she wrote

:

You beg. Share my life. But you mean. Take my share.

Like a hanged man cut down in time to live

I fill my lungs with air and say. Good-bye.

You mostly took while thinking most to give.

I love you, but I want to be an 7.
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Good-bye sticks in the mouth like broken glass.

Under the candid lens of this May-light

Coal-shovel, hearth and tongs, whatever things

We shared once, now glare at me when I pass.

I want my life, yet now the plain daylight

That touched us both, falls on my skin, and stings.

Ill

The picture was a young, old-fashioned girl

Laughing over the trout-delighting water.

With hair that looked one live, exuberant curl:

The maimed Captain’s, and the mourned Sido’s,

daughter.

Her eyes like swallows, ranging the round air,

(Creature herself) watch rapid animals:

Rabbit on grass, butterfly on pear.

Red squirrel hullabalooing on garden walls.

Zoos she loathed, but later had a cat

As supple as Colette on the dancing stage,

A furry fury. Did she learn from that

To scream the purple vowel of pain and rage.

Hearing, half-craved, half-feared, in a Paris flat,

The lion of love roar from his living cage?

IV

A face as innocent as a falling leaf.

Sunlight flowing like blood through every feature.

But the same face that later cried in grief

:

To throw my arms around the neck of a creature.
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Man or dog, who loves me. Living breath

Caresses the lungs as a dear hand the cheek.

Not to love is pure, appalling death.

Better to love, be shattered, again to seek.

Look ! Intense and dawn-delighting face.

An Eden-earth, turning in fiery space.

To be explored and mapped and importuned.

Desired beyond enduring, gladly taken,

A face to learn its whole life could be shaken

By love that healed its self-inflicted wound.

V
To love again, when one’s already savaged

By first betrayal, she wrote, is like the ill

Who think they are cured, but once again are ravaged.

Crying, I thought it was over! Let it kill!

Life’s degradation and divinity

She knew, as mechanics know a skilled machine.

And most of all, that mortal trinity

:

A man, a woman, and the love between.

They said. She is life-toughened, nerved with steel.

Ah no ! She answered, merely made of woman.
But that’s enough, feminine, bone-real.

Living was loving, if it had a name.
Even in those most horrible and human
Hours when shrill tears burned her eye balls like flame.

PAUL ENGLE



opinion

A CREATOR OF SPACES

The NecklacSy by Charles Tomlinson. Fantasy Press (London).
4s 6d.

WHAT CLAIMS TO BE THE ^'AGREEABLE MINOR VERSE'' of anony-
mous British culture—the sort of thing for instance that gets
printed for filler in The Listener—^traffics, as the patient in-

spector quickly discovers, in void gestures of rumination over
themes that, until the ruminative process seized on them, barely
existed as themes. A thousand unpretentious poems are ampli-
fied^ samples of the background noise that continually accom-
panies the chatter of our mental processes, insistent, like all

background noise, when the talking machine pauses for a
moment: bits of commonplace assimilation of one's environment,
isolated and promoted as ^‘poetic" because not crassly practical.
This random example comes from The Listener for October 13,

1955 (elisions mine)

:

Hesitate with letters, there by the pillar-box,

Holding the gesture. Listen: . . .

. . . 'Tt is the hour
Of—" But of what? . . .

. . .You watch the wind
Tumble the smoke, lift half the blossom of a tree,

Twitching away April like a table-cloth.
Sparrows occur. Wheels twinkle. Thin and high,
High and continuing high like a violin,

A vapour trail describes an enormous flower,
Grown out, nudging the blue, into absolute silence. . .

This has a delectable post-Thermidor complacency. Tennyson
need no longer be guillotined every Wednesday; poetry has
outlived the phase of manifestoes and metrical Schrecklichkeit
and can resume its normal business of distracting the middle
classes. It is no longer quite the same poetry of course; even
the incorruptible pentameter admits numerous hypermetric
syllables, and it is licit for vapor-trails, flowers and violins to

collapse into a simultaneous sensation. “Sparrows occur" is a
very knowing bit of synthetic casualness, decidedly post-Auden.
The revolution is consummated, Rupert Brooke is old hat, and
we moderns (not of course glass-and-chrome moderns, but at
any rate Eden's and Eisenhower's parishioners, not Bonar
Law's) have our contemporary poesie d’ameublement. Civili-

zation resumes its course. Time heals all things, even the
schisms promoted by Vorticism. Mr. Wyndham Lewis gets a
friendly nod now and then. And so on.
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Under these circumstances the bored cisatlantic reader
would have some excuse for supposing* that Mr. Charles Tom-
linson, with his apparatus of flutes, seashores and sunsets, was
a member in good standing of the BBC party. Let the reader
be undeceived; there could be no more convincing instance of
the infallibility of the guardians of British public taste in

distinguishing between the genuine and the specious than their

unanimous condescension toward Mr. Tomlinson. A glance at
the pages of The Necklace sufficed to persuade them that all

was not well. Quite so: these mere fifteen poems constitute
just such a flawlessly alert achievement in the joining of words,
unassisted by rhetoric of form or empathy of theme, as the
counter-Bohemian arbiters of the Queen’s realm, though they
go through the motions of prizing such criteria, must make
it their business to proscribe,

... But how shall one say so?

—

The fact being, that when the truth is not good enough
We exaggerate. Proportions

Matter. It is difficult to get them right.
There must be nothing
Superfluous, nothing which is not elegant

*

And nothing which is if it is merely that. . . .

This extract—^both what it says and the quality of writing
it typifies—will serve to illustrate Mr. Tomlinson’s minimum
virtue, not talking too much while not indulging in a mummery
of laconism, epigrams, meanin^ul glances, knowing under-
statements. He functions, at his mildest, like a flute-player
oblivious to listeners, in a tacit dialogue with his art, getting a
short passage exactly right. When this intentness on the con-
tours of a perception extends itself, we have such a poem
as Observation of Facts, which needs to be quoted intact:

Facts have no eyes. One must
Surprise them, as one surprises a tree
By regarding its (shall I say?)
Facets of copiousness.

The tree stands.

The house encloses.

The room flowers.

These are fact stripped of imagination:
Their relation is mutual.

A dryad is a sort of chintz curtain
Between myself and a tree.

The tree stands: or does not stand:
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POETRY

As I draw, or remove the curtain.

The house encloses: or fails to signify
As being bodied over against one,
As something one has to do with.

The room flowers once one has introduced
Mental fibre beneath its elegance,
A rough pot or two, outweighing
The persistence of frippery
In lampshades or wallpaper.

Style speaks what was seen,
Or it conceals the observation
Behind the observer: a voice
Wearing a ruff.

These facets of copiousness which I proposed
Exist, do so when we have silenced ourselves.

This is elegant only in the sense in which a mathematician
so praises a demonstration, or a physicist an experiment; its

elegance denotes not a patent-leather glaze over a quotidian
shoe, ,but the co-presence of the fewest possible components
functioning with minimum waste. Observation of Facts isn’t

a surface but an action compact of surprises. The leap from
^Tact stripped of imagination” to *‘A dryad is a sort of chintz
curtain” would have delighted Aristotle; and how finely
weighed, in the vicinity of "dryad” and "curtain,” is that
"stripped” I And then we discover that we have paused too soon

:

A dryad is a sort of chintz curtain
Between myself and a tree.

—only then and there, not always. Yet we need the pause, the
half-joke of the first line in isolation. The line-ending
functions; without it, without the shift of perspective it in-
duces, the sentence would be merely fanciful. Dr, Williams
once described Mariaime Moore’s Marriage as "an anthology
of transit”; Mr. Tomlinson, though his affinities are raiiier
with Miss Moore than with, say, Keats, doesn’t display the
copiousness of an anthology; he isn’t culling a prickly heap
of experiences. Nor is his world a stripped world; he doesn’t
arrive at it by subtraction, he builds from nothing; his world
is a blank which he proceeds to furnish. He isn’t a connoisseur
of austerities, cultivating

an Oljrmpian apathein
In the presence of selected perceptions;

or inviting us to share an effete predilection for items that
dangle before the appreciative gaze, in Calderesque whimsi-
cality. Rather the ideal reader assists at an athletic act of
creation, where subtle and exact relationships, like' the ones
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that occupy an oriental geomancer, are not being found but
stbp by step established. Yet this creator of spaces is no
Mondrian; he is blessedly free of the revolutionary itch.

This comes out clearly in Mr. Tomlinson^s third category
of poems, the ones where he isn’t explicitly purifying thought
processes but simply building: as in Nine Variations in a
Chinese Winter Setting, First we have the blank expectations
aroused by the title; then we have, by fiat.

Warm flute on the cold snow
Lays amber in sound.

or a little later, with more aplomb than preciosity,

ill

The sage beneath the waterfall
Numbers the blessing of a flute.

Water lets down
Exploding silk.

or later still, more intricate,

V

Pine-scent
In snow-clearness
Is not more exactly counterpoised
Than the creak of trodden snow
Against a flute.

One is constantly aware of what these poems are not;
they have in that respect an odd affinity with Augustan satire,
which works by just evading the regnant cliches. Mr. Tomlin-
son’s flutes, for instance,^ manage not to be drawn into the
convention of literary still-life; they are neither bourgeois
stage-props whimsically disposed, like the guitars of the early
cubist collages, nor are they a refined equivalent. Picasso
might have employed the flute instead of the guitar if the
matrix of his Romantic satire had been that of, say, Proust
instead of Pecuchet; the flute would still have retained its

connections with a certain social world, though a high bohemia
instead of a sidewalk cafe. Mr. Tomlinson’s flute on the cold
snow does nothing of the kind; it posits a quality of music
and so a quality of perception, and no more. The word
‘‘Chinese” in his title is merely part of the machinery for de-
taching the flute and the snow from Anglo-Saxon cliches;
the poem isn’t transferred into the allied cliche-world of
chinoiserie.
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Which explains in turn why this author’s work diffe?‘s

so radically from the staple minor British verse to which his
stock of images, his persistent synaesthesia, his preoccupation
with moments of tranced half-attention would seem at first

glance to ally him.

It is neither between three and four
Nor is it the time for lamps.
It is afternoon—^interminably.

—one wouldn’t be very surprised to come across those lines in
a patch of versified filler. The difference is that Mr. Tom-
linson compels a wholly different kind of attention from the
reader: so much so that it is grossly wrong to speak of him
as employing devices, or keeping images in stock, or being
preoccupied with anything the reader is likely to remember
from his own mental life. The lines just quoted aren’t a situa-

tion from which the poem starts, a circumstance in which its

meditations are carried on, but a point of perception through
which it passes after it has been in movement for all of four
lines. Which amounts to saying that Mr. Tomlinson, building
up his austere little universes before our eyes, does some-
thing altogether different from the man who, pausing in the
act of mailing a letter, notes the commonplace novelties of
the sensual world (^‘Sparrows occur. Wheels twinkle.”) and
so flatters a reader who has undergone such moments of arrest
himself. He also does something very different from the Wal-
lace Stevens who ravels out into cumbersome frivolities, though
his path has obviously intersected that of the Stevens of
Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird. Even there, Stevens’
unpeopled landscapes imply an ache, an absence of the familiar
point d'appuiy whereas Mr. Tomlinson’s “facets of copiousness”
Ignore the inhabitant precisely because they “exist . . . when we
have silenced ourselves.” This explains why he has none of
Stevens’ itch for the grand style, nor the consequent Stevens
delight in jokes attendant on the grand style gesturing in a void

(Yet that things go round and again go round
Has rather a classical sound.)

His mind isn’t on styles but on the blank paper and the
prospects of calligraphy.

It is hard to imagine where Mr. Tomlinson is going
next; the chief defect of his fifteen poems is their air of having
exhausted their method in a bare few hundred words. At any
rate The Necklace deserves circulation in this country. It is

neither applied art nor last season’s dishwater. It belongs in
the small category of poetic acts which can preserve us from
being abused by the complacent rhetoric of the genteel in-

conspicuous.
HUGH KENNER
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A^WIDE RANGE

Eiurope, by Louis Dudek. Laocoon Press. $2.00.
Two Sides of a P'oerrii by Katherine Bellamann. Alan Swallow.

$2 .00 .

Figures from a Double World, by Thomas McGrath. Alan
Swallow. $2.75.

Poets of Today II, by Norma Farber, Robert Pack. Louis
Simpson. Scribner’s. $3.50.

Sonnets of Love and Liberty, by Walter Lowenfels. Blue
Heron Press. $1.50.

THIS REVIEW IS GOING TO DEAL with five volumes of verse by
seven poets. It is fortunate that the chronicle-reviewer for
Poetry is not expected to draw from his assignment any
generalizations about the present or future state of the art,

for if books of poems were sold in bulk like greeting cards
this bundle would have to be marketed as The Miscellaneous
Assortment. After mentioning the unsurprising fact that all

seven writers lie scattered on that vast middle territory be-
tween the strikingly bad and the astonishingly good. I will

simply examine each collection on its own terms.
Mr. Dudek is a Canadian with three or four earlier

books of poetry to his credit, though this happens to be my
introduction to his work. Europe records its author’s reactions
to a journey abroad, and is divided into; 1. Sea and Land, 2.

England, 3. France, 4. The Warm South, 5. What Greece Has
Given, and 6, Finis. A clean and decorative line-drawing by
Krystyna Sadowska introduces each section. (I can’t resist

congratulating the Laocoon people on the attractiveness of
this 139-page volume; it is pleasant to look at, to handle, and
to read from.) On shipboard, and all through England, one
feels an almost parental indulgence toward the author as he
gets out of his system a good deal of disillusionment at the
intellectual and sexual frivolity of his shipmates, the crass-
ness of most tourists, the well-bred lack of vitality of the
English, and the exaltation of power over art, machinery
over imagination. And there is quite a bit of innocent mysti-
cism about the sea. The form of the poetry, which is in the loose,

ruminative tradition of Williams, provokes a more serious
irritation since one can frequently make no sense of its line-

placement ;

From eleven every morning the program reads ‘‘Concert,”

but it turned out to be Be-Bop
exclusively and German Sehnsucht

of Nelson Eddy vintage.
“How about Mozart?

Or The Messiah?”
piped an American collegian.
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In Prance and in The Warm South, though, Mr. Dudek
becomes a very pleasant travelling companion, of the didactic
sort. The lines take on authority in their movement, the im-
agery freshens, particularly in the latter section. There are
poems which, if typed in prose format, would make satisfying
letters to receive from a perceptive friend abroad (no. 51,
for instance) and poems which, as they stand, make satisfy-
ing poems. (It would be my general feeling about the whole
book, however, that the author is entirely too content with
the poetic self-sufficiency of his ideas, and feels too little need
for the resources of language available to poetry.) But by
the time we get to What Greece Has Given, our poet drops
all attempts to be ingratiating, takes on himself the form
(Cantos), the voice ('‘This was written at Vouliagmeni/ by
the sea, the wind blowing seaward”), the ideas (“archaic
systems” of economics, nasty bureaucrats, etc.) and the para-
phernalia (tags of Greek, etc.) of Pound. One might have been
warned by familiar references to “Ezra” earlier in the book, I
suppose. He becomes, in fact, so generally cantankerous that I
think one might be forgiven for cutting off from his party
and trying to get passage home on a different boat.

Two Sides of a Poem is one of Swallow’s New Poetry
Series publications. One is grateful enough to Mr. Swallow for
publishing a poetry series to feel captious in objecting to the
physical drabness of his little volumes; but they are drab. Mrs.
Beilamann’s collection is not impressive. Her verse exhibits
the familiar sensibility of the ladies’ club poet, though she has
perhaps more verbal resources than such a label would sug-
gest. The poems are divided into “Free Verse,” “From Carib-
bean Holiday,” “Sonnets,” and “Lyrics.” The free verse lands
on the page in disjointed fragments of feeling, the sonnets,
with padded lines and balky beats, testify to their writer’s
having given full responsibility for the making of a poem to
an external form-pattern. The poetry is almost entirely
adjectival:

. . . And patient gulls repeat the mournful sea;
Remote clouds crown the purple land with light.

Red moons come rolling from the east at night.
Drop west and fade beyond the thin palm tree.

Figures from a Double World is a Swallow publication
too, but Mr. McGrath’s sixth collection of poems lies a consider-
able distance ahead of Mrs. Bellamann’s in kind and quality.
In fact, an unusually high proportion of these fifty poems are
thoroughly successful. One could object to an occasional over-
exertion in the imagery (“neutral/ As the spittle of nuns or
children, rain/ Falls on the suburbs”) or to passages that shout
their reliance on Auden (“Look at our summer sky, my love:/
Birds and bombers fly above. . . . Listen to the speeches, dear;/
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Diplomat and murderer”) or Spender (“Rapt in her love and
a twelve bar music no ang'el/ Nor statistic nor theory can
ever equal”). But if Mr. McGrath has no unmistakably origi-

nal voice, he does have control, technical sophistication, and a
kind of diplomacy in handling the counter-stresses of feeling

and intellect that one wants from the poet.

His book is sectioned into: 1. Monsters of the Happy
Land, 2. In a Season of War, and 3. The Abstract Song. The
Monsters are figures from a Wasteland world of desperation,

loss and meaninglessness. The verse is light and witty, and
I particularly liked Same Old Jazz and The Seven Stations

of Mrs, D. Here's a sample from the conclusion of the latter:

.... Mrs. D. put away the intimations of

Responsibility and went home to hear Mr. Tedious talk

about Love

On television. But meanwhile the carnival in her head
Went on. The madman in her mind’s house, manic

with dread,
Turned loose his fantasies, like live snakes in the hall,

While the years of her youth like ghosts, her suppressed
instincts, all

Like drunken spastics and cripples, joined in the riot

upstairs.
Adrift and doomed on a vast and mapless Sargasso of

despairs

Like a liner afire below decks, Mrs. D. sailed through
the day

With her hatches battened. Oh ye who follow the his-

torical way
To the freedom of necessity, who match idea and act,

Pity Mrs. D., who—^in the fiction and fact

Of her incomplete consciousness, of too many things to

unlearn.
Between the burning below and the riot above, knowledge

and instinct—^finds nowhere to turn.

The war poems seemed less moving to me than poems like

The Mobile in the last section: “. . . only art/ Subdues the

furies at the . . . heart.”
Poets of Today is a serious attempt to solve the old

problem of publishing poetry. By binding three young poets

into a single book, Scribner’s hopes for wider circulation on the

basis of “variety,” “scope,” and, I imagine, a three-fold in-

crease in personal supporters. A novel-size book may pos-

sibly seduce some buyers wary of the “slim volume”; at any
rate, though one hopes for a better world, a pound of poetry
for three-fifty undeniably constitutes a bargain in the world
we’re stuck with.
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Norma Farber calls her portion The Hatch. She likes to
work in the small poem: short, neat, built on one slantwise
look at a phenomenon of nature. At its best, this kind of verse
moves toward an Emily Dickinson sort of perception and ex-
pression, at its worst it is sentimental and ^‘feminine.” I dis-
like the coy use of portmanteau words: “cicadences of song,”
“applereadiness,” etc. She includes a group of sonnets which
are interesting and skillful, the lines spilling down with
sometimes only two full stops per poem. Of these, While Eve
seemed to me one of the best. It ends:

. . . while downcast Eve upheld the snake
for its true serpenthood, upheld the tree
laden with ache, upheld the ache, and the sky
clouded with dark Jehovah. And her nak-
edness and self alone did not uphold,
but covered up her shame, and still was cold.

This is her first book.
Robert Pack, whose The Irony of Joy is his first col-

lection, writes an appealing kind of poetry. It is very youthful,
very honest. Where it submits to an unabashed stiffness of line
or a worn and simple image, one feels that it does so under
the pressure of a wish to get on, to get the thing explored;
a more perfect form of saying will arise later out of later
things to say. The poems are apt to be excellent in part, rather
than in whole, to promise more than they quite fulfill. Mr.
Pack tries out various things^—Yeatsian dialogues, sestinas,
etc.—-and some of them have the willed sound of a literary
exercise. But generally he accepts the risk of searching through
his experiences without leaning on ready-made solutions. His
ten-stanza title poem is moving, but there is too little space
here for a passage long enough to do it justice. Instead, let

me quote a short poem, Euclid Applied, as a sample of his
work:

I place my faith in appearances.
In things that loom or fade beneath
The natural sun; for I do not trust
Equations, algebraic laws
Or formulae to teach me truths
That I can never hope to see.

And thinking back, 0 not so far,
I recall a boy in geometry class
Who wrote on the board when his teacher left:

“All angles looking equal—are.”

Louis Simpson^s second collection. Good News of Death
and Other Poems, finishes out the Scribner’s book. These are
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suave and polished poems, very fine ones. One would have to

search hard to find any stumbling in metrics or imagery. To
describe them, one thinks of such terms as intellectual, witty,
understated. The Bible and Greek literature provide Mr. Simp-
son with some of his frames of reference. A long poem, John
the Baptist, traces the prophet^s dreams in the wilderness,
where he . . for his supper parched the locust/ And of her
little burden robbed the bee . . until he wakes.

And to the valley’s winding ways he ran
Crying, ‘Prepare the straight path for The Lord!”
And came to shallow Jordan, where began
The matter of the platter and the sword.

The story of Ulysses and the Sirens provokes another poem.
In the title poem, a “pastoral,” Greek and Christian elements
are combined into a curious drama that I like very much. But
this writer can take off on his own with equal strength. The
Retm'u is delightful, as is The True Weather for Women,
which begins:

Young women in their April moodiness
Complain of showers, for they cannot go
Swimming, or to the courts to play tennis.
But if they suffer from a gentle blow.
What will the storm, the terror of saints, do?
If April presses their green tenderness
How will they stand the full weight of the snow?

When I opened Walter Lowenfels* book I found the
poetry so surrounded, so barricaded in fact, by extra-poetic
data that I very nearly gave up the task of getting through
to them as poems. The jacket, an inserted leaflet, an introduc-
tion by the author at the beginning of the book and a biographi-
cal essay at the end of it all informed me that this 59-year-old
poet is a convicted political prisoner facing five years’ im-
prisonment under the Smith Act. Now, having pushed past the
testimonials of Rivera, Maltz, Kreymborg and others, and hav-
ing arrived at the center of the volume where the poems are,

I feel conspicuous, even guilty, in criticizing them. I applaud
the sincere and humanitarian sentiments I find in them; may
they endure and prevail. But I am afraid that the long-suffer-
ing sonnet has not ceased to suffer here.

MONA VAN DUYN



THE ROADS TAKEN

Voice in the Circle

y

by Jeanne D’Orge. Noel Young. No price

listed.

Book of Lyncs, by Witter Bynner. Alfred A. Knopf. $3.50.

NEITHER OP THESE BOOKS WILL ALTER in any way the direction

of American poetry. Both are physically attractive and thor-
oughly readable in the minor and reassuring fashion that hints
from the beginning that nothing challenging in form or tech-
nique will rise up to confront the diffident reader. But they
are not of equal value as poetry.

As a contributor to the magazine Others, Miss D’Orge
seems to have shared in the great emancipation from stereo-
typed meter and stanza patterns pioneered by the Imagist
movement. But the chiseling of the hard stone of language;
the weighing, painful and scrupulous, of cadence against
cadence characteristic of the work of Ezra Pound and H. D.
seems never to have been very much Miss D^Orge's *‘line.”

Gifted with a good natural ear for rhythm and sound and
strong social sympathies, she seems to have preferred the
fluid (and sometimes loquacious) rhythms of declamation, but
at her best, conversation. The generic touch of Edna St.

Vincent Millay is also an old debit on Miss D’Orge's books, as
for example in her Point Lobos:

If I could not shut my eyes

—

if I could not close my mind sharply

—

like a door against it

—

how would I dare to climb this burning height

—

let down and let it all come in at once

—

I should die.

The word “God” appears with fair frequency also; the poet
appearing (in Millay fashion) as arch, artless critic of the
divine. What I am complaining about I suppose is the lack,
in Miss D’Orge’s work, of objectivity in Arnold’s sense of the
word: “. . . the objective tendency of the mind, as opposed to

the subjective, which is directed to one’s own self—in other
words, to the will.” For the real honey in the rock of experience
is not the poet’s experience but his distillation of it.

The latter part of Voice in a Circle consists of an auto-
biographical poem called Cyclcy which carries the central
character and narrator through adolescence, marriage, mother-
hood, to the dubieties of middle age. Here there is a real gain
all along the line in maturity of technique; the diction becomes
more simple and the images more clear-cut. What seems to be
needed here is a more generous infusion of the dramatic imag-
ination. Other people than the narrator appear and fade like



sfiadows; and the I-character, while truly a spokesman for a
whole generation of American women, never, for lack of any
sharp contrasts, herself becomes clearly delineated as an indi-
vidual. The fact that intimate psychological revelation com^
bined with a fluid rhythm very close to colloquial speech result
in a generalized and not an individual portrait remains the
central unconscious irony. It is not, however, an irony which
Miss D’Orge bears alone; she shares it rather with a whole
school of American poets and novelists (T think of Henry
Miller) who have founded their artistic faith on the spontaneity
of the subjective. It is significant, I think, that Hopkins, in
some ways^ the most cerebral poet of the nineteenth century
always insisted on the strict objectivity of his nature poetry,
and in the end was able lo bring the instrument he had forged
for tho portrayal of the outward world to bear on his own stream
of consciousness, could ultimately be objective about his own
subjectivity.

The poetry to be found in Mr. Bynner’s Booh of Lyrics
is the product of a harder school. The years he has given to
the translation of French, Chinese, and Greek poetry have not,

I am sure, weakened his ear for English verse but rather
strengthened his relish for the classical virtues such as suc-
cinctness, clarity, and simplicity of which it is capable. If we
take the lyric to be primarily the form set aside in poetry for
the outcry of elemental passion, then Mr. Bynner is not a
great lyrist. But elegance and a taste for epigram also have
their place in the lyric mode and here Mr. Bynner excels.

There is no internal evidence in this book of poems se-

lected from the work of a lifetime that the modern cult of
psychology ever existed. Furthermore, the dozen or so schools
of noetry that have risen and subsided during Mr. Bynner’s
career might never have existed either. Indeed there is no
indication of any development at all throughout the volume

—

nor do I say this in dispraise. Early in his career Mr. Bynner
must have decided what was poetry for him and then clung to
it through all revolutions. Like A. E. Housman, Mr. Bynnei
prefers to ignore the complexity of the modern scene. Nature
(rural), art, friendship, and love supply all his themes and
subject matter. He mentions war, for example, only to dis-

miss it:

Who fights for whom?
Toward whom are we a foe?
It seems to make no difference,
Now or long ago.

Within the simplified lyric world of his choosing there is

room for wit as well as song; and if it is sometimes the wit of
mere whimsy, there is plenty of irony mingled with the grace:



There is an island where a man alone
Alive beyond the selfishness of living
Knows the whole world around him as his own
Without resenting and without forgiving.

Mr. Bynner’s daemon, like that of Socrates, seems to have
warned him from the outset what to reject, and his book,
among other things, is an impressive monument to a truly
extraordinary negative capability.

Once, in the middle of the Auden craze, Karl Shapiro
made a bet (and won it) that he could open a popular anthol-
ogy at random, and there would be a poem containing the
word ^‘history” used in the Auden manner. There are not many
words in the English tongue that one can gamble on poetically,
heart-words, marrow-words so close to the idiom and melody of
the language that they cannot stale, words like “garden,”
“river-bed,” “wind,” “death,” “the sea.” I should say that Mr.
Bynner uses most of them. Significantly too he keeps the
Latin components at a modest minimum. An occasional “ele-
ment,” “motion,” and “firmament” (usually for the rhyme) suf-
fice. He uses no fashionable words at all, so considered simply
as diction his poems should wear rather well.

I started this review by saying that neither of these
books would alter the direction of American poetry. I should
like now to introduce a slight shift of emphasis. Mr. B3mner^s
book, though it will change nothing, is yet. I think, prophetic.
For there are other si^s, especially among the younger poets,
that we are now moving into the Augustan age of American
poetry. Our period of exciting, if wasteful, experimentalism
along with the “magnificent ishiness” for which Auden com-
mended D. H. Lawrence seems to be subsiding. Some of us
will be sorry to see it go. Miss D’Orge’s book will contain nos-
talgic memories for readers who have lived through the poetical
climate that it records. But nostalgia is a sentiment we feel

for things already receding from us in time and now too far
removed either to hurt or bless us very much.

E. L. MAYO



FROM THE CREEK

Greek Lyrics, translated by Richmond Lattimore. University
of Chicao^o Press. Clothbound, $2.25; paperbound, $1.25.

Euripides (Volume 11) containing the Cyclops

^

and Heracles
translated and with introduction by William Arrowsmith;
Iphigenia in Tauris, translated by Witter Bynner, with
introduction by Richmond Lattimore, and Helen, translated
and with an introduction by Richmond Lattimore. University
of Chicago Press. $3.75.

Aristophanes*, The Frogs, translated, with an introduction, by
Dudley Fitts. Hareourt, Brace & Co. $4.00.

TRANSLATIONS PROM THE GREEK continue to be issued, not only
by University presses, in numbers that would have seemed,
a literary generation ago, completely astounding. Not only in
their numbers, but also in the variety of the originals, in the
range of authors presented, and in the roster of the trans-
lators, our time may find considerable reason for satisfaction.
In this latest batch, for instance, we have a comedy, four trag-
edies, by no means the most familiar or typical, even of
Euripides, and a collection of lyrics by a near score of authors;
all this brought over into English by four different trans-
lators. Euge!

Mr. Lattimore, by now, is well established in reputa-
tion, and, in the works by which he is represented here, con-
tinues to justify our confidence. The ninety-one lyrics offered
here are translated ^‘into close approximations of the original
meter’^; how close we can see in a stanza from Sappho:

Some there are who say that the fairest thing seen
on the black earth is an array of horsemen;
some, men marching; some would say ships; but I say

she whom one loves best. . .

In the elegiac meters, of which there are numerous examples,
Mr. Lattimore has been somewhat harder put to maintain the
proportion of spondees; work in this meter for any length of
time, and you find yourself becoming troehaicer and trochaicer,
the English language, or our recollections of Evangeline, seem-
ing to insist on a weakening of the strong double even-footed
measure. “In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery column/
in the pentameter aye falling in melody back,^’ for instance—^too

many dactyls, and at least one trochee encroaching on the spon-
dee's domain. Moreover, pentameter is not right exactly, ei-

ther; the second verse, more truly, is a proper hexameter, trun-
cated, with rests substituted for the latter half of third and
sixth foot, Mr. Lattimore makes as few compromises as any-



body, but we all need to be a little more austere in this regard,
so that our language’s approximation to the original can, with-
out being too stiff and toficult, be closer still. Mr. Lattimore,
of course, writes English well, has the ear of a poet, and is

never unGreekly lush. In this pleasant collection he has supplied
a minimum of scholarly apparatus; there is a succinct and
pointed preface, brief notes, mostly biographical in character,
and a concordance.

Mr. Lattimore is also, with David Grene, editor of the
continuing series which aims to give us, in new versions, the
complete Greek tragedies. This is the second volume of Euri-
pides, presenting, in its four items, specimens more or less

atypical of Greek drama in general and even of Euripides in

particular, unconventional and daring though his eccentric
genius was. Mr. Lattimore has translated that curious number,
Helen, and by way of emphasizing its peculiar nature, has put
his introduction after the play, a modern touch (don’t give
away the plot of this movie) that would have delighted Euri-
pides. His version, and those by Messrs. Bynner and Arrow-
smith, have sufficient unity of tone so that there is no inter-
ference with our recognition of the plays as the product of
the same hand. We owe the editors gratitude for recognizing,
as ‘^the first modern translation,” Mr. Bynner’s version of
Iphigenia in Tauris, prepared in 1915—^that long ago!—^for

the use of Isadora Duncan. All four plays are provided with
introductions, of which those by Mr. Arrowsmith are the
most formidable.

Mr. Fitts recognizes, in Aristophanes’ Frogs, not only
the rollicking pantaloon comedy, but also a certain old-fogy
meanness of mind and spirit. I have disliked some of Mr.
Pitts’ other translations because of a tendency to be cute,

or arch, in a rather academic manner, to give it the academic
titter, or smirk, which the boys in the classroom had better
chuckle at or else. Less so here; this version bounces along,
rowdily enough, flippant, and coarse at the right moments.
Mr. Fitts’ book includes some helpful general notes on the
text, and an index of proper names; the whole play might
well be read, not only for its own sake, but as critical, if not
entirely fair, commentary on the art of Euripides during your
perusal of the volume reviewed above.

ROLFE HUMPHRIES



LOCATIONS FOR THE CRITIC

Creation ayid Discovery: Essays in Criticism and Aesthetics,
by Eliseo Vivas. The Noonday Press. $5.00.

Aesthetics and Criticism, by Harold Osborne. Philosophical
Library. $4 75.

CRITICS ARE NOW BECOMING BORED with the inglorious science
of exegesis. Intellectual vacuity seems to be staring them in
the face. Furthermore, and a fact more pertinent to this re-
view, it is becoming apparent to aestheticians that to deny
the validity of extrinsic criticism is manifestly absurd. Their
acceptance of non-esthetic considerations in the study of poetry,
however, brings difficulty because recent studies have made
it even more apparent that despite the danger of sterility in-
trinsic criticism provides the key to a meaningful analysis of
the poem. How can two seemingly contradictory, and yet neces-
sary, theories of criticism, extrinsic and intrinsic, be accepted
as philosophically compatible? From the studies of Eliseo
Vivas and Harold Osborne a tentative answer emerges, tenta-
tive because for

^

a poem merely to be and yet to contain a
world solely within a linguistic structure that defies paraphrase
or translation overwhelms the reason. The answer implied by
these studies seems to be : extrinsic investigations are primarily
adjunctive. The proper study of the work of art is the work
of art.

^
Eliseo Vivas, the writer of Creation and Discovery (a

selection of essays^ written within the last twenty-five years)

,

IS a confirmed believer in the “purity’’ of the aesthetic trans-
action and as a humanist also believes that a poem has mean-
ing to man in society. Through his interpretation of the way
that a poem embodies meanings he is able to fuse extrinsic
and intrinsic criticism without doing injury to the absolute
character of the aesthetic object. Meaning, to this critic and
philosopher, has its sociological-anthropological base. He holds,
as the title of his book emphasizes, that “it is the poet’s
unique function to discover the meanings and values of a
society through the act of creation.” As he uses the significant
words “creation” and “discovery” he not only retains the old
view of the poet as prophet (without in the least becoming
an advocate of sociological and historical criticism which denies
the autonomy of the poem) but adheres to the premise of in-
trinsic criticism that the poem is an exclusive thing, an object
newly made. He repudiates, therefore, both the theory of imi-
tation and that of expression and argues for the uniqueness
of the creative act. Osborne, in his work that is less a work
in criticism than a textbook on contemporary esthetics and a
plea for a more rigorous and systematic philosophy of art,
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similarly repudiates the doctrines of the Aristotelians and 'of

the expressionists and asserts that the work of art is no mere
imitation, no mere recapitulation of this or that emotion, but
a new object, an act of creation.

Although the theory of imitation is denied by both
writers the world as physical fact and embodiment is not.

Nature and meaning do not yield to the Ivory Tower, Exactly
how meaning informs the poem is, as I have noted, of peculiar
interest to Professor Vivas—and his analysis of this question
is his main contribution, I believe, to esthetics. Proclaiming in

a neat juxtaposition that “the object of the poem totally
subsists prior to its embodiment,” Professor Vivas affirms that
“art does not imitate nature; instead it breaks up its meanings
and forms, so to speak, under the impact of experience, and
then fuses the whole into something utterly new.” To Professor
Vivas “the mind is constitutive of the world.” The meanings
and values of a culture lie dormant until the poet within the
poem discovers them. Cultural meanings await the poet’s dis-

covery in much the same way as nature’s meanings await the
physicist’s. “By means of the self-sufficient world that poetry
reveals we are able to grasp, as the poem lingers in memory
as a redolence, the actual world in which we live. Without the
aid of poetry our ambient world remains an inchoate, un-
structured chaos.” The poem is a “symbolic revelation” of
meanings and values heretofore unrealized. The critic there-
fore boldly reintroduces the world of culture and meaning in
an esthetics founded on the doctrine of the autonomy of art.

Art to Vivas thus gives form and meaning to the chaos of
experience. The very isolation in a work of art of a cultural
moment in the essential flux creates out of structureless events
a new event, a new thing, an object absolute and stable, with-
out discreteness and fluidity. The work of art is always self-

contained. This idea is not simply a Kantian elaboration nor
a Fichtean contention that mind creates matter. It enlarges
upon the prevalent view of the artist as maker that critics

and aestheticians have accepted but to my knowledge have
not adequately explained.

Yet the analysis of meaning in a poem and the for-
mulation of the “discovery” principle as given by Vivas can-
not stand without qualification. I should like to put in a de-
murrer at the risk of revealing what this humanist would call

a “modern mind” that is “instinct with hatred of value.” First,
I quote a significant summary by the philosopher in this
connection. He writes:

^How does the poem appear to embody values?’ remains
one of the puzzles of contemporary aesthetics. The
solution of this puzzle and of a number of others is

ready at hand; it is to grant that the poem reveals
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insistent meanings and values in and through its lin-

guistic medium, which are not merely nominal projec-
tions of our desires but are revelations through symbolic
representations of subsistent values and meanings, that
therefore have status in being. When the meanings and
values are embodied by the poet they become potentially

constitutive of culture. And it is this relation of poetry
to culture that gives it its exalted and unsubstitutable
function.

I sh^l not go into what could be a potent objection to this ex-
altation of the power of the word on religious grounds. Indeed,
a German critic Curt Hohoff recently in a book entitled Geist
wnd Ursprimg attacks the new criticism on the ground that
it has falsely identified language with the logos of philosophy
and of scripture. It is Dr. Hohoff’s contention that language
is a vehicle for the logos but not the logos itself. One need not
accept Hohoff’s point of view, however, to find fault with the
Vivas presentation. The philosopher's ‘^discovery^’ principle is

based on the premise that the meanings and values of the poem
prior to their symbolic realization by the poet have status in

realm^ beyond existence where they subsist.^^ It may be
philosophically naive, but it seems to this reviewer that to

prove the objectivity of the poem by creating entities that are
nonexistent is, even methodologically, unnecessary. Vivas does
grant that *^the meanings and values revealed in and through
the poem . . . are actually to some extent at least operative m
the culture prior to their discovery by the poet.” If they are in
any way operative, they are in some way existent. And even
if one wishes to assert, as it may very well be, that the great
poet is able to grasp or anticipate values not yet operative, one
need not call upon nonexistent realms to grant his creative
act objectivity. The question of how the object of such a
poem can have a status in being is at least as unanswerable,
and I hazard the guess, as philosophically unfruitful as the
question that the physicist may ask himself: how can what
was operative but not formulated, such as the principle of

indetemunacy, have a status in being before a Heisenberg
reveals it? I suggest,^ therefore, that to postulate subsistent
values and meanings is an interesting semantic game but an
unnecessary one. Vivas^s contribution is significant not because
of his postulates but because he has once again placed the
poem in its social context without depriving it of its uniqueness,
its objectivity, and its absolute aesthetic character. Meanings
which are inchoate become realized through “symbolic revela-
tions” not of subsistent values but of unrealized, unrecognized,
or even heretofore unknown values operative but unstructured
and formless before the making of that uniqueness, the poem.
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The notion of subsistence does not explain the essentially

poetic and intuitive process that achieves the transformation.
Harold Osborne in his Aesthetics and Criticism also

emphasizes the importance of meaning in the poem. With much
common sense he maintains that the ‘Torm of a poem, the
prosodic structure, the rhythmic interplay, the characteristic
idiom, are nothing any more when abstracted from the content
of meaning; for language is not language but noise except
insofar as it expresses meaning.** Osborne, however, is less

rigorous than Vivas in his total aesthetic outlook (as far as
literature is concerned—in this brief review I have stressed
the aesthetic views of both writers that are relevant to poetry)

.

He espouses what he calls ^‘configurational criticism,** namely,
“the conception of artistic beauty as organic wholeness of
formal configuration.** In all that I have quoted, the writer is

stressing organic unity, and indeed he would define beauty
only in terms of an organic construct, singularly indivisible.

Certainly few aestheticians today would disagree with him. Yet
he here repeats as he suggested in his earlier book Theory of
Beauty what seems to me to indicate a serious defect in his
esthetics. He believes that a function of the critic is to make a
distinction between “literary excellence** and “literary great-
ness.** The first evaluation, it seems, would depend on purely
formal aspects and would necessitate the employment of only
intrinsic criticism (or his own “configurational** criticism) ; the
latter would depend on philosophical, religious, moral, social,

political views and would call for extrinsic criticism. This
argues for two different kinds of criticism, not a fusion of
several or even a predominance of one. Without some satis-

factory explanation of how “configurational** criticism has
solved the problem of meaning in a poem Mr. Osborne*s “con-
figurational** criticism is not consistently applicable and his

esthetics dubious. However, one must say that he attributes
to criticism a more serious function than estheticians such
as Susanne Langer who believes that “it is not a proposition,
but the entertainment of one** that is the critic’s concern.
Osborne*s own inconsistent esthetic, however, is rather ironic,

for the main thesis of his book is that only consistent theo-
retical assumptions lead to profitable criticism.

HARRIET ZINNES
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news notes

READINGS* LECTURES* CONFERENCES

Stanley Kunitz gave a reading at the Poetry Center of
San Francisco State College on July 10th. Kobert Horan and
James Broughton gave readings there on July 19th. ^ ^ * John
Holmes delivered the Phi Beta Kappa poem at Harvard on June
11th. The poem is entitled The Eleventh Commandment, Van
Wyck Brooks presided, and the Orator was Chiang Yee, lecturer
at Columbia. Mr. Holmes has been giving a series of ten half-

hour talks on *WGBH, the educational television channel in
Boston, once a week from June 6th to August 6th. His readings
from contemporary poets and his comment were supplemented
by some text on the screen and by occasional recordings. * * *

The recent issue of Imagi devoted to Baltimore poets was
honored at a poetry reading March 14th at the Enoch Pratt
Free Library in Baltimore. All the poets in the issue were repre-
sented: Thomas Cole, Lora Dunetz, Richard Hart, Josephine
Jacobsen, Audrey McGaffin, Mary 0wings Miller, Julia Randall,
and Marvin Solomon. The program was taped and later broad-
cast. ^ Lee Anderson, Philip Murray, and Walter H. Kerr
read their poetry at the Baltimore Museum of Art on May 29th.
* * The Chicago Review presented a series of three readings
at Ida Noyes Library, University of Chicago: Paul Carroll read
on May 27th, Isabella Gardner on June 3rd, and John Logan on
June 8th. ‘ * * Recent activities of the editor of Poetry: A
transatlantic telephone conversation, between New York and
London, with Stephen Spender and David Daiches, and with
Edward W. Rosenheim, Jr. as moderator, on the subject of
“Modern Poetry and the Public,” for tape-recording and sub-
sequent broadcast on NBC “Monitor” as the University of Chi-
cago’s program “New World,” of which Mr. Rosenheim is the
producer^ With Paul Engle at the University of Iowa on June
18th, a discussion of the topic “Why Teach Literature” as the
opening session of a conference on the teaching of English; and
later on the same day, an informal session of criticism of various
manuscripts with members of Mr. Engle’s Poetry Workshop. At
the University of Notre Dame, on July 6th, a lecture on “The
Image of God in Modern Literature.” With Reuel Denney and
Elizabeth Wright, a panel discussion of “Success in Poetry” on
July 10th, for tape-recording at WFMT, Chicago, under the
auspices of the University of Illinois and the National Educa-
tional Television Center, with Studs Terkel as moderator, and
Alfred Partridge as announcer and producer.



RECENT VISITORS TO POETRY

Favio Cavazza, editor of the monthly 11 Midino, published
at Bologna. He has recently established a publishing house
under the same name. Among the first translations of American
books will be Austin Warren’s and Rene Wellek’s Theory of
Literature and Eliseo Vivas’s Ci'eation and Discove'p^. * * *

Arsul Tumenggung, of Modiun, Java; poet, fictionist, editor
of the review Arena, * • ' David Wagoner, en route to Yaddo
and then to Madrid and Rome on his Guggenheim Fellowship.

^ " The English poet and critic, Alfred Alvarez, here on a
Rockefeller grant to do a book on modern poetry. ^ * The
young Filipino poet, Francisco Arcellana. ^ * Carolyn Kizer,
whose article on the Seattle poets appeared in the New
Republic for July 16, 1956. * Stephen Stepanchev, on sab-
batical leave from Queens College, his book of verse Three
Priests in April just released by Contemporary Poetry (Balti-
more) .*'!*''* Daniel G. Hoffman, on a tour of the country to do
a report on the current situation of poets and poetry in America
for the Literary Digest Research Foundation. * * * Hugh
Kenner, teaching at Ann Arbor for the summer session.

MISCELLANEOUS

Readers of Poetry may have seen elsewhere the stories of
the recent dedication of a beautiful statue of Pinocchio in the
^‘piazza magica” of Collodi, the birthplace of the author of
Pinocchioy Carlo Lorenzini. They will be interested to know that
the project was inspired by the young Italian poet, Rolando
Anzilotti, who is also mayor of Pescia and in that official capa-
city presided over the ceremonies. Signor Anzilotti last year
published a volume of translations of Robert Lowell’s poems.

* The editors of Talisman, having recently acquired a press
and other printing equipment, did the complete job of printing
their current issue, which runs to sixty pages. They now an-
nounce the Talisman Poetry Folios, ‘'to give recognition to out-
standing contemporary poems through the medium of fine
printing.” The folios will appear annually, with five folders to
each folio, and one poem individually presented in each folder.

Number One will contain The Weathercock, by Ann Stanford;
Peter at Fourteen, by Constance Carrier; Lore, by Cleo Sibley
Gross; A Christmas in November, by Frederick Bock; and Notes
on the Concept of Risk, by Robert Greenwood. The editors of
Talisman are Robert Greenwood and Newton Baird. Their
address is P. 0. Box 255, San Jose, California.
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contributors

A volume of George Barker’s collected poems will be published
in England next year. ‘

• Ruthven Todd is living at Vineyard
Haven, Martha’s Vineyard. He arrived to America from Eng-
land in 1947 and published his first American book of poems,
A Mantlepiece of Shells, last year. ^ * Ted Hughes writes us
from Cambridge (England). He was born in 1930. His poem
in this issue is his first ^^professional” publication. * * *

Dorothy Donnelly v/as awarded our Union League Prize in 1954.
She was in Poetry in August 1955 with three poems, Alex-
andrina, Perennial Landscape, and Greek Coins, ^ ^ ^ Louis O.
Coxe’s The Second Man and Other Poems was reviewed here
last month by Ernest Sandeen. His last appearance here was
in our March issue with a review of Louise Bogan’s Selected
Cmticism, ‘ "William Burford is the author of Man Now,
which was reviewed here by Elliott Coleman in May 1955. He is

working on a second book of verse, chiefly short narratives and
dramatic monologues. •' •** * Within the past two years Paul
Goodman has published three small volumes of verse: Day,
The Copernican Revolution, and Red Jacket. * William
Abrahams was awarded our Bess Hokin prize in 1948. He has
published verse in Horizon, Vice Versa, The New Yorker,
HarpePs Bazaar, The New Republic and other places, and has
published several novels ***-*' Andonis Decavalles is the author
of two books of verse, Nimule-Gondokoro and Akis, a translation
of the Four Quartets into modern Greek, and a number of
critical articles. He is in America as an exchange student. * * *

Kimon Friar has been in Greece for the past year and a half,
working at the translation of the Odyssey of Nikos Kazantzakis,
a modern sequel to Homer of 33,383 lines. It will be published
by Simon and Schuster in fall, 1957. * Marvin Solomon’s
book. First Poems, was published by Editions Imagi in December
1952. He has published verse m Shenandoah, The New Yorker,
New World Writing, the Ballantine anthology, and elsewhere.

* Neil Weiss will publish his first book this fall with the
Indiana University Press. He has been spending the summer
at Yaddo. * Richard Eberhart has just been appointed Pro-
fessor of English at Dartmouth. A new collection of his poems
will be published next year. * * * Paul Engle’s book, American
Child, has been reissued with new work completing the cycle of
one hundred sonnets. Other recent verse by Mr. Engle is in
Botteghe Oscure XVI, and one of his sonnets For the Iowa Dead
has been lettered in bronze for the new Memorial Union at Iowa.



A companion-piece to Hugh Kenner’s remarks on Pope ifi

last month’s Poetry is in the current Shenandoah under the
title, ‘*In the Wake of the Anarch.” * Mona Van Duyn’s
poems, Three Valentines to the Wide Worlds were pub-
lished in last month’s issue. ^ * E. L. Mayo has a new book
of poems scheduled for publication with Houghton Mifflin. His
book, The Center Is Everywhere^ was published last year by
Twayne. ^ ^ ^ Rolfe Humphries’ Green Armor on Green Growndy
a book of poems in Welsh meters, was published last March by
Scribner. His Poems, Collected and New, was published in 1954
by the same house. ” *' Harriet Zinnes recently resigned from
teaching at Queens College to give full time to writing. She is

working at a book of verse and a book on Pope.

WRITING A BOOK?
Then you too must have pondered the
question, “How can a significant work
which IS not necessarily a candidate for
the best-seller list, be published?’*
Our extensive experience in regular com-
mercial and subsidy publishing has made
clear to us the need for a 100% honest,
selective, and professionally skilled coop-
erative publisher. THIS IS THE FUNC-
TION WE FULFILL. Our books are
handsomely designed, carefully edited,
and intelligently promoted. Our books
sell, not in explosive spurts, but steadily
and regularly. Our imprint is esteemed
by libraries, bookstores, reviewers, and
scholars.

Send your manuscript. Poetry or gen-
eral, without obligation, for editorial

evaluation.

The American Press, Inc.
Atten.; MRS. EZOR

FIFTH AVE., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
’



books received

American Child' 100 Sonnets for My Daughter, by Paul Engle.
The Dial Press. $3.00.

Mindscapes, by Vincent Ferrini. Peter Pauper Press. No price
listed.

Antologia de la Poesia Norteamericana Contemporanea, com-
piled and translated by Eugenio Plorit. Union PanAmericana,
Washington. No price listed.

The Clean Dying, by Kenneth H. Ford. Villiers Publication. $2.00.
Where Cains Is and Other Poems, by Sister Mary Francis, P. C.
The Franciscan Institute. $2.00.

Infinity on the Anvil, by Stanley Gardner. Basil Blackwell (Ox-
ford), 17s6d net.

Monologue de la Tristesse, by Armand Godoy. Grasset. No price
listed

Sonnets pour Don Juan, by Armand Godoy. Grasset. No price
listed.

A Sweet Duet, by Frieda Goldberg. Vantage Press. $2.00.
Red Jacket, by Paul Goodman. Privately printed. No price listed,
Down Lifers Lane, by Edith Paul Graham-Jewell and Franklin

Hinshaw. Dorrance & Co,, Inc. $2.00.
Coastlines, by Helen Gressang. Privately printed. No price listed.
The Stone Elegies, by Seymour Gresser. H. G. Walters. No price

listed.

Beauty for Ashes, by Louis A. Haselmayer. The Maecenas
Press. No price listed.

Song of Consecration, by Caleb Hauser. Vantage Press. $2.00.
Road to Contentment, by Melvin R. Hazel. Theo. Gaus & Sons.

$2 .00 .

One-Fingerlets, by Bernard A. Hein. Privately printed. No price
listed.

Villa Narcisse, by Katherine Hoskins. The Noonday Press. $3.00.
Untangled, by Aurilda Jackson. Vantage Press. $2.00.
Folklore Love Verse, ed. by James W. Jewell. Privately printed.
No price listed.

Mostly My Own, by Henry Ketcham. Christopher Publishing
House. $5.00.

Thoreaui Voice in the Edgeland, by Langley Carleton Keyes.
University of North Carolina Press. $2.50.

I Speak My Name, by John Larkman. Privately printed. No
price listed.

Un coup de des jamais n*aholira le hasard, by Stephane Mal-
larme. Trans. Daisy Aldan. Tiber Press. No price listed.

Mallarmei Selected Prose, Poems, Essays & Letters, tr. by Brad-
ford Cook. The Johns Hopkins Press. No price listed.



The Yardarm of Murphy^8 Kite, by Mason Jordan Mason. Motive
Press. $2.50.

Adam Mickietvicz: 1798-1833 Selected Poems, ed. by Clark Mills.

The Noonday Press. $3,00.
Montgomery, Alabama, Money, Mississippi, and Other Places:
A Pamphlet m Poetry, by Eve Merriam. Cameron Associates
(Liberty Book Club). (Paper cover) $.25; (hardcover) $2.00.

The Edge of Perfect, by Nicolas Monjo. Grove Press. $1.00 (Also
available in hardbound limited edition of 200 copies) $3.50.

Escape From the Globe, Poetical Works, (in Japanese), by
Kazue Nage. Privately printed. No price listed.

The Curious Quotient, by Louise Townsend Nicholl. E. P. Dutton
& Co. $2.75,

Horn of the Unicorn, by Lillian Parcell. Wagon & Star Pub-
lishers. $2.00,

A Surprise for the Bagpipe Player, by Kenneth Patchen. Hand-
run illustrated edition, privately printed. $10.00.

Calls, by Frank Peto. Privately printed. No ijrice listed.

Wings of the Morning, by Edith Lovejoy Pierce. Privately
printed. $1.00.

Poems, by Raymond F. Pike. Oficinas de diario insular. No
price listed.

Borderline Ballads, by William Plomer. Noonday Press. $3.00.
Selected Prose and Poetry of Edgar Allan Poe. Introduction by
W. H. Auden. Rinehart <& Co. $.95.

Section: Rock-Drill, by Ezra Pound. New Directions. $3.00.
Moon's Farm, by Herbert Read. Horizon Press. $3.00.
Poet's Gold, ed. by David Ross. Devin-Adair. No price listed.

Poems, by Christina Rossetti, selected and arranged by Kathleen
Jarvis. Philosophical Library. $2.75.

Reaching for the Moon, by Lula Rupel. Chapman & Grimes.
$2.75.

Give the Heart Rein, by Sydney King Russell. Bookman As-
sociates. $2.75.

Poems, by Elizabeth Sheehan. Stanley Vishnewski Editorial
Services, Staten Island 9, N. Y. $1.00.

Across the Fields, by Lynden Oren Simmons. Dorrance & Co.,

Inc. $2.00.

Muse in Prison, by Yar Slavutych. Svoboda, Ukrainian Daily.
No price listed.

Selected Poems, by Harry Fred Smith. William-Frederick Press.

$1 .00 .

Destinies, by Harry Stiehl. Privately printed. No price listed.

Selected Poems, by Raymond Suster. Contact Press, Canada.
$2 .00 .

Second Book of America Poetry, ed. by James Edward Tobin.
America Press. $3.00.



Nhw York Festivals^ by Marie Trommer. Privately printed. No
price listed.

The Rudiment of an Eyet by W. Price Turner. Villiers Pub-
lications. 5/.

Sonnets and Short Poems, by V. Veeraragbavan. Sri Sudarsana
Press. Seven annas.

The Second Silence, by Miriam Waddington. Pyerson Press. No
price listed.

Friday*s Child, by Wilfred Watson. Farrar, Straus & Cudahy
Inc. $2.75.

Even Your Right Eye: Indian File 8, by Phyllis Webb. Mc-
Clelland & Stewart, Toronto. $2.75.

An American Takes a Walk, by Reed Whittemore. University of
Minnesota Press. $2.75.

The Hangman Ties the Holly, by Anne Wilkinson. Macmillan,
Toronto. No price listed.

In the Winter of Cities, by Tennessee Williams. New Directions.
$3.50.

Family in the Forest, by Harold Witt. Privately printed. $5.00.
Collected Poems of William Butler Yeats. (Reissue with the

author’s final revisions.) Macmillan Co. $6.00.
La Fontana delle Tartarughe, by Roberto Zerboni. Schwarz

Editore. No price listed.

PROSE
Poetry, the Great Therapy, by George Abbe. An American
Weave-Whetstone Publication. No price listed.

Playbook: 5 Plays for a New Theater, by Lionel Abel et al. New
Directions. $3.75.

Le Regard d*Orphee, by J. B. Barrere. Cambridge University
Press. $.75.

Selected Essays, by Orestes Brownson. Introduction by Russell
Kirk. Henry Regnery Co. $.95.

Reflections on the Revolution in France, by Edmund Burke.
Introduction by Russell Kirk. Henry Regnery Co. $1.25.

American Literature and the Dream, by Frederic I. Carpenter.
Philosophical Library, Inc. $4.75.

Personification in 18th Century English Poetry, by Chester F.
Chapin. King’s Crown Press. $3.00.

The Exile*s Return, by Malcolm Cowley. Viking Press. $1.25.
Amphibian, by Henry Charles Duffin. Bowes & Bowes. 30s.

A Concise Dictionary of English Slang, by William Freeman.
Philosophical Library Inc. $3.75.

Forevermore, by lone Rehm Hertweck. The Christopher Publish-
ing House. $3.00.

In the Name of God, by Ida Krangel, Philosophical Library Inc.

$3.50.
Battersea Rise, by E. M. Forster. (First chapter of the forth-
coming Marianne Thornton: A Domestic Biography.) Har-
court Brace. No price listed.



TO GIVE POETRY OR TO HAVE IT

Please send a free copy of the Japanese issue of Poetry to the
following persons, with my compliments and with a gift-*

subscription to Poetry at $5 for 12 issues:

1. NAME
ADDRESS

2. NAME
ADDRESS

Remittance enclosed: $

Remittance enclosed : $ Please bill me

I wish to subscribe for myself and receive a free copy of

the Japanese issue

I wish to renew my subscription

MY NAME
MY ADDRESS

OR TO SHARE IN ITS FUTURE
I wish to help support Poetry by joining the not-for-profit as-
sociation responsible for its continuance. Thus I request mem-
bership for one year in the Modern Poetry Association in the
classification cheeked

:

Subscribing Member $7.50 Supporting Member $50

Associate Member $10 Patron $100

Sustaining Member $25 Benefactor $600

NAME
ADDRESS

Note: All Members will receive Poetry every month dur-
ing their term of membership. All contriWtions to Poetry,
which is recognized as a cultural and educational project
of national importance, are deductible for income tax
purposes. Membership for this year does not constitute a
pledge that any contribution will he renewed annually,

POETRY • 60 W. WALTON • CHICAGO
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seven poems

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

a symphonic metamorphosis

The glass is splintered in which Pico caught

Beauty. Only the Jesuit or the Irishman
Could piece those fragments : we lack

Both the mirror and the fable
;
poise, then,

Must be our shield, as when the flute

Suspended, dares the orchestral wave
And the beast, weary of gauds,

Scatters the mica lights in glittering showers



Out of its uncombed mane, rears

Sheer from its element to claw the mocker.

Apt as the dolphin, the spry tormentor

Cleaves through that clinging fury ; with loving grasp

Unwinds its tentacles yet soothes them
As they slip. The beast licks the withdrawing hand
Scenting a favour, then rolls below

Back to its swaying lair. It snores.

A jewel glints beside that nostril.

It stretches. Hammocked in calm, its peace feeds

On its strength ; it is content

To wander beyond itself, to mingle

A honied presence through the warm sea.

The sea sips it. Neither itself nor its opposite

It becomes a largeness

On which the flute-voice broods, hovers.

An invitation through which the dolphin slides

And plummets. Conceive that you are hung
Icarus-wise from where the voice has fled

Eying its metamorphosis that glides

A spiralling fish exploring somnolence.

All heaves with calm, calm which will rage

And under that stillness, seams of bedrock give

And the glass landscape splinter, discompose.

Dolphin, that flute with wings, that

Flying fish, beauty is neither

Truth nor truth’s reflection. It is the dance

The beast must lead

Who, dazzled by cymbal, bantered by reed and string.

Draws in cortege those fragile triumvirs.



ICOS

White, a shingled path

Climbs among dusted olives

To where at the hill-crest

Stare houses, whiter

Than either dust or shingle.

The view, held from this vantage

Unsoftened by distance, because

Scoured by a full light.

Draws lucid across its depth

The willing eye : a beach,

A surf-line, broken

Where reefs meet it, into the heaving

Blanched rims of bay-arcs;

Above, piercing the empty blue,

A gull would convey whiteness

Through the sole space which lacks it

But, there, scanning the shore.

Hangs only the eagle, depth

Measured within its level gaze.

REFLECTIONS

Like liquid shadows. The ice is thin

Whose mirror smears them as it intercepts

Withdrawing colours ; and where the crust.

As if a skin livid with tautening scars.

Whitens, cracks, it steals from these deformations

A style too tenuous for the image. A mirror lies, and



Flawed like this, may even lie with art,

With reticence : “I exaggerate nothing.

For the reflections—scarcely half you see

—

Tell nothing of what you feel.” Nature is blind

Like habit. Distrust them. We, since no mirrors,

Are free both to question this deployment

And to arrange it— what we reflect

Being what we choose. Though without deference.

We are grateful. When we perceive, as keen
As the bridge itself, a bridge inlaying the darkness

Of smooth water, our delight acknowledges our debt

—

To nature, from whom we choose

;

And, fencing that fullness back, to habit,

The unsheathed image piercing our winter sleep.

REEDS

The blades sway. They ride

Unbleached, tugged in their full sap

By the slow current. Hindering

From thought, they think us back

To that first green, which the mind
Tender-skinned, since grazed to the pain of sight.

Shrank at, lapping us in a half-green content

And, there, left us. By nature

Trenchant, blue double-whets them.

Burned through the water from a sky

That has long looked at it

Unterapered by any mist. In this

There is of theme or apophthegm
No more than meets the eye. The blades sway.



TRAMONTANA AT LERICI

Today, should you let fall a glass, it would
Disintegrate, played off with such keenness

Against the cold’s resonance (the sounds

Hard, separate and distinct, dropping away
In a diminishing cadence) that you might swear

This was the imitation of glass falling.

Leaf-dapples sharpen. Emboldened by this clarity

The minds of artificers would turn prismatic

Running on lace perforated in crisp wafers

That could cut like steel. Constitutions,

Drafted under this fecund chill would be annulled

For the strictness of their equity, the moderation of

their pity.

At evening, one is alarmed by such definition

In as many lost greens as one will give glances to

recover.

As many again which the landscape

Absorbing into the steady dusk, condenses

From acquamarine to that slow indigo-pitch

Where the light and twilight abandon themselves.

And the chill grows. In this air

Unfit for politicians and romantics

Dark hardens from blue, effacing the windows

:

A tangible block, it will be no accessory

To that which does not concern it. One is ignored

By so much cold suspended in so much night.



PONTE VENEZIANO

two figures

Tight-socketed in space, they watch
Drawn by a single glance.

Stripping the vista to its depth.

A prow pin-points them:

They stare beyond it. The canopy
Which shades a boat

Flares from the line through which they gaze

Orange against coolness.

They do not see it, or.

Seeing, relegate the glow
To that point which it must occupy.

Undistracted, their glance channels itself

Ignoring the whiteness of a bridge

To cross beneath, where.

Closed by the vault.

It broods on the further light.

They do not exclaim.

But, bound to that distance.

Transmit without gesture

Their stillness into its ringed centre.



THE MAUSOLEUM

an epilogue

It is already six. From the steeple

The even tones of a steady chime
Greet with their punctuality our lateness.

The hall is shut. But one may
Visit the mausoleum in its now public grove

Without cost or hindrance, and
With half as many steps as one would lose

Were one to proceed. Here is the turning.

The trees thin and one sees its pyramid
A steep roof tapering above stone steps.

Climb them. It is empty. The dead

Have buried their dead and the living

Can approach it without fear and push open

(As one may find it) the frayed door

To stand where a child might and where children do

Play under the bare shelves of stone tiers.

We enter, the sunlight just about

To fade on the wall and, from its glowing ground,

A blurred shadow detaches itself hovering

And cannot decide whether a green or blue

Will the more grace its momentary existence

Or whether a shot-red could invade

Decorously so impoverished a kingdom.



The light withdraws and the shadow softens

Until it floats unnameably, gathered up
Into the colourless medium of early dusk:

It is then that the eye, putting aside

Such distractions can move earnestly

Past the slung swag, chipped where it hangs
Under a white tablet, and slowly

Climb upwards with its burden of questions.

For the tablet-square, remotely white

But yellowed as if an effect of ivory

That has aged and which age has cracked.

Proffers, scarified like the swag beneath it.

Unhealed wounds: ivory fractures

But marble bruises, flakes and these dark

Incursions, heavy with shade, are the work
Of hands, recording such meanings as you shall read.

Were I a guide, you would vouchsafe my legend

Of how a race halted in tumult here

To exorcize in such a wavering light

The authority of death, and by left-hand magic
Practised not against that but procreation.

Signing each with his own name
Their composite work. But you must judge

As you will and as the light permits.



For to grant to such fears their myth
Is to distinguish them out of pity for a failing house.

Unleashed, it was no flickering colonnade

Debouched this horde. The elegant swag
With the trim incision of the epitaphs no less

Than the stone skull, mocked their impatience

And the blackened streets, the creeping architraves

Of their Pandemonium, a city of mean years.

Swarming the base of the narrow walls

As far as the raised arm can incise

Graffiti and beyond that as high as stone

Can be aimed against stone in such a confine

The legend is complete however it is simple.

Is plain, though under this dimmed
Clerestory the darkness liquifies it,

And the work, however many the hands, one.

As surely as the air cooling and the scents

That burn on the chillness at our exit,

The gravel rasping its trodden canon

Under the weave of thought, usher us

Into that world to which this silence

Scarred by so many hands is prologue.

You will concede that they have gained it whole

Whatever they have lost in its possession.

CHARLES TOMLINSON



three poems

ANGER OF THE BULL

The bells of blood are drunk, poor mother,

and he rounds the world. My kindness there,

a cloud, and I blow softly, Rover,

and he is Mary’s lamb, a simpler

life than I. In my lawful court and hat,

my heart covered, were I to wake and sleep

so heavily, an old game to enanger me,

yet I mature, and he stayed young and angry.

I hear his horn and do not rise. The populace

together, all with arms and shouts, unseats

itself. My kindness changes, darkens,

and lets go, I to know he’s angry,

and take within my arms the fake body,

and decide, he lies to me, or I to him,

and right between his arms in the rich brown
I put a flower, I only put a flower down.

There is the body hurt, lost, unknown,
live as the meadow, and he a simple weed
cut down, drawn sweet for food and children,

not calm nor warm, but hot with dust as sun,

with the last bull-picture of the world

between his horns. Nor knows a difference

in my rising arms, in the brown
air between us. I only put my anger down.



THE GREAT LAKES

I

Over your five bodies

I cry you only, beads of light,

I look for you in my heart,

I kneel to you as Champlain
drank water from his hands, as Joliet

pursuing you at the panther’s mouth,
and, seeking with my pouring hands
the baked clay bowl that holds you,

I wipe your mouths and mine with linen.

II

0, blinding linen, I wipe my eyes,

I spread you on the tree’s table,

I sit the eagles down to their talon

instruments, I peck the crumbs,

so that you are empty as a laying

of snow, warm at the great bird-egg

dropped as a winter pool, till spring.

III

In the bent-whistle eve I fill the blown
glass, I whistle for the turkey from the rock,

I rise to its breast under the shade

of my moon, I say Autumn grace



with the cold air charging me, I look

between my fingers at the panther sitting

with his boiled bib tied at his neck.

IV

I hear the windings of my rivers,

the Genesee, the Black, the Louis, the Lawrence,

deep and clear, emptying like saints

their tears or laughter, as a sack

of trees sails past the falls

in the bright blue meddling

of a straight canal at its morning bells.

V

Over your five bodies

I know you only as still blue deserts

at my watery mouth.

I look for you in the panther’s gaze.

I follow him who drinks at night.

O, worn, white linen through which I see

as through a sharp and windless snow,

as I hold you at my trembling mouth,

I see where the drinker goes.



EDITH CAVELL

Where is your England now: cock robin

and the sparrow’s arms count the lamp-posts.

Leonardo and Icarus, tall from the flower bin,

shook the planet tree, and filled the cart with ghosts.

Once standing on planks and ropes, and lifting

the stone beneath, they made the world more tall.

Pin-point England, alight a soldier’s drifting

scars by one soft match-light, nurse. Crawl

in from the valley that was your heel-

print running. Mender of maps, mender

of arms upon their planks and ropes, wheel

back the bird melted in the sun, defender,

say every ferried world goes round,

a carousel with runners bolted down.

Edith, where is home, now the moon’s our ground,

the emptied pools and fancied bust of Lincoln.

Before the wall of some fake hotel, a half flight

down, take in your arms our torn and laughing kite.

ORA MAY HULL



iwo poems

FATHERS

He who sired me
lived how surely for pure lusts of effort

worn and scattered soon

cinders in the gums of the earth

inhaled by the hollow winds.

Now that I have come
his pupil beaten by knowledge
nearly to his year of death

I read him like a paleolithic thought

fine outline blooded on cavewalls

of mind, already without his name
forgot before effaced

in the hour my fingerprint uncurls.

He who sired us all

accident passion purpose

answers in the night ear of silence

question which is the habit of my black prayer

by silence by the thick pity

of sleep and sleep

the sweet pentothal of peace

that dreams me a meeting

with fathers on the pulsing organ stairs.



MARINE MOOD

—and crave to hear old ocean

gulp down objects like the smirking mind
and spew them in vast strewings over beaches

all the vagrant shells the whatnot bones

each shell intone on its spiral string

each bone recall in dead whispers

ugly beauties undersea

the opaque sneaking eye the scorpion

the creature flower lazy lazy . .

that most ancient dread innocence

through which the beads of breath

climb in slow pain

as under the drowndeep weight of dream
heave helpless the glints of knowing
this is but dreaming
—^then the swept proscenium

the arc of shore folds in the instruments

along the bottom fathom
where deafmutes hum and unctuous fans

nag the spectrum harp

the surd simmer of forever

in the cluttered lung . .

—a sole presence sits on the sands

the giant clam that the silence is

lockjawed upon its secret.

SONIA RAIZISS



two poems

SAYINGS FROM THE NORTHERN ICE

It is people at the edge who say

things at the edge ; winter is toward knowing.

Sled runners before they meet have long talk apart.

There is a pup in every litter the wolves will have.

A knife that falls points at an enemy.
Rocks in the wind know their place : down low.

Over your shoulder is God
; the dying deer sees him.

At the mouth of the long sack we fall in forever

storms brighten the spikes of the stars.

Wind that buried bear skulls north of here

and beats moth wings for help outside the door

is bringing bear skull wisdom, but do not ask the

skull

too large a question till summer.
Something too dark was held in that strong bone.

Better to end with a lucky saying:

Sled runners cannot decide to join or to part.

When they decide, it is a bad day.



THE BRAVERY OF LOVE

If I should have that bravery of gaining love

I would hold this hand out, level, warm,
for the buffeted snowbound little birds to come
and feed for all the years unharmed,
if I should have that bravery of love.

There are many fields where few birds come,

through solitary storms on level land,

without a creature save the hawks that rend,

where scarecrows wait holding an equal hand
out for the little birds to come.

But through a night so parallel with snow
I hold my hand out, steady—so.

WILLIAM STAFFORD



two poems

VARIATIONS ON A NEO-CLASSIC THEME

It’s not a landscape from too near.

Like sorrows, they require some distance

Not to bulk larger than they are.

The risk is, backing off too far.

But finger trees are hand from here.

The wounds of mines, the growth of pines

Both appear and disappear.

There’s but a shagginess remains.

An olive or a purple haze.

That nice unshaven atmosphere

Of average faces, average hills.

Whatever goats are dancing there.

Being all invisible.

Animate objects of a will

Contemplative without desire.

Suffer no vertigo at all

But dance until our spirits tire,

Or dine forever, or until

The speculative garbage fail

—

Tin cans and comic books—^which small

Imaginary campers there

Forgot against this very hour.



HERE IN KATMANDU

We have climbed the mountain.
There’s nothing more to do.

It is terrible to come down
To the valley

Where, amidst many flowers.

One thinks of snow.

As, formerly, amidst snow.

Climbing the mountain.

One thought of flowers,

Tremulous, ruddy with dew.

In the valley.

One caught their scent coming down.

It is difficult to adjust, once down.
To the absence of snow.

Clear days, from the valley.

One looks up at the mountain.

What else is there to do?

Prayerwheels, flowers

!

Let the flowers

Fade, the prayerwheels run down.
What have these to do

With us who have stood atop the snow
Atop the mountain.

Flags seen from the valley?



It might be possible to live in the valley,

To bury oneself among flowers,

If one could forget the mountain.

How, setting out before dawn.
Blinded with snow.

One knew what to do.

Meanwhile it is not easy here in Katmandu,
Especially when to the valley

That wind which means snow
Elsewhere but here means flowers

Comes down,

As soon it must, from the mountain.

DONALD JUSTICE



REFLECTION ON THE DATE OF A BOOK: OCTOBER 26

A monstrous fish came up to devour him
and Tobias being afraid cried out; and the
angel said: Take him by the gill, and draw
him to thee.

Oct. 24, St. Raphael
Oct. 25, Ss. Chrysanthus and

Darius
Oct. 26, St. Evaristus

Then let this present act

This book bear some fruit

For it has buried some dead

And only the minor things

Turn ghost to whine in my dream
Or wake my wife : but Tobias

When he had buried most
Dead grew most blind

—

What does this mean ! That his man
Aweary of burying fell asleep

By his house and a jealous creature

One of those never buried birds

Burnt his eyes with its stinking drops

(And that man was a favorite of God’s) ?

I know my book is blind

But if I ask it speaks

With the knowledge of the dark

Tiresias or the angel Raphael
To tell me I am my own
Enemy: but the angel came again

For Tobias—one of the seven



From the presence of the Lord—and when He breathes

The holy lights are terrible!

Changing in the faces of the wing
And beautiful as His saying, “I come
From the Lord to heal you and help her,”

And He poured the gall of a fish in his eyes

That peeled their scars like the skin of eggs.

Then let this book be a juice

Of a fish that makes me see

And let my love be its heart

Whose smoke as it lies in the coals

Exorcizes evils

And makes marriage : this love

And this book are parts of the same
Monster—Hippolytus was slain

Who stayed a bachelor ! but young
Tobias and his holy wife

Are safe. Yesterday a Roman
Saint sanctifies her spouse;

Now let him watch with ungalled sight

As today Evaristus draws up the marriage rite.

JOHN LOGAN



fwo poems

FAMINE

In the middle of the night at least twenty deer

Came out upon my pillow to graze,

Gazing down at me with sad, round eyes.

Their pointed hooves quilting my pillow.

And I thrashed gently in sleeplessness.

Moving not to disturb them, wondering
At the famine this year that forces so many
To roam to poor, unfamiliar pastures.

The moon through the window throws cold light

Upon their curved backs, making a forest

Of crossed antler shadows on sheets

That until now have been flawless and starved.

THE LAST MARRIAGE

For one or both, coverlets of peacocks;

In his eyes and hers that wasteful daze;

Their fathers gilt the illustrated dragons.

Their mothers scarcely wept when they conceived.

For so the passage of their days at learning

Has numbed the lashless eyes with calligraphy,

That who has strength to waken first with heartache

And who will thicken first with imagery?



For here is the end of action, like vibration,

A tended trail beyond a crescent bridge,

Where a sleeping time has done away with armies

And peacocks by the hundreds doze in heaps

To hear the duet of that Asian couple

—

Long-sleeved and listless by the willow tree

—

Awaken all the ancient words for longing:

For an epic battle hymn of preservation

A zither he picks, and she is doomed with song.

LANDIS EVERSON



THE BRIDGE

At the beautiful instant of gratification,

my cry spiralling as hurricane

among the high flowers of your skin,

winning, but losing, that fragrance poured

from the storeroom of your blood,

the budding bees

of sweetness stinging me to rage

—

in that inviolate trance

I flash outward beyond believing,

down green slopes of art and theatre

and rearing cross, bright glass, and all devised

by mind of mortal to adorn.

Torn from their pretense, they coil

down, away, to an insect sigh.

And I, run with dinosaurian stride

to the wide arch, the bridge,

the livid span to university hill

:

tall Doric arch, and wisdom looking out.

With shout of you-and-I, I duck and raise

my glazed-gold-armored head of primal

rioting, and tear the bridge asunder,

in wonder see the slopes of learning,

the stadium of time

dying, and feel splinters of raptured water

shatter upward to my knee

with a free man’s light.

GEORGE ABBE



two poems

NOTRE DAME PERFECTED BY REFLECTION

Beside the very view of Notre Dame’s

rippling rose window upside down in water,

a reek of winos curls asleep on stone;

a woman dips dim clothes in nuns and spire.

Displeased at easels, artists squint through thumbs,

pondering why bridges continually recede

past a Louvre hung with painted problems,

baigneuse and saint that, bluely solved, succeed

while timid brushes blunder into green.

The fisher’s wish is for a simpler fame

—

to hook among the gargoyles of inversion

something sizably silver with a fin.

A tarry tug comes breaking buttresses,

shattering to abstracts the merely mirroring mind

—

nuns and winos plunge through oily rainbows,

a five eyed limpid poet splits and drowns,

the ripping lips of fish are anglers’ own,

the woman washes gowns in artists’ blood.

It is a matter of reflection not perfection

whether views are evil, true, or good.

Perspective straightens in the crooked Seine

as tugs chug, dripping drapeaus, farther on
and then the mind perfects this ecstasy,

a wavering vision entranced to glass and stone.
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THE PLATONIST SEES SNAKES AT AN IDEAL MOMENT

Thin as April then and leafed to please,

slow budding platonist, desirer of realms

bluer and less shadowy than these,

I met a memoir girl by music streams

fluting their phantom water at our feet.

We waded in, like plumage, to our knees,

sat on a rock as if we sat on eggs

when I became a rising realist.

Crooked lightning through a cloud of blood

lit up the faded garden I believed.

A moccasin was hissing as it slid,

a cougar burned behind the crochet leaves

—

and green excuses for my purity

dangled, snake-entangled, from a tree.

HAKOLD WITT



ART OF THE SONNET: XXIX

Such folly of margins that may retaliate

against my separation of man and state,

to deify the one, the other to castigate,

my wife in sleep will annotate

by dreaming I leaped down one sheer unconscious

cliff at bottom to await my own fall consciously.

Let us have wives, then, before we rush

into folly, lest we become abandoned quarry

and no dichotomies ever marry.

Whatever the men of state, whatever the state of men,

I shall walk untroubled the baffled battlements

and gaze with loving astonishment upon
her impossible breathing that rises like a mist

from wherever last we slept and kissed.

GIL ORLOVITZ
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two poems

SISTERLY

Sisterly

Is grave as this watered-silk sky

Pinned by one bird.

Sisterly sits

In the rocker

After the intimate cross word
Stitching her hours

When moods engrave

Plain beads

On afternoons like long throats.

In a room papered

With patience and roses

Sisterly unpins crooked pins

From the sister’s thin hair

Till night rustles in

With fear on a black japanned tray.

What of these grave women
Whose brooches are never birds?

Hush! Here is the sisterly brush

Brushing the sister’s hair.



THE HUNTER

The cold and gentle man
Seeks his spirit’s prey

Where jaguars crouch

Over rocks cracked by strong water,

And hawks rise dark as poverty.

Yet no lion or lava stone

Or river’s flow down
But becomes in his cold and gentle sight

Softened and free ; a season

Of his will where May creeps

Beneath the rotting ice

And space devours authority.

Tho passion here lay plain

As sun on stone, the cold and gentle man
Would rend desire to a bone
And, in the cool flawed snow of May
Gnaw the vision that corrupts a man
Into a hero, gorged and free.

And what the rock and river say

Melt on the iris of his will

Till, blinded, he is torn apart

By stones of his necessity

—

And the jaguar sits at play

With the crystals of his heart.

LUCILE ADLER



WOMAN WITH CHILD

Already slow, so soon, she remarks funneling each

word
With her lips like a new ache : how far the hardwood

door

Is from the stiff-backed chair where knitting needles

Lie, the windows in various places all the time.

Edges nudge; shapes are clumsy under her palm,

except

When they are round as porcelain teapots or saucers

pink

With Japanese blossoms, and as frail. Then she is

ready

To smile, and her hands refuse to tremble regarding

Them. However, she is not brave to confront mirrors.

As if her face would go blank with time’s concern

;

Leftovers spoiling fast, dishes stacked in

The sink, the faulty faucet dripping. Like passion,

Pain can be untidy, leaving things half-done.

He by the burly doorway pauses, cowed

By the blunt and patient labors of love.

But today she is strong enough to forgive, though sky

Is heavy with summer light and flies

Swarm round the refuse in the yard. Half-naked

Boys swing down the ravished mango tree in fear

Of her; like monkeyshadows (three little evils)

They hide in privy corners, sitting on their haunches.

Her temples throb anger. But the hurt passes.

Moistens into cool sweat in this hot afternoon



With wind. Wordless by the window, he watches her

move
Down in the back lot among the hibiscus.

She carries ably the double shapes of love

Without excuse, regal as a virgin, while

She reaps the wash from the sagging clothesline.

But 0,

How the slender doves gather round her for feed.

How her loose skirt in the wind swells and swells.

EMMANUEL TORRES



AUTUMN AND AFTER

Amid her friends my Great Aunt spoke.

Alert at once,

I recognized the threatened eloquence

Of rising syllables; and when song-like

She ceased, the sudden stillness framed
Images in the chilly light

Of expectation. Through the windows gleamed

Masses of autumn trees, their colors caught

On canyon cliffs under the noontime sun

;

Not yet were wisps and tufts of fall outblown.

Against the airy room’s stark lines

Of rock and wood
It was as if, with autumn’s amplitude.

She too might end in withered grass and rains

After exultant offering;

The wispiness of her grey hair.

Still elegant, calligraphy she flung

Together in a courtly scrawl’s fine slur.

Suggested this. Behind her a white rose

Trembled in quiet air about its vase.

And so her eloquence would end

Whirling in change:

Would not her dance of days in their last lunge

Scatter it like dry hues in the high wind?
She rose and warmly took her leave.

Then descended the flag-stone path

That threads the cliff down through the aspen grove.

By withered gardens, still well-kept in death.

By tennis courts, down to the asphalt road

That curves along the mountain torrent’s side.

WILLIAM VELTON
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ON THE DEATH OF A TEST PILOT: A FOOTNOTE

By tower call and sight from talking

Instruments all safely tested,

By phones and metal fingers observing

Your runway’s trial and error death

And by your position (charted in time

Of flight and spotted to a hair’s breadth),

Tempting belief in smoke and flame

Of take-off ritual, you were blasted

Out towards always progress, where

—

Flashed on a blinking screen, though unknown
In hangars—^the guiding eye of your far

And suddenly falling earth beneath

Fell flaming, whirling upward toward
The cockpit of your climbing faith.

Then the shocked air of force you feared

Tore wholly at your sealed-in form

:

Your flight (recorded, and wildly spinning

Words) blacked out in numbness to blow
To fragments your failed nearness, winning

A winter world you slept to enter

Plunging
; and, alone, you broke

Perfection down ice-clotted air.

Where shaking winds of violence shrieked

Black vapor through the tube of you.

You became not even an instant nor passing

Memory burrowed deep in a crater,

Nor coals, nor prodded ashes; nothing
Roped off or stolen as souvenir.

PHILIP LEGLEB



eight poems

CLOUD-SEEDING

The tragic man stares at the sun
Until the sun blacks both his eyes.

The comic man lies on his back

And with his tentpole bears the skies.

The virgin nymphomaniac
Is swollen with her father’s son

That it rain again in the spring.

Poets, in their majestic wigs.

Pen canzonetti on these themes.

And by the fruits ye know the trees

:

By sour grapes, by withered figs.

Those Minotaurs and Semeles

Are raddled through all modern dreams

That it rain again in the spring.

It is my dark passion to see

The brutal and divine synod

Gather again in thunder, ride on
In lightning splitting the seed-pod.

Till thought be driven as Poseidon,

The salt-bearded teamster, drives the sea

That it rain again in the spring.



A CLOCK WITH NO HANDS

A moon with Roman numerals, there,

Backed to the wall, in the dim air

Of the abandoned waiting-room.

The door has long since lost its lock,

The track its trains (they run elsewhere)

.

The empty-headed, run-down clock.

Doom-stricken, is struck dumb.

Woe to the empty-handed vandal

(Time on his hands?) who made this scandal

What will he do with a pair of hands

Defaced, what will the idle dial.

Short-handed, do? And will time handle

With care the lost goods at the rail-

Head where the boxcar stands ?

Impossible to tell the hour
That threw the switch, cut off the power.

Rerouted or derailed the last

Express some stations down the line

Forever; the high signal tower

Stands in the yard and gives no sign

Of passage to the past.

Idolater, this moony god.

Whose sleight-of-hand will run no road.

May blandly yet discountenance

Your travels where the still mainspring
Behind the even and the odd

Hides in its coiled continuing

A venomous tense past tense.



A SPECKLED STONE MIRROR

In Egypt, on the lion-headed couch,

Prince Nil endures the complicated dream
Of burial, at the hands of ministers

Who strap the linen beard upon his chin

And leach his brains out through the nose with hooks

;

They bathe his flesh for forty days in brine.

Reciting texts, until the single scull

Is readied for the downstream ride, the rapids

That lie southwest of death, and for the stone

Harbor beneath the hill. Silly Prince Nil,

Leathery linen-beard, nice empty-head.

In salty pickle now, who might have been

A shepherd king, but is not anything.

And Mr. Nilsson, staring through the window
At Radio City in the winter dusk.

Says to the doctor that his life has failed

(A thousand typists, mice in tightest skirts.

Pass quickly through the subways of his head)

Because, because. . . . The image fails as well.

He falls asleep curled up against the wall

Under the window. Now once more the stone

Chamber opens its jaws, the green, tall teeth

Glimmer with gold behind their seaweed beards

Tidally swaying
;
and on a burning boat

Painted with shields, the flaxen-bearded king.

Silent and smiling, drifts from the harbor mouth.

The typists cover their machines with cloths.

All through Radio City the lights go out.

And a few most lucid stars begin to shine.



THE BATTENKILL IN WINTER

The ice that grips the silent stream

Still keeps the way the waters of the year

Twisted like rope, green now and glass-clear;

So sometimes fear may stanch

The flooding pressures of a dream,

And hold one image there.

So the current carries, though it goes nowhere,

Over the blackened fingers of a branch

—the jeweled, dynastic bones!

—

Over the lips of bearded stones

Which drink their silent wisdom still

On the cold reaches of the Kill.

So time, the forms of things grown ripe.

Might play eternity

;

Or in a false eternity might sleep.

Where rapid, pool and waterfall

Seem the perfection of the type.

On which the eye moves not at all

Except to sink down deep

Until it sees within the ice

The living water, secret, small.

The first blood of the sacrifice

Running the downhill climb,

As pale as death, as colorless as time.



A MOBILE OF CARVED WOODEN FISH

The world is a stream, one says, all things are one
Though at the same time many. The ebb tide

Leaves printed on the shore the shallow spine,

Unlikely length, of the master fish of all,

The mind’s imperative fish, that got away
And fossilized before it was begun.

Take this idea, the tributary one.

Notion of watersheds, of spiny trees

Channeled in silver platters that the blood.

The wine, the sauce whatever, may be caught

And tilted from the branches to the trunk.

That all our streaming taste for fish be one.

The sun, the running water, and the sand.

The tree, shaking the shadow through its leaves.

Are spines and ribs to sinuous thoughts of fish.

Polished mahogany and lemon fish.

The hard, hickory fish, the oak, the teak.

The gay fish of the apple and the pear.

All things are one, though at the same time many.
The stars are wired to the night with names
Like Heartburn, Snake, Fatso. Aeolian fish.

Swimming the branches of a breathless air,

Were hooked and hung before begun, as the grain

Of water and the grain of wood are one.



THE WHEEL KING

Men, ropes, horses, strain

To breaking, but the great siege gun
On the mountain road

Stands axle deep in mud
Till the light is gone.

The rowers sweat all afternoon

At the sweeps, yet the huge sea-wain

Behind them slacks her helm
Hulled down in the calm

Till the light is gone.

0 coming night will make all one.

The Wheel King cried, all might and main.

All muscle and brain,

The ship and the rusted gun.

When the light is gone.

POLITICAL REFLECTION

loquitur the sparrow in the Zoo

No bars are set too close, no mesh too fine

To keep me from the eagle and the lion.

Whom keepers feed that I may freely dine.

This goes to show that if you have the wit
To be small, common, cute, and live on shit,

Though the cage fret kings, you may make free with it.



ART SONG

Down where the dog-toothed tide

Crawled at the bay,

I held in my fingers the feather of a gull.

Black, white and grey.

Lighter than the wind
Which twisted and tried to tear it away.

That single feather danced

In a welter where
Twelve winds contended with my hand.

Shattered in focus there.

The once-gulled feather seemed

A divining-rod of ocean and the wild air.

Now the plume dowsing the poem
Under my hand

Angles in waves after the lost

Life of the gull from land

Gone on horizon wings
Where neither feather can follow nor any poet stand.

HOWARD NEMEROV



comment'

THE SEPARATE SPLENDOURS:
HOMAGE TO EDWIN MUIR

1. ‘*TO FASHION THE TRANSITORY**

THE PROBLEM OF TIME IN EDWIN MUIR*S POETRY dominates all

others and hence allies him to the metaphysical tradition in
modern verse. But it is a loose and problematical alliance. If

the metaphysical tradition is characterized essentially by certain
habits of significant ambiguity in thought and diction, habits
which were common to medieval liturgy and poetry until the
time of Herbert and which have been imitated by some symbolist
poets of our own era, then by contrast Muir*s poetry is straight-
forward, single-minded, and virtually Wordsworthian in tone
and manner. Muir is a fabulist, a poet of dreams and visions,

and he relies for his effects upon a high degree of poetic
realism. By poetic realism I mean, not any kind of naturalistic
technique, but instead a matter-of-fact use of the poetic con-
ventions for what they are—^the easiest, clearest, and most
economical means of coming to terms with the substance of one*s
feelings and imaginations. Muir lived for a number of years in
central Europe and devoted a good deal of his time to making
translations from modern German literature, especially from
the novels and stories of Kafka, and it is not surprising that he
should have learned something from the writer who, more than
any other, demonstrated the technique of a conventional style

for the realistic embodiment of a fantastic substance. But at
the same time it is important to realize that the essentials of
Muir*s style, as well as the main aspects of his subject, were
formed before he undertook his work with Kafka’s fiction and
that few other poets have been able to equal the skill with which
he has used the conventions of modern English prosody. Some
of Muir’s poems are among the best that have come out of
Great Britain during the first half of this century.

Time, for Muir, appears under its ancient aspect of the
thief, a doubly invidious figure that steals away, in ‘‘deadly
days”^ and “melting hours,” the objects and values which only
time itself has been able to create. Eternity, especially in the
earlier poems, is simply time’s extent, with the awful blank-
nesses of pre-history and post-history at either end:

So, back or forward, still we strike
Through time and touch its dreaded goal.

Eternity’s the fatal flaw
Through which run out world, life, and soul.

But at least one other kind of eternity, the eternity of the mind,
in which human beings escape from the flow of time into the
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permanence of conceptual or symbolic actions, appears in many
poems, and in the later poems a third Mnd of eternity, akin to

the eternity of conventional Christian belief, offers something
like a resolution to the time problem. The progression from an
amorphous materialism through the eternity of the mind to
something *‘more than half Platonic” is evident in the poems.

Because men and women are able to exist both in and
out of time, they possess a unique advantage against timers
ravages: the capacities to dream and to remember. By these
means they create their own time. In the eternity of the mind,
dreams and memories—together with fables, their universal
counterpart—^provide the very substance of meaning; life is

fabulous, and in the individual e^eriences of it, the great
events are enacted again and again, and its meaning is per-
petually reinforced. The individuaPs dreams and profoundest
memories are prefigured in humanity^s great fables. Perhaps
Muir would admit that all this sounds faintly Jungian, but I

think there is no doubt that he came to his ideas solely by way
of his poems. And perhaps this concern for the meaningful
archetypal figurations alligns Muir after all with the
metaphysical-symbolist tradition considered in its functional
aspect, with this difference: Muir eschews the search for ob-
jectifications among the intellectual conventions, the veneers of
history, and instead confines himself to the task of constructing
a modern typology solely from the pristine sources of experience—^myth and dream. In any case, it is in the poems themselves
that these motives gather force. Each is an assault against time,
a failing gesture as all such assaults must be, written out of
the eternity of the mind to recreate and reinterpret the per-
petual fable of man^s dreams and memories. How many of the
poems derive from actual dreams it is of course impossible to
tell; yet certainly many of them, especially such Kafka-like
poems as The Escape and The Interrogationy have the quality
of dreams—^terror and absurdity reduced to the commonplace
occurrences of the mind. Images of anxiety recur throughout
the poems, and several poems are superb discoveries of anxiety
itself

:

But when you reach the Bridge of Dread
Your flesh will huddle into its nest
For refuge and your naked head
Creep in the casement of your breast.

And your great bulk grow thin and small
And cower within its cage of bone.
While dazed you watch your footsteps crawl
Toadlike across the leagues of stone.

And even more prominent is melancholy, the aftermath of
anxiety, the irreducible sadness of one who cannot complete the
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gesture of acceptance and resignation:

I do not want it so,

But since things so are made,
Sorrow, sorrow.
Be you my second trade.

The central fable, to which Muir returns again and again,
is of course that of fallen man, for the Fall is man’s entrance
into time, the moment when he begins to dream and remember.
“What shape had I before the Fall?” he asks. What “dragon
brood” roamed the earth then? His dim memories of a splendidly
heraldic age haunt his poems, and he speaks of “the journey
back,” back beyond our ancestries to the fabulous origins. Little

by little the primal place grows clearer, and the journey itself,

back through the eternity of the mind, lightens new corners of

dreamed and legendary experience. The patterns of value con-

solidate. Of the search for Eden, Muir writes:

If I should reach that place, how could I come
To where I am but by that deafening road,
Life-wide, world-wide, by which all come to all,

The strong with the weak, the swift with the stationary,
For mountain and man, hunter and quarry there
In tarrying do not tarry, nor hastening hasten,
But all with no division strongly come
For ever to their steady mark, the moment.
And the tumultuous world slips softly home
To its perpetual end and flawless bourne.

And in dreams and memories the “deafening road” is traveled
ceaselessly, the road that opens out from Eden and carries us
to our only compensations—^the transitory values of our mutual
arts and the permanent values of our shared and inherited ex-

perience. Our experience is legendary, embodied in dreams and
fables that are known to all of us. And in its largest aspects
it transcends our arts:

Old gods and goddesses who have lived so long
Through time and never found eternity,
Fettered by wasting wood and hollowing hill,

You should have fled our ever-dying song.
The mound, the well, and the green trysting tree,
They are forgotten, yet you linger still.

In his Autobiography^ Muir says that he did not begin
to write poetry until he was thirty-five years old, and it is dif-
ficult not to regret the loss of the fifteen years that many poets
find their most productive. One wonders what poems Muir would
have written before he came to his mature preoccupations. In
many respects Muir brought to his poetry the ideal verbal
equipment, for like a number of other modern writers whose
styles have achieved a strength surpassing simple individuality,
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Muir came from one of the linguistic backwaters of the British
Jsles, in his case Orkney; his native speech, a dynamic, still

logopoeic dialect, has been a noticeable factor in his poems, as
have the remnants of Nordic myth that survived among the
island folk during his childhood. Not that Muir has allied him-
self with the provincial or “nationalistic” poets of Scotland.
On the contrary, he has wisely refused to evade the hard lot

of literacy m the modern world and has devoted himself instead
to the available audience and the usable resources of the mind.
The result is a poetry of the modern sensibility at its broadest
self-consciousness, a poetry which, in its use of dreams and
memories and in its strong idiom, objectifies an enduring, under-
most reality. Muir, like the surrealists, deals with our per-
petually incipient apprehensions of reality, but unlike them he
IS concerned with the basic ingredients, not with the icing on
the cake; elsewhere I have called him a subrealist, and although
the term is somewhat misleading, perhaps it conveys the dis-

tinction.

Muir's preference is for what Mr. Ransom has called

the light line, the folk measure of ballad and hymn. Some of

his poems on legendary or heraldic themes are in fact ballads
transmuted or refined, and thus belong to an old tradition of
cultivated English literature. They are lyrical ballads of a new
order. But Muir has often used the pentameter line too, and one
of his commonest stylistic devices is the play of long, intricate
syntactical units against the simple regularity of standard
English meter. The opening sentence of The Labyrinth, for in-

stance, extends for thirty-five lines without effort, surely an
enviable feat. Some of his shorter lyrics consist of a single sen-
tence. These qualities are a part of Muir's poetic realism, a style

that does not shun inversions or other unnatural and “literary”
constructions provided they derive from the force of reality in

thought, feeling, and dream, and it is this real substance that
one comes back to repeatedly in writing about Muir's poems.
The closest he himself has come to a discussion of technique is

his poem All Wei

All we who make
Things transitory and good
Cannot but take
When walking in a wood
Pleasure in everything
And the maker's solicitude.

Knowing the delicacy
Of bringing shape to birth.

To fashion the transitory
We gave and took the ring
And pledged ourselves to earth.

And yet one is not aware of the “delicacy”; it lies in the poetic

act, not necessarily in the poem. The object, the poem, instead is
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shaped of earth, not perdurable, in fact transitory, but never-
theless ingrained with the maker’s love and the most lasting,
elements of human nature and experience; and such poems as
The Annunciation, The Journey Back, Variations on a Time
Theme, and The Island will endure for many seasons in the
eternity of the mind.

HAYDEN CARRUTH

2. THE FIELDS FAR AND NEAR

EDWIN MUIR’S NEW COLLECTION OF POEMS* iS given to US in tWO
parts, the first of which is a series of poems on man’s loss of
innocence. These poems have as their themes the several myths
of Eden but they have come to Muir, and so to us, through the
filter of, among others, Milton.

Milton, his face set fair for Paradise,
And knowing that he and Paradise were lost

In separate desolation, bravely crossed
Into his second night and paid his price.

So, I imagine, did Muir, and so he does still, for the twenty-six
poems of this section are concerned with man’s secession from
innocence and his subsequent entrance into a marsh-world in
whose fringes fear lurks. Muir does not deal with a separate,
egocentric fear but constructs (a mirror, is it?) a collective

fear that is animal and violent but informed with desire for that
peaceable kingdom which is attained through the suffering and
understanding of experience. In this he is with, among others,
Eliot, who has written

After such knowledge, what forgiveness?

Indeed, Muir (and Eliot) ask, after we have become aware of
ourselves how can there be any return to that first innocence.
After the knowledge of the tree of evil, surely we will have to
partake, not only of the joy but of the suffering of that fruit;
awareness is a forked growth. Yet it is through awareness that
we can attain that final innocence. This is a remarkable theme,
and though not an original, certainly a large theme, central to
humanity, central therefore to art. Muir treats this progress of
themes (this song of degrees) with a power and urgency
that has behind it the accumulated pressure of fear. In Adam’s

*One Foot in Eden, by Edwin Muir. Grove Press (Evergreen
Books). $1.
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Bream, Adam remembers that while in sleep he saw many people
running, falling, rising, running, falling and then rising again
and seeing them, he wishes to be among them.

*

So that he would have hailed them
As sons of God but that something restrained him.
And he remembered all, Eden, the Fall,

The Promise, and his place, and took their hands
That were his hands, and his children's hands.
Cried out and w^as at peace, and turned again
In love and grief in Eve’s encircling arms.

Pain and guilt, enemies of conscience, are the fruits of the tree
of evil, but what has sprung with these is a responsibility and
a compassion for the running men; also, a love for Eve. With
this love, Adam comforts himself as he comforts Eve. In the
poem Outside Eden

We are
Haunted by guilt and innocence

Yet we seem content to live with this ambivalence and pleased to
stay where we live

Standing on earth, looking at heaven.

But in Prometheus, the next poem, and in some of the succeeding
poemSj man’s predicament, his pain and his complete secession
from innocence creates in him a desire for a second Eden, an
Eden as different from the first as wisdom differs from in-
nocence. Man desires a hamnonious kingdom because he wants
to resolve his diverse experiences into the one peaceable kingdom.
This religious theme in Muir’s work forces out poetry that is
sturdy and earthly, passionate and yet upward striving; the fact
that the first section is a song of degrees but one that slopes
from rather than towards heaven, is, by implication, not a fault
of Muir’s poetry but an indictment of society.

I pray for the end of all things and this pain
Which makes me cry : move faster, sun and stars
And bear these chains and bear this body away
Into your flying circuit; freedom waits
There in the blessed nothingness that follows.

For Prometheus, condemned to suffer until the world’s end, pain
is synonymous with earthly life, will not end until that life ends,
but in the context of the poem, Prometheus’ cry means: man
may escape from pain only by making on earth a kingdom of
innocence through experience. In this poem, and in others, this is
brought home with both sadness and a proper indignation at
man’s injustice to man and ingratitude to God. In One Foot in
Eden he says:
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The World^s great day is growing late. . . .

Yet still in Eden springs the root
As clean as on the starting day.

It is this forward-looking nostalgia which makes his unsenti-
mental poems taste bitter-sweet; they are small dramas of irony.

But for man, Muir says, man might have this joy, and this

reward ; instead, he has pain, and guilt. The poems whirl in their
circuit, past and round the same circuit as though in pain, like

one body in the total system of Buddhism condemned to achieve
union with its Maker.

In the second section, the poems gestate with more con-
temporary problems, and the imagery is drenched, not with the
root-like symbolism of Eden, but with the more complicated
emblems of our society, emblems that are ingenious but morally
naive. If the first part of the book is of a past evolving a
simplified myth of the future, the second part is of the paradox
of the poet looking through the past to that first Eden. He needs
to do this, for his world is now entirely without innocence and he
is unable to construct that new kingdom of innocence which
Adam foresaw when he left the garden.

Into thirty centuries born.
At home in them all but the very last. . .

If this is not even partly true, the statement is emblematic of
man’s physical and moral predicament.

It is difficult to summarize Muir’s work for he does not
(as Milton did not) work inside the English tradition. A poet
who is developing, and Muir is developing, evades any system of
poetic generalities with maddening persistence. It is as though
one had met a friend and had said : this person is very beautiful.
Whereas, what one ought to have said was this (although one
did not) : today, she looked very lovely; I have not seen her
looking so before; I do not know if she will do this again.
But although Muir’s poems are to my mind major poetry, poetry
that treats of major themes with skilful passion, his work is

created through symbols, manipulated with enormous skill,

rather in the way that a powerful crane will effectively lift

and place in position huge weights. Muir has all the lifting
power, all the desire to lift, but the material is of a piece; his
themes are limited in the way that a poet of Milton’s kind is

limited. It is therefore not surprising that his tonal range is

rather narrow and his metrical forms unadventurous. But with
these limitations (and allowing for the occasional slight poem)
this latest book of Muir’s is an extremely important literary
event.

JON SIIiKIN



OVER THE BORDER

Borderline Ballads, by William Plomex'. Noonday Press. $3.00.

IT IS AS A LIGHT VERSE WRITER that William Plomer is known,
and not very well, m this country. As such, he has no peer in
America or England, with the exception of John Betjeman.
Whatever the true distinction between light verse and poetry
may be—a distinction increasingly become all things to all men
—it IS not necessary to labor it in Mr. Plomer’s case. For he is a
poet, and a good one. There are poems in this volume that can
stand side by side with the best work anybody is doing—Bamboo
and The Bungalows, for instance—and even if one confines one-
self to the obviously ^‘funny’’ poems, they turn out to be funnier
than anyone else^s.

^

Most light verse writers, here and in England, are fine
technicians. But the prevailing tenor of their work is closer to
the good song lyric—by which I mean, in England, someone like
Gilbert or Coward, in America, someone like Hart or Porter

—

than to poetry, by which I mean someone like Pope or Skelton.
When light verse writers attempt ^‘serious^^ themes, their tech-
nical facility stands them in good stead. But that is all that
does. The effort of the serious produces a moral heaviness, un-
mistakeable when one comes upon it, which is as false as senti-
mentality. The reverse is less true: our best poets write better
light verse than our light verse writers write poetry. It is easy
to see why in Mr. Plomer’s work. He has everything a light
verse writer needs : technical virtuosity, subtlety, the unequivo-
cal mark of his own pen. But his gifts include two things
that distinguish him from his colleagues and are the prereq-
uisites of poetry—a theme, and a tone. He does not merely
produce excellently-turned snippets about this and that. His
unique perception of his theme, and his ability to maintain his
tone make him the fine poet he is.

Mr. Plomer has come upon, or chosen, a particularly
fertile notion in our lives, the close linkage between the absurd
and the terrible. Behind the middle- or upper-class facade, Mr.
Plomer sees the true skull

; because of this, he is addicted to the
contemporary horror story: a thigh falling out of a closet in a
new housing development, the rump of a horse being deposited
on a dining room table in a vegetarian guest-house during a
bombing, etc. The news stories he sometimes uses as spring-
boards for his poems, the kind one can scissor out of any evening
paper in New York or London, are no different from those one
might find as sub-titles on the light verse published everywhere.
What differentiates his poems from these is the fact that Plomer
sees a world behind each absurdity, and goes after it. He re-

constructs, using narrative, the interior monolo^e, description
and dialogue, these tiny worlds, sometimes pathetic, often funny,
occasionally vulgar, and they are always symptomatic. He man-
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ages to attract to the seemingly small orbits of his satires wide
areas of meaning. A deceptively flat poem about the French
Riviera before World War Two, or a poem about a typical
Englishman’s feelings between the two Wars, have the unques-
tionable imprint of someone who has

_
gotten down not only

characters, but a time and a world. Using the specific, Plomer
arrives at the significant through the back-door, and he arrives
there more successfully often than many poets who clump right
through the main hallway.

For a poet of impeccable surfaces, he is surprisingly
dramatic. Like contemporary detective writers, he explores those
underground connections between superficial terror and its

larger manifestations (the way a detective can become a symbol
for the police state), and he has their flair for the dramatic
build-up, the fast handling of characters and incidents, and the
final frisson. The poems sometimes have the interest of minia-
ture plays or novels. But that interest is never maintained at
the expense of the resources of poetry.

As for tone, here is Mr. Plomer in the first stanza of The
Flying Bum, the poem about the vegetarian guest-house;

In the vegetarian guest-house
All was frolic, feast and fun.
Eager voices were inquiring
“Are the nettle cutlets done?”
Peals of vegetarian laughter,
Husky wholesome wholemeal bread
Will the evening finish with a
Rush of cocoa to the head?

(The lack of punctuation after line six above is not unique. One
hopes, if there is a second edition, it will be re-punctuated.
Periods are put in when sentences are not ending, commas are
left out where they obviously belong, etc.)

Here is a stanza from a parody of Hardy;

Yestreen with bowed back
(To hike now is irksome),

Hydroptic and sagging the cloud-wrack,
I spied in the murk some

Wayfarers myopic Linnaeus-wise quizzing the quitches
And snooping at simples and worts in the ditches.

Here is the last^ stanza of The Bungalows, a poem about a
middle-class housing development;

Under these yellow-twinkling elms,
Behind these hedges trimly shorn,
As in a stable once, so here
It may be born, it may be born.

Here is the brilliant first stanza of what I consider the best
poem in the book. Bamboo, a dialogue between a husband and a
wife;
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SHE However dry and windless
Cold days, hot nights may be,

Bamboo, incessant rustler.
Your restless leafage utters
A sound of wind and rain:
Nobody knows the nervous
Effect it has on me

—

I cannot stand the strain.
Bamboo, I cannot stand it,

Your whispering campaign.

The brilliance derives, apart from the excellence of this, line by
line, from the switch to the colloquial in lines six and seven, the
connection made between these lines and the others by the rhyme
of ^‘nervous’’ and “windless,” and from the speed by which the
character of the woman is established and the drama set in
motion.

Plomer is as fine a satirical poet as we have produced.
He has the cartoonist’s ability to get at a particular relationship,

a special milieu, or a time of crisis, and the painter’s ability to
illuminate it. He is funny, witty, where most humorous writers
are merely pundits and gag-mongers. He is a writer who dives
from his deceptive surfaces to the great depths where life

flourishes unseen by others. And he knows something other
writers might learn to their advantage: irony is a method, not
a subject.

Though one is grateful to Noonday for bringing out this

book of twenty-two poems, one is sorry not to see in it the
African poems, the Japanese poems, the Greek poems, and even
some of the ballads, such as The Widow^s Plot, inexplicably left

out. I hope this representative selection will be followed soon by
all the poems Plomer thinks are worth saving. I should think
that would be practically all of them.

HOWARD MOSS

CLAIMS ON THE POET

Things of this World, by Richard Wilbur. Harcourt Brace. $3.00.

The Misanthrope, translated by Richard Wilbur. Harcourt
Brace. $5.00

IT IS NEARLY NINE YEARS since the publication of Richard Wil-
bur’s first book, The Beautiful Changes, Ceremony came in

1951, his translation of Moliere’s The Misanthrope last fall, and
now his third book of poems. Things of this World. If it seems
silly to review the oeuvre of a man of thirty-five, I hope it will
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prove useful; I think Wilbur's position has been typical of the
newest g-eneration of poets, a position which has not been under- ^

stood. It should be obvious that the serious consideration of a
young poet is not equivalent to calling him a great poet.

Things of this World is perhaps less of a book than the
first two volumes of poems. I mean that it is smaller (forty-

seven pages of poems, of which seven pages are translations)

and that even its slight weight cannot be called pure gold. Some
small poems add up to nothing, and others are flawed by an easy
use of modifiers which has cropped up in Wilbur before. Because
there is less density to this book, and because the reader will

not find the unadulterated elegance he probably expects, it may
disappoint the casual critic. But the sum of the parts is not the
whole point; a book of poems as a book disappears in a collection.

It is very much to the point that the best poems Wilbur has yet
written are in this volume, and point out a new direction of
his mind.

Before we describe the new original poems, a word should
be said about the translations, which m this volume do excellent
justice to Baudelaire, Valery, Jammes and Philippe de Thaun.
Wilbur's delicacy of feeling, his poetical tact, is never more
apparent than in his translations. They all sound a bit like

Wilbur, which is a good thing, for if a man changes his accent
whenever he changes his subject, you don't trust him. The Mis-
anthrope IS Wilbur's chef d'oeuvre as a translator; it contains
passages which do not curl up and die at the mention of Dryden

:

However high the praise, there's nothing worse
Than sharing honors with the universe.
Esteem is founded on comparison:
To honor all men is to honor none.
Since you embrace this indiscriminate vice.

Your friendship comes at far too cheap a price;
I spurn the easy tribute of a heart
Which will not set the worthy man apart:
I choose, Sir, to be chosen; and in fine,
The friend of mankind is no friend of mine.

The language varies from the archaic to the colloquial, being
no actual speech, yet consistently achieves a right tone. Though
there are a few bad couplets, and some awkwardness, the propor-
tion of virtues to vices is a thousand to one.

The Beautiful Changes^ like most first books, contains
many poems which are responses to events. Wilbur sees some-
thing

—

First Snow in Alsace, The Eyes of an SS Officer—and
is moved to write about it. The result is a description, followed
or not by a decision. Tywater ends as a young man may often
have to end such a poem, in a quandary, “And what to say of
him, God knows./Such violence. And such repose." Besides the
poems out of events, there are many which are carefully con-
structed to contain and exemplify ideas. A situation is stated
and argued, sometimes resolved and sometimes only displayed.
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The process is perhaps more cerebral than emotional; verse is a
^device of accuracy, balancing tone to achieve a whole precision
of meaning, on all levels, which prose can never imitate. In
Ceremony, most of the poems follow this pattern; A Problem
from Milton announces the method in its title. Wilbur has also
continued, though more rarely after The Beautiful Changes,
to write the simple lyric of direct emotional statement—^the

kind of poem which happens to a poet—and the descriptive medi-
tation on events; but the made, considered, argued poem re-
mains the center of his work, and his best poems are these.

The thoughts in Yv^ilbur’s poems have varied, but until
Things of this World, one set of ideas has dominated. It has been
an attitude whose godfathers were Mallarme and Wallace
Stevens, an epistemology which approaches aesthetic nihilism.
Objects, in The Beautiful Changes and Ceremony, are truer
when imagined than when sensed. ^^Caught Summer is always
an imagined time.” ‘^Absence” confers upon things a greater
reality than presence. There is a kind of asceticism here, an
avoidance of the world of the senses, which is expressed in the
most gorgeous imagery. Wilbur is conscious of the paradox, and
in a part of Ceremony sets about arguing himself out of the
position. His couplet,

We milk the cow of the world, and as we do
We whisper in her ear, ^^You are not true.”

is a highly successful self-critique. In A World Without Objects
is a Sensible Emptiness, he admonishes his ^‘tall camels of the
spirit” (who are so proud of their ability not to drink water
for long periods) to seek ^^the spirit’s right/Oasis, light in-

carnate.”
So Wilbur has been negating as well as professing his

interior gorgeosity and exterior asceticism, but the negations of
Ceremony make no solution to the problem, only satirizing the
contrary belief. Wilbur is more consistent when, in the poem
Ceremony, (“What’s lightly hid is deepest understood, , . .”)

and in In the Elegy Season, he affirms the original propositions.

He is more consistent because it is undoubtedly true, that even
v/hen he is attacking the love for illusion, his style contradicts
him; the very fancmess of the image of the “camels of the spirit”

seems to say, “I am only spoofing; they are much pleasanter
than real camels; light incarnate hurts the eyes, but what a fine

turn it makes with which to end a poem.” I don’t mean that these
poems are insincere; if poems were people, if poetry were life,

they might be insincere, but since they are poems and about life,

they are ironical: interior contradiction affirms negation! But
irony can become a reflex, and it can limit a poet’s subject

matter.
A language which seems first of all to delight in itself is

not the greatest language in poetry. We can delight in sheer

skill, and it can survive for generations if it is that good, but
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it is not the best poetry. In the very greatest; in Shakespeare,
Donne, Pope, and some of Yeats, the language is extraordinarily

^

clever, yet the language as language disappears in the very
'

urgency with which it points at its subject matter. Wilbur has
been a particularly accomplished poet of delight; I think that
Museum Piece, Epistemology, La Rose des Vents, Juggler, Years-
End, Still, Citizen Sparrow and several others have a secure
place among the anthologies of the future by their cleverness,

by the joy they give anyone who can appreciate the handling of

language in verse at its most intricate. We might characterize

the success of most of these poems as the kind of achievement
that gets a long, low whistle of admiration. But Wilbur has, it

seems to me, tried in his newest book to escape from the circle

of words delighting in themselves, and though he has not yet
written a great poem, he has taken a necessary step in that
direction.

We can start to see a difference in two changed habits of

thought. He has moved from the mental play of “. . . the soul

bathes in warm conceptual lakes, to involvement with the
present and physical. And with this, Wilbur has moved in his

descriptions from the witty and formalistic imagery of nature to

a consideration of human works. A change in what the poems
were about would be only superficial were it not accompanied
by a change in the implicit meaning of the style. The best poems
in Things of this World are not looking at themselves, but are
looking at their subject matter. Wilbur can still be clever, but
the cleverness seems more than self-delighting, and it seems to

point outwards. The last poem in the book praises the new
railway station in Rome over the ruins of the ancient city,

and ends,

‘^What is our praise or pride
But to imagine excellence, and try to make it?

What does it say over the door of Heaven
But homo fedtV*

Perhaps this last rhyme will seem to disprove what I am claim-
ing, but I choose it deliberately to show that in my opinion the
change need be only small on the surface to be large in essence.
Here the cleverness may elicit a whistle, but it should have a
deeper response as well. The rhyming of Latin and English, of
the two words with the one, is brilliant but is more than decora-
tive. The rhyme is of synonyms, and the concept of ‘‘making
excellence” is the key to the whole poem. The rhyme is no mere
decoration, it creates the meaning. In Beasts, the “suitors of
excellence” are men working alone at night in the city—^making.
Their works may be devastating, but their human labor, their
effort toward excellence, is itself beautiful. In Ceremony, it was
the Juggler whose skill was celebrated, for by his skill he “. . .

has won for once over the world’s weight.” One feels, in this
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later book, that Wilbur now subscribes to a hierarchy by which
the dexterity of the juggler would be accounted less than the
excellence of the architect. By extension, the intelligent poem
is better than the brilliant one.

I said that along with his new concern for man’s works,
Wilbur involves himself in the “things of this world” as he has
never done before. Appetite links the two themes. The best
poem Wilbur has yet written, and a good modern poem, is A
Voice from under the Table, Its subject is the pursuit of sensual
pleasure, its inevitable defeat, and its unaltered persistence.
“How shall the wine be drunk, or the woman known?” it begins.
Appetite is more immense than the possibilities of its enjoyment.
The “horizontal monument,” who ends the poem “O sweet
frustrations, I shall be back for more,” discloses:

Helen was no such high discarnate thought
As men in dry symposia pursue.
But was as bitterly fugitive, not to be caught
By what men’s arms in love or fight could do.

Groan in your cell; rape Troy with sword and flame;
The end of thirst exceeds experience.
A devil told me it was all the same
Whether to fail by spirit or by sense.

And truly, it is the same; though here it is entirely sense which
informs the appetite, it is an appetite, hugely indulged, which
drives the “suitors of excellence.” The latter metaphor is, after
all, sexual; it is pursuit of human satisfaction which is con-
sistently Wilbur’s subject. The poem which gives the book its

title, Love Calls Us to the Things of this World, presents Wil-
bur’s change dramatically. Waking, the poet sees a world of
laundry outside his window, and day-dreams “The morning air
is all awash with angels.” Impressed with this angelic purity,

The soul shrinks

From all that it is about to remember,
From the punctual rape of every blessed day,
And cries,

“Oh, let there be nothing on earth but laundry, . .

.

Yet, when the sun picks out colors in the world, “The soul de-
scends once more in bitter love/To accept the waking body . .

.”

and to exult in it, reminded still of the purity potential in the
laundry. In another of his best poems, A Baroque Wall-Fountain
in the Villa Sciarra, a marvel of description, Wilbur compares
the ornate fountain of the title with the more classical plainness
of a jet before St. Peter’s, and decides in favor of the humane
and intricate over the austere.

Francis, perhaps, who lay in sister snow



Before the wealthy gate
Freezing and praising, might have seen in this

No trifle, but a shade of bliss

—

That land of tolerable flowers, that state

As near and far as grass
Where eyes become the sunlight, and the hand

Is worthy of water: the dreamt land
Toward which all hungers leap, all pleasures pass.

The parallels between this poem and the soliloquy of the
drunkard under the table demonstrate the extent of Wilburns
position.

Imagination as a word has tended to associate with the
bodiless. ^Tmaginary” and “fictional” are synonyms. In Wilburns
previous work, the attempt is to divest objects of being or
relevance, and create a world of the imagination independent of
objects. Here we find imagination in another function, applied
to things not to uncover an inner reality superior to the outer,

but to present their gaudiness and to celebrate sensuous enjoy-
ment of them. If we “imagine excellence” it is in order to ‘‘try

to make it.”

Things of this World as a whole is no violent change; the
reader looking for total novelty is likely to overlook the change
that does occur. There are old-time Wilbur pieces here, a few
among them the best of his elegant set-pieces ;

Merlin Enthralled
is a particular delight. There are poems in which elegance is

not the point, and which fail in a way Wilbur has seldom failed
before, through lack of control over the medium. There is at
least one poem which sets forth his old ideas in full flower. It

is not necessary to list the many fine poems, like his best short
lyric, Mind, which are unmentioned because they do not fit into
my perhaps over-neat exposition. Also, it should be said that
there are hints of the less formalistic Wilbur, and the Wilbur
of the newer ideas, in Ceremony and even, a little, as far back
as The Beautiful Changes. A poet writes best about one set of
problems when he is through with it, when he has moved on,
tentatively and without full understanding, to a different at-
titude. Wilbur could not have written Ceremony if he had not
been moving toward Things of this World.

All qualifications made, something has happened in these
three books. There has been a steady intellectual growth, and a
movement away from the destitution of formalism into the
beginnings of something else; from a self-delighting loveliness
(and the poems, let it be insisted, really are lovely) not to any
“affirmation” as Life editors would have it, but toward the dis-
covery of some “things of this world.” In A Voice from under
the Table, it is possible to foresee a poetry which might be
major without being systematic.

DONALD HALL
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ROLFE HUMPHRIES; THE ORDERED LANDSCAPE

Poems Collected and New, by Rolfe Humphries. Charles Scrib-
ner’s Sons. $4,50.

Green Armor on Green Ground, by Rolfe Humphries. Charles
Scribner’s Sons. $2.75.

FOR OVER FIFTEEN YEARS the poetry of Rolfe Humphries has been
reviewed by a corps of distinguished critics favorably disposed
towards his best work—although an air of faint disappointment
persists m the midst of generous and discriminating praise.
But there is a strange division among these commentators. (As
William Poster remarked in this journal a number of years
ago, Humphries has been appreciated but not analyzed.) The
larger group finds his craftsmanship impeccable but his con-
tent shallow, the perfect vessel which holds little water. The
remainder, including Poster, see in Humphries an ^‘underlying
power, disproportionate to the sensibility,” an emotional
urgency for which the slight vessel is an inadequate container.

Without making such a distinction between form and con-
tent, one can agree with the latter group that there are deep
emotional currents below the clear surface of these poems.
It is the control that he exerts over his feelings, as well as his
form, which is the curious aspect of his work. And this control,
widely recognized as the exercise of a disciplined and sensible
craftsmanship, bears all the marks of psychic necessity as well.

In discussing the obsessive recurrence of certain words in
Mr. Humphries’ vocabulary, and the recurring symbols which
continue without metamorphosis in the history of his work,
it is difficult to avoid sounding like a word-counter or nouveau
critic, on the one hand, or like an amateur psychoanalyst on
the other: the incremental versus the excremental. But after
total immersion in his poetry, one cannot escape the sense of
the controls which he has imposed.

For a man who is both scholarly and multilingual, his
working vocabulary—^the words of central weight and intensity
on which his poems rely—is curiously small, with a high pro-
portion of monosyllables. Though water, music, shadows,
summer, winter and under occur over and over again, all these
words with the exception of water, occur much less frequently
than light (and/or bright), dark, air^ green, leaves, cold, clouds,

wind and trees. From the poems of his first volume, Europa,
and Other Poems and Sonnets published in 1928, to Green Armor
on Green Ground, his latest book, one finds the same key words
performing essentially the same imaginative functions. Mr.
Humphries widtes these recent poems in the Welsh meters, with
great skill and without obvious strain (sometimes, indeed, these
poems for all the complexity of their forms, seem to lack the
requisite tensions) but his poetry has always had this verbal
music, these formal boundaries self-imposed.



In the earliest poems, “dark-blue shadows^' are all around
him, “leaves keep rustling and shaking,” willows bow “over dark
still water,” and “under dark still water,” “down deep,” “the
light has found him”; “music and motion” are “counter-plot to

Death.” And in the new poems he grieves “in the shadow”;
“darkness may be the time ” “Hear, over the music or under,/
The wonderful wish of the water,/Reunion of lover and lover/In
the light, the ardor of summer,” and all is a “green arbor and
bower.” Arbor and bower are characteristic. Even more so are
garden, lawn and park. Here is nature, the living and green,
but, for the most part, tame nature, curried and curbed and set

behind palings, implicit or stated. Throughout his collected

works, the light darkens and the color changes, the light is

shifting and the trees are shaken
;
branches rustle, leaves flutter

and fall, and there is a lingering music.
Mr. Humphries is a tree-haunted man: trees, often un-

named, poplars, maples, the laurel, particularly the willow,
sacred to poets. Men are like trees: they flourish as trees do,
are “susceptible/to that distinct unearthly pull” of the moon,
and feel their roots torn, or tugged in the “unconscious under-
ground.”

Light and dark appear together, stone and bone; Mr.
Humphries is virtually unable to mention music without re-
ferring to water, which leads to dark and air and under

,

and,
usually, down, Down is deep down. Unlike some poets who tend
to relax into their customary vocabularies in their routine pro-
ductions, his finest poems contain these words and clusters. His
public pieces, the light verse, or what some critics are pleased
to call his ^'vers de societe** (as if one could make the “'yers”
without benefit of a “soaeie”!), are stripped of them. Has Mr.
Humphries discovered this handy guide to his own works?

Some of his most successful poems are a kind of catalogue
of his familiars:

Darken, air; and mood surrender
Under autumn^s heavier languor
Mist and murk and lassitude
Darken, air; surrender, mood.

Summer shadow, summer shade
Leave the thinning tree and bough,
Gather in the thicker cloud.
Mood, surrender; darken, air.

Sultry weather turns to somber.
Chill October, warm December,
All oppressive, all obscure.
Mood, surrender; darken, air.

This poem bears one of his numerous premonitions of
death, as well as a typical invocation of the months or seasons.
This chiming of June and September, spring and fall, hopes to
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oast a spell that wards off decay by an homage to the symbols
of time. Over and over the poems say that the present moment
is ^*Not my Now, but someone else’s Then.” He tries continually
to view his present through the eyes of somebody else^s future
—as another poet would say, '*To invoke posterity/Is to weep
on your own grave.” (Which may be preferable to weeping on
other graves.)

Some of Humphries’ favorite words are colors: grey,
blue and brown (not to mention black and white, to which he
is partial, in association with %vindf dark and night,) These
three colors are associated with, respectively, the decay of death,
mortality and premonitions of death, and death in its relation
to the unconscious. As music is mingled with water, the water
of life, the world of leaves and light and green, so they are
opposed by grey, the color of antithesis. (See: Agamst Fog,
Rain in Forty-Eight Hours, Old Man, Madison Square, Sep-
tember Evening, and others.) In A Landscape and A Lady, all

three colors appear in their assigned roles: after describing a
luxuriant garden in which “Time, ranker than the hardy weeds,
had found/An entrance,” he says, “The scene could change
before the watcher knew:/Was this another garden or the
same?” Then there is a flash of blue, the color of transition to
death, in the midst of red bee-balm, the poppies’ flame, asters
and lilacs. Then:

. . . there was winter visible in the east:
Across brown fields the tattered leaves were blowing,
And someone on a grey and jaded beast . . .

Stumbled down-hill across the hummocked grass . . .

Blue also is associated with sleep, that little death, and
elsewhere he speaks of “the blue of death,” but it is set in “the
crimson vein.” “The brown of death” appears in Augiist Elegy,
Here the inevitable dialectic: “the full fruit hangs solid under
the screen/Of heavy leaves, and landscape, lush and green,/
Darkens under the heavy summer cloud.” Then, “feel the root
torn ; beyond this mellowness,/Mature and rich, behold the brown
of death . . .” But this is the fecund brown of leaf become leaf-

mould, nourishing after death.
In The Deliverance, as the music fails, he smells cor-

ruption under every stone, examines dung, tastes his own bad
breath; and at his side stalks “a vertical nervous brown-and-
yellow shadow.” But after having mastered certain spells, he
finds “the power within the mind/To transform objects”; and,
“if a man is brave enough and wise,” he will “hear, once more,
the music” and find “reality more bright, more clean,/Than
ever it was.”

Then there is that curious poem, The Oak Leaf, where,
at the end of November, he sees a brown oak leaf which is

transformed: “It was flesh, and living,/A little brown hand or

claw/Thrust up, as it were, from underneath the pavement”



before it is pulled down to ‘^airless darkness/At the will of the
man below.’^

This was a test. I knew it, and I feared it.

I was afraid, but I could understand
I must not stoop to put my copper pennies,
Or ones that looked like silver, in that hand.

Here, indeed, the amateur psychoanalyst must bite his

tongue. But surely it can be said that the reluctance to trust
the unconscious, and the reliance on the mechanism of control
is graphically stated.

Often Humphries seems to wrench himself away from
the deeper levels of his own poems So many of his special words
are abstract words, ones that are commonly found in the works
of his contemporaries, but here unelaborated, unenriched, a little

cold and lonely. Sometimes his pulling back from the depths
takes the form of a lapse in tone, or a collapse into colloquialism.
Sometimes it brings him to an antithetical fear, fear of dust,
barrenness, ice: ‘‘green caught fast in ice,’' and:

My boat had grounded on the shoals of waking,
And I through whipping sedge and driving sand,
Trudged, when I did not stumble, toward the barren.
The grey, the frozen land.

As if he were sounding his own warning to himself: that the
shallows have their terrible dangers, as well as the depths.

Those critics wko tend to find Mr. Humphries a little

thin, who make invidious comparisons between the quality of
his mind and the quality of his style, are unjust indeed. A man
must be highly intelligent to maintain the kind of guard over
his subliminal intelligence that Mr. Humphries keeps. The
limitations here are not those of mind or skill, but those im-
posed by will, by the effort to sort, define and control the wilder
and more powerful impulses of the imagination. The effort
usually succeeds. Despite the rustle of leaves, the shifting of
light, and the premonitions of death, this is a strangely safe
and static world. So often there is a frozen beauty which, despite
his love of green, does not grow.

Rolfe Humphries has always been modest about his gifts,

has referred to himself as a minor poet. One regrets this
modesty, endearing as it has been. One is tempted to believe,
rather, that Mr. Humphries had the mind and imagination of
a major poet, and imposed upon himself the limitations of a
minor one. Still, there is a lingering music, as in Song,
Diminishing, as lovely as our time has made:

The brave and beautiful
Hear, on their finest days.
The sound of music rising,
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Or maybe a dream of music.
Sprung from the secret source,
Risen from underground.

The generous and warm,
In clearest weather, see
A lustre laid on the air.

Color beyond all shining,
The brightest kind of storm.

The generous and warm,
The beautiful, the brave.
Perish, are lost, or fail
In the world's peidlous war.

The prism, the chord, the man
Resolve their harmonies:
Themselves they cannot save.

Darkness, the ground, the grave
Receive^ the broken form.
They die, but they have been.

CAROLYN KIZER

FRENCH CHRONICLE: RECENT PUBLICATIONS

THE COMPLETE WORKS OP VALERY LARBAUD are being published by
Gallirnard. The ninth volume has just been issued under the
title, Jouynal Inedit. The first entry of this diary-notebook is

July 1912, at Lake Como. The volume stops with 1920. It is

almost all written in English. The original appears with the
French translation by Renee Volloteau. Larbaud probably wrote
his journal in English as linguistic practice, in much the same
way that Montaigne wrote part of his travel-journals in Italian.

The fullest years are those between 1917 and 1920, when Lar-
baud makes almost no reference to the war but speaks of his
readings of Valery, Fargue, Claudel and St.-John Perse, and
his labor of translating Samuel Butler.

Concurrently with the Journal Inedit, William Jay Smith
has published in New York his translation of Larbaud's Poems
of a MuHimilhonaire (Bonacio and Saul with Grove Press), some
of which first appeared in Poetry. Larbaud ascribes his poems
to his fictional character, the multimillionaire, A. 0. Barnabooth,
who was avowedly a disciple of Walt Whitman. In these highly

successful translations, Mr. Smith has caught much of the sad
intoxication the French poet feels for the inexhaustible resources

and wealth of the earth. These poems, which have never pre-



viously been published in English, mark a break with fhe
symbolist tradition in French poetry, and a substitution of ad-
venture and voyage for the ‘Voyage of the heart’^ and in-

trospection.
Jean Cocteau^s most recent volume of poems, Clatr-Obscur

(Editions du Rocher, Monaco), shows his continuing distrust for

traditional lyricism. He remains the ascetic poet, whose lines

are algebraic in their precision and directness. All Cocteau’s
familiar themes are in these poems: his flair for danger, his

cohabitation with death, his poet’s solitude. This book appears
just thirty years after his first important collection of poems,
Plain-Chant. Many of the new poems were written in Madrid
and Barcelona. There are poems of homage to Gongora, El
Greco, Velasquez, Goya, Picasso.

It will soon be the centenary year of Baudelaire’s Fleurs
du Maly first published in 1857. Jackson and Marthiel Mathews
have prepared a centenary bilingual edition of The Flowers of
Evil (New Directions). Thirty translators are represented in

this edition. During the past seven years the editors have col-

lected all the published English translations of Baudelaire’s
poems and chosen those they have judged the best. It is a monu-
mental edition, the fullest available in English. The French texts
are from the Pleiade Edition. Many of the translators are
familiar to readers of Poetry. George Dillon, Karl Shapiro,
Barbara Gibbs, Roy Campbell, C. F. MacIntyre, Allen Tate,
Richard Wilbur.

Two new books have been published in France by Ren6
Char: Poemes des deux anneeSy 1955-1954 (G. L. M.), and
Recherche de la Base et du Sommet (Gallimard). This latter
title is explained by the poet himself as meaning the base and
the summit which gradually disappear as men move away in

varying directions. These are prose texts written between 1941
and 1948 and refer constantly to the Resistance Movement in
which Char played so important a part. His prose is remarkably
concise and clear. As stylist. Char is at his best when he trans-
lates the movement of hope which was the Resistance. He calls

it “an orchard” such as France has seen only four or five times
in the course of its history.

Hypnos Waking (Random House) is a selection of Char’s
poetry and prose, which includes generous portions of almost all

of his books. The selections were made by Jackson Mathews,
who is also the translator of many of the texts. Other translators
who make important contributions to the volume are William
Carlos Williams, Richard Wilbur, William Jay Smith, Barbara
Howes, W. S. Merwin and James Wright. This is an invaluable
book for Americans interested in poetry. It has been edited by
an expert who has chosen the best of Char and presented him
in translations worthy of him.

Georges Poulet, who is professor of French literature at
Johns Hopkins, follows the tradition of those critics in France
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Vho organize their thought around one central issue or theme.
Studies in Human Time (Johns Hopkins Press) has been trans-
lated into excellent English by the poet and critic, Elliott Cole-
man. The purpose of this book is a study of time and of the de-
gree to which each age is defined by the concept of time as re-

vealed in its leading writers. There are chapters on many French
writers, from Montaigne to Proust. Professor Poulet never fails

to focus his attention on the way in which each century is rec-

ognized by its philosophy of time.
Of all the writers and ai-tists referred to by Henry Miller

in his published writings and in his letters, Rimbaud has af-

fected him the most deeply. “In Rimbaud, he writes, “I see
myself as in a mirror.” The title of Mr. Miller^s book The Time
of the Assassins (New Directions) is taken from the final sen-
tence of one of Rimbaud’s Illuminations: “Void le temps des
assassins.” The entire prose poem and even the single word,
“assassins,” are complex in their meanings and ambiguities.
But Mr. Miller interprets the phrase in direct and unambiguous
fashion. Since society assassinates its poets, they have to create
a method, a rule of life, in order to withstand the attacks.

Daisy Aldan, editor of Folder Magazine, has published a
translation of Mallarme’s difficult work, Un coup de des jamais
n'abolira le hasard (Tiber Press). The edition includes the
French text, and both the translation and the original reproduce
the very special typography Mallarme used in the initial print-
ing. This faithful translation of Miss Aldan will be of help to
those who wish to study the text in which Mallarme tried to re-
produce the movement and the thought of his poem by the very
configuration of the words on the page.

Biadford Cook has prepared with scrupulous care a
selection of writings of Mallarme, drawn from the prose poems,
the cintical writings and the correspondence. The translation,
the introduction and the succinct explanatory notes are all his
work. This volume, Malianme: selected prose poems, essays and
letters (Johns Hopkins Press), will go far in justifying the
growing reputation in France of Mallarme as aesthetician.
Throughout his life Mallarme reflected on his own art and on
art in general. The particular kind of anguish he suffered came
from the contradiction between his inspiration and his actual
writing. The major texts relating to this problem have been in-

cluded by Mr. Cook in his selections: Autobiography, The Book:
A Spiritual Instrument, Crisis in Poetry. For Mallarme art
alone exists It depends on nothing but itself. This belief is his

dogma. He returns to it many times in these pages translated

by Mr. Cook, and develops the theme in many varying ways.

WALLACE FOWLIE
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news notes

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

During the past year, Poetry has had the selfless and
invaluable aid of Marion Bowman, who worked as a volunteer
to improve our records of library subscriptions. Mrs. Bowman
sails this month for travels on the Continent. We wish her a
happy journey, and we hope that in spite of the many claims
upon her time she may again, on her return, find some place
for the magazine in her crowded schedule.

AWARDS

James Wright has won this year’s competition in the Yale
Series of Younger Poets. The title of his book is The Green Wall.

* * Elizabeth Bishop has been awarded the Partisan Review
fellowship in poetry. ^ ^ The Hudson Review fellowship in

poetry has been awarded to William Meredith. * * * John
Ciardi has been awarded a fellowship in the American Academy
at Rome by, jointly, the American Academy and the National
Institute of Arts and Letters. * * * George Abbe has been
awarded the 1956 Shelley Memorial Award of $800 by the
Poetry Society of America. The judges this year were John
Ciardi, Lincoln Fitzell, and Clarence R. Decker. * ^ The
Writers’ Conference of Indiana University presented a citation
to John Woods for his book. The Deaths at Paragon, Indiana,
as ‘‘the most distinguished work of poetry published by an
Indiana author in 1955.”

THE LITTLE MAGAZINE CONFERENCE AT HARVARD

The Harvard Summer School brought together a con-
ference on “The Little Magazine in America” on July 30 and 31
and August 1. The program was organized by William Y.
Elliott, director of Harvard Summer School, Robert C. Wood,
assistant director, and William Alfred. Allen Tate, who is

teaching an International Seminar at Harvard this summer,
was general chairman. Robert Giroux, vice-president of Farrar
Straus and Cudahy, was chairman of the first session, “What
Are Little Magazines For?”, at which the speakers were Philip
Rahv, Robert Lowell, and Henry Rago. Jarvis Thurston was
chairman of the second session, “Variations in Functions and
Approaches,” and the speakers were Ralph Maud, former editor
of Audience, George Plimpton, editor of the Paris Review, Leo
Raditsa, editor of i.e. The Cambridge Review, and Katherine
Garrison Chapin. At the third session, “Writers for the Little
Magazine,” Professor Elliott served as chairman, and the
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-‘Speakers were Frederick Morgan, William Barrett, and Eliza-
beth Hardwick, Donald Hall was chairman of the next session,

on ‘‘The Little Magazine and the Educator,” and the speakers
were J. Bradley Cumings, associate editor of the New American
Library of World Literature, and John Malcolm Brinnin. At the
final meeting, “The Audience of the Little Magazine,” Ray B,
West, Jr. was chairman, and the speakers were John Palmer,
Hugh Kenner, and Marianne Moore. Among others participating
less formally or simply attending were Mona Van Duyn, T.
Weiss, Renee Weiss, Lee Anderson, John Hollander, Katherine
Hoskins, Samuel French Morse, Alice Morris, and John Marshall
of the Rockefeller Foundation.

A transcription of the proceedings is promised for
autumn. Most of the speakers agreed that whatever the dif-

ferences between 1912 and 1956 there is at least as much need
as ever for the little magazine and its unique freedom from the
pressures of mass opinion and profit-making. What was also
clear was that the participants themselves could not have known
each other except through the kind of community the little

magazines have established in this country. No matter how
small the scale of that civilization, it is pretty much what we
mean by civilization. Through almost all that was said at
Cambridge there was the certainty that this image is worth
preserving.

V. R. LANG

1924 - 1956

Nothing 1 called that did not know its name
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“One of the

best poets of his

generation, Richard Wilbur

in this new book consoli-

dates his position with new
triumphs of imagination.”

—RICHARD EBERHART

N. Y. Times Book Review

‘The blitheness in many of

these pages is as rare in

contemporary poetry as it

is refreshing— Grace, wit,

a brilliance that sharpens

the shadows ... are the life

of this volume.”

—BABETTE DEUTSCH
N, Y. Herald Tribune

Things of

This World
By Richard Wilbur

$3,00 at all booksellers

Harcourt,BraceandCompany

Poems*
North & South, A Cold Spring.

By Elizabeth Bishop.
Awarded The Pulitzer Prize

for Poetry. “One of the best

books an American poet has
ever written.”

$3 50
— Randall Jarrell

A Change of Sky*
By Helen Bevinglon, author
of Dr. Johnson’s Waterfall

and Nineteen Million

Elephants. . . shrewd and
witty verses.”

— Charles Poore, N. Y. Times

$3.50

^vHoughton Mifflin Company*
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contributors

Charles Tomlinson’s The Necklace was reviewed here by Hugrh
Kenner last month. Mx% Tomlinson has just finished a new hook
of verse and is working on a study of D. H. Lawrence. He was
born in 1927 in Stoke-on-Trent. ^ * Ora JVIay Hull has pub-
lished in the Yale Poetry Review^ the Quarterly Revietv of
Literature, and other journals. This is her first appearance in
Poetry. * * * Sonia Raiziss is the author of The Metaphysical
Passion: Seven Modei'n American Poets and the Seventeenth
Century Tradition, and is working at an anthology of modern
Italian poetry in translation. She has published verse in prac-
tically all the literary journals. * * * WiUiam Stafford has also
been widely published. He has been spending the summer at
Yaddo and is preparing his first volume of poems. * * *

Donald Justice appeared last in Poetry in November 1954. He
has published verse and also fiction in Accent, Furioso, Western
Review, Hudson, The New Yorker, and several anthologies. * * *

John Logan is the author of A Cycle for Mother CahrinL He
has been teaching for the past summer at Coe College, Cedar
Rapids. ’*'’*** Landis Everson has been published in Hudson
(Winter 1952) and in Poetry (March 1955), and has three
poems forthcoming in Kenyon, He was born in 1926. * * *

George Abbe is the author of three novels and four collections

of poetry. His most recent book of verse is Bird in the Mulberry,
* Harold Witt’s Family in the Forest (Porpoise Book Shop,

San Francisco) wall be reviewed in an early issue. His book,
Superman Unbound, will be published this year by the New
Orleans Poetry Journal, * Gil Orlovitz’s most recent volume
of verse is The Diary of Dr, Eric Zeno (Inferno Press),
cellaneous Man will soon devote either a single issue or a chap-
book to his work. “ * * Lucile Adler was born in 1922 and
educated at Bennington. She has never been published before.
+ sjc -}c

jg aisQ first publication of Emmanuel Torres in

any magazine. He was born in 1932 in the Philippines and at
present is in the Writers’ Work Shop at Iowa. * * * William
Velton is still another poet who has never been published before.

He was born in 1934, studied at Amherst, and is about to enter
Union Theological Seminary. * * * Philip Legler reviewed
Marianne Moore’s Collected Poems here in December 1953. This
is his first appearance in Poetry as a poet. He is now teaching
at Central Missouri State College. * * Howard Nemerov’s new
novel. The Homecoming Game, will appear early in 1957. His
eclogue, Sunderland, was published in our October 1955 issue.

Hayden Carruth’s comprehensive reviews of the season’s

books of verse appear regularly in Perspectives U,S,A,, where
currently he has an essay on paperback publishing. He is writing

a book on Pound. * * * Jon Silkin was born in 1930. His poem,
White, was in our April 1956 issue. He is the editor of Stand,
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^ Howard Moss’s last book is The Toy Fair^ and a new
book is forthcoming in 1957. He is poetry editor of The New
Y orke'i *

‘ * Carolyn Kizer has published poems in The New
Yorker^ Harper's, The Nciv Republic, Interjyyi, Botteghe Oscure,
and Poetiy (January 1956). She was born in 1924. ‘ * Donald
Hall IS the author of Exiles and Mayi'^iages, Among his most
recent publications are three poems in our July issue and one
m the London Magazine for August. “

* Wallace Fowlie’s
latest book is the anthology, Mid-Century French Poets, now
issued by Grove in paperback (Evergreen Books).

WRITING A BOOK?
Then yon too must have pondered the
question, “How can a significant work
which IS not necessarily a candidate for
the best-seller list, be published?’*
Our extensive experience in regular com-
mercial and subsidy publishing has made
clear to us the need for a 100% honest,
selective, and professionally skilled coop-
erative publisher. THIS IS THE FUNC-
TION WE FULFILL. Our books are
handsomely designed, carefully edited,
and intelligently promoted. Our books
sell, not m explosive spurts, but steadily
and regularly. Our imprint is esteemed
by libraries, bookstores, reviewers, and
scholars.

Send your manuscript. Poetry or gen-
eral, without obligation, for editorial
evaluation.

The American Press, Inc.
Atten.: MRS. EZOR

489 FIFTH AVE., N. Y. 17, N. Y.



B0LUN6EN SERIES

1956

XX THE COLLECTED WOBKS OF C. G. JUNG
Vol. S: SYMBOLS OF TRANSFORMATION

Edited by Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, and Gerhard Adler.

Translated by R. F. C. HulL A revision oi The Psychology of the

Unconscious, Jung’s first comprehensive statement of hb indepen-

dent position. 6" x 9", 600 pages, 65 plates, 43 figures. $5.00

XXXV THE ART OF SCULPTURE
The A* W, Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts: VoL 3.

By Sir Herbert Read. The place of sculpture in many areas and

periods of man’s experience. 7%'' x 10", 150 pages, 224 plates. $6S)

XUV SOUND AND SYMBOL:
Music and the External World

By Victor Zuckerkandl. Translated by Willard R. Trask. An
analysis of the basic concepts upon which music rests, tracing the

essential characteristics of musical reality and the structure of nature

as manifested through music. 6" x 9", 400 pages. $4.00

XLVm THE GOTHIC CATHEDRAL

By Otto von Simson. An interpretation of the Gothic cathedral as

an image of supernatural reality, focussing on the Abbey of St-Denis

and the Cathedral of Chartres. With an appendix, “On the Propor-

tions of the South Tower of Chartres Cathedral,” by Ernst Levy.

IV2
"
X 10", 300 pages, 40 plates, 3 color plates, 11 text figures. $6.50

LH PANDORA’S BOX

By Dora and Erwin Panofsky. The changing aspects of a mythical

symbol in European literature and art from Roman times to the

present. 8" x 10", 200 pages, 61 illustrations. $4.50

DISTRIBUTED BY PANTHEON BOOKS, INC., 333 SIXTH AVE., N. Y. 14

For detailed catalogue tvrite to Bollingen Series, 140 E. 6Z Si., iV. Y. 21


